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PREFACE

The roots of this book go back to 1989. Having returned from a period of eighteen 
months in Mongolia, before commencing work on my PhD thesis, I was asked to do 
some teaching of the Mongolian language at the Mongolia and Inner Asia Studies Unit, 
in Cambridge. The absence of effective, English-based teaching materials at that point led 
me to entertain seriously the idea of writing a grammar of my own. 

In the time that has followed, the contents of the book have undergone considerable 
revision. First, after I wrote the material, it benefited from the practised eye of 
Chuluunbaatar, the British Council Mongolian lector at Cambridge from 1989 to 1990. 
He was able to bring to bear many years’ experience of teaching his native tongue to 
foreigners, including myself, and improved the Mongolian texts considerably. Bat-
Ireedüi, also a Mongolian lector for the British Council, also provided considerable input 
and positive criticism. 

At the back of the book is a vocabulary list and a key to the drills and exercises. These 
enable the book to be used by those studying by themselves. However, it should be said 
that the book was first written as teaching material, for classroom use. It has been used 
thus for many years, mainly by Bayarmandakh, and the experience that has given us has 
led to considerable revision of the texts, exercises and drills, and explanations. We would 
like to thank all the students who have used the book and provided feedback on it. 

Our gratitude goes to Professor Caroline Humphrey, of the Mongolia and Inner Asia 
Studies Unit, for continued support and encouragement over the years, and especially at 
the end for bringing us into contact with Curzon. We would also like to thank Mngh at 
Mongolian TV and radio, and his colleagues, for providing the voices for the tape. 

This book is not an exhaustive grammar. It is intended to give the basic building 
blocks of the Mongolian language so that students will have a secure foundation on 
which to expand their knowledge of the language through practical use. It is our intention 
to provide explanations that are clear, concise and understandable, without avoiding the 
use of some necessary grammatical terms. We hope you enjoy using the book and find it 
useful. 

John Gaunt, Cambridge



THE MONGOLIAN ALPHABET 

This is essentially the same as the Cyrillic alphabet used in Russian with the addition of a 
couple of new letters, although the pronunciation is not exactly the same. The following 
list gives the alphabet, the transcription used in this book and the approximate values of 
the letters. 

VOWELS AND CONSONANTS
Letter Transcription Value
Aa a As in the exclamation ‘ha!’

�� b The first letter of English ‘box’

B� v Between English ‘v’ and ‘w’ 

�� g As English ‘k’ when final, otherwise see section on vowel harmony 

�� d As English ‘d’ 

Ee ye/yö As the first sounds of English ‘yes’ or ‘yearn’

Ëë yö As the first two letters of ‘yomp’

	
 j As English ‘j’ in ‘joke’

�� z As the last two letters of ‘beds’

� i As the vowel sound in English ‘peak’

�� i Used in diphthongs and long ‘ii’ sounds 

�� k As English ‘k’ 

�� l As English ‘l’ but with the tongue further back 

M� m As English ‘m’ 

H� n When final, as the ‘ng’ of ‘song’, otherwise ‘n’ 

Oo o As in English ‘box’

�� ö Approximately the ‘u’ in English ‘fur’, but shore 

�� p As English ‘p’ 

Pp r Rolled, as in Russian or Italian, or Scottish 

Cc s As English ‘s’ in ‘song’

T� t As the ‘t’ in English ‘tool’

�y u As the vowel sound in English ‘fall’, but short 



Y� ü As the vowel sound in English ‘fool’, but short 

�� f As English ‘f’ in ‘first’

Xx h See section on vowel harmony 

"# ts As the last two letters in English ‘pots’

$% ch The first and last sounds in English ‘church’

'* sh The ‘sh’ of ‘English’

+; ’(soft sign) Adds a hint of an ‘i’ to the preceding vowel 

<= i Rare. Occurs only on some noun endings and in Russian loan-words. As ‘i’ in 
‘in’.

>? ”(hard 
sign)

Rare. Occurs only in certain verb endings. Will be dealt with then. 

@Q e As the ‘e’ in English ‘fell’

Z[ yu/yü As the English ‘yaw’ or ‘you’, but both short 

\] ya As in the English ‘yah’

LONG VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS
Letter Transcription Value
aa aa This represents the ‘a’ sound in ‘father’

oo oo The same sound as in ‘box’ but held twice as long 

yy uu Almost exactly as English ‘awe’

QQ ee The same as ‘e’ in ‘bed’ but held twice as long 

�� öö As the ‘u’ in English ‘fur’, but long 

�� üü Long, as in the English ‘pool’

a� ai As the vowel sound in English ‘pine’

o� oi As the ‘oy’ in English ‘boy’

Q� ei As the ‘ay’ in English ‘hay’

�� ii As the ‘ee’ in English ‘ween’

The soft sign ‘;’ (’) introduces a hint of an ‘i’ into the vowel and softens the consonant, 
so that the word ‘a�;’ is between the English ‘aisle’ and the shortened name ‘Al’. 

Look at the list of words below, listen to the tape, and compare the pronunciations of 
the different vowels: short, long, diphthong and with a soft sign. 
a� short vowel av hunt 

aa� long vowel aav father 

a�� diphthong aiv was afraid 



a�; short+soft al’ which 

aa�; long+soft aal’ manner 

xo� short vowel hol far 

�oo� long vowel bool slave 

�o�� diphthong moil wild cherry 

�o�; short+soft tol’ mirror 

oo�; long+soft ool’ adze 

y� short vowel ul sole (shoe, foot etc.) 

yy� long vowel uul mountain 

�_�� diphthong buil gum (of teeth) 

y�; short+soft ul’ howl 

yy�; long+soft uul’ owl 

Qp short vowel er male 

`QQ{ long vowel heer steppe 

��Q�Q� diphthong ünetei expensive 

�p short vowel ör debt 

��p long vowel öör other 

�� short vowel ül not 

��� long vowel üül cloud 

��� diphthong üil act 

You will see that not all combinations are represented. This is because Mongolian never 
combines the letters Q, � or � with the soft sign, and never combines the letter � with the 
diphthong-forming �.

The character ‘�’ (n/ng) represents the English ‘n’ except when final (e.g. ‘co���’—
‘soning’) or when it precedes the letters ‘x’ or ‘�’, then it represents the ‘ng’ in English 
‘song’: ‘#o�x’=‘tsongh’. It is also pronounced ‘ng’ sometimes when it precedes 
consonants. This will be shown in the transliteration. In such cases the ‘g’ is never 
pronounced separately, unless there are two of them in the transliteration. Where the ‘�’
is followed by a final vowel this vowel is virtually unpronounced and so is not 
reproduced in the transcription. One could say that its function was simply to differentiate 
between a ‘n’ or a ‘ng’ sound at the end of the word. Thus ‘�a��a’ is transcribed as ‘bain’ 
and rhymes with English ‘pine’. 

Again, listen to the pronunciation of the words below on the tape: 
co��� soning newspaper 

co����o songgino onion 

ca�� saing good 



�a���a baingga always 

�a��a baina be, is, are 

Stress in Mongolian is always on the first syllable, regardless of the length of the second 
or subsequent syllables.  



CHAPTER ONE

TEXT

Cyrillic
Ca�� �a��a yy? �� �a�*. �� a���� x��. @�Q x�� ����� �}��. TQp �ac a���� x��. TQp
o[y�}�. TQp ca�� o[y�}�. TQp �o��o� `Q� cyp�a.

@�Q �a�a� �a�p. @�Q ����� �p��. M���� �p�� �o�, �y�aaxa�, #Q�Q{`Q�. M����
�p����� xa�a *ap. TQp #o�x �a��a. �a�aa �o� �o� �a��a. TQp �o� �o�oo� �a��a.
M���� �a*�� �ac �a��a. M���� �a*�� xap, �ac 
�
��. TQp 
�
�� xap �a*��
����� �a*��.

������p �� ca�xa� �o� a��a. ���� opo� Q�Q �o�=� y�*��a. Map�aa* �� *��Q
���~ ���Q. TQp ���~ ca�xa� a���� ���~.

Roman script 
Saim-bainuu? Bi bagsh. Bi anggli hüng. En xüng minii naiz. Ter bas anggli hüng. Ter 
oyuutang. Ter saing oyuutang. Ter monggol hel suran. 

En manai bair. En minii öröö. Minii öröö tom, dulaahang, tseverheng. Minii öröönii 
han shar. Ter tsongh bain. Gadaa tom mod bain. Ter mod nogoong bain. Minii mashin 
bas bain. Minii mashin har, bas jijig. Ter xar, jijig mashin minii mashin. 

Önöödör bi saihang nom avan. Önöö oroi en nomig ungshin. Margaash bi shin kino 
üzen. Ter kino saihang anggli kino. 

VOCABULARY
ca�� saing good, well 

�a�-(�a�x) baih to be 

ca�� �a��a yy saim-bainuu how are you 

�� bi I 

�a�* bagsh teacher 

a�� � anggli England, English 

x�� hüng person 

Q�Q en this 

�Qp ter a) he, she, it; b) that 

����� minii my 

�a�a� manai our 



�}�� naiz friend 

�ac bas also, as well, too 

o[y�}� oyuutang student 

�o��o� monggol Mongolia, Mongol 

`Q� hel a) language; b) tongue 

cyp-(cypax) surah to study, to learn 

�a�p bair apartment 

�p��(-�) öröö(-n) room 

�o� tom big, large 

�y�aaxa� dulaahang warm 

#Q�Q{`Q� tseverheng clean, tidy 

xa�a han wall 

*ap shar yellow 

#o�x tsongh window 

�a�aa gadaa outside 

�~� mod tree 

�o�oo� nogoong green 

�a*�� mashin car 

xap har black 


�
�� jijig small 

������p önöödör today 

ca�xa� saihang beautiful, nice 

�o� nom book 

a�-(a�ax) avah a) to take; b) to buy 

���� önöö this 

opo� oroi evening 

���� opo� önöö oroi tonight 

y�*�-(y�*�x) ungshih to read 

�ap�aa* margaash tomorrow 

*��Q shin new 

���~ kino film, cinema 

��Q-(��Qx) üzeh to see 
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GRAMMAR

1) Vowel harmony

Looking at the text and the vocabulary you may notice that Mongolian words contain 
vowels of either one of two groups. The rule which governs this is called vowel harmony 
and applies to all words except recent foreign loan words. The two groups are a, o and y 
(a, o and u—called back or “male” vowels); and Q, � and � (e, ö and ü—called front or 
“female” vowels). The “i” sounds (� and �) are neutral, as are the soft sign (;) and hard 
sign (?) and can appear in any word. “=” is only used in certain endings on certain back 
vowel words. 

Apart from recent loan words, any word cannot contain vowels from both front and 
back groups. The ending on a verb or noun must be in harmony with those in the word 
itself. This may sound complicated but is not, and in fact makes the inflection of any one 
word much easier to formulate than in many languages. The following table gives 
possibilities for the vowel content of a word and the vowels in the inflection: 
group vowels in word vowels in ending

a a 

o o 

back

y a 

Q Q

� �

front

� Q

neutral � Q

Basically the vowel harmony affects only the the vowels, but there are two consonants in 
the alphabet where the pronunciation is changed by the vowel harmony. These are the “�”
and “x”. All other consonants remain unaffected. The pronunciation of these letters 
changes in the following way. In back vowel words, the “x” is pronounced in the back of 
the throat and has a very guttural sound, rather like the “ch” in Scottish “loch”. In front 
vowel words, the “x” is pronounced more at the front of the throat, at the back of the 
mouth, and is not so abrasive. The “�” in back vowel words is also in the back of the 
throat and guttural, sharper than the “x”. The “�” in front vowel words is more like the 
English “g”. A final “r”, in either front or back vowel words, is pronounced almost as 
English “g” or “k”. In back vowel words with a “�” followed by a final vowel, this vowel 
is virtually unpronounced and serves only to gutturalise the sound of the “�”. A back 
vowel word with a “�” followed by an “�” or a soft sign (;) has this “�” pronounced as 
for front vowel words. Listen to the tape and compare the pronunciations of the following 
words:
�a�a back � baga small 

�ax back x bah toad 
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a�; �+soft sign ag’ prince 

�ax; x+soft sign bah’ pliers 

�Q� front � teg zero 

�Qx front x beh ink 

%a��a n+back � changga firm, tight 

a�x n+back x angh first 

a��� n+-ggi anggi classroom 

�Q��Q n+front � mengge spot, mole 

Q�x n+front x engh peace 

2) The present/future tense of verbs

The principle of vowel harmony is shown in the inflection of verbs to form what in 
Mongolian covers the present and future tenses. 

Verbs come in two parts: a stem and an ending. Thus �a�/x—to be; cyp/ ax—to study; 
��Q/x—to see. After the stroke is the ending, in this case the infinitive or dictionary form, 
before it the stem, to which tense endings are added. Note that the infinitive ending 
usually consists of a vowel and a “x”. Which vowel it is to be depends on the vowels in 
the stem. Some verbs have infinitive endings in “-�x”, such as “y�*�x”—to read. 

You will see from the vocabulary list that verbs are given twice, with the stem 
followed by a hyphen and with the full form in brackets below. There is some debate 
between scholars as to which is a correct “infinitive”. In the vocabulary lists in this book 
both will be given, to be as correct as possible and to make things easier for the learner 
who may be used to seeing French or German verbs given in dictionaries in their full 
infinitive form. 

The ending for the present/future tense consists of “-�}4”. The figure 4 shows that this 
vowel can change four times, according to the vowel harmony. Depending on the vowels 
in the stem, the ending could either be -�a, -�o, -�Q or -��—four possibilities. Thus 
�a��a—is, are; cyp�a—study, studies; ����—see, sees; ���c��—wear, wears. There is 
no difference between the endings for the first, second or third persons (I, you, he etc.), 
nor yet for singular or plural (I, we etc.). Thus “�� ���Q” is “I see”; “�Qp ���Q” is “he 
sees”.

This ending also covers the future tense denoted in English by the word “will”, so that 
“�� ���Q” is both “I see” and “I will see”. 

The final vowel is virtually unpronounced and disappears entirely when followed by 
another vowel, so that “ca�� �a��a yy” is pronounced “saimbainuu”. 

EXAMPLES:
�� �o��o� `Q� cyp�a. I study/will study Mongolian. 

TQp ���~ ����. He sees/will see a film. 
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TQp �o� y�*��a. He reads/will read a book. 

3) The nominative and accusative cases

Like many languages, Mongolian expresses ideas such as by, from, at and so forth by 
adding an ending or an inflection to the end of the noun. These endings are called cases 
and Mongolian has seven of them. The most important cases in any language are called 
the nominative and accusative, for they denote the subject and object of a sentence. In the 
sentence “I read a book”, the word “I” is the subject and therefore goes into the 
nominative case, the word “book” is the object and therefore goes into the accusative. 

In Mongolian the nominative is uninflected and is the form of the noun as found in a 
dictionary, the form as given in the vocabulary lists, the stem to which other endings are 
added. The accusative requires the addition of certain endings. The accusative endings 
are as follows: 
a) -=� for back vowel words; 

b) -��� for front vowel words and back vowel words ending in 
, %, *, �, soft sign (;) and �;

c) -� for all words ending in long vowels or diphthongs. 

Words ending in a single vowel drop this vowel when the ending is added, except foreign 
loan words. A vowel is sometimes dropped where consonants appear alternately. 

EXAMPLES:
nominative accusative

xa�a xa�=�

o[y�}� o[_��=�

a)

�o� �o�=�

x�� x�����b)

a��� a�����

���~ ���~�c)

opo� opo��

The accusative of the personal pronouns are somewhat irregular. Those we have met so 
far are as follows: 
�� (I) �a�a�� (me) 

�a (you) (polite) �a�=� (you) 

%� (you) (familiar) %a�a�� (you) 

�Qp (he, she, it) ������� (him, her, it) 
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The accusative can be and often is omitted from the object noun. Thus “�� ���~ ���Q”
and “�� ���~� ���Q” are both legitimate. Personal pronouns and proper names are always 
put into the accusative. The accusative is often not added if the object indefinite or if it is 
general, and it is used usually to specify something definite. Thus “�Qp ����� �o�=�
y�*��a”—“he reads the book”; and “�Qp �o� y�*��a”—“he reads a book” or “he reads 
books”.

Where there is a list of nouns which are objects of the same verb, only the final one 
needs to go into the accusative. This will be the same with all cases. 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES:
�� �ac �o��o� xQ� cyp�a. I too study Mongolian. 

TQp ����� �o��� a��a. She will buy my book. 

�� ����� a���� ���~� ���Q. I will see the English film. 

4) Adjectives and adverbs

Adjectives do not inflect, whatever the case of the noun they qualify. In the sentence 
“ca�� o[y�}� ca�� ���~ ���Q”—“the good student sees a good film”, both subject and 
object have the same adjective and in exactly the same form. 

Adjectives can be used as adverbs simply by placing them before the relevant verb, 
thus “ca�� o[y�}� ca�� cyp�a”—“the good student studies well”.  

5) Word order and omission

The subject is usually the first idea in a Mongolian sentence, the verb usually the last. 
The object and such ideas as the manner in which something is done usually come 
between.

When the subject is “�Qp”, meaning “it”, this can often be omitted, so that “�Qp
�o�oo� xa�a �a��a” and “�o�oo� xa�a �a��a” both mean “it is a green wall”. In fact, if 
the subject is understood from the context within which people are writing or talking, the 
“it” can always be omitted. We have often left the subject out of the examples in this 
book. The “�a��a” can also be omitted, so that “�� �a�* �a��a” and “�� �a�*” can 
both mean “I am a teacher”. 

Inverting the poitions of the noun and adjective can change the meaning of the 
sentence, so that “�Qp xa�a �o�oo� (�a��a)” is “that wall is green”, and “(�Qp) �o�oo�
xa�a (�a��a)” is “that is a green wall”. 

DRILLS
i) Put the verbs in the infinitive into the present/future tense: 
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EXAMPLE:
cypax—�� cyp�a to study—I study 
a�ax— to take 

y�*�`— to read 

��Qx— to see 

����`— to put on 

o�ox— to find 

ii) Put the nominative nouns into the accusative in the following sentences where 
necessary.

EXAMPLE:
�o�—�� Q�Q �o�=� y�*��}. book—I will read this book. 
`Q�— language—I study Mongolian language. 

���~— film—I watch a film. 

op— bed—He will buy a big bed. 

yc— water—My friend will find the water. 

���— trousers—he wears black trousers. 

iii) Make two sentences with the same adjective and noun in each, in different order to 
change the meaning: 

EXAMPLE:
xa�a, �o�oo� wall, green 
a) TQp xa�a �o�oo� �a��a. a) That wall is green. 

b) TQp �o�oo� xa�a �a��a. b) That is a green wall. 

�a*��, xap car, black 

a)   

b)   

a���� x��, �o� Englishman, big 

a)   

b)   

�o�, ca�xa� book, beautiful 

a)   

b)   
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��c, �o�oo� fruit, green 

a)   

b)   

EXERCISES
a) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. Today I shall wear my black trousers. 
2. Tomorrow I shall buy (some) fruit. 
3. My bed is big. 
4. He is a good student. 
5. She learns Mongolian well. 
6. Tonight I shall see an English film. 
7. This is a good book. 
8. This book is good. 
9. She is a nice (=good) person. 
10. My classroom is warm. 

b) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. @�Q �o� ca��.
2. @�Q ca�� �o� �a��a.
3. ������p �� xap ��� ������.
4. M���� �a*�� �o�.
5. Ho�oo� 
��c �yy.
6. Mo��o� yc ca�xa� �a��a.
7. TQp �yy o[y�}� �a��a.
8. @�Q a��� �y�aaxa�.
9. TQp o[_�}� �yy.
10. ������p ca�xa� ���p �a��a.

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
���c-(��c�x) ömsöh to wear, put on 

o�o-(o�ox) oloh to find 

op or bed 

yc us water 


��c jims fruit 

��� ömd trousers 

�yy muu bad 

���p ödör day 

����� nögöö (here) that 
a��� anggi classroom
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CHAPTER TWO

TEXT

Cyrillic
�aa�ap=� a��a� �_��aa. �_��}}���� ��x�p �aa�ap. �_��}a �aa�ap xoëp �a�%��.
TQ���� �Qp �x �o�, #a�aa� �Qp �a��a. �aa�ap �a� �a��a
 �a��a. �_��aa �Q{���
a
�� x��
 �a��a. �Qp��� a
�� �x �a��a. �_��aa �Qp #Q�Q{�Q
 �a��a.

�aa�ap �Q{��� a
�� `��`��� �a��a. TQp y�c=� �a� �a��a
 �a��a. �aa�ap �op;
y�a
 �a��a.

�_��aa ~�~~ `~~� ��Q
 �a��a. TQp xo���= �ax ���Q, �}`}�� �ax ��Qx���.

Comprehension

- �y��aa [y x��
 �a��a �Q?
- TQp �Q{��� a
�� x��
 �a��a.
- �aa�ap [y x��
 �a��a �Q?
- TQp �a� �a��a
 �a��a.
- �aa�ap `Q��� �a�=� �a��a
 �a��a �Q?
- TQp y�c=� �a� �a��a
 �a��a.
- �_��aa `~~� ��Q
 �a��a yy? 
- T���, xoo� ��Q
 �a��a.
- \�ap xoo� ��Q
 �a��a �Q?
- Max ��Q
 �a��a.
- TQp [y�= �ax ��Q`��� �a��a �Q?
- �axa�� �ax ��Qx��� �a��a.
- �aa�ap ���� opo� xoo� ��Qx ��, ���� [y? 
- ��Q.

Roman script 
Baatring avgai Dulmaa. Dulmaagiing nöhör Baatar. Dulmaa Baatar xoyor malching. 
Tednii ger ih tom, tsagaang ger bain. Baatar mal malalj bain. Dulmaa geriing ajil xiij 
bain. Geriing ajil ih bain. Dulmaa ger tsevrelj bain. 

Baatar geriing ajil hiihgüi bain. Ter ulsing mal malalj bain. Baatar mor’ unaj bain. 
Dulmaa odoo xool idej bain Honinii mah iden, gahaing mah idexgüi. 

- Dulmaa yuu hiij bain ve? 
- Ter geriing ajil hiij bain. 
- Baatar yu hiij bain ve? 
- Ter mal malalj bain. 
- Baatar henii malig malalj bain ve? 



- Ter ulsing mal malalj bain. 
- Dulmaa hool idej bainuu? 
- Tiim, hool idej bain. 
- Yamar hool idej bain ve? 
- Mah idej bain. 
- Dulmaa yuuni mah idehgüi bain ve? 
- Gahaing mah idehgüi bain. 
- Baatar önöö oroi hool idhüü, ügüi yü? 
- Iden. 

Comprehension
Ta �a�* yy? Ta bagshuu? Are you a teacher? 

T��� (�� �a�*). Tiim (bi bagsh). Yes, I am (a teacher). 

Ta Q�% ��? Ta emchüü? Are you a doctor? 

Y���, �� Q�% ��*, ��
o[y�a�

Ügüi, bi emch bish, bi 
oyuutang. 

No, I am not a doctor; I am a 
student.

"Qp�aa a
��%�� yy? Tsermaa ajilchnuu? Is Tsermaa a worker? 

Y���, �Qp �a�%��. Ügüi, ter malching. No, she is a herder. 

@�Q *�pQQ �a��a. Ene shiree bain. This is a table. 

TQp �ac *�pQQ [y? Ter bas shiree yüü? Is that a table too? 

Y���, �Qp ca��}� �a��a. Ügüi, ter sangdal bain. No, it is a chair. 

TQp xQ� �Q? Ter heng be? Who is he/she? 

@�Q xQ� �Q? En heng be? Who is this? 

�~{
 �a��a. Dorj bain. It is Dorj. 

@�Q [y �Q? En yuu ve? What is this? 

(@�Q) �o� (�a��a). (En) nom (bain). (This is) a book. 

@�Q �o� yy? En nomuu? Is this a book? 

T���, Q�Q �o�. Tiim, ene nom. Yes, it is a book. 

@�Q ca��ap yy? En sambruu? Is this a blackboard? 

Y���, ca��ap ��*, xa�a. Ügüi, sambar bish, han. No, it isn’t, it is a wall. 

TQp xapa��aa [y? Ter harangdaa yuu? Is that a pencil? 

Y���, ��Q�. Ügüi, üzeg. No, it isn’t, it is a pen. 

@�Q xoëp ����� �o�. En xoyor minii nom. These are both my books. 

�_��aa �~{
 xoëp �a��. Dulmaa, Dorj xoyor naiz. Dulmaa and Dorj are friends. 

�a�aa, M]��ap, �xa��a
�ypa� �a�%��.

Davaa, Myagmar, Lhavag gurav 
malching.

Davaa, Myagmar and Lhagva 
are herders. 
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VOCABULARY

Text
a��a� avgai wife 

��x�p nöhör a) husband; b) comrade 

�a�%�� malching herder, herdsman 

�Q� ted they 

�Qp ger a) “ger”, yurt; b) home 

�x ih much; many; great; very 

�o� tom big, large 

#a�aa� tsagaang white 

�a� mal livestock 

�a��a-(�a��ax) mallah to herd 

a
�� ajil work 

x��-(x��x) hiih to do 

#Q�Q{�Q-(#Q�Qp�Qx) tseverleh to clean 

y�c �op;(-��) uls mor’(-ing) country, state horse 

y�a-(y�ax) unax to ride 

��%�-(��%�x) bichih to write 

o�oo odoo now 

`~~� hool food, meal 

��Q-(��Qx) ideh to eat 

`~�;(-��) hon’(-ing) sheep 

�ax(-a�) mah(-ang) meat 

[y(-�) yuu(-ng) what 

xQ� heng who 

]�ap yamar what kind of 

�}`}� gahai pig 

���� tiim yes 

���� ügüi no 

Comprehension
Q�% emch doctor 

a
��%�� ajilching worker 
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*�pQQ(-�) shiree(-ng) table 

ca��}� sandal chair 

ca��ap sambar blackboard 

xapa��aa harandaa pencil 

��Q� üzeg pen 

xoëp hoyor two 

�_{}� (�yp�a�) gurav(gurvang) three 

GRAMMAR

1) N-stem nouns

If you look at the vocabulary list you will see that there are some nouns which are 
followed by a vowel and an “n” (�) or just “n” in brackets, such as �ax(-a�). Such nouns 
are called n-stem nouns because the “n” comes into the stem for certain cases. Words 
ending in long or short vowels simply add an “n” such as *�pQQ(-�)=*�pQQ� (table). 
Words ending in consonants add a vowel and an “n”, to separate it from the final 
consonant, thus �ax(-a�)=�axa�. Nouns ending in a soft sign (;) drop this soft sign and 
add -��, thus �op;(-��)=�op��.

Some of the vocabulary we met in the last chapter are n-stem nouns as well. These are 
`Q�(-Q�), op(-o�), yc(-a�), 
��c(-Q�), and ���~(-�). Like many foreign nouns, ���~ is 
an n-stem. 

These nouns do not add the “n” in all cases. In the accusative, for example, they 
behave like any other noun: *�{QQ-*�{QQ�; �ax-�ax=�; �op;-�op���. The genitive, 
below, is the first case influenced by this, which the Mongols call the “secret n”.  

2) Genitive case

The genitive case is also known as the possesive case and is used to translate the idea of 
“of” or “s” in English. Thus o[_��= a
�� is “the student’s work”, �aa�ap=� �op; is 
“Baatar’s horse”. Genitive endings are as follows: 
a) -� for all words ending in a diphthong or long -��.

-= for back vowel words ending in -�, including “n” stems. b)

-�� for front vowel words ending in -�, including “n” stems. 

-��� for front vowel words ending in short vowels and consonants except -�; and for back 
vowel words ending in -
, -%, -*, -�, -;, (soft sign) and -�. A short vowel will be 
dropped on adding this ending. 

c)

-=� for all other back vowel words ending with short vowels or other consonants except -�.
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d) -
����

for front or back vowel words ending in long vowels. 

noun genitive meaning
opo� opo�� evening’s a)

�}`}� �}`}�� pig’s 

o[y�}� o[_��= student’s 

*�pQQ *�{QQ��� table’s 

b)

xo�; xo���= sheep’s 

�Qp �Q{��� yurt’s, home’s 

�a�* �a�*��� teacher’s 

a��� a����� classroom’s 

c)

y�c y�c=� country’s, state’s 

��� ������� (younger) brother’s/sister’s d)

"Q{�}} "Qp�aa���� Tsermaa’s 

In Mongolian the genitive case has several uses. The first and most important is to 
indicate the idea of possession, e.g. �a�*��� �o�—the teacher’s book; o[_��= a
��—
the student’s work; �aa�ap=� �a�—Baatar’s livestock; `Q��� �}��?—whose friend? and 
so on. 

Another important use of the genitive for what are called attributives (adjectives 
preceding nouns), as in the following examples: �Q{��� a
��—housework; y�c=�
�a�—state livestock; 
��c��� yc—fruit juice (lit. fruit’s water). 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES:
�aa�ap "Qp�aa���� �o�=� y�*�
 �a��a. Baatar is reading Tsermaa’s book. 

�o��op `Q��� �op��� y�a
 �a��a �Q? Whose horse is Dolgor riding? 

�aa�ap�� �oxo� �_��}}���� xoo�=� ��Q
 �a��a. Baatar’s dog is eating Dulmaa’s food. 

�aa�ap y�c�� �a� �a��a
 �a��a. Baatar is herding the state livestock. 

�o��op �Q{��� a
�� x��
 �a��a. Dolgor is doing the housework. 

The genitive forms of the pronouns are as follows: 
�� ����� my 

�a �a�= your 

%� %���� your 

�Qp ������, �Qp��� his/her/its 
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3) Present-continuous tense

Note the following: �o��op �Q{��� a
�� x��
 �a��a. This sentence uses the present 
participle of the verb `��`—to do, and translates in English as “Dolgor is doing the 
housework”. This facility is used almost as often in Mongolian as it is in English. 

The present participle is formed by adding -
, -% or -a
4 to the verb stem. Exactly 
which it will be depends on the verb stem. The possibilities are as follows:  
a) -
 for stems ending in long vowel, short vowel and -�.

b) -% for stems ending in final consonants. 

c) -�
 for stems ending in a short -� or -
, -%, -*.

As regards a) and b), you cannot tell from the modern Cyrillic spelling of the verb 
whether it ends in a final vowel or a consonant. A look at the hyphenated form of the 
verb in the vocabulary list will tell you where the stem ends. Where there is a short vowel 
before the hyphen, this is dropped when the present participle is added. See the following 
table: 
verb stem participle meaning
o�ox o�- o�	 finding

]�ax ]�a- ]�	 going

a�ax a�- a�
 taking

y�*�` y�*�- y�*�	 reading

��%�` ��%�- ��%�	 writing

����` ���c- ����
 wearing

Using the present participle with the present/future tense of the verb �a�` “to be” forms 
the present continuous tense, shown in English by the suffix “-ing” on the verb. Note the 
following examples in sentences: 
TQp �o��o� `Q� cyp
 �a��a. He is studying Mongolian. 

�� �op; y�a	 �a��a. I am riding a horse. 

Ta �o��o� �QQ� ����
 �a��a. You are wearing a Mongol deel. 

�o��op ���~ ��Q	 �a��a. Dolgor is watching a film. 

This tense is used in colloquial Mongolian much as it is in English, to describe an 
ongoing action. The present/future tense is very rarely used in such a situation and is kept 
for the future. Compare the following examples: 
�aa�ap Q�Q �o�=� y�*�	 �a��a. Baatar is reading this book. 

�aa�ap Q�Q �o�=� �ap�aa* y�*���. Baatar will read this book tomorrow. 

�o��op �ax ��Q	 �a��a. Dolgor is eating some meat. 

�~��~{ �ax ����. Dolgor will eat some meat. 
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Note that in a declarative sentence the �a��a can be omitted, in a present continuous 
tense it cannot be. For example:  
@�Q ���~ ca�� (�a��a). This film (is) good. 

�� �ax ��Q
 �a��a. I am eating meat. 

4) Questions

There are two kinds of questions in Mongolian, distinguished by different question 
markers. 

a) A basic question, without a question word. This kind of question is demarcated by 
the particle yy/��, depending on the vowel harmony of the last word in the question. For 
example: 
@�Q �o� yy? Is this a book? 

@�Q �o� ca�� yy? Is this book good? 

"Qp�aa Q�% ? Is Tsermaa a doctor? 

Where the final word ends in a long vowel or diphthong, the variant [y is used: 
@�Q *�pQQ �y? Is this a table? 

���� opo� �y? This evening? 

Where the question involves a verb in the present/future tense, the infinitive ending is 
usually used instead (in the Halh dialect), except for the verb to be, which is in the 
present form �a��a:
Xoo� ��Q` ? Will you have something to eat? 

�a�* �a��a yy? Is the teacher there? 

Ta �o� y�*�
 �a��a yy? Are you reading a book? 

Note also ca�� �a��a yy?—how are you? 
b) Questions with a question word, such as who, what and so on take the question 

particle �Q/�Q. The harder �Q is used after words ending in -�, -� and -� only. The vowel 
does not change according to the harmony. For example: 
��ap �ax ca�xa� ��? What (kind of) meat is nice? 

X�� ]�ax ��? Who will go? 

Ta �y ��Q
 �a��a ��? What are you eating? 

Ta �y ��Q` �Q? What will you eat? 

It is possible to have both markers in one question, as in the following:  
Ta [y ��Q` ��, �ax yy? What will you eat, some meat? 
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5) Negatives

Negatives are formed in Mongolian in several ways. 
a) ��*. This is the negative of the verb �a�x—to be and means is/are not. It is used as 
the negative of a declarative sentence in the following way: 
�� Q�% ���, �a�*. I’m not a doctor, I am a teacher. 

@�Q *�pQQ �o�oo� ���. This table is not green. 

b) -���. This suffix is added to the verb �a�` and other verbs in other situations. Where 
the positive was present/future, it is added to the infinitive ending. For example: 
TQp ]��a, �� ]�ax��. He will go, I won’t.

�� xoo� ��Qx��. I shan’t have anything to eat. 

In the present continuous tense, it is added to the verb in the infinitive, not to the �a�`,
which follows: 
TQp o�oo �a� �a��ax�� �a��a. He is not now herding the livestock. 

�� �Q{��� a
�� `��`�� �a��a. I am not doing the housework. 

Compare the following: 
�aa�ap xoo� ��Qx�� �a��a. Baatar is not eating.

�aa�ap xoo� ��Q`��. Baatar will not eat. 

c) ����. This corresponds to the English “no”. 
TQp xoo� ��Q
 �a��a yy? Is he eating? 

Y��, �Qp ��Qx��� �a��a. No, he is not. 

DRILLS
i) Make short sentences with the following words involving the genitive: 

EXAMPLE:
��, �aa�ap, �o�, y�*�`
-�� �aa�ap=� �o�=� y�*��a.

I; Baatar; book; read 
I shall read Baatar’s book. 

�Qp, �y��aa, �oxo�, a�ax he; Dulmaa; dog; take 

����� ���, y�c, �a�, �a��ax
–

my brother; state; livestock; herd 

�oxo�, �aa�ap, xoo�, ��Q`
–

dog; Baatar; food; eat 

o[y�}�, a
��, ca��
–

student; work; good 
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ii) Give the present participle of the following verbs: 

EXAMPLE:
a�- (take)=a�%(taking) 
cyp- (study)= y�*�- (read)= 

��Q- (see)= ���c- (wear)= 

o�- (find)= x��- (do)= 

#Q�Q{�Q- (clean)= �a��a- (herd)= 

y�a- (ride)= ��Q- (eat)= 

]�a- (go)= ��%�- (write)= 

iii) In the following sentences replace the English verb in brackets with the Mongolian in 
the present continuous tense: 

EXAMPLE:
�_��}} �Q{��� a
�� (do) = �_��}} �Q{��� a
�� x��
 �a��a.

a) Hoxo� �ax (eat) =   

b) O[y�}� �o��o� `Q� (study) =   

c) TQp ca�xa� �o� (write) =   

d) Ma�%�� �op; (ride) =   

e) �a�* xap ��� (wear) =   

iv) Change the following present/future tense sentences into present continuous and 
translate both into English: 

EXAMPLE:
�� xo���= �ax ���Q. = �� xo���= �ax ��Q
 �a��a.

I shall eat mutton. = I am eating mutton. 

a) M���� ��� 
��c ���Q. =   

b)  Ta [y `��` �Q? =   

c)  Ta ]�ap �o� y�*�x �Q? =   

d) �a�aa �op; y�a�a. =   

v) Put the following statements into interrogative (question) form: 

EXAMPLE:
= TQp �op; y�a
 �a��a yy? TQp �op; y�a
 �a��a.

= XQ� �op; y�a
 �a��a �Q?
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a) �� �ap�aa* xoo� `���Q. =   

b) �aa�ap �a� �a��a
 �a��a. =   

c) �a�* �o� �o� ��%�
 �a��a. =   

=d) O[y�}� a���� `Q� cyp% �a��a.

=

vi) Put the following positive statements into the negative: 

EXAMPLE:
�xa��a �op; ca�� y�a
 �a��a. = �xa��a �op; ca�� y�ax��� �a��a.

a) �a�* ca�� �o� ��%�
 �a��a. =   

b) @�Q o[y�}� �x ca�� cyp% �a��a. =   

c) Map�aa* �� �Q{��� a
�� x���Q. =   

d) �� ������p �o��o� ���~ ���Q. =   

EXERCISES
a) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. Ta ������p �Q{��� a
�� `��` ��?
2. Ta �a� �a��ax yy? 
3. Ta �o��o� xQ� ca�� cyp% �a��a yy? 
4. Ta o[y�}� yy, �a�* yy? 
5. Ta xo���= �ax ��Q` ��, �}`}�� �ax ��Qx ��?
6. Ta ���~ ��Qx ��, ���� [y? 
7. Ta�}� ��� 
��c ��Qx ��?
8. T}�= �oxo� �o� yy? 
9. T}�= �Qp #Q�Q{`Q� ��?
10. Ta a���� �o� y�*�
 �a��a yy? 

b) Translate into Mongolian: 

1. My dog is very big. 
2. Tsermaa’s yurt is very clean. 
3. Myagmar is riding a horse, Baatar is not (riding). 
4. Mongolia is a big country. 
5. Whose dog is this? 
6. Will you clean the yurt? 
7. Will you have something to eat? 
8. Will you not see a film this evening? 
9. Dulmaa is Baatar’s wife, Baatar is her husband. 
10. She will not read this book. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
�oxo� nohoi dog 
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CHAPTER THREE

TEXT

Cyrillic
Ma�a� aa� QQ
 xoëp `~�=� �a�pa��aa cyy
 �a��a. �� ������p �Q�� o%��. Aa�,
QQ
�QQ ”Ca�� �a��a yy?” �Q
 `Q�Q�. M���� aa� �p������ cyy
 �a��. �� �ac �Q��
cyy
 co��� y�*��. M���� QQ
 xoo� x��
, �a� �o�oo�= �p���� �a��. @Q
 �yy�
x��
 �a��. �� �yy� x��
 %a�ax���. M���� ax, Q�%, ox�� ��� �_{}� �ac �{Q�. Aa� �Q�
�ap� ”Ca�� �a��a yy? Co��� ca�xa� [y �a��a?” �Q
 `Q�Q�. @Q
 xoo� a�%pa�. ���
*�{QQ�� cyy
, xoo�oo ��Q
, #}� yy
, �x [� ]p��.

Roman script 
Manai aav, eej xoyor hoting bairandaa suuj bain. Bi önöödör tend ochiv. Aav, eejdee 
“Saimbainuu?” gej helev. Minii aav örööngdöö suuj baiv. Bi bas tengd suuj, soning 
ungshiv. Minii eej hool xiij, gal togooni öröönd baiv. Eej buuz hiiv. Bi buuz xiij 
chadahgüi. Minii ah, egch, ohing düü gurav bas irev. Aav ted nart “Saimbainuu, soning 
saihang yuu bain?” gej helev. Eej hool avchrav. Bid shireengd suuj, hooloo idej, tsai uuj, 
ih yum yariv. 

Comprehension
M���� `�� cyp�__�;� ]�a�. Minii hüü surguul’d yavav. My son went to school. 

Aa� �Q{� �a��a. Aav gert bain. Father is in the yurt. 

Aa� �Q{�QQ �a��a. Aav gertee bain. Father is at home. 

O�o� o[y�}� �x cyp�yy�;�
cyp% �a��a.

Olong oyuutang ih surguul’d 
surch bain. 

Many students are studying at the 
University. 

Ta�� `Q�Q� �o� �a��a �Q? Tand hedeng nom bain ve? How many books do you 
have? 

M���� `�� ������p cyp�__�;�
opo�.

Minii xüü önöödör surguul’d 
orov.

My son entered school 
today. 

Aa� ca] �Q{� opo�. Aav saya gert orov. Father has just entered the 
yurt. 

Aa� ca] �Qp�QQ �{Q�. Aav saya gertee irev. Father has just come 
home.

�� QQ
�QQ 
��c ����. Bi eejdee jims ögöv. I gave my mother the fruit. 

Ma�a� aa� QQ
 xoëp �Q{� cyy
 Manai aav, eej hoyor gert suuj My parents live in a yurt. 



�a��a. bain. 

��� Q�Q �o�oo xo�o�� xoëp �o�
y�*��.

Bid en doloo honogt hoyor nom 
ungshiv.

We read two books this 
week.

M���� `�� Q�� cyy
 �a��a. Minii hüü end suuj bain. My son is sitting here. 

TQp �o� y�*�
 cyy
 �a��a. Ter nom ungshij suuj bain. He is sitting and reading. 

M���� `�� y�*�
, �� ��%��. Minii hüü ungshij, bi bichiv. My son read and I wrote. 

\�
 �o��o. Yavj bolon. (You) may go. 

Ta�x� �a�a
 �o�ox���. Tamih tataj bolohgüi. No smoking. 

VOCABULARY

Text
aa� aav father 

QQ
 eej mother 

`~� hot city, town 

�a�p(-a�) bair(-ang) building, flat; hostel 

cyy-(cyy
) suuh to sit, live 

o%�-(~%�x) ochih to go to, visit 

`Q�Q-(xQ�Qx) heleh to say, speak 

�Q-(�Qx) geh to say 

�Q�� tend there 

co��� soning a. newspaper; b. interesting 

�a� gal fire 

�o�oo(-�) togoo(-n) pan 

�a� �o�oo�= �p�� gal togooni öröö kitchen 

�yy�(-a�) buuz(-an) buuz, a kind of stuffed dumpling 

%}�}-(%}�}`) chadah can, to be able 

�{Q-(�pQx) ireh to come 

ax ah elder brother 

Q�% egch elder sister 

ox�� ohing daughter, girl 

ox�� ��� ohing düü younger sister 

co��� ca�xa� [y �a��a? soning saihang yuu bain? what’s new? 

`��`Q� hüühed child 
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a�%�pa-(a�%�pax) avchrah to bring 

���(-Q�) bid(-eng) we 

#}� tsai tea 

yy-(yyx) uuh to drink 

�x ih very; a lot 

[�(-a�) yum(-ang) thing 

]p;-(]p�x) yarih to speak, talk 

Comprehension
`�� hüü son 

cyp�yy�; surguul’ school 

�x cyp�yy�; ih surguul’ university 

o�o� olong many 

`Q�(-Q�) hed(-eng) how many 

��-(���x) ögöh to give 

ca] saya just now 

opo-(opox) oroh to enter 

�o�oo doloo seven 

xo�o� honog day (24 hrs) 

�o�oo xo�o� doloo honog week 

��%�-(��%�x) bichih to write 

�a�x�(-�) tamih(-in) tobacco 

�a�a-(�a�ax) tatah a. to draw; b. to smoke 

�~�~-(�o�ox) boloh may, possible 

GRAMMAR

1) Dative case

This case translates the idea of to, at, in, for and so on. Also known as the locative case, it 
deals with the location of something, or with something moving to something else. The 
dative has three possible endings, -�, -}�4 and -�. They are used in the following ways: 
a) -� for words ending in any vowel; for words ending in -�, -�, or -�; after an -p followed by a 

short vowel not spelt in the cyrillic; after a soft sign or the short -�; after the final -� of an 
n-stem noun; and after most consonants. 
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b) -
a�4

for words ending in -�; -�; -#; -c; -�; and -x. Words ending in -* or -% take the dative 
ending -��.

c) -� for stems ending in the consonants -p; -�; -c; (where the -c is preceded by a vowel). 

See the following table:  
noun dative meaning

xa�a xa�a�� on the wall 

xQ� `Q�� to whom 

*�pQQ *�{QQ�� at the table 

a)

A���� A����� in England 

ax axa� to the brother b)

�a�* �a�*�� to the teacher 

c) ca��ap ca��ap� on the blackboard 

The dative forms of the personal pronouns we have met so far are as follows: 
nominitive dative meaning
�� �a�a� to me 

�a (polite) �a�� to you 

%� (familiar) %a�� to you 

�Qp ����� to him, her, it 

��� ���Q�� to us 

�Q� �Q�Q�� to them 

The dative case has several uses. These are as follows: 

i) Describing location: TQp a���� �a��a. =He is in the classroom. �� �Q{�
�o� y�*�
 �a��. =I was reading the book in the yurt. Aa� *�{QQ��

cyy�. =Father sat at the table.
ii) Describing motion to something or somewhere: TQp Mo��o�� ]�a�.

=He has gone to Mongolia. O[y�}� a���� opo�. =The student went into
the classroom.  

iii) With the verb “to give”: �� �oxo�� �ax ����. =I gave the dog meat or
I gave meat to the dog.

iv) To translate the verb “to have”, which does not exist in Mongolian: 
Ha�a� ��Q�, xapa��}} �a��a. =I have a pen and pencil. �aa�ap� o�o�

�xQp �a��a. =Baatar has a lot of cattle. 
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EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES:
Mo��o�� �a� �x �a��a. In Mongolia there is a lot of livestock OR Mongolia has a lot 

of livestock. 

Ha�a� a
�� �x �a��a. I have a lot of work to do. 

�aa�ap �_��aa xoëp �Q{� cyy

�a��a.

Baatar and Dulmaa are living in a yurt. 

�� �a�pa�� cyy
 �a��a. I am living in a flat. 

M���� ox�� �x cyp�__�;� opo�. My daughter entered university. 

M���� `�� a
��� ]�a�. My son went to work. 

TQp x�� �a�%��� xo�; ����. He gave the herdsman a sheep. 

Note the idiomatic use of [y—what—in the dative. Zy�� can mean “why”, or “what 
for”, as in the following:  
Ta [y�� ]�ax �Q? What are you going for? 

2) The past tense -a�4

This ending when added to a verb stem describes actions completed in the past. It is 
therefore called a past tense. Mongolian has several past tenses, which will be discussed 
later.

This tense has two possible endings, -a�4 and -�. They are used in the following way: 
a) -� when the verb stem (see vocabulary lists) ends in a short or a long vowel. 

b) -
a�4

when the stem ends in a consonant. The vowel will change four times according to the 
vowel harmony. 

See the following table: 
verb stem past tense meaning

y�*�- y�*�� read 

]�a- ]�a� went 

a)

cyy- cyy� sat 

cyp- cypa� studied b)

��- ���� gave 

This form of the past tense is actually quite rarely used in the colloquial Halh dialect. 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES:
�� cyp�yy�;� ]�a�. I went to school. 

TQp �Q{� opo�. He went into the yurt. 
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3) The present participle and other verbs

a) In the English sentence “I am sitting” the word “sitting” is a present participle, “am” 
(from the verb “to be”), the second verb, is an auxiliary. Mongolian and English, unlike 
say French or German, have this facility in common, so that the above sentence translates 
easily into the Mongolian “�� cyy
 �a��a”. Please note that the auxiliary can be in any 
tense you like—cyy
 �a��a—am sitting; cyy
 �a��—was sitting. 

Some other Mongolian verbs when used as auxiliaries also take the present participle, 
for example %}�}x—can, be able, and �o�ox—can, may. Look at the following 
examples:  
�� �yy� x��	 
a��a. I can make buuz. 

TQp �op; ca�� y�a	 
a�ax��. He can’t ride well. 

(Ta) ]�	 �o��o. (You) may go. 

Y����� a�
 �o�ox yy? Can I take this one? 

Note also the difference between these two words. Both can mean “can”, but %a�ax deals 
more with ability, �o�ox more with being allowed to and permission. 

b) By using two verbs, one in the present participle and the other in the appropriate 
tense, one can describe two actions taking place simultaneously. Again, this is a feature 
Mongolian has in common with English. 

Note the following examples: 
TQp co��� y�*�
 cyy�. He sat reading a newspaper. 

It is possible to have two objects, one for each verb: 
�� �o� y�*�
, xoo� ��Q�. I read a book and had my dinner. 

A whole string of ideas can be put together in this way: 
�� *�{QQ�� cyy
, #}� yy
, xoo� ��Q
,
co��� y�*��.

I sat at the table drinking tea, eating my supper and 
reading the paper. 

The two verbs can have different subjects, to show that two people are doing things at the 
same time: 
�a�* y�*�
, o[y�}� ��%�
 �a��a. The teacher is reading and the student is writing. 

Some colloquial expressions use the present participle and another verb. See the 
following examples: 
TQp ���Q�� xoo� x��
 ����. He will make food for us. 

TQp �op; y�a
 ]�a�. He rode (lit. he riding went). 

4) The reflexive
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The reflexive in Mongolian is an ending added to a noun to denote possession, or perhaps 
a level of intimacy with the thing concerned. It basically consists of a double vowel 
added to the case ending or the noun itself, and is thus written -aa4. Where the noun ends 
in a soft sign (;) or a short i (�) the reflexive becomes -�a4. The reflexive can be added to 
any of the cases we have so far met, and to all those we shall have in the future.  

See the following tables: 
noun (+case+reflexive) meaning

nom �o� book 

acc �o�oo “one’s own” book 

gen �o�=xoo of “one’s own” book 

dat �o��oo to “one’s own” book 

nom *�pQQ table 

acc *�pQQ�QQ “one’s own” table 

gen *�{QQ���`QQ of “one’s own” table 

dat *�{QQ��QQ to “one’s own” table 

nom xo�; sheep 

acc `~��~ “one’s own” sheep 

gen xo���=xoo of “one’s own” sheep 

dat xo����oo to “one’s own” sheep 

nom cyp�yy�; school 

acc cyp�__��a “one’s own” school 

gen cyp�yy����xaa of “one’s own” school 

dat cyp�yy�;�aa to “one’s own” school 

Note that the genitive+reflexive requires a “x” between the two, and that a noun ending in 
a long vowel requires a “�” to separate the two. Note also that in the accusative+reflexive,
the accusative ending is not used. 

See the following examples in sentences: 
�� �o�oo y�*�
 �a��a. I am reading my book. 

TQp `~��� ��Q�. He saw his (own) sheep. 

TQp �Qp��� xap��. He went home (lit. to his home). 

�� ax=�xaa �o�=� y�*��}. I shall read my brother’s book. 

It would be perfectly possible to have two reflexives in the one sentence: 
Ma�%�� ax�aa xo��o ����. The herdsman gave his sheep to his elder brother. 
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The reflexive is often used in talking of countries, where the subject is a native of that 
country:  
TQp Mo��o��oo �_#�}. He will go back to [his own] Mongolia. 

�� A�����aa �a��a. I am in [my] England. 

The reflexive is often used with the nominative to address people, in the way of a 
vocative or “calling” case, in which case it is written as separate from the word it 
qualifies: 
�~{
 oo, %� [y x��
 �a��a �Q? Dorj, what are you doing? 

@Q
 ��, xoo� �a��a yy? Mum, is there any food? 

DRILLS
i) Using the following groups of nouns and the verb ���x—to give, make short sentences 
using the dative: 

EXAMPLE:
��, �oxo�, �ax
�� �oxo�� �ax ����. I gave meat to the dog. 

a) �Qp, ax, �o�
b) �a�*, o[y�}�, a
��
c) �~{
 ��, *�pQQ
d) �a�%��, ax, xo�;

ii) Using the dative, put the following groups of words into sentences meaning “to have” 
with �a�`—to be: 

EXAMPLE:
��, �o�
Ha�a� �o� �a��a. I have a book. 

a) o[y�}�, �Q��Q{
b) �a�*, �o�
c) �a�%��, �a�
d) �a, a
��

iii) Use the dative and a verb to describe location: 

EXAMPLE:
a���, *�pQQ, �a�x
A���� *�pQQ �a��a. There is a table in the classroom. 

a) o[y�}�, cyp�yy�;, cypax 
b) �a�, �a�, �a�x
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c) ��, �Qp, xoo�, ��Q`
d) �a�*, a���, cyyx 
e) #a�, a]�a, �a�x
f) co���, co��� [�, �a�`

iv) Use the dative and the verb to describe motion to or into: 

EXAMPLE:
o[y�}�, cyp�yy�;, ]�ax
O[y�}� cyp�yy�;�aa ]��a. The student will go to school. 

a) M���� aa�, A����, ]�ax
b) �~{
, �_��aa xoëp, �Qp opox 
c) ��, ���~, ]�ax
d) �a�*, a���, opox 

v) Change the following sentences from present/future to past and translate both: 

EXAMPLE:
�� �Q{�QQ �a��a. I shall stay at home. 

�� �Q{�QQ �a��. I was at home. 

a) �� ������p ���~ ���Q.
b) �aa�ap xoo�oo ���Q.
c) Ma�a� ��� �Q{��� a
�� `���Q.
d) �y��aa �Qp�QQ xap��a.

vi) Change the following sentences from present continuous to past and translate both: 

EXAMPLE:
�aa�ap �a� �a��a
 �a��a. Baatar is herding livestock. 

�aa�ap �a� �a��a
 �a��. Baatar was herding livestock. 

a) Hoxo� �ax ��Q
 �a��a.
b) @Q
 xoo� x��
 �a��a.
c) �~{
 xoo�oo ��Q
, #a��aa yy
 �a��a.
d) Aa� co���oo y�*�
 �a��a.

vii) Make sentences using more than one verb: 

EXAMPLE:
��, �o�, y�*�`, Q`�Q` I, book, read, begin 

�� �o� y�*�
 Q`�Q�. I began to read/began reading a book. 

a) ��, a]�a a�ax, #}� yyx 
b) ���, ���~ ��Qx, #}� yyx 
c) QQ
, xoo� `��`, [� ]p�x
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d) �aa�ap, �a�x� �a�ax, xoo�oo `��`
e) o[y�}�, �o��o� xQ�, cypax, �o�, y�*�`
f) ��� ��� xoëp, �Qp�QQ xap�x, �x ]p�x

viii) Of the following sentences, make two different sentences by adding the reflexive to 
different words, then translate both: 

EXAMPLE:
Ma�%�� �~`~�� xoo� ����.   

Ma�%�� �oxo��oo xoo� ����. The herdsman gave food to his dog. 

Ma�%�� �oxo�� xoo�oo ����. The herdsman gave his food to the dog. 

a) �aa�ap �op; y�a
, �xQp xap�y�a�.
b) X�� �o� a�%, cyp�yy�;� ]�a�.
c) �� xoo� �Q{� ���Q.
d) @Q
 �a� �o�oo�= �p���� xoo� x���.

EXERCISES
a) Answer the following questions: 

1. Ta �a�x� �a�ax yy? 
2. Ta �o� y�*�
 �a��a yy? 
3. Ta ]�ap �o� y�*�
 �a��a �Q?
4. Ta�}� �Qp xaa�a �a��a �Q?
5. Ta�� o�o� �o� �a��a yy? 
6. Ta�� `Q�Q� �o� �a��a �Q?
7. Ta�� ]�ap �o� �a��a �Q?
8. $}�� ax ��� (brothers and sisters) �a��a yy? 
9. $a�� ��Q� �a��a yy? 
10. $a�� �o�oo� xapa��aa �a��a yy? 

b) Translate from Mongolian: 

1. Ta �a�x� �a�ax yy? 
2. �� �a�x� �a�ax���.
3. �a�* aa, �a [y x��
 �a��a �Q?
4. �� a����aa cyy
, �o� y�*�
 �a��a.
5. @Q
 QQ, aa� [y x��
 �a��a �Q?
6. ���o ��Q
 �a��a.
7. M���� `��, %� o�oo cyp�yy�;�}} ]�ax yy? 
8. Y���, ������p �� cyp�yy�;� ]�ax���!
9. �aa�ap `Q��� �a�=� xap�y�
 �a��a �Q?
10. Ax=�xaa �a�=� xap�y�
 �a��a.

c) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. Will you have a cigarette? 
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2. Brother, what is father doing? 
3. Is your elder sister a student? 
4. No, she is not a student, she is a teacher. 
5. The teacher is sitting in his classroom, reading his book. 
6. Whose son are you? 
7. I am Baatar’s son Dorj. 
8. My father is a herdsman, he is now riding his horse. 
9. My son, will you wear your black trousers? 
10. No, I shall wear my blue (x�x) trousers. 

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
�a� tal steppe 

a]�a(-�) ayaga(-n) cup, bowl 

Q`�Q-(Q`�Q`) ehleh to begin, start 

xap;-(xap�x) harih to return, go home 

�_#}-(�y#ax) butsah to return, go back 

xap�y�-(xap�y�ax) hariulah to tend, look after (of herds) 

xaa�a xaan where 

`�` höh blue 

�xQp üher cow, cattle 
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CHAPTER FOUR

TEXT
"Q�� �a�%��. TQp �a� �a��a�a�. "Q��, �o��op xoëp �Q{� cyy�a�. "Q�� �����
�QpQQcQQ �}{�}�. TQ�QQ� �op�o y�a
 a�yy��aa ]��a�. "Q�� �������� #a��aa �Qp�QQ
yy�}�. Xap�� ��p��� xoo�oo �Q�%QQp� ���Q�. TQp �Q�%QQpQQc �Q{�QQ opo� �_#}

�{�Q�. TQ�QQ� opo�� xoo�oo ���Q�.

�o��op �a�yy. "Q��QQc �a� ���. "Q�� �o��opooc �a� ax. �o��op, "Q�� xoëp �o�o�
a]�a�� xoo�oo ���Q�. TQ� �ap �ac 
}axa� #a� yy�}�. �y�= Q`�QQ� �Qp xoëp �ap���aa
a�pa� yy�}�.

�y� �xQ�x �a�%�� �x �ax ���Q����, ���x�� a�pa�, �apa�, c�� yy�}�. A�pa� �x
a���a�, ��e� �x ca��.

Comprehension
�� �o� y�*�}�. I read books. 

M���� ��� �o� y�*�}�. My younger brother reads books. 

TQ� �ap �o� y�*�a�. They read books. 

$� �o� y�*�a� yy? Do you read books? 

��#�a�. Yes, I do. 

$� �o��o� `Q� cyp�a� yy? Do you study Mongolian? 

T���. Yes, I do. 

"Q�� cyp�__��}� �{Q�. Tsend came from school. 

Ma�a� ax ������p xo�ooc �{Q�. My elder brother came from town today. 

��� �a�paac a���� `Q� cyp% Q`�Q�. We started learning English in the autumn. 

M���� x���QQc �Q� �ax�a �{Q�. A letter came from my son. 

$� �a�aac �a�yy. You are younger than me. 

�� %a�aac ����{. I am taller than you. 

Ta �apaac xQ� �o��o� `Q� �Q�Q` �Q? Which of you knows Mongolian? 

�� �o�=� ca��aac `Q�Q� �o� a�a�. I took several books from the library. 

Y����� �a�*aac acyy! Ask the teacher about this. 

\�! Go! 

Cyy! Sit (down)! 

��*! Read! 



��%! Write! 

Op%yy�! Translate! 

������ ]�! Don’t go! 

��� op%yy�! Don’t translate! 

Ta ]�! Would you please go. 

Ta cyy! Please sit down. 

Ta y�*! Please read. 

Ta ��%! Please write. 

VOCABULARY

Text
�Q�QQ� tegeed then; and then 

�ap-(�apax) garah to go out, leave 

a�yy(-�) aduu(-n) horse(s), (male or female) 

�����(-�) öglöö(-n) morning 

�������� #}� öglöönii tsai breakfast 

xap�� haring but 

���p ödör day 

��p��� `~~� ödriing hool lunch 

xap�� haring but 

�Q�%QQp belcheer pasture 

�a� tav five 

��� düü (here) years younger 

ax ah (here) years older 

�o�(-o�) modo(-n) wood; wooden 


aaxa� jaahang a little 

�y� zung summer 

Q`(-Q�) eh(-en) begining, start 

�`Q�` ihengh most 

���x�� zövhöng only 

a�pa�(-a�) airag(-an) airag (kumiss, fermented mare’s milk) 

�apa� tarag yogurt 
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a�� amt taste 

a���a� amtatai tasty 

�}{�� zarim some 

�ap���aa zarimdaa sometimes 

��e biye body; health 

Comprehension
�a�ap namar autumn 

�Q� neg one 

�ax�a(-�) zahia(-n) letter 

�a�yy zaluu young; young man 

����{ öngdör tall 

�Q�Q-(�Q�Qx) medeh to know 

ca�(-�) sang(-g) store, storehouse 

�o�=� can noming sang library 

`Q�Q� hedeng several 

acyy-(acyyx) asuuh to ask 

op%yy�-(op%yy�ax) orchuulah to translate 

������ bitgii don’t! 

��� büü don’t! 

GRAMMAR

1) The habitual present -���4

This ending, added to the stem of a verb, translates the idea of somebody doing 
something habitually, regularly, or repeatedly. In the sentence “�� �o��o� xQ� cyp�a�”
the construction is used to show that learning Mongolian is something the subject does 
regularly, perhaps in the way of an occupation, rather than just today or over the next few 
weeks. It can also be used to describe someone’s habits, as in the sentence “�� �o�
y�*�}�”, which translates as “I read books”. The sentence could also be translated as “I 
usually read books” or “I often read books”, but the “usually” and “often”, implied by the 
use of this ending are often omitted from the translation.  

The vowel in this ending changes four times according to the vowel harmony. 

EXAMPLES:
�� �~`~�� xoo� �����. I (usually) feed the dog. 
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�� �o�=� ca��aac �o� a��a�. I (often) take books from the library. 

Ma�a� �}�� �Q{� cyy�a�. My friend lives in a yurt. 

Ma�a� aa� �}p���aa ���~ ���Q�. My father sometimes sees films. 

Ta ]�ap a
�� x���Q� �Q? What kind of work do you do? 

$� xoo� x���Q� ��? Do you cook? 

2) G-stem nouns

There is a minority of nouns which, in the cyrillic end in a final -� (-n) but add a -� (-g) in 
certain case endings. One example of these nouns is can—a store. The accusative is 
formed by adding a pronounced “�” to the end of the word, in the genitive they take the 
ending -����. Dative is as normal for words ending in “-�”, therefore a “-�”. See the 
table below: 
nominative accusative genitive dative
ca] ca�� ca����� ca��

3) The ablative case -aac4

This case is used to translate the English word “from”, although it does have some other 
special uses as well. The double vowel changes four times according to the vowel 
harmony and takes the following forms:  
a) -aac for words ending in consonants or unpronounced final vowels. 

b) -�ac for words ending in the soft sign (;) or a short final “�”.

c) -
�aac

for n-stem nouns. 

d) -�aac for g-stem nouns nouns and nouns ending in a long final vowel. In the case of the latter, 
the “�” is to separate the stem from the ending. 

noun ablative meaning
�a� �a�aac from the fire 

xQ� `Q���� who from 

a)

�Qp �Q{��c from the yurt/home 

noun ablative meaning
cyp�yy�; cyp�__���� from the school b)

A���� A����ac from England 

c) *�pQQ *�{QQ���� from the table 

d) �o�=� ca] �o�=� ca��aac from the library 
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��� ������c from the brother 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES:
�� Q�Q �o�=� �a�*aac a��a. I shall get this book from the teacher. 

"Q�� cyp�yy��acaa �{Q�. Tsend has come from school. 

The ablative can be used to describe “from” a place: 
TQp xo�ooc �{�Q. He will come from town. 

It can be used to describe “from” a time: 
��� �a�paac cyp% Q`�Q�. We started studying in (=from) the autumn. 

It can be used to describe “from” a person: 
M���� x�����c �ax�a �{Q�. A letter came from my son. 

It can be used to describe comparison, translating the English “than”: 
$� �a�aac ����{. You are taller than me. 

�� %a�aac �a�yy. I am younger than you. 

It can be used to describe a part of a whole, translating the English “of”: 
Ta �apaac `Q� �o��o� xQ� �Q�Q` �Q? Which of (lit. from) you knows Mongolian? 

It is also used with the verb acyyx—“to ask”, and a�x—“to fear”: 
�� ������ �a�*aac
acyy�a.

I shall ask the teacher about this. (lit. I shall ask this [acc.] from the 
teacher.)

�� �oxo��ooc a��a����. I am not afraid of dogs. 

The reflexive can be added to the ablative:  
�� �Q{����� �{Q�. I came from home. 

�� �a�*aacaa a��a�. I am afraid of my teacher. 

The ablative forms of the pronouns are as follows: 
�a�aac nadaas from me 

�a�aac tanaas from you 

%a�aac chamaas from you 

����QQc/�Qp�QQc tüünees/ternees from him/her/it 
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4) The imperative

This form of the verb is used for the giving of requests and commands. It consists of the 
stem of the verb only, dropping the -ax4 infinitive ending: 
Ha�a� ��! Give it to me! 

Xoo�oo ��! Eat your dinner! 

Adding the “�a” in front of the order makes it a more polite request: 
Ta op! Come in!

Ta cyy! Please sit down. 

Doubling the imperative up also makes it more polite: 
Op, op! Please come in! 

Negative commands are made by putting ��� or ������ (don’t) in front: 
� ]�! Don’t a�!

Ta�x� � �}�! No smoking! 

������ ]�! Don’t a�!

The ��� is usually used for more formal requests, and is less used in colloquial language.  

5) Some n-stem noun as adjectives

Some n-stem nouns, often the words for materials, can be made adjectives simply by 
adding the -�(-n) to the end of the word:  
�op�o—�op�o� silk—silk(-en) 

�op�o� �QQ� a silk deel 

�����—������ silver—silver 

������ a]�a silver bowl 

�~�—�o�o� wood—wooden 

�o�o� ca��}� a wooden chair 

6) Plurals

Plurals of nouns are problematic in Mongolian. They are in fact quite rarely used, as in 
the sentence �� �o� y�*�}�, I read books, where in Mongolian the word is singular but 
translates the idea of the plural “books”. Where plurals are used, they take the form of a 
suffix added to the noun. There are several of these: 
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a) -yy�2 used generally on nouns and on some nationalities: 

�}��—�}����� friend—friends

x��`Q�—`��`�� child—children

opoc—opocyy� Russian—Russians

b) -%__�2  used on certain other nationalities: 

�o��o�—�o��o�
yy� Mongol—Mongols

a����—a����
yy� English—English people

c) -� used on nouns describing an “occupation”: 

�a�%��—�a�%�� hersman—herdsmen

a
��%��—a
��%�� worker—workers

d) �ap is only ever used of people, for certain, usually respectable, occupations: 

�a�*—�a�* �ap teacher—teachers

Q�%—Q�% �ap doctor—doctors

e) -C is added as a plural ending to some words: 

�a�yy—�a�yyc young—young people

yy�—yy�c mountain—mountains

Note the curious plural of `��, which also falls into this group:  
`��—`��� person—people

7) Personal pronouns

These are as follows: 
singular plural
�� I ��� (�ap) we 

�a you (polite) �a �ap you 

%� you (familiar) �a �ap you 

�Qp he, she �Q� (�ap) they 

Full declensions of these personal pronouns will be given in the table in Chapter 7. 
Note that �a is used when addressing someone unfamiliar or in a position of respect, it 

is like the German Sie or the French vous. It is used for example for teachers or parents as 
well as strangers. The plural is �a �ap.

The %� is used when addressing someone with whom one is intimate, such as brothers 
and sisters, friends and so on. There is no specific plural form of this, the form �a �ap is 
used instead. 
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In the case of ��� and �Q�, the �ap can be added or omitted, this is optional. 

DRILLS
i) Put the following groups of words into sentences using the habitual present -�a�4:

EXAMPLE:
��, Qp�, �ocox I, get up, early 

�� Qp� �oc�o�. I get up early. 

a) ����� aa�, #a�, yyx 
b) �aa�ap, cyp�yy�;, ]�ax���
c) ca�� o[y�}�, ca�� cypax 
d) �a�%��, �op;, y�ax

ii) Change the following form present/future to habitual and translate both: 

EXAMPLE:
�� ���~�� ]��a. I shall go to the cinema. 

�� ���~�� ]��a�. I (often) go to the cinema. 

a) "Qp�aa opo� ���~ ���Q.
b) Ma�a� �a�* �o� op%yy��a.
c) �� 
aaxa� #}� yy�a.
d) M���� QQ
 �yy� `���Q.

iii) In the following sentences put the noun in brackets into the ablative to describe 
“from”: 

EXAMPLE:
TQp (xo�) �{Q�.   

TQp xo�ooc �{Q�. He came from town. 

a) M���� `�� (cyp�yy�;) �{�Q.
b) �� �o�oo (�Q����p) a��a�.
c) �� ������p (�Qp) �apax���.
d) @Q
 �a� �o�oo�= (�p��) `~~� a�%�p% �a��a.
e) $� (��) ��Q� a�.
f) (TQp) ������ acyy. TQp �Q�Q`���.
g) $� Q�Q �o�=� �o�=� (can) a�a; yy? 
h) Y����� �o��o� (xQ�) op%yy�!

iv) Using the ablative, make two sentences of comparison with the following groups of 
words:

EXAMPLE:
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�aa�ap, "Q��, ����{.   

�aa�ap "Q��QQ� ����{. Baatar is taller than Tsend. 

"Q�� �aa�apaac ����{. Tsend is taller than Baatar. 

a) a�pa�, #a�, ca�xa�.
b) �y�, ����, ca�xa�.
c) �����, �o�, ca��.
d) �ax, �_{��, a���a�.

v) Put the following infinitive verbs into the imperative to make an order, then cancel that 
order using ��� or ������:

EXAMPLE:
�ocox   

�oc! Get up! 

������ �oc! Don’t get up! 

a) ]�ax
b) �p����� #Q�Q{�Q`
c) #a��aa yyx 
d) �a�x� �a�ax

EXERCISES
a) Answer the following questions: 

1. $� �a�x� �a��a� yy, ���� [�?
2. $� ����� Q{� �oc�o� yy? 
3. $� �o�=� ca�� o%�o� yy? 
4. TQ��QQc o�o� �o� a��a� yy? 
5. $� ���~ ���Q� ��?
6. $� ]�ap a
�� x���Q� �Q?
7. $� a�pa� yy�}� yy? 
8. $� �op; y�a�a� yy? 
9. $� �Q{� cyy�a� yy, �a�*��� cyy�a� yy? 
10. $� cyp�__�;� ]��a� yy? 

b) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. �� ����� �x Q{� �oc�o�.
2. $� �a�x� �a��a� yy? 
3. Ta��a�. Xap�� o�oo �}�}�; �a�x��� �a��a.
4. Ha�a� �a��a. $� �a�aac a�.
5. Ta ]�ap a
�� x���Q� �Q?
6. �� �a�*. Ta ]�ap a
�� x���Q� �Q?
7. A
�� x���Q����, �� o[y�}�. Mo��o� `Q� cyp�a�.
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8. T��� ��? �� �o��o� `Q���� �a�*.
9. Ta �y� [y x���Q� �Q?
10. �y� �� a�}{�}�.

c) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. I don’t (usually) get up early. 
2. What kind of work do you do? 
3. I am a teacher of Mongolian language. 
4. I leave home very early. 
5. I shall not get up today. 
6. Tsend is older than me. He is my elder brother. 
7. Tsermaa is younger than me. She is my younger sister. 
8. He does a lot of work at home. 
9. He does not come back from school early. 
10. I am old (x��*��). I rest a lot. 

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
Q{� ert early 

�oc-(�ocox) bosoh to get up, rise 

�Q����p delgüür shop 

���� övöl winter 

�_{�� guril flour, dough 

�a�*�� baishing house 

a�ap-(a�pax) amrah to rest 

�����(-�) mönggö(-n) silver; money 

o%�-(o%�`) ochih to go, visit 

x��*�� högshing old 
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CHAPTER FIVE

TEXT

— M���� `��, %� ������p `Q�Q� #a�� cyp�yy�;�}} ]�ax �Q?
— Ha��a� #a��. @Q
 QQ, �� �%����p �aa�ap�a� yy�a�� �apca�.
— T��� ��? �aa�ap=� ��e ca�� yy? 
— �aa�ap=� ��e ca��, xap�� ��� �; ��%�Q� �Q�Q.
— @Q, x��px��, ]}�}� �Q�Q �Q?
— Xa��a� x�pcQ� �Q�Q.
— Ta xoëp ]�ap yy�a�� �apca� �Q? �y�a�� [y [y ��cQ� �Q?
— �o�� yy�a�� �apca�. TQ�QQ� ��Q�, �y�a ��cQ�.
— T��� ��? $� a�ca� yy? 
— Y���, ��Q�, �y�a�aac a��a����, ��!
— \aca� ca�� `�� �Q! �a, o�oo cyp�yy�;�}} ]�, ����� `��!
— �a, �a]p�a�, QQ
 QQ!
— �a]p�a�, ����� `��!

Comprehension
�� Q�Q �o�=� y�*ca�. I (have) read this book. 

Ax ��� xoëp QQ
�QQ �ax�a
��%�Q�.

My brother and I (lit. brother we two) wrote a letter to our 
mother. 

�� M]��ap� xoëp �o� ��c��. I gave two books to Myagmar. 

�� ������p �o�oo� #a�� �occo�. I got up at 7 o’clock today. 

�� ax�a��aa yy�a�� �apca�. I went to the mountains with my elder brother. 

�� o�o� �o��o�. I have many books. 

�~{
 xoëp ax, �Q� Q�%�Q�. Dorj has two elder brothers and one elder sister. 

�ypa��a� �o�. An illustrated book. 

Y�Q�Q� xy�#}�. Expensive clothes. 

"ac�a� yy�. A snowy mountain. 

@�� ���� �; x���Q�, �y� �; xa�yy�. The winter is cold and the summer is hot here. 

Ax �; ]�ca�. His brother went. 

VOCABULARY



Text
#a� tsag time, hour 

�%����p öchigdör yesterday 

yy�(-a�) uul(-an) mountain, hill 

a. to go out �ap-(�apax) garah 

b. (here) to climb 

����-(����x) övdöh to get ill, to hurt 

QQ ee (interjection) oh 

x��px�� höörhii poor, poor thing 

��%�� övching sickness 

��%�Q� övchtei ill 

xa��a� haniad a cold, flu 

x�p-(x�pQx) hüreh to reach 

xa��a� x�pQx haniad hüreh to catch cold 

��Q�(-Q�) üneg(-en) fox 

�y�a buga deer 

�o�� bogd holy 

�o�� yy� Bogd uul name of a mountain 

]}�}� yaasang how (lit ‘done what’) 

]}�}� ca�� yaasang saing how nice/good 

�a za (interjection) O.K etc. 

�a]p�a� bayartai goodbye 

Comprehension
�o�oo(-�) doloo(-n) seven 

�ypa� zurag picture 

�ypa��a� zuragtai illustrated 

��Q ün price 

��Q�Q� üntei expensive, pricey 

xy�#ac(-a�) huvtsas(-an) clothes 

#ac(-a�) tsas(-an) snow 

���� övöl winter 

x���Q� hüiteng cold 
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xa�yy� haluung hot 

GRAMMAR

1) The past tense -ca�4

This past tense refers to a time perhaps further back than the -a�4 past we met earlier. 
This distinction is not, however, complete. The -a�4 past could be called “perfect”, the -
ca�4 “imperfect”. The fact is that in the colloquial language this past tense is used far 
more than the -a�4 form. Remember also that there are no perfect parallels between two 
languages as different as Mongolian and English. The terms “perfect” and “imperfect” 
are used only as a convenient means of distinguishing the two, they do not actually 
represent the tenses thus referred to in western European grammatical systems. There are 
no complications regarding the ending of the verb stem, the suffix is -ca� and the vowel 
changes four times according to the vowel harmony: 
verb past tense meaning
a�ax a�ca� took 

o�ox o�co� found 

cypax cypca� studied 

Qx�Q` Q`�Q��� began 

���x ��c�� gave 

��Qx �Qc�� saw 

��%�` ��%��� wrote 

y�*�` y�*��� read 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES:
�� �Q�� o%co�. I went there. 

TQp �Q�� �a�ca�. He has been there. He was there. 

�� �a�* �a�ca�. I was (used to be) a teacher. 

TQp �o��o� �o� y�*�a�. He read a Mongolian book. 

This past tense on the verb �a�x—to be—can be used with the present participle, much 
like English, to form a past continuous:  
�� cyp�yy�;�aa ]�
 �a�ca�. I was going to school. 

�� co��� y�*�
 �a�ca�. I was reading a newspaper. 

It can also be used with the habitual -�a�4 to express the English “used to”: 
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�� �o�oo� #a�� �oc�o� �a�ca�. I used to get up at seven. 

�� �o� �x y�*�}� �a�ca�, o�oo y�*�}����.  I used to read much, now I don’t. 

By comparison with the -ca�4, the -a�4 (perfect) past is almost never used in the 
colloquial language. Questions can be put in either form, but should be answered only in 
the imperfect form. When the question is in the perfect, this is usually polite and often 
delivered by an older person: 
Ta ca�� ]�a� yy? Did you have a good journey (lit. did you go well)? 

x ca�� ]�ca�. I had a very good journey (lit. I went very well). 

Note that ]�a� yy would be transliterated as yavav uu but its pronunciation sounds more 
like yavbuu.

The negative of this case is formed by adding -���:
$���� �}�Q �{�Q� ��? Did your friend come? 

Y���, �{�Q����. No, she did not. 

In the past continuous, the main verb can be negated: 
$� ������ �%����p �Q�Q
 �a�ca� yy? Did you know about it yesterday? 

�� �Q�Q`��� �a�ca�. No, I did not. 

2) The comitative case

This case is used basically to translate the English “with”. It takes the suffix -�a�3,
regardless of the end of the noun: 
noun comitative meaning
aa� aa��a� with father 

ox�� ox���o� with a daughter 

QQ
 QQ
��� with mother 

����� �������� with money 

x�� x����� with someone 


��c 
��c��� with fruit 

Note that the comitative of ����� is ������Q�, not ��������. This is because the 
diphthong “��” is held not to exist in Mongolian, which is why the suffix is given as 
�a�3. There is, however, a tendency to pronounce it as such. 

The comitative can be used for straight “with”, where it is often accompanied by the 
words “xa��” or “#y�”, meaning together: 
�� �a�*�a� �pcQ�. I came with the teacher. 
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�aa�ap �~{
��� �y� ]�ca�. Baatar went with Dorj. 

�� %a��a� xa�� ]��a. I shall go with you. 

It can also be used to translate “to have”, denoting possession: 
�� �_{�}� ax�a�. I have three brothers. 

TQp ��������. He has money. 

When translating English “to have” into Mongolian, be careful whether to use the dative 
or the comitative. Both are valid, but the dative goes on who is having, the comitative on 
what is had. You cannot put both in one expression: 
�aa�ap� `~�; ���. Baatar has some sheep. 

�aa�ap `~�;���. Baatar has some sheep. 

The comitative is used also to make new words, usually adjectives: 
��x; ��x��� �ax fat; fatty meat 

�ypa�; �ypa��a� �o� picture; picture book 

��Q; ��Q��� �
*ëy� �
*ëy�; y%�y�=*cy 

When used with the reflexive, the comitative takes an intrusive “�”:
�� Q�%������ �{�Q�. I came with my elder sister. 

�� �}������aa cyy�a�. I live with my (girl-/boy-) friend. 

There is a negative form of the comitative, known to some as the negative case, made by 
dropping the -�a� and adding -���:
�� �������. I have no money. 

�� �}����. I have no friends. 

Note also the idiomatic use of [y�a�—with what: 
Co��� ca�xa� [y�a� �Q? What’s new? 

The answer to which is usually “[����”—nothing. 
The comitative is also used with the verbs ]p�x—to talk and yy��ax—to meet.  

�� �}��~����� ]p;ca�. I talked to Ganbold. 

�� ������� yy��ca�. I met (lit. met with) him. 
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3) The emphatic

We have already met reflexive, which takes the form of a double vowel added to nouns 
after their case suffixes. A double vowel (aa4) is sometimes added to verbs also, to show 
emphasis. On verbs, the double is written separately and does not form one word with the 
verb.

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES:
X���Q� �a��a aa. Oh, it is cold. 

$� cyp�yy�;�aa ]�ax yy? Are you going to school? 

\��a aa, ]��a. Yes, yes.

Y����� a�% �o�ox yy? Can I take this? 

�o��o oo, �o��o. Yes, of course.

4) Numbers and time (part 1)

Here are the numbers from one to ten in Mongolian: 
�Q�(-Q�) neg(-en) one 

xoëp hoyor two 

�_{a�(�yp�a�) gurav(gurvan) three 

��p��(��p���) döröv(dörvön) four 

�a�(-a�) tav(-an) five 

�yp�aa(-�) zurgaa(-n) six 

�o�oo(-�) doloo(-n) seven 

�}��(-a�) naim(-an) eight 

ec(-��) yös(-ön) nine 

apa�(ap�a�) arav(arvan) ten 

Looking at the list above you will see that all but one of the numbers are followed by an 
“-�” in brackets, like n-stem nouns. When a number comes on its own, it is in its basic 
form. When it quantifies, or shows the number of, a noun, then it has to have the “-�”.
The number two is the only exception of this rule, and it is flexible with the number one.
See the following examples: 
$a�� `Q�Q� xapa��aa �a��a �Q? How many pencils do you have? 

Ha��. Eight. 

Ha�a� �a��a� xapa��aa �a��a. I have eight pencils. 

You can add a case ending straight on to the number in the following way:  
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$� `Q�Q� �ac�a� �Q? How old are you? 

Apa��a�. I am ten. 

$� `Q�Q� `~�; a�ca� �Q? How many sheep did you buy? 

��p���� a�ca�. I bought four. 

In telling the time, the number, with its “-�”, is used with the word #a� meaning “hour”, 
but translating as “o’clock”. 
�Q� #a� one o’clock 

xoëp #a� two o’clock 

�yp�a� #a� three o’clock 

��p��� #a� four o’clock 

�a�a� #a� five o’clock 

�yp�aa� #a� six o’clock 

�o�oo� #a� seven o’clock 

�a��a� #a� eight o’clock 

ec�� #a� nine o’clock 

ap�a� #a� ten o’clock 

ap�a� �Q�Q� #a� eleven o’clock 

ap�a� xoëp #a� twelve o’clock 

Case endings can be added to the time in the following way: 
�a��a� #a�� at eight o’clock 

�o�oo� #a�aac from seven o’clock 

Telling the time in minutes will be dealt with in the following chapter. 

5) The particle ��

This particle is basically a subject marker, for emphasis, to draw attention to it, as in the 
following: 
���� �� x���Q�, �y� �� xa�yy�. The winter is cold, the summer is hot. 

Originally, this particle was the third person singular (he, she etc.) possessive pronoun, 
and is still used as such: 
�aa�ap xoo�oo ��Q
, ax �� #}� yyca�. Baatar ate his food and his brother drank some tea. 

Some further uses of this particle will be discussed in the following chapter.  
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DRILLS
i) In the following sentences change the verb from the -a�4 “perfect” past to the -ca�4

“imperfect”: 

EXAMPLE:
TQp �Q{�QQ �{Q�. He has come home. 

TQp �Q{�QQ �{�Q�. He came home. 

a) �� �o�=� ca��aac �o� a�a�.
b) "Qp�aa �xpQQ caa�.
c) �o��op �#�~ y�Q;.

d) �a�aa c�� yy�.
e) �a]p yy�a�� �apa�.

ii) Change the following sentences from present continuous to past continuous and 
translate both: 

EXAMPLE:
�aa�ap �op; y�a
 �a��a. Baatar is riding a horse. 

�aa�ap �op; y�a
 �a�ca�. Baatar was riding a horse. 

a) �a�* ca��}{� ��%�
 �a��a.
b) �� �o� y�*�`��� �a��a.
c) M���� �o��o� ����
 �a��a.
d) $� xaa�aac ]�
 �a��a;Q?

iii) Put the verb in brackets in the following sentences into the past tense using -ca�4:

EXAMPLE:
�� cyp�yy�;�aa (]�ax). �� cyp�yy�;�aa ]�ca�.

a) Aa� aa, �a �ax (a�ax) yy? 
b) @Q
 xoo� (x��x).
c) ��� �ap ���~ (��Qx).
d) M]��ap �Q{�QQ (�a�x).

iv) In the following sentences put the noun in brackets into the comitative meaning 
“with”:

EXAMPLE:
M]��ap (�aa�ap) yy�a�� �apca�.

M]��ap �aa�ap�a� yy�a�� �apca�.

a) "Q�� (�o��op) xa�� cyy�a�.
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b) $� (��) xoo� ��Qx ��?
c) TQp �o�oo� (x��) �pcQ�.
d) �� (�a�*) xa�� a
���a�a.

v) In the following sentences, the dative has been used to translate the idea of the English 
“to have”. Change them to use the comitative, paying attention to which should be 
nominative and which comitative: 

EXAMPLE:
H}�}� ����� �a��a.

�� ������Q�.

a) �aa�ap� a��a� �a��a.
b) �y�}�� #ac �a��a.
c) T���� �oxo� �a��a.
d) �a]p� ax, ��� o�o� �a��a.

vi) In the following sentences change “with” to “without”: 

EXAMPLES:
�� ������Q�.

�� ��������.

- $� ax�a� [y? 
- Y���, �� ax���.
a) @�Q �ax �x ��x�Q�.
b) $� o�o� �}���}� [y? 
c) Ma�a� a��� �o� ca��}{�}�.
d) $� �a��a��a� ]�ax yy? 
e) �o�� yy� �_�}�}�.
f) �� xa��a��a�.
g) $� ������Q� �{�Q� ��?
h) Ta ������p �a��a� [y? 

vii) Count from one to ten in Mongolian. 
viii) In the following sentences, put the figure in brackets into the correct written form: 

EXAMPLE:
(4) `�� �{�Q�.

��p��� `�� �{�Q�.

a) Ma�a� a���� (10) *�pQQ �a��a.
b) �aa�ap (8) `~�;�~�.
c) �� (1) ca�� �o� a�a�.
d) "Q{�}} (5) `��`Q��Q�.

ix) Tell the times on the following clock faces: 
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x) Draw clock faces and put on hands showing the times below: 

a) ap�a� xoëp #a�
b) �yp�aa� #a�
c) �Q�(Q�) #a�
d) ��p��� #a�

EXERCISES
a) Answer the following questions: 

1. Ta �o��o� xQ� cyp�a� yy? 
2. Mo��o� `Q� xaa�a cyp�a� �Q?
3. Ta ]�ap y�caac �{�Q� �Q?
4. ���� �; ]�ap �a��a� �Q?
5. �y� �; ]�ap �a��a� �Q?
6. Ta o�o� �a��a� [y? 
7. Ta ax ����Q� [�?
8. Ta a
���a� [y? 
9. Ta ]�ap a
���a� �Q?
10. Ta a��a��a� [y (��x�p�Q� [�)? 

b) Translate from English: 

1. Have you any brothers and sisters? 
2. I have no brothers and sisters. 
3. What does your father do? 
4. He is a teacher, he works in a school. 
5. My father is ill. 
6. Poor thing. What does he have? 
7. He has the flu. The winter is very cold. 
8. My brother and I went to the mountains together. 
9. What did you see? 
10. We saw foxes and deer. 

c) Translate from Mongolian: 

1. Ta ax, ��� o�o��o� [y? 
2. �� �Q� ax, �Q� Q�%, xoëp ����Q�.
3. Ta�}� ax [y x���Q� �Q?
4. Ma�a� ax �a�%��, y�c=� �a� �a��a�a�.
5. ���� �x x���Q� �a��a. �� �}��}} xa��a� x�p�Q�.
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6. $� ������Q� [�?
7. �� ��������.
8. ������p %� [y `��` �Q?
9. �� �}���}��aa yy�a�� �ap�a.
10. �� �a �ap�a� xa�� ]�
 �o�ox yy? 

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
��x(-��) ööh(ön) fat 

c��(-�) süü(-n) milk 

�o��o� tolgoi head 

a
���a-(a
���ax) ajillah to work 

�}� zav free time, leisure 

caa-(caax) saah to milk 

�ac nas age 

��� bee to be; to exist 

yy��a-(yy��ax) uulzah to meet 

�a��a� malgaa hat 

�}��}} dangdaa always 
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CHAPTER SIX

TEXT
("Q#Q��}} a
�� �QQpQQcQQ y�ac�a�. �~{
, "Q#Q��}} xoëp y�caap ]p;
 �a��a.)

�: -�a��a yy? 
": -�a��a, xQ� �Q?
�: -�~{
 �a��a.
": -�� "Q*Q��}} �a��a. Ca�� yy? Co��� ca�xa� [y �a��a? 
�: -Z����, %a�aap [y �a��a? A
�� �QQpQQ �a��a yy? 
": -T��� QQ. X��e, ����� ����� opx�co� �o� �a�a�� �a��a yy? 
�: -M���QQ� Jo�op �a�;ca� �o� yy? 
": -Y�y�*�pQQ� �QQp �a�;ca� �;.
�: -�a��aa, �}��}}. $a�� xQpQ��Q� [�?
": -O�oo xQpQ��Q� �a��a. Ha�a� a�%�p% ���x��� [�?
�: -�a, �� a
���aa o%�x�oo �o�=� %��; a�aa%�
 ����.
": -�a, %a�a�� �{QxQ� �� �p������ x��QQ
 �a��a. $� `Q�Q� #a�� �{Q` �Q?
�: -Apa� xa�ac� o%�o.
": -�a, ��p [y �a��a? 
�: -��p [����, �a]p�a�.
": -�a, �a]p�a�.

Comprehension
�� �Q��{�
�� �a�� �Q{�QQ{ �{�Q�. I came to Cambridge by train. 

$� ���QQp ��%cQ� ��, xapa��aa�aap ��%�Q� ��? Did you write in pen or pencil? 

�~{
 �o�oop *�pQQ `���Q�. Dorj made a table out of wood. 

Ta �ap �o��o�oop ]p;�a� yy? Do/Can you speak Mongolian? 

��� �o��o�oop �a�a ca�a ]p;�a�. We (can) speak a little Mongolian. 

Xo�oop co��� [y �a��a? What is the news in town? 

M���� �o� �Q�� �a��aa. My book is over there. 

TQp �o�oo ��%�
 �}��}}. He is writing his book. 

A����� cyy�aa Mo��o�=� @�%�� Ca��=� \}�. The Mongol Embassy in England. 

M���� o[_�}� x�%QQ��QQ �{QQ���. My student has not come to class. 

M���� o[y�}� x�%QQ��QQ �{�Q����. My student did not come to class. 

-�aa�ap �{�Q� ��? -Did Baatar come? 

-pQQ���. -No, he did not. 



�� y�*}}��� �a��a. I am not reading/I have not read it. 

�� ]�ax�aa %a�� `Q��Q. When I go I shall tell you. 

TQp �}{}`�}} �QQ�QQ ������. When he went he put on his coat. 

-Ha�a�� o%�xo� %� �a�x yy? -Will you be there when I come? 

-$a�a�� �{QxQ� �� �p������ �a��a. -When you come I shall be in my room. 

Ha�a�� �Q{� �; o%�`~� �Qp �}��}}���. When I went to his house he was not in. 

@Q
��� %��; ca�aa ~�~~ �x �o�
 �a��a. Your mother is very worried. 

-$� ����� #��x��� ��cQ� ��? -Have you seen my bag? 

-�� #��x��� %��; ��QQ���. -I have not seen your bag. 

VOCABULARY

Text
y�ac (-a�) utas(-an) phone, wire; thread 

y�ac�a-(y�ac�ax) utasdah to telephone 

�a��a yy bainuu hello (on the phone) 

[���� yumgüi nothing 

�QQp deer on, above, over; better 

x��e  hööyö an interjection, hoy! 

���; min’ my, of mine 

����� nögöö that; the other 

opx�-(opx�x) orhih to leave, to abandon 

�a�;-(�}��`) tavih to put 

*���QQ(-�) shüügee(-n) cupboard 

�~�~{ dotor in, inside 

xQpQ��Q� heregtei necessary 

y�ax��� udahgüi soon 

a�aa%�-(a�}}%�x) avaachih to take 

x��QQ-(x��QQx) hüleeh to wait (for) 

��p öör else, other, different 

Comprehension
�a�� �Q{Q�(-Q�) galtereg(-en) train 

��Q� üzeg pen 
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xapa��aa(-�) harangdaa(-n) pencil 

`~� hot town 

�a�a baga little 

�a�a ca�a baga saga a little 

�Q�� tengd (over) there 

Q�%(-��) elch(-in) messenger, ambassador 

ca�� said minister, official 

]}�(-a�) yaam(-an) office, ministry 

Q�%�� ca��=� ]a� elching saiding embassy 

  yaam   

x�%QQ� hicheel class, lesson 

caapa� saaral grey 

%��; chin’ your, of yours 

ca�aa(-�) sanaa(-n) thought, idea 

�o�o-(�o�ox) zovoh to suffer 

ca�aa �o�ox sanaa zovoh to worry 

#��x(-Q�) tsüngh(-en) bag 

GRAMMAR

1) Instrumental case

This case, when added to nouns, is used to express ideas which we in English express as 
“with” or “by means of”. Its usage should not be confused with the comitative which can 
be used to translate the other meaning of the English “with”. The instrumental is used in 
the following examples: 
�� �����p ��%�Q�. I wrote in pencil or I wrote with a pencil. 

�~{
 �o�oop *�pQQ `���Q�. Dorj made a table out of wood. 

�� �op�op �{�Q�. I came by horse. 

Note that there are many instances in English where the idea is not translated necessarily 
by the words “by” or “with”, but that is generally the basic idea. There are also several 
idiomatic uses of the instrumental in Mongolian which we shall come to later. 

The different possible endings for the instrumental are as follows: 
a) -aap4 for nouns ending in consonants and unpronounced final vowels; 
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b) -
�aap4

for nouns ending in pronounced final vowels (foreign loan words), long vowels, 
diphthongs and the latent -�;

c) -�ap4 for nouns ending in the soft sign and short final “�”.

Note that although the latent -g does affect the instrumental ending, the latent -n does not. 
See the following table: 
word instrumental meaning

a��o�yc a��o�ycaap by bus a)

y�ac(-a�) y�caap by phone 

a���� a����ap in English b)

�op;(-��) �op�op by horse 

�o�=� ca�(-�) �o�=� ca��aap by means of the library 

�oxo� �oxo��oop by the dog 

c)

*�pQQ(-�) *�pQQ���p by means of the table. 

Note the conventional usage of the instrumental in the following sentences: 
�� cyp�yy�;�}} a��o�ycaap
�{�Q�.

I came to school by bus. 

TQp xapa��}} �aap ��%Q�. He wrote in pencil or He wrote with a pencil. 

TQp a����ap �x ca�� ]p;�a�. He speaks very good English or He speaks (in) English very 
well.

Note also the following idiomatic usage of the instrumental:  
$a�aap co��� ca�xa� [y �a��a? What’s new with you? 

Xo�oop co��� [y �a��a? What’s new in town? 

O�oo �Q����p��p ]�ax yy? Shall we go to the shops now? 

$� ��p��� xoo�oop [y [y ��cQ� �Q? What did you have for your lunch? 

$a�aap co��� [y �a��a? is a fairly common question after the initial ca�� �a��a yy? 
and can also be %a�� co��� [y �a��a? (with the dative—what’s new to you). The latter 
is exceedingly rarely used. Similarly, if you want to put the question in a more polite 
form, either the dative or instrumental of the formal “�a” can be used. In expression 
�Q����pQQp ]�ax, �Q����pQQp indicates that more than one shop is likely to be visited. If 
you were to say “Shall we go into the shop”, that would translate as “�Q����p� o%�x
yy?”. 

The reflexive can be added to the instrumental as in the following example: 
�� ���QQpQQ ��%�Q�. I wrote with my (own) pen. 

The instrumental forms of the personal pronouns are as follows: 
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�� �a�aap

�a �a�aap

%� %a�aap

Q�Q ���QQp

�Qp ����QQp

��� (��� �ap) ����QQp (��� �apaap)

�a �ap �a �apaap

�Q� (�Q� �ap) �Q��QQ{ (�Q� �apaap)

2) Postpositions

In English, the words “in”, “on”, “about” and so on tell us something about the word 
described, whether it be location or subject matter or something else. In English, such 
words go before the noun and so are called “prepositions”. In Mongolian, they go after, 
and so are called postpositions. See the following examples: 
*�pQQ� ���p on the table 

*���QQ� ����� in the cupboard 

ca��}� ��p under the chair 

The most important of these postpositions concern the location of objects in relation to 
others, and either take no case ending or just add the “n” of an “n” stem noun. Other 
postpositions, for example “�yxa�—about”, take the genitive with all nouns of all kinds: 
�� Mo��o�=� �yxa� ]p]ca�. I spoke about Mongolia. 

Mop��= �yxa� �o�. A book about horses. 

The postposition �QQp also has some idiomatic uses: 
�� Q�Q �o�=� �o��o� ���p op%yy�ca�. I translated this book into Mongolian. 

�����p��� co��� ���p �a��a. It’s in today’s newspaper. 

�� �~{
 ���p o%co�. I went to Dorj’s house OR I visited Dorj. 

In each of the above examples, the use of �QQp is slightly different. In the first, it replaces 
the instrumental, and the sentence could equally well read 

�� Q�Q �o�=� �o��o�oop op%yy�ca�.
In the second it is used where we would perhaps consider using the dative, but in this 

situation this is not done. We can use �QQp for any kind of literature or publication, 
television programme and so on in a similar way: 
@�Q �o� ���p �a��a. It is in this book. 

@�Q �ypa� ���p �� �a�x���. I’m not in this photograph. 
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In the final example it is used to describe someone’s house. It can be used in this way to 
describe any kind of regular location of somebody’s: 
�a� �QQp at my house; with me (I’ve got it) 

%a� �QQp at your house; with you (you’ve got it) 

�~{
 �QQp at Dorj’s house; with Dorj 

�~{
��� a
�� �QQp at Dorj’s work 

���� opo� �� %a� �QQp o%�o. I shall come and see you tonight. 

TQp a
�� �QQpQQ �a��a. He is at work. 

Note that in the final example the reflexive is used on the �QQp to show that he is at his
own work. 

Note also that when �QQp is used in this way to describe location or to describe a 
simple “on” or “on top of”, it takes no case ending, but the oblique stem of the noun or 
personal pronoun.  

3) Present continuous tense -aa4

There is a present continuous tense which takes an ending -aa4 which is very little used 
with most verbs except in very formal speech. It is, however, often used with the verb 
�a�x—to be, making �a��aa. There is also a shorter equivalent, ���. Whichever one is 
used in, for example, a question, the same must be used in answer: 
H���� �o� �a��aa [y? Is that book there? 

�a��aa. XQpQ��Q� [�? Hy=; *Q is� �� ��� �yy� *QZ

H���� �o� ��� [�? Is that book there? 

���. XQpQ��Q� [�? Hy=; *Q is� �� ��� �yy� *QZ

Where the �a��aa is used as an auxiliary in a question, an answer must be given in the 
same way or with �a��a:
-$� a
�� x��
 �a��aa [y? -Are you working now? 

-X��
 �}��}}/`��
 �a��a. -I am working. 

In meaning, this suffix is somewhat similar to the -�a�4 we met in Chapter 4, but deals 
with more ongoing situations than repeated regular ones. 

4) Past tense negative -aa��4

The negative form of the -aa4 above is -aa���4 but in the negative it has a past tense 
meaning. In colloquial speech it is often used as an alternative to the negative we have 
already met, -ca����4:
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-�op
 �{�Q� ��? Has Dorj come? 

-pcQ����. -No, he hasn’t. 

-pQQ���. -No, he hasn’t. 

-$� �Q{�QQ xap;ca� yy? -Did you go home? 

Y���, xap�a���. -No, I didn’t. 

Strictly speaking, however, there is a slight difference between the two. The -aa���4 can 
be said to carry the meaning of “not yet”, whereas the -ca����4 is more of a “did not”. In 
practice, however, this distinction is often disregarded. 

5) �When�

One way of translating the English “when” as a statement into Mongolian is to use the 
dative case on a verb. Look at the following examples:  
Ta�}� a
�� �QQp o%�x�oo �� �o�=� %��;
a�aa%�a.

When I come to your work I shall bring the 
book.

Ha�a�� o%�xo� �Q{ �a�x��� �a�ca�. When I went there he was not in. 

Such a sentence can be broken up into two parts. One is called the main clause and the 
other is called the subordinate clause. The main clause contains the most important 
information and in Mongolian comes after the “when” verb, whereas in English it can be 
either before or after. The subordinate clause contains less important information and 
comes before and includes the “when” verb. 

You can see from the above examples that in the first the reflexive is used on the verb 
o%�x—to go, which indicates that the subjects of both main and subordinate clauses are 
one and the same, in this case, “I”. If the subject is the same in both clauses, then it can 
be omitted either in the first or second part of the whole sentence. In the second example, 
no reflexive is used, instead the suibject of the subordinate clause is in the accusative 
case. Whatever the tense of the main verb, the subordinate (“when”) verb always goes 
into the infinitive form. Have a look at the examples below: 
�� �Q{�QQ xap�x�aa co��� a�ca�. As I was going home I bought a newspaper. 

T�p �Q����p� o%�`�oo ������Q� �a�ca�. He had some money when he went into the shop. 

Ha�a�� o%�xo� 
� �a�x yy? Will you be there when I come? 

�a�a�� �{Q`Q� �� �a�
 �a��a. I shall be there when you come. 

Where the subject of the subordinate clause is not the subject of the main clause and 
should therefore go into the accusative, but takes an object of its own, the subordinate 
subject can go into the nominative as in a normal sentence. Compare the following 
examples: 
�� �o� a�aa%�xa� %� �a�x yy? When I bring the book will you be there? 
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Ha�a�� �o� a�aa%�xa� %� �a�x yy? When I bring the book will you be there? 

As you can imagine, there are likely to be problems with sentences with two animate 
subjects, where both verbs can take an object, making it difficult to know which is the 
main subject and which the subordinate. We shall look later at ways of overcoming these 
problems.  

6) Possessive particles

Look at the following sentences: 
M���� aa� �x ca�� x��.   

OR Aa� ���; �x ca�� x��. My father is a very good man. 

Ha�a�� ������ �Q{� o%�xo� �Q{ �}��}}���.   

OR Ha�a�� �Q{� �; o%�xo� �Qp �a��aa���. When I went to his house he was not there. 

$���� QQ
QQc �}x�a �{�Q� ��?   

OR @Q
QQc %��; �ax�a �{�Q� ��? Has a letter come from your mother? 

The ���;, %��; and �; used in the above sentences are called possessive particles. They 
follow the noun they relate to and follow it regardless of whatever case the relevant noun 
is in. Like the possessive adjectives (�����, %����, ������ etc.) they mean my, your, 
his and so on. In the above examples, two equivalents are offered for each of the English 
meanings. In each pair, the first example, using the possessive adjective, is not incorrect, 
but it is colloquially better to use the shorter, more convenient possessive particle. Each 
of the personal pronouns has a possessive particle, which are as follows: 
pronoun poss. adj. poss. part. meaning
�� ����� ���; my 

%� %���� %��; your 

�a �a�= �a�; your (polite) 

�Qp ������ �; his, her, its 

��� ������, �a�a� �aa�; our 

�a �ap �a �ap=�, �a�a� �a�; your (plural) 

�Q� �Q� �ap=�, �Q���� �; their 

The third person singular possessive particle, �;, can be used to replace a noun which has 
been dropped from a sentence. It means “the…one”, and is most frequently used with 
adjectives and pronouns: 
@�� xap, caapa� xoëp �a��a� �a��a. A�; �; �QQp
�Q?

Here are a black and a grey hat. Which is 
better? 
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-Caapa� �; �QQp. The grey one is better. 

-A�; �; �o� �Q? Which is bigger? 

-@�Q �; �o�. This one is bigger. 

The particle �; replaces the noun, but it never takes a case ending. Where necessary, the 
case ending is placed on the adjective:
A�;�}ac �; �Q? From which of them? 

XQ��Q� �; yy��ca� �Q? Which of them did you meet? 

�� �o�� �; �yp�a�. I like the big one. 

7) Numbers and time (part 2)

In the last chapter we looked at how to tell the time in hours. In this, we shall look at the 
numbers from 10 to 100, and telling the time in minutes. Here are the numbers from 10 to 
100. As you will see, they bare a clear relation to those from one to ten, just as they do in 
English: 
apa� (ap�}�) ten 

ap�a� �Q� eleven 

ap�a� xoëp twelve 

ap�a� �ypa� thirteen 

ap�a� ��p�� fourteen 

ap�a� �a� fifteen 

ap�a� �yp�aa sixteen 

ap�a� �o�oo seventeen 

ap�a� �}�� eighteen 

ap�a� ec nineteen 

xop;(-��) twenty 

xop�� �Q�… twenty one… 

�_% (-��) thirty 

�_%�� �Q�… thirty one… 

��%(-��) forty 

��%�� �Q�… forty one… 

�a�;(-��) fifty 

�a��� �Q�… fifty one… 


ap(-a�) sixty 
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�}�(-}�) seventy 

�a](-�) eighty 

ep(-Q�) ninety 

�yy(-�) hundred 

These numbers behave just like those from one to ten, in that the latent “n” comes in 
when they are used to enumerate something: 
��%�� x�� forty people 

Moreover, the “n” comes in also when the number is a compound, that is, has two or 
more elements:  
��p�� four 

��p��� x�� four people 

��%�� ��p�� forty-four 

��%�� ��p��� x�� forty-four people 

�yy� ��%�� ��p��� x�� a hundred and forty-four people 

When telling the time, the number of the hour is given without the “-n”. The minutes are 
given after. Mongolian has a word for “half”, when telling the time, as in “half past…”, 
but unlike English, does not have such an expression for “quarter past…”. The clocks 
below show different times, with the times written in Mongolian below: 

��{�� xa�ac/��p�� �y%

Qyp�aa ��%
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apa� ap�a� �a�

�o�oo �y%�� �a�

Note that one can say either ��p�� �_% (four thirty) or ��p�� xa�ac (half past four). For 
the numbers past the half hour, you can either say the number (forty, fifty-five etc.) in 
full, or use the number less than thirty with “�y�yy” (“less”):  

apa� ��%�� �a� OR ap�a� �Q�� ap�a�
�a� �y�yy �a�xa ten forty-five OR a 
quarter to eleven 

�ypa� �_%�� �a� OR ��p��� xop��
�a� �y�yy �a�xa three thirty-five OR
twenty-five to four 

To say at a certain time the dative is used at the end of the whole expression in the 
following ways: 
-$� cyp�yy�;�aa `Q�QQ ]�ca� �Q? When did you go to school? 
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-Ec�n #a��. At nine o’clock. 

-$� cyp�yy��acaa `Q�Q� #a�� (xQ�Q�) �{�Q� �Q? At what time did you come back from school? 

-�ypa� xa�ac�. At half-past three. 

-��p��� xoo�oo `Q�QQ ��cQ� �Q? When did you have your lunch? 

-Ap�a� xoëp ��%��. At twelve-forty. 

-A���� `Q���� `�%QQ� %��; `Q�Q� Q`�Q�Q� �Q? When did your English class start? 

-Ap�a� �Q�� apa� �y�yy �a�xa�. At ten to eleven. 

Note that the word "�y�yy" must be accompanied by the verb dgah in the correct form. 

8) Verbs of coming and going

All languages have different verbs for coming and going, which they use in slightly 
different ways. In English, we speak of “coming here” and “going there”. In Mongolian 
as in English, the reference point is the speaker. Mongolian has three of these basic 
“verbs of motion”. They are: 
1) �{Q` to come 

2) ]�ax to go 

3) o%�x to go; visit 

What decides which is to be used is the speaker, who will talk of him or herself going or 
coming back to the present position, or of someone else moving toward or away from his 
or her own (the speaker’s) position. For example: 
�� ca] �{�Q�. I have just come. 

�� y�ax��� cyp�yy�;�aa ]��a. I shall go to school soon. 

�~{
 Q�� �{�Q�. Dorj came here. 

�~{
 �Q�� o%co�. Dorj went there. 

What this means is that sometimes where in English we use the verb ‘come’, Mongolian 
will use ‘go’, for example if talking to someone somewhere else on the phone:  
�� o�oo o%�o. I’m on my way OR I’m coming. 

There are two verbs for “return”, xap�x and �_#}x: 
�� �Q{�QQ xap��a. I’m going home. 

�� A�����aa �_#�}. I’m going back to England. 

The usage of �{Q` and o%�x affect the usages of the verbs a�%�pax and a�aa%�x,
respectively “bring” and “take”, as these are compounds formed from the verb a�ax—to
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take, and the two verbs for “come” and “go”. One “brings” things here and “takes” them 
there:
-M���� ����� �o�=� ~�~~ a�%�pax��� [y? Will you bring my book now? 

-A�aa%�a aa. Yes, I will. 

DRILLS
i) In the following sentences, put the word in brackets into the instrumental case: 

EXAMPLE:
�~{
 (�o�) *�{QQ `���Q�.   

�~{
 �o�oop *�pQQ `���Q�. Dorj made a table out of wood. 

a) �a�* (��Q�) ��%�Q�.
b) O[_�}� (xapa��aa) ��%�Q�.
c) -$� ��p��� (xoo�) [y [y ��cQ� �Q?
d) -�� ��p��� (xoo�) xo���= �ax ��cQ�.
e) ��� o�oo (�Q����p) ]��a.
f) Ma�a� aa� (�o�) ca��}� `���Q�.
g) ��� (a����) ca�� ]p;�a�, (�o��o�) �yy ]p;�a�.
h) ��� (a��~�yc) �{�Q�.

ii) Answer the following questions using either �a��aa, ��� or �a�x���.

EXAMPLE:

-$a�� o�o� �o� ��� [�?
-Ha�a� o�o� �o� �a��aa.
-Ha�a� o�o� �o� �a�x���.
a) Ta�a� aa� Q�� �a��aa [y? 
b) Ta�a� QQ
 �Q�� ��� [�?
c) Ta�a� a���� ca��}{ �}��}} [y? 
d) �a�* a����aa ��� [�?
e) Ta �ap �o��o� `Q� ca�� cyp% �a��aa [y? 
f) M���� �o� �a�� �}��}} [y? 
g) Y�Q� *�pQQ� �QQ{ �}��}} [y? 
h) Ta�a� `�� ���c��. O�oo �Q{�QQ �}��}} [_ ? 

iii) Answer the following questions in the positive using -can4 and then in the negative 
using -aa���4:

EXAMPLE:

-Ta ������p a
�� �QQ{QQ o%co� yy? 
-�� ������p a
�� �QQpQQ o%co�.
-�� ������p a
�� �QQpQQ o%oo���.
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a) $� �Q����{QQ{ ]�ca� yy? 
b) $� axaacaa �o� a�ca� yy? 
c) �%����p ca�xa� ���~ ��cQ� ��?
d) $� �}�� �QQpQQ o%co� yy? 
e) $� �p����� #Q�Q{�Q�Q� ��?
f) $� �aa��a�paa `���Q� ��?
g) Ta ca�� ]�a� yy? 
h) �aa�ap ������p �{Q� ��?

iv) Change the following present/future tense sentences to present continuous using 
�}��}} and then to habitual present using -�a�4 and translate all three: 

EXAMPLE:
�� �o� y�*��a. I will read a book. 

�� �o� y�*�
 �a��aa. I am reading a book. 

�� �o� y�*�}�. I read books. 

a) �� �op; y�a�a.
b) �� �}}��}�{}} `���Q.
c) �� �Q{QQ #Q�Q{�Q�Q.
d) �aa�ap A����� o%�o.
e) Hoxo� ��x�Q� �ax ���Q.
f) "Q{�a} cyp�yy�;�}} a��o�ycaap ]��a.
g) $� aa�, QQ
�Q��QQ cyyx yy? 
h) �� aa�, QQ
�Q��QQ cyy�a.

v) In the following sentences, put the noun in brackets into the correct form and put a 
suitable postposition after it. Make sure that you have the right form for the right 
postposition:  

EXAMPLE:
M���� �o� (*�{QQ) �a��aa.

M���� �o� *�pQQ� �QQp �a��aa.

a) �~{
 �a�* (�o��o�) �o� op%yy�
 �}��}}.
b) �QQ� %��; (*���QQ) ���.
c) �� @�%�� ca��=� (]a�) o%�o.
d) -H���� ����� ����� (#��x) �a��a yy? 
e) -Y���, ����� (#��x) �a��a.
f) �� (ca��ap) ��%�Q�.
g) -$� (xQ�) o%�x �Q?
h) -�� (�a��) o%�o.

vi) In the following sentences expressing the idea of ‘when’, put the nouns or pronouns in 
brackets into the right form (nominative or accusative), depending on whether you have 
one or two subjects for the main and subordinate clauses and whether or not the 
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subordinate clause has an object already. Remember that if they are the same, one of 
them may not be necessary. If necessary, put the reflexive onto the verb in the dative: 

EXAMPLE:
(��) �{QxQ� �Qp �a�x��� �a�ca�.

Ha�a�� �{Q`Q� �Qp �a�x��� �a�ca�.

a) (��) �o�=� �Q����p� o%�xo�, (��) �Q� �o� a�ca�.
b) ($�) Q�� �{QxQ�, (%�) ����� a�%�p% ���x ��?
c) (�op
) �Q����pQQp ]�axa�, (�op
) �_��}}�}� xa�� �a�ca� yy? 
d) (�op
) �Q����pQQp ]�axa�, (�y��aa) �����Q� xa�� �a�ca� yy? 
e) ($�) �Q{�QQ xap�xa�, (%�) `Q��Q� xa�� ]�ax �Q?
f) (�aa�ap) ����x��, (QQ
 �;) �;) �x ca�aa �o�co�.
g) ("Q��) �Q{QQ #Q�Q{Q`Q�, (�o��op) a�apca�.
h) (Hoxo�) �{QxQ�, (x��xQ�) a�ca�.

vii) Depending on its relation with the subject, replace the genitive in brackets with a 
possessive particle or the reflexive: 

EXAMPLES:
�� (������) �Q{� o%co�. �� �Q{� �; o%co�.

�� (�����) �Q{� xap;ca�. �� �Q{�QQ xap;ca�.

a) �� (%����) �o�=� y�*�}�.
b) �aa�ap (�aa�ap=�) �op��� y�a
 �a��a.
c) �� ������p (�a�=) QQ
�Q� yy��ca�.
d) �o��op �o��op=�) QQ
�Q� ]p;
, (QQ
���) �yy� ���Q�.
e) Ca�� o[_�a� (o[y��=) �a�*aac a��a����.
f) �� (�����) �QpQQc (�����) a
��� a��o�ycaap ]��a�.
g) ($����) �QpQQc �ax�a �{�Q� ��?
h) �a�* (�a�*���) o[_��}}c (o[y��=) �aa��a�ap a�ca�.

viii) Draw clock faces and put on them the times written below: 

a) ap�a� xoëp #a�
b) �a�� ��%
c) �o�oo� xop�� �a� �y�yy
d) apa� ap�a� �a�
e) ��p�� �_%
f) ��p�� xa�ac
g) �yp�aa xop;
h) ec �a��� �a�

ix) Write the following times given as numbers out in words: 

a) 10:55 
b) 3:15 
c) 7:40 
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d) 6:10 
e) 11:25 
f) 5:35 
g) 4:45 
h) 8:05 

x) Write out in Mongolian the times shown on the following clock faces:  

EXERCISES
a) Answer the following questions as they apply to you: 

1. Ca�� �a��a yy, co��� ca�xa� [y �a��a? 
2. Ta �������� xoo�oo `Q�Q� #a�� ��cQ� �Q?
3. Ta��a� xa�� x�� cyy�a� yy? 
4. Ta xoo�oo ��cQ� ��?
5. Ta a
�� �QQpQQ `Q�Q� #a�� o%co� �Q?
6. A
�� �QQpQQ [y [y `���Q� �Q?
7. Ta a
���aa [y�aap ]��a� �Q?
8. Ta �op; y�a
 %a��a� yy? 
9. Ta�= aa�, QQ
 ��� [�?
10. Aa�, QQ
 �a�; [_ x���Q� �Q?

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. What time did you get up today? 
2. I got up at a quarter to eight. 
3. I had breakfast at ten past eight. 
4. My wife works at the bank. 
5. I went to her work at ten past two today. 
6. The students are very afraid of their teacher. 
7. Baatar rides his horse very well. 
8. I came to work today by bus. 
9. While I was going round the shops my friend came to my house. 
10. When I came home I took the book with me. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. M���� `�� xapa��aa�aap ��%�Q�. Y��QQp ��%�
 %a��a����.
2. M���� ����� %a�� �a��a yy? 
3. �a�x���, %���� #��xQ� �~�~{ �a��aa.
4. �� �}���}��aa �Q{� �; o%co�.
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5. Aa�, QQ
�Q� �; yy��ca�.
6. $� QQ
�QQ �ax�a ��%cQ� ��?
7. ��%QQ���. @Q
 ���; o�oo �x ca�aa �o�
 �a��aa.
8. Axaac ���; �ax�a �{�Q�.
9. �Q{QQ�QQ �ax�a a�ca�, ��.
10. Xo�oop co��� ca�xa� [y �a��a? 

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
�Q����p delgüür shop 

�op dor under (postposition) 

�yxa� tuhai about (postposition) 

�ax�a zahia letter 

xQ�QQ hezee when (question) 

�aa��a�ap daalgavar exercises, homework 

�a��(-a�) bangk(-an) bank 

a�; (a���) al’ (alin) which (of them) 

�y�yy dutuu lacking, less 
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CHAPTER SEVEN

TEXT

��� ABTO��CAH� HA��TA��AA ����CAH H+ H+
���� �o��o� xQ�, ���x cyp%, Mo��o�� cyy
 �a��a. TQp ������p aa�, QQ
�QQ
�ax�a�a� xa�� �Q� ���QQ�
 ]�yy��a. ���� �ax�a�aa ��%�
, �y��y�� `���Q�. �apaa
�; �Q��QQ xa�p#a�� x��
, ������� �; a�% �a�p�aacaa �apa�. �}{}x�}} 
�
��p�Q�
”Ca�� �a��a yy?” �Q
 �Q���Q�. ��p `Q��Q� % yy��aa���.

��aa��aa�ap� �Q� �yc�a�, �aa�;�a� *yy�a� ���. TQp *yy�a� �a�� �Q{Q����
�__��=� xa�;� �a��a�. ���� x cyp�__���� ����x �__��}}c a��o�yca�� cyy�.
A��o�yca�� �a��o�� �Q�Q� �Q� �}���}��aa yy��a�. TQp xoëp ��e ��e�Q��QQ ”Ca��
�a��a yy, co��� ca�`a� [y �a��a” �Q
 �Q���Q�.

�: -$� xaa%�
 �a��a �Q?
�: -�� *yy�a�� o%�
, aa�, QQ
�QQ ���QQ�
 ]�yy��a.
�: -Aa�, QQ
�QQ [y [y ]�yy�ax �Q?
�: -Xoëp �o� � ]�yy��a.
�: -\�ap ]�ap �o�?
�: -”Mo��~� �y{}�”, ”Mo��o� �~ë� %��Q��Q���� yp�a�”.
�: -Aa, �Qp xoëp �x �~ë �o�. ”Mo��o� �~ë� %��Q��Q���� yp�a�” �Q�Q� �o�=� �;

$���Q� �a�* ��%�Q� *��. ��p [y ]�yy�ax �Q?
�: -��p [y % �a�x���. Aa ����, �Q� �ax�a ���.
�: -Aa�, QQ
 %��; �x �a]p�ax �a�x �aa.
�: -$� ��p�� xaa%�x �; �Q?
�: -�� �o�=� ca�� o%�o. TQ�� �ap�� �Q�Q� �o� y�*�` xQpQ��Q� �a��a.
�: -Aa, �� % �ac *yy�a�� o%co�= �apaa �Q�� o%�o.
�: -�a, �� Q�� �yy�a. �}`�}� �o�=� ca�� yy��ax yy? 
�: -�y��}x �a�x aa. �a]{�}�.
�: -�a]p�a�.

Comprehension
�a�* ����� �o�=� ��cQ�. The teacher saw the book. 

O[y�}� �a�*�aa �o�oo �����cQ�. The student showed his teacher the book. 

TQp �Q{QQ�QQ �apca�. He left home. 

TQp #��x�QQcQQ xoo� �ap�aca�. He took the food out of the bag. 

A
�� ca�� �o�co�. Work has got better. 

�~{
 a
�aa ca�� �o��oco�. Dorj has made his work better. 

A��o�yc �o�cco�. The bus stopped. 



	o�oo% a��o�ycaa �o�cooco�. The driver stopped the bus. 

Ma�a� cyp�yy�; Q�� �a��a. Here is our school. 

Ma�a� cyp�__���� �yy� 
����� ����
�a��yy�ca�.

Our school was founded (they founded our school) a 
hundred years ago. 

@���� Q�� �a���a
 �o��o. You can leave this here. 

�ap�a �a�a� yyp�aca�. The boss was angry with me. 

�� �ap�aa yyp�yy�ca�. I made the boss angry. 

Ha�a� �Q� % ����� �a�x���. I’ve not got a penny. 

�� % �ac ]��a. I shall go too. 

�~{
 � �{�Q� �a��a. Only Dorj has come. 

VOCABULARY

Text
���x tüüh history 

���QQ�
 ilgeemj parcel 

�y��y� dugtui envelope 

]�yy�-(]�yy�ax) yavuulah to send 

�Q�Q� beleg gift 

xa�p#a� hairtsag box 

x��-(x��x) hiih to put 

���� bügd everything 


�
��{ jijüür doorman, concierge 

�Q���Q-(�Q���Qx) mendleh to greet, to say “Hello” 

% ch a particle. See grammar. 

*yy�a� shuudang post, post office 

�yc�a� tusgai special 

�aa�; gaal’ customs 

�__�}� buudal stop, station 

xa�; hav’ area, near, nearby 

��e ��eQ biye biyee each other 

xaa%�-(xaa%�x) haachih to go where 

�~ë� goyol ornament, decoration 

%��Q��Q� chimeglel ornament, decoration 
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yp�a� urlag art 

�~ë goyo beautiful 

*�� shüü emphatic particle, “isn’t it” etc. 

�a�a�xa� tanaihang your family 

�a]p�a-(�a]p�ax) bayarlah be happy, get happy 

��{�� ööröö one’s self 

�ap�� zarim some 

�ap�� �Q�Q� zarim negeng some 

�apaa daraa (postposition) after 

�yy-(�yyx) buuh to get off; to come down, dismount 

�}`�}� dahiad again 

�a�x aa baih aa perhaps, maybe 

Comprehension
�����-(�����Qx) üzüüleh to show 

�ap�a-(�ap�ax) gargah to get s.t out 

�o��o-(�o��ox) bolgoh to cause to become, make… 


o�oo% jolooch driver 

�o�c-(�o�cox) zogsoh to stop (intr.) 

�o�coo-(�o�coox) zogsooh to stop (tr.) 


�� jil year 

�a��yy�-(�a��yy�ax) baiguulah to cause to be, establish 

�a���a-(�a���ax) bailgah to let be, leave be 

���� ömnö (postposition) before, in front of, ago 

�ap�a darga boss, chief, director 

yyp�a-(yyp�ax) uurlah to get angry (+dat.) 

yyp�yy�-(yyp�yy�ax) uurluulah to make s.b. angry 
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GRAMMAR

1) Tables of cases

In the previous chapters we have met all the cases that there are in Mongolian. In this 
chapter, then, we shall have a table presenting all the cases for all kinds of nouns. This 
table is given below: 

book house meat camel store dog class
Nom �o� �Qp �ax �Q�QQ can �oxo� a���

Acc �o�=� �Q{��� �ax=� �Q�QQ� ca�� �~`~�� a�����

Gen �o�=� �Q{��� �ax�= �Q�QQ��� ca����� �oxo�� a�����

Dat �o�� �Q{� �axa�� �Q�QQ�� ca�� �oxo�� a����

Abl �o�ooc �Q{QQc �ax�aac �Q�QQ�QQ� ca��aac �oxo��ooc a���ac

Instr �o�oop �Q{QQ{ �axaap �Q�QQ�QQp ca��aap �oxo��oop a���ap

Com �o��o� �Qp�Q� �ax�a� �Q�QQ�Q� ca��}� �oxo��o� a����a�

Here is also a table of all personal pronouns in all cases: 
I you (fam) you (hon) he/she/it we you (pl) they

Nom �� %� �a �Qp ��� �a �ap �Q�

Acc �a�a�� %a�a�� �a�=� ������� ������� �a �ap=� �Q����

Gen ����� %���� �a�= ������ ������ �a �ap=�
�a�a�

�Q����
�a�a�

Dat �a�a� %a�� �a�� ����� ���Q�� Ta �ap� �Q�Q��

Abl �a�aac %a�aac �a�aac ����QQc ����QQc Ta �apaac �Q��QQc

Instr �a�aap %a�aap �a�aap ����QQ{ ����QQp �a �apaap �Q��QQ{

Com �}��}� %a��a� �a��a� �����Q� ���Q��Q� �} �ap�a� �Q�Q��Q�

In the plural, both ��� and �Q� can be ��� �ap and �Q� �ap, taking the same endings as 
�a �ap. In the genitive of ��� and �a �ap, you will see that two forms have been given. 
The �a�a� and �a�a� are all that remain of a declension of these two words with �a�-
and �a�- stems. It used to be that the �a�- and �a�- stems, excluded either the listener or 
the speaker respectively. Now, however, this distinction has dropped out, as has the 
declension, leaving only these genitive forms, which are used in such instances as: 
�a�a� Mo��o� (our) Mongolia 

�a�a� �o��o�%yy� we Mongols 

�a�a� a���%__� you English 
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There are also declensions for the demonstrative pronouns Q�Q and �Qp and their plural 
forms Q� and �Q�:

this that these those
Nom Q�Q �Qp Q� �Q�

Acc ������ ������� Q����� �Q�����

Gen ����� ������� Q���� �Q����

Dat ���� ����� Q�Q�� �Q�Q��

Abl ���QQc ����QQc Q��QQc �Q��QQc

Instr ���QQp ����QQp Q��QQp �Q��QQ{

Com ����Q� �����Q� Q�Q��Q� �Q�Q��Q�

@�Q and �Qp, this and that, also have the following forms in everyday speech: 
Nom Q�Q �Qp

Acc Q���� �Q{���

Gen Q�Q��� �Q{���

Dat Q�Q�� �QpQ��

Abl Q�Q�QQc �Q{�QQ�

Instr Q����QQp �Q{���QQ{

Com Q�Q��Q� �QpQ��Q�

The dative of ��, �}�}�, can also be �a� or, more colloquially, �a�aa.

2) The causative

The causative is a form of the Mongolian verb which we do not have in English. As its 
name implies it deals with ideas like causing somebody to do something, or letting 
something happen. Here are a few exapmles:  
�� ����� �o� �����cQ�. I showed him (let him see) the book. 

�a�* �a�a�� �Q{� �_#}}�}�. Teacher sent me (let/made me go) home. 

More often than not, we translate the Mongolian causative into English by using a 
different verb, so that “go”, which cannot take an object, becomes “send”, which can. 
Sometimes in English the two verbs may look the same, as in the case of the verb “stop”, 
where we can either say, for example, “the bus stopped” (no object) or “the driver 
stopped the bus” (where “bus” is the object). Verbs which take objects are called 
“transitive” and those which don’t are called “intransitive”. Very often, a causative 
sentence has only (1) a subject, (2) an object (called the “direct object”) which may be in 
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the accusative, and (3) a causative verb. Other ideas, like “from”, “to” and so on, are 
placed where necessary. See the following sentences: 
�ap�a1 �a�a��2 ]�yy��a3. The boss will send me. 

��1 �������2 opyy�ax���3. I won’t let him in 

There are four ways of forming the causative in Mongolian, which involve dropping the 
infinitive ending and adding one of four new stems. The four stems are as follows: 
i) -��a-

4
added to stems ending in a long vowel or a diphthong. 

ii) -�a-4 added to stems ending in -�, -p, -c and -�.

iii) -aa-4 added to certain stems ending in a phonetic short vowel. Certain verbs take a -�aa-4

variant of the form. 

iv) -yy�-
2

added to other verbs ending in short vowels and some in long vowels and diphthongs. 
Probably the most common causative stem. 

Here are the stems in action:  
verb stem causative meaning
i)

`��` do x�� `����Qx have s.t. done, have s.t. made 

�aax teach �aa �aa��ax have s.t. taught 

yyx drink yy yy��ax cause to drink 

ii)

o�ox find o� o��ox supply 

�ocox get up �oc �oc�ox get s.b. up, put s.t. up 

x�pQx get to, reach x�p x�p�Qx send, escort 

iii)

�o�cox stand, stop �o�co- �o�coox stop s.t. 

�o�ox worry, suffer �o�o- �o�oox cause worry, make suffer 

y�ax fall y�a- y�a�aax push over, drop 

iv)

]�ax go ]�a- ]�yy�ax send 

��Qx see ��Q- ���Qx show 

As you can see from the table above, it is not just intransitive verbs which are made 
transitive by putting them into the causative. Words like “see”, which can obviously take 
an object, also have causative forms. In such instances, the English will have two objects, 
as in the following examples: 
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I showed him1 a book2.
She made me1 drink some tea2.

The object of the causative part of the sentence, that is the person made to do something, 
might go into the dative. This is called the “indirect object”. The direct object might go 
into the accusative as necessary. The above sentences would translate into Mongolian as 
follows: 

�� �����1 �o�2 �����cQ�.
TQp �a�a�1 #a�2 yy��aca�.

In the above sentences, the indirect objects are in the dative because they are being asked 
to do something for themselves, i.e. drink some tea, or look at a book. 

Compare these with the following sentence: 
�� �Qp�����p �ax�a ��%����Q�. I got her to write the letter. 

In this example, the indirect object is being asked to do something for someone else. This 
is why the instrumental is being used. It is as though someone is being used as the 
instrument of someone else’s will. 

It would be possible to have both dative and instrumental indirect objects in one 
sentence:
H���� �o��� %a�� �a�*aapaa ]�yy��a. I shall send the book to you through our teacher. 

Here are some examples of causatives with one and two objects in sentences:  
TQp �QQ�QQ `����Q�Q�. He had his deel made (for him by sb. else). 

Ta Q���� `Q�QQ{ ��%����Q� �Q? Who did you get to write this? 

�a�* �a�a�� a���ac �ap�aca�. Teacher threw me out of the class. 

$� ����� ca�aa� �x �o�ooco�. You have caused me a lot of worry. 

Because the causative is used to express ideas that can be translated more often than not 
with different words in English (like go—send) they will be treated as such in the 
vocabulary lists and given as items in their own right. If you have a word for which you 
need the causative which you do not know, and you cannot see from the stem whether it 
ends in an unstressed vowel or a consonant, the best guess is to use the -yy�-2 stem to 
form the causative. This is the most common and even if not correct will be understood. 

A very few words have more than one possible causative form, and these usually have 
the same meaning. �a�`—to be, and o�ox—to find, have two causative forms which 
have different meanings: 
�a��yy�ax to cause to be, to establish (like a state, a school and so on) 

�a���ax to let be, to leave something where or how it is 

o�yy�ax to get somebody to find something 

o��ox to supply (e.g. for an army), provide 
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3) The particle 


This particle is used very greatly in a wide variety of circumstances. It is also very simple 
to use. It can be used to translate the English “even” in the following way: 
X��xQ� 
 �Q��Q. Even a child knows that. 

Ha�a� �Q� 
 ����� �a�x���. I don’t (even) have a penny. 

It can also be used to translate the English “ever” or “at all”: 
]�ap 
 whichever 

[y 
 whatever, anything at all 

See how it is used in the following examples in sentences:  
@��QQc a�; �; �o�ox �Q? Which of these will do? 

A�; �; 
 �o��o. Any one at all. 

�� xQ�QQ ]�ax �Q? When shall I go? 

XQ�QQ 
 �o��o. Any time you like. 

$� xQ��Q� ]�ax �Q? Who are you going with? 

XQ��Q� 
 xa�aa���. It doesn’t matter who. 

Zy �o�co� �Q? What’s happened? 

Zy 
 �o�oo���. Nothing at all. 

��� �ap ���~�� ]��a. $� ]ax �Q? We’re going to the cinema. What about you? 

�� 
 �ac ]��a. I shall go too. 

4) The particle �

This particle is used basically to cover the idea of “alone”, “only” or “just”. It has no real 
meaning in its own right, but adds an emphatic quality to the word it follows. See the 
following sentences: 
�op
 � %a��a, ��p xQ� % %a�ax���. Only Dorj can do it, nobody else. 

M���� ���, �a� � �a�x���. I’ve got the money, only not the time. 

�� cyy
 � �a��a. I’m just sitting here. 

TQp �ac � �{QQ��� �a��a. He still hasn’t come yet. 
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DRILLS
i) Put the verb in the following sentences into the causative and change the subject to 
indirect object. Make the word in brackets the subject. Remember that the change in 
object could mean juggling with reflexives and possessive particles. Translate both: 

EXAMPLE:
�a�* �o� ��cQ�. (��) The teacher saw the book. 

�� �a�*�aa �o� �����cQ�. I showed the book to my teacher. 

a) Ma�a� QQ
 xoo� x���Q�. (�a�a�xa�)
b) Ma�a� `�� cyp�yy��acaa �Q{�QQ �_#�}�. (�a�*)
c) �ap�a %a�� yyp�aca�. (%�)
d) �� Q� yyca�. (Q�%)
e) Ma�a� �ap�a �Q��QQ. (��)
f) ���� �o��o� `Q� cyp% �a��a. (�a�*)
g) X��x���� Q{� �oc�o�. (aa�)
h) M���� ox�� �}�Q �Q{�QQ x�pcQ�. (��)

ii) Put the noun or pronoun in brackets into the accusative, dative or instrumental 
depending on the nature and meaning of the causative verb. Don’t forget the reflexive if 
necessary.

EXAMPLE:
@�% (��) Q� yy��aca�.   

@�% �a�a� Q� yy��aca�. The doctor made me take medicine. 

a) O[_��yy� (�a��) �}a��a�paa ��%���Q` xQpQ����.
b) To�oo�o� x��x���� (}}�, QQ
) yyp�yy��a����.
c) ���� (aa�, QQ
) �ax�a ]�yy�a�.
d) �� ��p�� ]�ax���, (%�) ]�yy��a.
e) �� (�ypa�%��) �ypa� a�axyy�ca�.
f) Mo��o� (y�c) 1911 (�]��a ec�� �yy� ap�a� �Q�Q�) o�� �a��yy�ca�.
g) @�Q (x��) opyy�ax yy? 
h) Ma�a� x��x���� ����� (ca�aa) �x �o�oo�o�.

iii) Change the following positive sentences into negative ones using “%” and the word in 
brackets:

EXAMPLE:
�� �Q��Q ([_) I know 

�� [y % �Q�Q`���. I don’t know anything at all. 

a) Ha�a� ����� ���. (�Q�)
b) O�o� x�� �pcQ�. (xQ�)
c) @�Q �o� �Q����p ��`Q�� �a��a. (xaa�a)
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d) Ha�a� Q�Q xoëp �o�=� �Q� �; ���. (a�; �;)
e) TQp x�� �}�� �apaa �ap��a�. (xQ�QQ)
f) Ta �ap �o� a�% �o��o. (]�ap)
g) Ta �ap �{
 �o��o. (xQ����)
h) Ta �ap ]�
 �o��o. (xaa*aa)

iv) Using the following sentences, make two new ones by placing the particle “�” after 
different nouns or pronouns. 

EXAMPLE:
@���� �~{
 �Q��Q. Dorj knows this. 

�~{
 Q���� � �Q��Q. Dorj knows only this. 

@���� �~{
 � �Q��Q. Only Dorj knows this. 

a) @�Q �o�=� �� y�*�
 �a��a.
b) @�Q x�%QQ���� �� cypca�.
c) �� �Qp x����� �a�;�a�.
d) �� �ax ���Q�.
e) �~{
 ���~ ���Q.
f) �� Mo��o�� o%�o.
g) TQp �Q{�QQ xap��a.
h) �o��op �a��aa x��QQ
 �a��a.

EXERCISES
a) Answer the following questions: 

1. �a�* ������p %a�a�� a����aa opyy�ca� yy? 
2. ���� ����� %� ��p�� �occo� yy, QQ
 %��; %a�a�� �oc�oco� yy? 
3. Ta �x ca�aa �o��o� yy? Zy [y �a�= ca�aa� �o�oo�o� �Q?
4. �aa��}�}{ `��`�QQ %� ��p�� x���Q� ��, ��p �Q� `��QQp `����Q�Q� ��?
5. $� ��p�� xoo� x���Q� ��, QQ
QQpQQ `����Q�Q� ��?
6. Ta `Q�QQ{ �o��o� `Q� �aa��aca� �Q?
7. Ta�a� �a�* �x yyp�a�a� yy? 
8. Ta �ap �a�*aa �x yyp�yy��a� yy? 
9. @�Q �o�oo xo�o�� �ax�a ]�yy�ca� yy? 
10. XQ�� �ax�a ]�yy�ca� �Q?

b) Translate into Mongolian: 

1. Yesterday I sent a letter to my mother. 
2. Today I made the teacher very angry. He threw me out of class. 
3. Our school was founded many years ago. 
4. I’ll leave this book here. I’ll pick it up (get it) later (afterwards). 
5. The driver stopped the bus at the bus-stop. 
6. I have only four sheep, but many cows. 
7. Out of us, only Baatar rides well. 
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8. I don’t have a single class today. 
9. I’m going to see a film tonight. Are you coming? 
10. Mongolia is a beautiful country. So is England. 

c) Translate into English: 

1. O[_��__� �a�*aa a���ac �}{�}�}�.
2. �� �oxo��oo �ax �����cQ�.
3. �~{
�� xoo� %, ����� % �a�x���.
4. @�Q xa�;� ���~, �ea�p [y % �a�x���.
5. TQp xa�;� ���~, �ea�p ��` [� ���.
6. �ap�� x��� [y % �a�x���.
7. �����p��� `�%QQ�� �a�* � �pcQ�.
8. A��o�yc=� 
~�~~% � �o�coo�o�.
9. $� ��p�� ��%QQ��� �a��a. XQ�QQp ��%����Q� �Q?
10. �� aa�, QQ
�QQ *yy�a��aap ���QQ�
 ]�yy�ca�.

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
�Q�Q-(�Q�Qx) medeh to know 

xa�aa hamaa relation 

xa�aa��� hamaagüi doesn’t matter, never mind 

cyp�a-(cyp�ax) surgah to teach (cause to learn) 

�y#aa-(�y#aax) butsaah to send back 

Q� em medicine 

Q�% emch doctor 

�Q����-(�Q����Qx) medüüleh to let know, tell, inform 

ox�� �}�� ohing naiz girlfriend 

`Q{Q���� hereggüi must not, need not 

�o�oo�o� tomootoi good, quiet 

�ypa�%�� zuragchin photographer 

�]��a myangga thousand 

�yy zuu hundred 

o� ong year 

`Q���� hediid when 

xaa*aa haashaa where to 

y�a-(y�ax) unah to fall 

y�a�aa-(y�a�aax) unagaah to drop, push over 

�ap�a-(�ap�ax) martah to forget 
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�aa-(�aax) zaah to tell, teach, show 

�aa��a-(�aa��ax) zaalgah to get taught 

�ea�p chyatr theatre 
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CHAPTER EIGHT

TEXT

HOM<H CAH�
���� *yy�a�� o%�
, [�aa ]�yy�aa� �o�=� ca�� a��o�ycaap o%��. TQ�� �}��~���~�
�}`�}� yy��ca�.

���� ”Ca�� �a�� yy?” �Q
 �}��~���~� �Q���QQ�, ”Zy y�*�
 �a��a �Q?” �Q

acyy�.

�: -Mo��o�=� xy�;��}�=� �yxa� �Q� �o� y�*�
 �a��a. $� [y [y _�*�` �Q?
�: -�� opocoop �Q� �o� y�*�x ë��~�. X��e, �a��aa, %� ���� opo� �a�a�� o%�x yy? 
�: -O%?ë, o%?ë. �Q�Q� #a��?
�: -�o�oo� #a�� o%. HQ� *�� apx� a�%paapa�. �� xoo� `���Q.
�: -�a, �Q� *�� [� a�aa%?]. ��p x�� �a�x yy? 
�: -��p x�� �a��a. H���� �pa�# Q�Q��Q� o[_��=� ca] yp��aa. �aa�ap o�oo `~��

�}��}} [_?
�: -�aa�ap ���. Zy �Q
?
�: -T������ % �ac yp�x xQpQ��Q�. �Q�% y�ac�= �y�aap �; �a�a� �a�x���.
�: -Ha�a� ���. $a�� ��;e.
�: -�a, �� ��%QQ� a�?].
�: -"aac, xapa��aa �a��a yy? 
�: -�a��a, �a��a.
�: -Xop�� �o�oo �yp�a� �yy� ��%�� �Q�. �a, ��%�� ��?
�: -��%�QQ.
�: -Z�aa ]�yy�ca� yy? 
�: -\�yy�aa� can �Q��QQc �{�QQ.
�: -$� opoc �o� y�*��a �Q� ��? �Q�Q� %� ��p�� opoc xQ����*�� *�� �QQ.
�: -�� ��p�� opoc xQ���� �o�o�% �a�a� �a�* opoc xQ��Q�. �� �a�*aapaa y�*__��a.

��, �a�* opoo� �p�QQ. �a, �� �Q{�QQ o%oo� �aa�ap�a� y�caap ]p��a. Opo� yy��?],
�a]p�a�.

�: -�a, �a]p�a�. Opo� yy��?].

Comprehension
�a, ]�?]. OK, let’s go. 

�apaa �; yy��?]. See you later. 

�a, �� ]��aa. Right, I’m off. 

TQp can ]��aa. He has just gone. 

�� o�oo o%�oo. I’m on my way now. 

�a]p�a�aa. Thank you. 



�� �a�*���� o%co�. I went to my teacher’s house. 

TQp �op;�o�� �; ��c��. He gave it to the man with the horse. 

�� �Q{�QQ o%oo� a�apca�. After I got home I rested. 

Ca�� ]�aapa�! Have a good trip! 

Ha�a� �Q� a]�a #a� ����pQ�. Please give me a cup of tea. 

Ha�a� �����QQ%. Could you show it to me? 

VOCABULARY

Text
[�(-a�) yum(-an) thing 

�}`;-(�ax�x) dahih to repeat, do again 

xy�;��}� huv’sgal revolution 

ëc�o� yostoi necessary, have to 

*��(-Q�) shil(-en) bottle, glass 

apx�(-�) arhi(-n) arkhi, Mongolian vodka; drink 

�pa�# frants France; French 

ca] saya just, just now 

yp;-(yp�x) urih to invite 

[y �Q
 yuu gej why (do you ask) 

�y�aap dugaar number (room, phone, etc.) 

#aac(a�) tsaas paper 

�o��oo bolloo that’s it 

opoc oros Russia, Russian 

�Q�Q� getel but 

Comprehension
�a]p�a�aa bayarlalaa thank you 

GRAMMAR

1) The voluntative

The voluntative expresses the idea of “let’s…” or “I’d like to…”. It is formed by adding 
the following endings to the verb stem: 
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i) -]3 after stems ending in a long vowel, diphthong or soft sign: 

�a�x—Q�� �a�� I’ll stay here 

cyyx—�Q�� cyy� let’s sit down over there 

`��`—�� x��e let me do it 

ii) -?], -?ë after back vowel stems ending in a consonant: 

]�ax—�a, ]�!� OK, let’s go 

o%�x—�a, o%!ë OK, let’s go in 

a�ax—Q���� a�!� I’ll take this one 

iii) -;e after a front vowel stem ending in a consonant: 

��Qx—���e   let’s see, let’s have a look 

The voluntative is pronounced as though written with a double “ii”, so that ]�?] sounds 
like “yavii”.

2) The short past tense -�aa4

This tense, which really is an immediate past, has a rather strange usage. Compare the 
following sentences: 
TQp �p�QQ. He has just come. 

�� ]��aa. I’m just going. 

The meaning of the former is indeed past. But the meaning of the second sentence is in 
fact future. It is as though the past is so immediate that it can be used for something that 
has not yet actually happened but definitely will soon. The formation of this tense is easy. 
Regardless of the nature of the stem, the suffix -�aa4 is added, according to the vowel 
harmony. Look at the following examples in sentences:  
TQp �����
 can ]��aa. He has just this minute gone. 

�� o�oo o%�oo. I’m on my way now. 

Ca] �yyc�aa. I’ve just finished. 

O�oo �yyc�aa. I’m just finishing. 

�a, �o��oo. Right, that’s it; that’s done. 

3) Compound cases

The tables presented in the last chapter formally finished off the case endings on 
Mongolian nouns. There is, however, more to be said on the matter. Mongolian can add 
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more than one case ending onto the same word. Some possible combinations are shown 
below: 
�a�a�xaac (gen+abl) from our house 

�a�*���� (gen+dat) at the teacher’s house 

�a��a��a�� (�;) (com+dat) to the man with the hat 

�~{
���"��� (gen+com) with Dorj’s… 

�~{
���"����� (gen+com) with Dorj’s family

It is most often the genitive which is followed by another case ending, but other cases are 
used in the same way. When the genitive is used in this way, it is almost always 
somebody’s house or family that is being talked about.  

4) Expressions of �then�

“Then” is expressed in Mongolian in several ways. One is to add a suffix to the verb 
stem. This suffix is sometimes called the perfective converb. Converb because it goes 
with a verb, perfective because it describes a perfect or completed action. In the same 
way, what we have so far called the present participle is also known as the imperfective 
converb. Whatever tense one is using, at whatever time, if two things are happening at the 
same time, say because one is sitting and drinking beer, the first action is not over before 
the second starts. It is therefore unfinished and imperfect. When you do one thing and 
then do something else, the first action is completed or at least given up on before 
embarking on the second. 

Compare the following examples:  
Xoo�oo ��Q
, ���o yyca�. I ate and had some beer [same time]. 

Xoo�oo ��QQ� ���o yyca�. I ate and then had some beer. 

In the first sentence, the speaker was still eating when the beer was drunk. In the second, 
the meal was already over. 

The formation of this converb is relatively simple. It is done by adding the suffix -aa�4

to the verb stem. Where the stem ends in a short “�” not preceded by 
, % or *, then the 
perfective converb ending is -�a�4:
y�*�`—y�*�a� read—having read 

o%�x—o%oo� go to—having gone to 

]�ax—]�aa� go—having gone 

yp�x—yp�a� invite—having invited 

Another way of translating the idea of “then” is to use the perfective converb of the verb 
�Q�Qx, making �Q�QQ�. This verb is rather special and will be discussed in full in Chapter 
Ten. Here are a few examples in sentences: 
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�� �Q{�QQ o%oo� #a� yyca�. When I got home I had some tea. 

�� a�aa� �{;e. I’ll go and get it [=get it then come]. 

TQp �aa��}�{}} x���QQ� a�apca�. Having done her homework, she rested. 

�aa�ap �{�Q�. TQ�QQ� ]�ca�. Baatar came. Then he went. 

The Mongolian for “why” is formed using this converb, from the verb ]ax, meaning “to 
do what?”. This verb will also be discussed in Chapter Ten. Compare the following two 
questions: 
$� ]}	 ]�ca� �Q? How did you go (lit. doing what…)? 

$� ]a�aa� ]}�}}� �Q? Why did you go (lit. having done what…)? 

When followed by the verb �a�x, the construction means to keep on doing something:  
TQp �Q�� cyy�aa� � �a��a. She just keeps on sitting there. 

TQp x�� �a�a�� xapaa� �a��a. He keeps looking at me. 

TQp �%����p Q��, �p��� �a�ca�. He kept on coming here yesterday. 

TQp Q�� �p��� � �a��a� �a�ca�. He used to keep on coming here. 

5) �But�

There are several ways of saying “but” in Mongolian. One way is to use the conjunctions 
�Q�%, �o�o�%, �}��%, or xap�� between the two parts of the statement: 
�~{
 �{�Q�. #��
 a��a� �; �{QQ���. Dorj came but his wife did not. 

$a�� �a�x��� �o�o�
 �a�a� ���. You might not have any but I have. 

�o��o� ]�ax ca�aa �a��
 �}� �apax��� �a��a. I want to go to London but I have no time. 

TQp �{Qx xQpQ��Q� �a�ca�, xap�� �{QQ���. He should have come but did not. 

Another way is to use the suffix -�% on the first verb. The first three of the above four 
conjunctions are formed from this construction, the first from �Qx, to say; the second from 
�o�ox, to become; and the third from �a�`, to be. Using the conjunctions �a��% or 
�o�o�%, or the -�% ending, the subjects of both parts of the sentence remain nominative, 
whether both parts have the same or different subjects: 
�� `Q�Q�% %� co�oc�o����. I tell you but you don’t listen. 

TQp apx� yy�% �x yy�a��y�. He drinks, but not much. 

Not only is it more common in the colloquial language to use one of the conjunctions 
rather than the -�% ending, it must also be remembered that the -�% ending is only ever 
used for repeated, habitual actions, never of one-off events. “I came but he didn’t”, 
therefore, would have to be “�� �{�Q� �o�o�% �Qp �pQQ���”.
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6) �Please� and �thank you�

Expressions like please and thank you are not often used in Mongolian. This is not to say 
that they lack politeness, however. Forms of address for strangers, ways of talking to, for 
example, older people, rules of behaviour as host or guest are very strong and show great 
politeness. Such things will be discussed in a later chapter. But there are ways of 
translating the English “please” and “thank you”. 

“Thank you” is translated by using the short past tense -�aa4 ending on the verb 
�a]p�ax (to get/be happy) �a]p�a�aa, so that the Mongolian for thank you would 
translate back into English as “I’ve got happy”:
-@�Q �o�=� �� %a�� ��;e. I’ll give you this book. 

-�a, �a]p�a�aa. Great, thanks. 

Other past tense endings can be used, giving for example �a]p�aca� or �a]p�a� can also 
be used, but are less frequent. 

The idea of “please” is expressed in Mongolian by using either one of three suffixes 
on the relevant verb. These suffixes are -aapa�4, -aa�4, and -aa%4. The first two are more 
polite, the last one more familiar. An -QQ is often added to the last ending by way of 
emphasis, and this emphatic ending does not change according to the vowel harmony: 
Ma�a�� �p��p��. Please come to our house. 

Ha�a� �Q���� �; ����
. Please give one to me. 

@���� a�aa
 ��! Please take this. 

Ta cyy�aa�. Please take a seat. 

A question can also be used to express the idea of please, usually in a quite formal, often 
written, context, when the question marker yy2 follows the present-future form of the 
verb. Compare the following: 
Ha�a� ���}�
 ���� ��. Can you help me please. 

Ha�a� �yca�
 ���x � �? Will you help me? 

The expression ca�� ]�aapa�, meaning “have a good trip”, is formed using this 
construction. When spoken to in this way when taking leave, it is customary to reply 
ca�� cyy
 �a��aapa�, or, literally, “please stay here well”. 

DRILLS
i) Put the following declarative sentences into the voluntative: 

EXAMPLE:
��� �Q����pQQp ]��a. We’re going to the shops. 

�Q����pQQp ]�?]! Let’s go to the shops! 
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a) ��� �ap �ap�aa* yy�a�� �ap�a.
b) ���o ���Q.
c) ���; cyp�yy�;�}} ]��a.
d) ���� opo� �~{
���� o%�o.
e) Ho� y�*��}.
f) �aa�ap�a� yy��a�a.
g) O�oo a
���aa o%�o.
h) O�oo �Q{�QQ xap��a.

ii) The following sentences using the -�aa4 ending may be past or future in meaning. 
Mark as either past or future and translate accordingly: 

EXAMPLE:
�� o�oo o%�oo. (Future) I’m on my way. 

a) �aa�ap ca] x�p�QQ.
b) �aa�ap o�oo �p�QQ.
c) TQp xoëp a�pa� yy�aa.
d) Xaa� ca] op��oocoo �op��oo.
e) �a, �� ]��aa.
f) �~{
 ca] �p������ op�oo.
g) Xap�� o�oo ]��aa.
h) �a�* �p���� opoo� *yy� cyy�aa.

iii) Put the noun in brackets into the sentence with compound case endings: 

EXAMPLE:
�� (with Dorj’s family) �Q����{QQ{ ]�ca�.

�� �~{
���`~��~� �Q����pQQp ]�ca�.

a) ���� opo� (teacher Dorj’s house) o%�o.
b) @�Q �o�=� (to the man with the hat) �; ��.
c) M����� (from the man with the hat) �; a�.
d) (From our house) �a�a�x xo� ��*.
e) $� (to their house) o%�
 ��cQ� ��?* 
f) (To their house) o%�
 y�QQ���. Xap�� (Dolgor’s house) o%�
 ��cQ�.

iv) Join the following sentences using �Q�QQ� and -aa�4 : 

EXAMPLE:
���� �o�=� ca����� �yy��aac a�%o�yca�� cyyca�. Bill got on the bus at the library. 

TQp x cyp�yy�; �QQ{ �yyca�. He got off at the University 

���� �o�=� ca����� �yy��aac a��o�yca�� cyyca�.
TQ�QQ� �x cyp�yy�; �QQp �__ca�.

Bill got on the bus at the library. Then he 
got off at the University. 

���� �o�=� ca����� �__��}}c a��o�yca�� cyy�aa�
x cyp�yy�; �QQp �yyca�.

Bill got on the bus at the library and then 
got off at the University. 
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* present participle+��Qx (to see)=“experience”, “have you ever…?” 

a) �� ������p cyp�yy�;�aa o%co�. X�%QQ� `���Q�.
b) Ca�xa� a�apca�. A
���aa opco�.
c) ��� yy�a�� �apca�. �Q{�QQ xap;ca�.
d) ��� �}}��}�paa `���Q�. Ha�� �QQpQQ o%co�.
e) Map�aa* �� Qp� �oc�o. "a��aa yy�a. A
���aa ]��a.
f) ���� Q�� �Q� cap cyy�a. A�����aa �_#�}.
g) M���� x��, �� %���� �a�*�a� yy��ca�. Ca�aa �o�co�.
h) $a�aac �ax�a a�ca�. x �a]p�aca�.

v) Join the following sentences with one of the “but” conjunctions discussed above or 
with the ending -�%. Remember that the conjunctions can be used any time, the -�%
ending can’t. 

EXAMPLE:
�� �{�Q�. TQp �{QQ���. I came. He didn’t 

�� �pcQ� �o�o�% �Qp �{QQ���. I came but he didn’t 

a) A�ax ca�aa �a�ca�. M���� �}��}}���.
b) ������p a
���aa o%co�. �ap�a�a��aa yy��aa���.
c) TQp �ax�a ��%�Q�. x [� ��%�Q����.
d) TQp #a� %a�aca�. Ha�a� �������.
e) Mo��o� xQ� xQ#�� �a��a. Cyp��= �apaa xQ#�� ��*.
f) TQp �a�a� �o�oo ��c��. �� �ac � y�*}}��� �a��a.
g) Ha��=��aa o%co�. TQp �a�x��� �a�ca�.
h) Ta�x a�ax ca�aa �a�ca�. �Q����p xaa���}� �a�ca�.

EXERCISES
a) Answer the questions as they apply to you: 

1. $� ����� �ocoo� [y [y ���Q� �Q?
2. "a��aa yy�aa� [y x���Q� �Q?
3. A
�� �QQ{QQ o%oo� [y [y x���Q� �Q?
4. A
�aa �yy�aa� �Q{�QQ xap;�a� yy? 
5. Xap�a� [y [y x���Q� �Q?
6. $� �}��=��}} �x o��o� yy? 
7. Ha�� �ap %��; �a�a�� �x o%�o� yy? 
8. Ta �ap a�pa� �x yy�}� yy? 
9. A
�� %��; �a�a�xaac xo� yy? 
10. $� Mo��o�� o%�
 ��cQ� ��?

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. -Have you ever been to Mongolia? 
2. -Yes, I have. I was there this summer. 
3. -Did you try the airag? 
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4. -Yes. It was very tasty. 
5. -Where did you go? 
6. -I stayed* three days in Ulaanbaatar and then went to Tsetserleg. 
7. -Then what did you do? 
8. -I stayed in Tsetserleg four days then I went back to Ulaanbaatar. 
9. -Do you have friends in Ulaanbaatar? 
10. -Yes. I went to their house. We ate buuz and drank airag. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. -���� QQ, %� �yy� ��Q
 ��cQ� ��?
2. -Y�QQ���. O�oo ��;e.
3. -���� opo� ���~ ��Qx ��?
4. -Y�;e. Xoo�oo ��QQ� ]�?].
5. -Ma�, �yy��aac a�.
6. -�a]p�a�aa. \aca� a���a� �yy� �Q!
7. -�a, ]�?]!
8. -@Q
 QQ, ~�~~ ��� xoëp ]��aa.
9. -�a, �a]p�a�. ���� QQ, �a�a�� �ax�a� �pQQpQ�.
10. -�a, �{�Q QQ, �a]p�a�!

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
�yyc-(�yycax) duusah to finish 

���o(-�) pivo(-n) beer 

xapa-(xapax) harah to look (at) 

xaa� haang Khan, emperor 

op�o� ordong palace 

�op�o-(�op�ox) mordoh to set off 

*yy� shuud straight away, immediately 

xo� hol far 

* `~�~`
��Q-(��Qx) üzeh here: to study; try, experience 

%a�a-(%a�ax) chanah to boil (tr.) 

�a�x talh bread 

xaa���}� haalttai closed 

xo�o-(xo�ox) honoh spend a day and a night, stay the night 

"Q#Q{�Q� Tsetserleg name of a town (=“garden”) 

�a� mai here, here you are 

`Q#�� hetsüü difficult 
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CHAPTER NINE

TEXT

OZ�TH< �APAH� (�aa�ap=� �Q{��� y�ac �yy�apa�.)

�a: �a��a yy? 
��: �a��a. �aa�ap yy? 
�a: T��� QQ, �aa�ap �a��a. XQ� �Q?
��: ���� �a��a. Ca�� yy? 
�a: Ca��. Ca�� �a��a yy? Co��� [y �a��a? 
��: Ca��, co��� [���� QQ. �aa�ap aa, %� ���� opo� �a��a� [y? 
�a: �}��}�. Zy �Q
?
��: �� ���� opo� %a�a�� yp�x �Q�Q� [�. p
 %a�ax yy? 
�a: $a��a, %a��a. XQ�Q� #a�� o%�x �Q?
��: \� o�oo x�pQQ� �p. $� �a�a�� ep �; �{QQ��� �o�oxoop �� %a�� �}� �aa
 ��;e.

x cyp�yy�; pyy ]��a� a��o�yca�� cyy�aa� Q�c��� �__�}�� �yy�a.
TQ�QQ�…xyy%�� #�p���� �Q�Q` ��?

�a: MQ��Q.
��: TQ�QQ� #�p� pyy ]�. TQ��QQc �a�a�x=� o�oxo� a�apxa�. O���o� yy? 
�a: �a, o���oco�. O�oo o%�oo.

Xa�ac #a���� �apaa �aa�ap x cyp�__���� �a�aa� o[_��= �a�pa�� x�pQ�. 	�
��{�
��Q��QxQQ �����
, ”�����Q� yy��axaap �{�QQ” �QQ� *a�aap �QQ* �apa�. TQ�QQ�
������� �p���� op
, ”Ca�� �a��a yy” �Q
 �����Q� �Q���QQ� �Q�Q� �o%�=� xap
,
”��, �}��~��, A�� xoëp �{%�xQ
. Ta xoëp ca�� yy?” �QQ� opo� �QQp cyy�aa. ����
�xp��� *apca� �ax, ���c�Q� *�� a�%�p%, ��` x��� ����� ”�a, ca�xa� xoo��oopo�”
�Q
 `Q�Q�. ”Ta �ap #a� �oo��ox yy?” �Q
 ���� acyyxa� �Q� �ap ”�}, yy]a” �Q

xap�y�a�. TQ�QQ� xoo�oo ��cQ��� �apaa ���� apx� �a�a�
, x�� ��xQ�� ����. TQ�QQ�
”�a, Q{��� �Q����� �����!” �Q
 �y��aa� ����QQ{QQ yy%�xa�.

Comprehension
TQp �a� pyy �pcQ�. He came toward/up to me. 

�� �Qp ����QQ ]�ca�. I went toward my house. 

TQp �a��o�� pyy y�ac�ca�. He phoned up Ganbold. 

$� �Q�
 �o�ox��� �Q
 �� �o�o
 �a��a. I don’t think you can do that. 

�� �Q{�QQ xap�x �Q�Q�. I thought I might go home. 

�a�� �QpQ� ]�ax �Q
 �a��a. The train is about to leave. 

�~{
 �Q�Q� x��. A man called Dorj. 



�~{
 �Q�Q� �Q{�Q� x��. A man named Dorj. 

-$� ]a�aa� �pcQ� �Q? Why did you come? 

-$a��a� yy��ax �QQ� (�pcQ�). (I came) to meet you. 

-$a��a� yy��axaap �{�Q�. I came to meet you. 

TQp ]�%�x
QQ. He has just left. 

-M���� ����� xaa�a �a��a �Q? Where is my money? 

-TQp x�� a�%�x
QQ! That man took it! 

VOCABULARY

Text
�yy(-�) duu(-n) sound 

�yy�ap-(�yy�apax) duugarah to make a noise 

�a� zav free time 

�}��}� zavtai having free time, free 

pyy/�yy2 ruu/luu2 towards 

]� yag exactly, right 

ep �; yör n’ in general, in fact 

�}� zam road, way 

Q#Q� etses end, final, last 

xyy%�� huuchin old 

#�p� tsirk circus 

a�apxa� amarhang easy 

o���o-(o���ox) oilgoh to understand 

�a�aa� gadaad outside, foreign 

��Q��Qx ünemleh ID card 

*a�(-a�) shat(-an) stairs 

�QQ* deesh up, upwards 

�Q�Q� genet suddenly 

*apa-(*apax) sharah to fry 

*�� shöl soup 

���c(-��) töms(-ön) potato 

��x(-Q�) büh(-en) all 
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��` x�� büh hüng everybody 

`�� ��xQ� hüng bühen everybody 

xoo�-(xoo��ox) hoolloh to eat (hon.) 

ca�xa� xoo��oopo� saihang hoollooroi “bon appetit”, enjoy! 

�oo��o-(�oo��ox) zoogloh to eat, consume (hon.) 

�yca� busad the others 

x����c hümüüs people 

xap�y�-(xap�y�ax) hariulah to answer 

����QQ{QQ bügdeeree everybody, all (of them, us, etc) 

�}��}-(�a��ax) zadlah to open (bottles, packets etc.) 

Q{��� erüül health 

�Q�� mend health 

����� tölöö (postposition) for (the sake of) 

Q{��� �Q����� erüül mendiin cheers 

����� tölöö   

�Q����c tednüüs they (coll.) 

�y��a-(�y��ax) tulgah to clink (glasses) 

GRAMMAR

1) �Towards�

The idea of “towards” is expressed in Mongolian by the use of the word pyy2. There is 
some argument as to whether this is in fact a case suffix (it changes with the vowel 
harmony) or a postposition (it follows the noun and is written as a separate word in the 
Cyrillic, but does not take the genitive usual for a postposition).  

When it follows a word ending in -p it changes to �yy2, and when it is used with the 
reflexive it takes an intrusive -�- followed by -aa2:
�� �Qp ���� ]�ca�. I went towards my home 

TQp a
�� pyy�aa ]�ca�. She has gone to her work. 

�� cyp�yy�; pyy �; ]�ca�. I went toward his school. 

TQ�(���c) ��aa��aa�ap �yy ]�ca�. They headed for Ulaanbaatar. 

This suffix can also be used instead of the dative for telephoning someone, but note the 
slight change in meaning when it is used: 
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�� �}��~���� y�ac�a
 `Q�cQ�. I told Ganbold on the phone. 

�� �a��o�� pyy y�ac�ca�. I phoned up Ganbold. 

2) Uses of the verb ��x (�to say�)

This verb has many uses in Mongolian, besides its simplest function as the verb “to say”. 
Here follow explanations of its various uses: 

a) �To say�
This is the simplest of its uses. It can be used either for direct speech or indirect 
(reported) speech: 
�aa�ap ”������p �p�Q” �����. Baatar said “I will come today”. 

�aa�ap ������p �{�Q �����. Baatar said he would come today. 

It can also be used for speaking of another person or of oneself: 
�a��o�� ”�aa�ap ������p �p�Q” �����. “Baatar will come today,” said Ganbold. 

When used for speaking of another person or of oneself in indirect or reported speech, 
then we have a sentence with a main and a subordinate clause. The subject of the main 
verb, �Qx, goes in the nominative as usual, and the subject of the subordinate (reported) 
verb goes in the accusative, as you will remember was the case with sentences involving 
“when”.
�}��~�� �aa�ap�� ������p �{�Q �����. Ganbold said that Baatar would come today. 

Where the subject of the subordinate verb is the speaker him or herself, the reflexive 
pronoun ��p�� (self) is used: 
�}��~�� ��p����� ������p �{�Q �����. Ganbold said that he would come today. 

The verb of the reported speech might also have to be in the accusative, as it can itself be 
treated as a noun: 
X�� QQ
QQcQQ ”Xoo� �a��a yy” �Q
 acyy�. The lad asked his mother, “is there any food”. 

X�� QQ
QQcQQ xoo� �a��aa ����� acyy�. The lad asked his mother if there was any food. 

The verb is often in the present participle, as an auxiliary, with another verb involving the 
idea of speaking: 
TQp ”Ca�� �a��a yy?” ��	 acyyca�.

Xy =�*� �
_ ���Z[

�� ”Ca��, ca��” ��	 xap�y�ca�. “Fine, fine,” I answered. 

”@�Q �; ca��” ��	 �� `Q�cQ�. “This is a good one,” I said. 
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b) Giving a name
When used for naming someone or something, the habitual present suffix -�a�4 is used: 
�� 	o� ����� `��. My name is John. 

Ha�a�� 	o� �����. My name is (lit. they call me) John. 

�~{
 ����� x��. A man called (lit. a man they call) Dorj. 

�~{
 ����� �Qp�Q� x��. A man called (lit. a man with a name called) Dorj. 

$a�a�� xQ� ����� �Q? What is your name (informal)? 

$���� �Qp��� xQ� ����� �Q? What is your name (informal)? 

Ta�=� xQ� ����� �Q? What is your name (formal)? 

Ta�= a��p=� xQ� ����� �Q? What is your name (honorific)? 

M���� �Qp��� �a�ap �����. My name is Bazar. 

Remember that the word a��ap is purely honorific and only used to ask another’s name. 
You never say ����� a��ap…�Q�Q�.

The pattern can be used for things as well as for people: 
-@���� [y ����� �Q? What is this called? 

-@���� xyy*yyp �����. This is called a huushuur. 

c) Expressing intention
The verb can also be used to describe one’s intention to do something, as though you 
were saying to your self that you might do something:  
�� ���� opo� �a�a�� o%�x �Q�Q� [�. I thought I’d visit you this evening. 

�apaa �; yy��ax ����� ��. I thought we could meet later. 

�� �Qp�QQ xap�x ��	 �a��a. I’m just about to go home. 

Note that in the final example, where the �Qx is in the present continuous, the meaning 
changes to ‘just about to’. Although the verb indicates thought, it can be used for 
inanimate objects as well: 
�a� �Q{Q� ]�ax ��	 �a��a. The train is about to leave. 

3) �In order to�

Mongolian has two ways of expressing the idea of the English “in order to…”. One is to 
use the perfective converb of the verb we looked at above, �Qx: 
$a��a� yy��ax ���� �{�QQ. I came to meet you. 

Ta�x a�ax ���� �Q����p� o%co�. He went into the shop to buy bread. 

Another way is to use the instrumental on the infinitive form of the verb: 
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$a��a� yy��axaap �{�QQ. I came to meet you. 

Ta�x a�axaap �Q����p� o%co�. He went into the shop to buy bread. 

In addition, there is a verb ending, -x�aap4. Properly speaking, this translates best as 
“when”, but is often ambiguous. The reflexive, or personal particles �; and so on should 
be used where necessary: 
TQp �apax�aapaa �QQ�QQ
������.

He put his coat on to go out OR When he went out he put his 
coat on. 

Here again we have the problem of no exact equivalents, but rather the niceties of style 
and translation. In other cases it is less ambiguous:  
$� ]�ax�aapaa Q���� a�aa� ]�. Take this with you when you go. 

4) �Because�

There are also several ways of expressing the idea of “because” in Mongolian. Some of 
them have been met in earlier grammatical constructions. You must remember that in two 
languages as different as English and Mongolian the distinctions between ideas like 
“when”, “because” and “if” are not necessarily going to be as strong in the one language 
as they are in the other. There is going to be some overlap. This has even happened 
between English and German. Remember that there is actually little difference between 
something like “if it rains” and “when it rains”. Here are some ways of saying “because” 
in Mongolian: 
a) -aap4/�o�oxoop. This can be used in most situations: 
T������ y��}
 �a�ca� �o�oxoop �� ]�ca�. I left because he was asleep. 

T������ y�ac�axaap �; �� o%co�. I went because(/when) he phoned. 

b) �QQ�. In this case, “because” is a way of translating without using “in order to”: 
�� y��ax ���� �Q{�QQ xap;ca�. I went home because I wanted to sleep 

OR I went home (in order) to sleep. 

-$� ]a�aa� �{�Q� �Q? Why did you come? 

-Ta��a� yy��ax ���� �{�Q�. I came because I wanted to meet you. 
OR I came to meet you. 

c) ]a�aa� �Q�Q�. This might literally be translated as “to say why”. It can be used in the 
following way: 
-$� ]a�aa� �{�Q� �Q? Why did you come? 

-�a�aa� �����, �a��a� yy��ax �Q�Q�. Because I wanted to meet you. 

-������ �{�Q� �Q �����, �a��a� yy��ax �Q�Q�. I came because I wanted to meet you. 
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d) y%paac. This can be used instead of �o�oxoop. It is the ablative of the word y%�p
meaning “reason” or “cause” and so could be literally translated as “from the reason 
(that)”, or more figuratively as “on account of”:  
$a�a�� �pcQ� y%paac �� �x �a]p�a
 �a��a. Because you’ve come I’m very happy 

OR I’m very happy (that) you’ve come. 

In any one instance, any one of the above constructions may not be suitable. In general, if 
the subjects of the two halves are the same, then any construction can be used. If they are 
different, then the �QQ� construction should be avoided. 

One subject: 

He got a ticket to go to (because he was going to/wanted to go to) Ulaanbaatar. 
TQp ��aa��aa�ap� o%�xoop (�Qp) ���e� a�ca�.
��aa��aa�ap� o%�x �QQ� ���e� a�ca�.
��aa��aa�ap� o%�x �Q�Q� �o�oxoop ���e� a�ca�.
��aa��aa�ap� o%�x y%paac ���e� a�ca�.
\a�aa� ���e� a�ca� �Q �Q�Q�, ��aa��aa�ap� o%�x �Q�Q�.

Different subjects: 

Because you’re going I shall go too. 
$a�a�� ]�ax �o�oxoop �� % �ac ]��a.
$� ]�ax �Q
 �}��}} y%paac �� % �ac ]��a.
Ha�a�� ]a�aa� ]�ax �o�co� �Q �Q�Q�, %� ]�ax �Q
 �a��a.

Finally, there is a colloquial construction never to be used in formal spoken or written 
circumstances, using [� and the second person particle %��;. This is used in the 
following way: 
$� o%co� [� %��;, �� o%oo���. You went, so I didn’t 

Y�Q�Q� [� %��; �� a�aa���. I didn’t buy it because it was expensive 

5) Past tenses -	��/
��, -
�x

These past tense endings are also of the short or immediate past. Neither of them are 
affected by the vowel harmony, but the first will change between -
QQ and -%QQ
depending on the verb stem and following the same rules as for the present participle as 
described in Chapter 2. It is used for an event recently occurred of which the speaker has 
only now become aware:  
TQp ]�	��. He has only just gone (or so it seems). 

�aa�ap �p	��. Baatar has just come (I see). 

When used in a question, the double vowel is dropped before the yy2:
-�aa�ap ]�	 yy? Has Baatar gone? 
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-\�
QQ. Yes, he has. 

The -%�x ending does not have any connotations of something of which one has only just 
become aware. Instead, it is used for events which occurred rapidly, and can be seen as 
being like the English “up” and “down”. The vowel does not change with the vowel 
harmony, nor does the initial % ever change according to the verb stem. It can be used 
with other past tense endings, which follow the -%�x: 
TQ� �ap xoo�oo ��
�xcQ�. They ate their food up. 

TQp cyy
�xa�. He sat down. 

TQp ]�
�x
QQ He has gone. 

�� �a�x���� �o�
�x�oo. I’ve just run out of cigarettes. 

It can also be used with the perfective converb (“then”) in a compound verb sentence: 
��� __
�"��� �apca�. We drank up and left. 

It can also be used for the imperative, but only with people with whom you are on 
familiar and easy terms: 
Xoo�oo ��
�x! Eat up! 

Cyy
�x! Sit down! 

DRILIS
i) Place the pyy/�yy2 suffix after the word in brackets. Don’t forget the vowel harmony, 
reflexive or possessive particles that may be necessary: 

EXAMPLE:
��� (��aa��aa�ap) �apa�.   

��� ��aa��aa�ap �yy �apa�. We set off for Ulaanbaatar. 

a) TQp (��) �{�Q�.
b) $� ���� opo� (�a��o��) y�ac�ax yy?  
c) TQ� �ap (>~�� yy�) ]�ca�.
d) @�Q �Q{Q� ��aa��aa�apaac (Moc��a) ]��a.
e) ��� o�oo (�Qp) ]�
 �a��a.
f) "�p�QQc (�a�a�x) ]�axa� a�apxa�.
g) -@�Q a��o�yc (x cyp�yy�;) ]�ax yy? 
h) -Y���, (x �Q����{) ]��a�.

ii) Change the following from direct to indirect speech. Remember the accusative: 

EXAMPLE:
�aa�ap ”p�Q” �Q�Q�. Baatar said “I shall come”. 
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�aa�ap ��p����� �p�Q �Q�Q�. Baatar said that he would come. 

a) Aa� �; x���QQ�QQ ”������{ cyp�yy�;�}} ]�ax yy?” �Q
 acyy�.
b) X�� �; ”Cyp�__�;�}} ]��a” �Q
 xap�y�ca�.
c) �aa�ap ”�a, ]��aa” �Q
 `Q�Q�.
d) "Q�� ”�o��op ��%�Q� �a��a” �Q�Q�.

iii) Express in other ways the following questions and sentences involving names: 

EXAMPLE:
Ha�a�� �~{
 �Q�Q�. My name is Dorj. 

M���� �Qp��� �~{
 �Q�Q�.   

a) Ta�= a��p=� xQ� �Q�Q� �Q?
b) M���� �Qp��� �aa�ap �Q�Q�.
c) Ta�=� xQ� �Q�Q� �Q?
d) Ha�a�� H]��op
 �Q�Q�.

iv) In the following sentences, change the underlined verb to one expressing intention, 
using �Q`:

EXAMPLE:
�� �ap�a. I shall go out. 

�� �apax �Q
 �a��a. I’m thinking of going out. 

�aa�ap �{�Q�. Baatar came. 

�aa�ap �{Q` �Q�Q�. Baatar was thinking of coming. 

a) �� �}���}��}} xa�� ]��a.
b) ���� ����� x �Q����p� o%co�.
c) Map�aa* �Q{�QQ cyy
 �o�oo y�*��a.
d) �p���� �; o%oo� �ap�a�a��aa yy��ca�.
e) O�oo �}��}� �}��}} y%paac a�ap�a.
f) �a�� �Q{Q� ~�~~ ]��aa!
g) -$� o�oo [y `��` �Q?
h) -O�oo �}�� pyy�aa y�ac�a�a.

v) Write out the following sentences twice, putting the verb in brackets into the correct 
“in order to” forms discussed above: 

EXAMPLE:
�_����{QQ{ (]�ax) �apca�.

�Q����{QQ{ ]�}` �QQ� �apca�.
�Q����pQQp ]�axaap �apca�.

a) �ap�a�a��aa (yy��ax) �p���� �; o%co�.
b) "Q#Q{�Q�� (o%�x) ���e� a�ca�.
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c) Z� (a�ax) �Q����{QQ{ ]�ca�.
d) @�Q �o�=� (y�*�x) �Q����{QQ� a�ca�.
e) x cyp�yy�; pyy (]�ax) a��o�yca�� cyyca�.
f) �a]� (�o�ox) a
��� opco�.
g) "�p�Q� (o%�x) ���e� a�ca�.
h) A�pa� (yyx) �a�%�= �Q{� opco�.

vi) Join the following sets of two sentences using one of the four “because” constructions 
discussed above. Remember that one of them may not be suitable: 

EXAMPLE:
��� �ap �~{
��� `��QQ
 �a��a. �apax���.

��� �ap �~{
��� x��QQ
 �a��aa �o�oxoop �apax���.
��� �ap �~{
��� `��QQ` �QQ� �apax��� �a��a.
\a�aa� �apax��� �a��a �Q �Q�Q�, ��� �ap �~{
��� `��QQ
 �a��a.
��� �ap �~{
��� x��QQ
 �}��}} y%paac �apax���.

a) M���� �a�x��� �Q
 �o�co�. '�{QQ a�aa���.
b) �a�* �{QQ���. O[_��__� ]��aa.
c) ������p �x �ap�a� �a��a. Ma��}� ����` ë��~�.
d) ������p �x x���Q� �a��a. �a�;�o ����` ëc�o�.
e) Map�aa* Q{� �oc�o. O�oo y���aa.
f) ������p a
�� �x�Q� �a�ca�. O�oo a�pax �Q
 �a��a.
g) TQp Q�� �p�Q�
 �pQQ� �a�ca�. �� ����� ”������ �p” �Q�Q�.
h) TQp �aa��a�paa x���QQ���. �a�*��� acyy��=� xap�y�
 %a�aa���.

vii) In the following sentences, change the straight past to the short past discussed in this 
chapter:

EXAMPLE:
�aa�ap �pcQ�. Baatar came. 

�aa�ap �p
QQ. Baatar has just come. 

a) -�aa�ap ]�ca� yy? 
b) -\�ca�.
c) Ta�a� QQ
 %a�a�� �a�x��� �Q�Q�.
d) X��e, ����� ����� �a�x��� �o�co�.

EXERCISES
a) Answer the questions as they apply to you: 

1. Ta�= a��p=� xQ� �Q�Q� �Q?
2. Ta Mo��o�� o%�
 ��cQ� ��?
3. Mo��o�� o%�x �QQ�, [y [y `���Q� �Q?
4. A�pa� yy
 ��cQ� ��?
5. �yy� ��Q
 ��cQ� ��?
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6. Mop; y�a
: ��cQ� ��?
7. ������p �Q����pQQp ]�ca� yy? 
8. Zy [y a�ax �Q�Q� �Q?
9. Ta ]a�aa� �o��o� xQ� cyp% �a��a �Q?
10. Mo��o� `Q� xQ#�� �a��a yy? 

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. -Have you ever tried huushuur? 
2. -Yes, I have. They were very tasty. 
3. -Why did you try huushuur? 
4. -I wanted to see what they were like. 
5. It is cold today so I shall wear a coat. 
6. Mother is ill so I shall have to cook. 
7. Baatar said he was not coming so we shan’t wait. 
8. Dolgor said that Tsend was ill and so won’t come. 
9. -Why are you wearing that big hat? 
10. -Because it is very sunny today. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. X�� �; �a�* xQ�QQ��� y%paac �o�oo y�*}}��� �Q�QQ.
2. �}��~�� ��p����� ��%�Q� �o�oxoop apx� yyx��� �Q�.
3. ���� �o�ox�oop �y�aaxa� xy�#}c ����` xQpQ��Q�.
4. -$� ]a�aa� ����� xoo�=� ��cQ� �Q?
5. -\�ap �a��a �Q
 ��Qx �QQ�.
6. -@�Q a��o�yc xaa*aa ]�ax �Q?
7. -x �Q����p ��� ]��a. O�oo ]�ax �Q
 �a��a, cyyx��� [y? 
8. -M���� `��, �}�� %��; �{
 ��?
9. -Hp
QQ!
10. �� #a� %a�ax �Q
 �a��a. �yx yy? 

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
a��ap aldar name (hon.) 

y%�p uchir reason 

y%paac uchraas because 

y��a-(y��ax) untah to sleep 

Moc��a Moskva Moscow 

�ap(-a�) nar(-an) sun 

�ap�a� nartai sunny 

�a�;�o pal’to coat, overcoat 

xap�y�-(xap�y�ax) hariulah to answer 

acyy�� asuult question 
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�a]� bayan rich, wealthy 

xQpQ��Q� heregtei necessary, need to 

xaa*aa haashaa where to? 

�p�Q�
 ürgelj often 

#a� %a�ax tsai chanah to make tea 

[� %��; yum chin’ because 
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CHAPTER TEN

TEXT

A��� O$B
���� 	ap�a�ca�xa� �Q�Q� ox��=� �a�;�a�. ���� opo� Q�Q �a��� a���aa o%�o. ”Opo�
�_#}
 �{QxQ� `���Q� �o�
 �a�a����. T��� �o�oxoop �a�;�o�oo ����%, opoo��oo
���x xQpQ��Q�” �Q
 �o�oo� �a�;�o�oo ����%, opoo��oo opoo�oo� �a�p�aacaa �}{%,
�a��� a���aa o%��.

	ap�a��}�`}�= QQ
��� a��p=� "Q#�}} �Q�Q�. ���� �Q���� �Q{� opoo� �����Q�
”Ca�� �a��a yy, "Q#�aa �_}�, �a�= ��e ca�� yy?” �Q
 �Q���Q�.

”Ca��, ca��. $���� ��e ca�� yy?” 
”Ca��”.
”Cyp�a�a ����{ ��?” 
”����p. Ta�= a
�� ca�� yy?” 
”Ca��. $� �x �op; ca��}� ]�aa [� �a��a. �� ca] xyy*yyp x��
 �yyc�aa. $�

xyy*yyp� �yp�a� ��� �QQ?” 
”�yp�a� �a����� ]ax �Q!”
”�a, �Q��Q� �a�yyp xy�#caa �a��aa� �Qp �p���� opoopo�”.
���� xy�#caa �a��aa� ����� �p���� opo�. TQ�QQ�:
”Ca�� �a��a yy, 	}{�}� aa? aa? $� ]aca� �x a
���a� cyy
 �a��a �Q?” �Q�.
”Ca��. Ca�� yy? �� �ap�aa*���xaa `�%QQ�� �Q���Q
 �a��a. TQ�Qx��� �o� �a�*

acyy
 �a�a����. �aaca� x�%QQ���� �; �Q�Q`��� �o� �o�ox���”.
'�{QQ� �QQp, 	}{�}��}�`}�= �o�=� xa
yy� �Q� ypa� �ypa�, �ac �Q� �QpQ� �ypa�

�a��. ���� �Qp �Q{Q� �yp���� xapaa�: ”@�Q �a�a� Q�%��� �ypa� ��� ��?” �Q
 acyy�.
”M��, ���. $� ]}
 �Q�QQ �Q?” 
”$a��a� �x ��c�Q� �a�xaap �; �� �Q�
 �o�co� [�. Xa
yy� �; �a��aa �yp���� xQ�

�ypca� �Q?”  
”Ma�a� Q�% �ypca� [�. Mo��o� �a�%�= a�;�pa�, capyy� ca�xa� �a� �y�a�, �a�a�

xo*yy �a� ���� �a��ca� �a��aa ���?” 
”T��� [� *�� �a��a. Ta�a� xo*yy �a�� [y [y op�o� [� �Q?” 
”Xo�;, ]�aa, �xQp, a�yy, �Q�QQ op�o�.”
	}{�}��}�`}�= �p����� xaa��a o��o�
, QQ
 �; �a�a� ���pQ� xyy*__{, �}�x

���pQ� c���Q� #a� a�%�p�aa.
”�a, x��x���� QQ, xoo�oo ��, #a� yy! ���c% �}��}} �a�����”

Comprehension
M���� �a��a� a�. If you’ve got the money, buy it. 

T������ �p�Q� �� ]��a. If he comes, I shall go. 

$a�a�� ]�ax��� �~� �� % �ac ]�ax���. If you don’t go, neither shall I. 

�� �o� a���� x��. I am English. 



�� a
�aa `���Q�. I have done my work. 

XQ� ���QcQ� �Q? Who did this? 

$� ]}�}� (�Q)? What have you done? 

$� ]aca� (�Q)? What’s the matter with you? 

-$� `���� ]�ca� yy? Have you been to the countryside? 

-TQ�cQ�. I have. 

VOCABULARY
a�� ail home, family, house, houseold 


ap�a� jargal happiness 

a�ap amar peace 

�a��-(�a��x) tanih to know (a person) 

�_#}-(�y#ax) butsah to return, go/come back 

x���Q� xüiteng cold 

���-(���x) züüh to wear (hanging on) 

�o�o-(�o�ox) bodoh to think 

opoo�� oroolt scarf 

opoo-(opoox) orooh to wrap around, roll up 

�a��� tanil friend, acquaintance 

�_}� guai Mr, Mrs, form of address 

cyp�a�a surlaga study, studies 

�_{�}� durtai to like (+dat) 

]a-(]ax) yaah to do what?, how to do? 

�Q�Q-(�Q�Qx) tegeh to do that, do like that, do that way 

�op; ca��}� mor’ saitai lit. having good horses. Used of people who arrive at fortunate 
times, e.g. meals. Not always ironic or sarcastic, but can be. 

xyy*yyp huushuur huushuur, a kind of fried stuffed pancake 

�a�yyp gaduur outer, outside 

�a��-
(�a��ax)

tailah to take off (clothes) 

�Q���Q-
(�Q���Qx)

beltgeh to prepare 

�a��-(�}��`) tavih to put 

xa
yy� hajuud (postposition) beside 
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�ypa� zurag picture 

ypa� �ypa� urang zurag painted/drawn picture 

�Q{Q� �ypa� gerel zurag photograph 

��c�Q� töstei similar 

[� yum (copula) be 

capyy� saruul vast; bright 

�y�a� nutag land, homeland 

xo*yy hoshuu (here) kind, sort 

�a�a� xo*yy
�a�

tavang
hoshuu mal 

the Five Kinds of Animals, the five animals herded by the Mongols: 
horses, sheep, cattle, camels and goats. 

x����(-�) hödöö countryside 

�a��a-
(�a��ax)

bagtah to fit, include, contain 

a�yy(-�) aduu(-n) horse 

�Q�QQ(-�) temee(-n) camel 

]�aa(-�) ymaan(-n) goat 

xaa��a haalaga door 

o��o�-(o��o�x) onggoih to open (door, window) 

�a�a� tavag plate 

���opQ� düüreng full 

�}�` dangh kettle 

c��(-�) süü(-n) milk 

��c-(��c�x) ölsöh to feel/be hungry 

GRAMMAR

1) The conditional

In a two-part statement containing the word “if”, the execution of one part of the 
statement is conditional upon the execution of the other part. So the conditional is the 
term used to describe a form of a verb expressing the idea of “if”. In a sentence like “if 
you pay me I’ll do it”, the doing is conditional upon the payment. 

In Mongolian the conditional is shown by adding a suffix to the verb stem. This suffix 
is -�a�/-�a�4. The vowel changes according to the vowel harmony, and the first letter 
changes according to the same rules as the �Q/�Q question particle. So if the stem ends in -
�, -� or -� then the conditional suffix will be -�a�4; otherwise it will be -�a�4.
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When the subject of the subordinate part of the statement (the condition to be fulfilled 
first) is the same as that of the main part, then both go into the nominative, although one 
is usually omitted: 
�� ������Q� �a��a� a��a. If I’ve got the money I’ll buy it. 

TQp ������p �p��� %a��a� yy��a�a. If he comes today he’ll see you. 

$� �p��� �}���}��aa �p. If you are coming, come with your friend. 

If the subject of the subordinate part is different from that of the main part, then as in 
sentences with “when”, the subordinate subject becomes accusative: 
TQp��� �p�Q� �� ]��a. If he’s coming I’m going. 

M���� �}���� �a��a� ������ op. If my friend’s here, don’t come in. 

Where the conditional idea is a verb in the negative, or a verb in any tense other than the 
present-future, or a noun, then the particle �o� or �o��o� is used instead of the verb 
inflection. This is in fact the conditional of the verb �o�ox—to become—and a 
contraction of that. What we get then looks like: 
$a�a�� ]�ax�� �o� �� % �ac ]�ax���. If you don’t go then neither shall I. 

$���� �ax�a� a�ca� �o��o� �� %a�� `Q�Q` �a�ca�. If I’d got your letter I’d have told you. 

�o�ox�� �o� ��� ]�. If it’s not possible, don’t go. 

This construction can also be used to express the idea of “to have to”, in a new and 
interesting way: 
\�ax��� �o� �o�ox���. (I) must go (lit. If I don’t go it won’t do). 

2) �o� as a subject marker

Note the following: 
�� �o� a���� x��. I am English. 

$����c xaa� �o� a�yy �x x�� �a�ca�. Chinggis Khan was a very great man. 

In the above sentences the subject of the sentence is marked by the word �o�. The full 
form, �o��o�, can also be used. These particles emphasise and give extra weight to the 
subject. Only the subject, and a nominative, main subject at that, can be so marked, other 
words in other cases cannot. In such instances, the word �o� could be translated as “as 
for”:
�� �o��o� xoo�oo ��QQ���. As for me, I’ve not eaten. 

@�Q �o� �o� �x ca��. This book is very good. 
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3) Different verbs for �to do�

Mongolian has different verbs for different aspects of “to do”. Some of these we have 
met briefly in previous chapters. There are basically four of them, and they are:  
`��` to do (in general) 

�Q�Qx to do that, do like that 

���Qx to do this, do like this 

]ax to do what, do how 

Here are the different ways each one is used: 
a) `��`. This is a general word for “to do”. It is used for such things as doing work, 
doing anything where the “do” takes an object: 
$� �aa��a�paa "����� ��? Have you done your homework? 

Ta ����� �QQ���� "����� ��? Have you made my deel yet? 

b) �Q�Qx. This basically means “to do like that, to do that, to do in that way”. It can be in 
a question, answer one or answer a suggestion: 
XQ� ���c�� �Q? Who did it? 

-$� xoo�oo ��cQ� ��? Have you eaten? 

-T��c��. Yes (I have done). 

-�apaa �; yy��ax yy? Shall we meet later? 

-�a, ����e. Yes, let’s (do that). 

c) ���Qx. This verb basically means “to do this way, to do like this”, and so can be seen 
as a compliment to �Q�Qx. It is used less frequently than �Q�Qx, which is the standard 
response. Here are some examples of its use: 
XQ� ����c�� �Q? Who did this. 

�a, ����e. �o�oo� #a�� yy��?]. OK, let’s do this. We’ll meet at 7. 

d) ]ax. This verb basically means “how to do, to do what”. It is a question word in its 
own right, like xQ�, [y and so on. Here are some examples of it in use: 
$� �aca� �Q? What have you done OR What has happened to you OR What is the matter 

with you? 

�aca� ca�� [�
�Q!

How nice (what has happened that it is so nice) 

All the above verbs can be used in compounds, either with each other (within limits—
�Q�Qx and ���Qx never go together) or with other verbs. Here are some examples to give 
you a better idea of how the verbs actually work:  
-$� ��	 �{�Q� �Q? How did you come? 
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-A��o�ycaap �{�Q�. By bus. 

-$� a��o�ycaap �{�Q� ��? Did you come by bus? 

-T��c��. I did (so).

-TQp ��	 ]p;�a� �Q? How does he talk? 

-$���	 ]p;�a�. Like this (accompanied by an impression). 

-XQ� ���	 `Q�cQ� �Q? Who said so?

-�aa�ap ���c��. Baatar did.

4) The copula

The word copula is used by people writing grammar books to describe a short word, with 
no inflexions, which goes at the end of the sentence and basically means is, are and so on. 
There are several of these in Mongolian. One of these is ���, which we have met before. 
Others are [� and ���.
a) ���. This is used instead of �a��a or �}��}}, and has been described before in Chapter 
Six:
Ha�a� ������ a]�a ���. I have a silver bowl. 

�a��aa�ap ���. Ganbaatar is in. 

b) ���. This word also means “right” or “correct”. It can stand alone and replace the 
present/future of the verb “to be” in a question or a statement: 
-TQp x�� �aa�ap ��� ��? Is that Baatar? 

-M��, ���. Yes, that’s right. 

c) [�. This word can serve as a verb “to be” following an adjective. It too often follows a 
verb, including �a�`, in the infinitive, -ca�4 past, or -aa4 continuous tense, and is also 
confirmatory, or even emphatic: 
�� ������p cyp�yy�;�}} ]�ca� ��. I went to the school today. 

TQp ��p��� ax�a� ��. He has four older brothers. 

�� Q�Q �o�oo xo�o�� ]�ax ��. I shall go this week. 

[�, especially with the addition of the -aa4 or other emphatic suffix, tends to be used in 
more colloquial contexts:  
�~{
 ������p �{Qx �� aa. Dorj will come today. 

@�Q o�oo �a�a� �a* �x xQpQ��Q� �a��aa �� aa. This really is very important to me. 

It is also used in expressions of “either…or…” and “…or…”: 
@�Q xQpQ��Q� �� yy, xQpQ���� �� yy? Do you need this or not? 
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�� ]}
 ]�ax �Q? �a�� �Q{�QQ{ % �� yy, �a*��aap % ��
yy, �� �Q�Qx���.

How I shall go, by train or by car, I 
don’t know. 

5) �Perhaps� and �probably�

There is actually very little difference between the meanings of these two terms in 
English and even less between their ‘equivalents’ in Mongolian. If it is at all possible to 
say which is which, then “perhaps” is �a�` aa, and “probably” is �a�a����. Probably. 
�a�` aa follows the verb in the infinitive if the meaning is present or future, and in the 
past if past: 
TQp �{Q` �a�" aa. Perhaps she will come. 

TQp ]�ca� �a�x aa. Perhaps he has gone. 

T��� �a�x aa. Perhaps so. 

Y��� �a�x aa. Probably not. 

Ma�a���� follows the present participle of a verb if the meaning is present or future, 
other verb tenses and other words have �a�
, the present participle of the verb �a�`,
between them and the �a�a����:
�� �ap�aa* ]�	 �a�a���. I shall probably go tomorrow. 

-���o �yycca� yy? Is the film over? 

-�yycca� % �a�	 �a�a���. It’s probably over. 

-�yycca� % �a�	 �a�a���, Maybe it’s over, 

�yycaa��� % �a�	 �a�a���. maybe not. 

6) �Of course�

This is expressed by dropping the infinitive ending of the verb and adding the suffix -
����, followed by the phrase ]ax �Q, so that ���� �a����� ]ax �Q, “of course that’s 
right”, could be literally translated as “how should that not be so?”:  
-���� opo� �Q{�QQ xap�x yy? Are you going home this evening? 

-Xap���� �ax ��! Of course I am! 

-Cyp�__�;�}} o%�x yy? Are you going to school? 

-TQ�Q��� �ax ��! Of course I am! 

-TQp x�� o[y�}� ��� ��? Is he a student? 

-M�� �a���� �ax ��! Of course he is! 

-TQp x�� %���� �}�� yy? Is that your friend? 

-TQ�Q��� �ax ��! Yes, of course! 
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The ]ax �Q is often pronounced as if spelt ]axa� (yaahav). This pronounciation is more 
colloquial. 

DRILLS
i) Join the two sentences using -�a�4 to mean ‘if’: 

EXAMPLE:
�� ]��a. $� % �ac ]�ax yy? I’m going. Arew you going too? 

Ha�a�� ]��a� %� % �ac ]�ax yy? If I go, will you go too? 

a) �� o%�o. $� x��QQ
 �a�x yy? 
b) Co��� ���~ �a��a. Y�Qx ��?
c) �a�* �a�x���. �Q{�QQ xap;].
d) TQp �{�Q. �� ]��aa.
e) Ma*�� a��a. M���� �a�x��� �o��o.
f) O�oo `�%QQ�QQ `���Q. Map�aa* yy�a�� �}{?].
g) Xa��a� x�p�Q. @�%�� o%�o.

ii) Mark the subject of the following sentences with �o� or �o��o�.:

EXAMPLE:
TQp �a��a�� ������. (He) put on that hat. 

TQp �o� �a��a� ������. He put on a hat. 

a) �~{
 "Q#Q��}}� x��QQ
 �a��a.
b) ��aa��aa�ap ca�xa� `~� [�.
c) �� �ap�aa* ���~ ��Qx���.
d) TQp o[y�}� `�%QQ�� ca�� �Q���Q
QQ.
e) Ma�a� ax o�o� �a��a�.
f) �aa�ap �op; ca�� y�a�a�.
g) �~{
 xoo� ca�� x��
 %a��a����.

iii) In the following questions and sentences, replace the English word in brackets with 
the right “to do” verb: 

EXAMPLE:
Cyp�__�;�}} (how) o%�o� �Q?   

Cyp�__�;�}} ]}
 o%�o� �Q? How do you get to school? 

a) X��e, xap aa*, xQ� (did this) �Q?
b) M���� `��, �}}��}�{}} (done) ��?
c) ���� opo� �a�a�� (how) �{�Q� �Q?
d) -Map�aa* o%�x yy? -�a, (let’s do that). 
e) �aa�ap (why) (that) `Q��Q� �Q?
f) �a, (let’s do this), a
�=� �apaa yy��?].
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g) ������p �QQ�QQ (doing) �yyc�aa.

iv) In the following sentences, replace the idea of “of course” with “perhaps” or 
“probably”: 

EXAMPLE:
@�Q �y� Mo��o�� o%����� ]ax �Q!

@�Q �y� Mo��o�� o%�
 �a�a���� (o%�x �a�x aa). 

a) �y� �; xa�yy� �a����� ]ax �Q!
b) ���� �; x���Q� �a����� ]ax �Q!
c) �a�;�o �������� ]ax �Q!
d) Opoo��oo ������� ]ax �Q!
e) X�%QQ�� �Q���QcQ� �a����� ]ax �Q!
f) A
�� ���Q���� ]ax �Q!
g) �a�ap �pcQ� �a����� ]}` �Q.
h) �}��}� �o�o���� ]}` �Q.

v) In the following sentences, replace the idea of “perhaps” or “probably” with “of 
course”:

EXAMPLE:
�~{
 �pQx �a�x aa. 

�~{
 �{Q���� ]ax �Q!

a) ������p �opoo op
 �a�a����.
b) �� ������p ��%�Q� �a��a. �apax��� �a�x aa. 
c) Mo��o� `Q� cypaxa� `Q#�� ��* �a�x aa. 
d) M���� �a�� xyy*yyp� �yp�a� % �a�
 �a�a����.
e) �~{
 �_}� yyp�a�a �a�x aa. 
f) TQp �p������ �a�x��� �a��a. �apca� �a�x aa. 
g) Co��� ���~ �a��a. Y�Q
 �a�a����.
h) $� [y % �Q�Q`��� �a��a. �Q���QQ��� �a�x aa. 

* xap aa=look; look here; look at this 

EXERCISES
a) Answer the questions as they apply to you: 

1. $� o�oo [y x��
 �a��aa [� �Q?
2. ������p a
���aa o%co� yy, ���� [�?
3. �%����p % �ac �Q�cQ� ��?
4. $� a���� x�� ��� ��?
5. $� ]�ap y�c=� x�� �Q?
6. X�%QQ��QQ ]�
 ]}�}� [� �Q?
7. ���� opo� ]ax �Q�Q� [� �Q?
8. Ha��a� xa�� ���~�� ]�ax yy? 
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9. ���� opo� %� �cQQ y�aax �Q�Q�, ���� QQ?
10. YcQQ ]}
 y�aa�a� [� �Q?

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. -Did you go to school today? 
2. -Of course I did. 
3. I forgot to get the bread. Never mind.* 
4. I’ve got no money! What shall I do?** 
5. It will probably rain today, I think. 
6. My work is done. 
7. My boy, if you are good, I shall bring you a plate full of buuz. 
8. Don’t do that [bitgii], your father will be angry. 
9. If it rains, let’s not go out. 
10. If you do it like this, it will be [=become] easier [=easy]. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. X�%QQ�QQ ca�� cyp�a� a
�� o�oxo� a�apxa� �o��o.
2. Xoo� a�axaa �ap�
QQ. �a, ]ax �Q, �_}��}�� o%?ë.
3. �� �������� �o�%�x�oo, ]a�a!
4. �~{
 pyy _�}��?]. (TQp���) �a��a� o%�x yy? 
5. Map�aa* �opoo opox��� ��� `���� ]�?]. TQ�Qx ��?
6. �� �o��o� a���� x�� ��*. 'o��a��.
7. -Ta ���� opo� �}��}� �a�x aa, ���� QQ?
8. -TQ�Q���� ]ax �Q. Zy �Q
?
9. -@�Q �ypa� �QQp %� �a��a yy? 
10. -�a����� ]ax �Q. @�Q �� �a��a.

* �a, ]ax �Q
** ]a�a!

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
a�yy aguu great (big) 

���Q-(���Qx) büteh to be completed, be finished 

�opoo(-�) boroo(-n) rain 

�opoo opox boroo oroh to rain 

�a* mash very 

yyp uur steam; anger 

yyp�a� uurtai angry 

�c(-Q�) üs(-en) hair 

y�aa-(y�aax) ugaah wash 

�_}�� guangz cafeteria 
*~��}� shotland Scottish; Scotland
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

APBAH H@��Y�@@P X$@@�

TEXT

Y��Qp
�p;� �Q� `���Q� %a��a�# �a�
QQ. TQ����x �a�# a�a� ��QQ�Q� [� �a�
QQ. TQp
��QQ�QQc �; 
�� ��p �Q� �y�a� �ap�a�, �Qp �y�a�=� �; �]pyy �o�oxoop �; a�
 ���Q�
[�ca�
QQ.

�Q�Q� �Q� 
�� a�a� �y�a� �Qp�QQ TQp �y�a�=� �]pyy �o�oxoop �; `��:
-@Q
 QQ, �apyy�aa a�
 ��;e `Q�QQ�Q�� Q` �;:
-X�� ���;, ��Q
 �o�ox���. $}�� Q`�Q{ a�% ���x�� ������ c��� �; xQpQ��Q�Q

`Q�QQ
QQ.
�Q�Q� �ac �Q� ox���o� ]�yy %a��a�# �a�
QQ TQp %}��}�#=� �}�# ox��=� a�a�

�]pyy�aapaa c���
 `���QQ Q`�Q{ �o��o� a�% ��%QQ. X��, ox�� xoëp a�� �o�o�
a�;�ap%, y�a���� QQ
 �ap �; �ac �apca� �y� xoëy�aa ���
QQ.

X�� �Q�Q� ���p �}{}}� �}�# ��QQ�QQ a�
, Q�Q� cQ�
��� �; �Q� xQpQQ�� ��%QQ.
-@Q, %� ��QQ���xQQ Q�Q� cQ�
��� [y�� ���� ���! \�yy ���Q�� �Q� xoëp *���

��Q
 xo�oxo� a]�a� �a�x ���QQ! �Q
 Q`�Q{ �; �Q��Q
QQ.
To be continued… 

Comprehension
�� %a�a�� �{�Q� Q�� �a��a. I shall be here until you come. 

Xoo� �o��o� �Q� *a�ap�ax yy? Shall we play chess until the food is ready? 

Ha�a�� op�o�, �~{
 �apca�. When I came in, Dorj was leaving. 

Ha�a�� op�o� �~{
 �}{% �pQQ��� � �a��. When I came in, Dorj had still not come out. 

�y� �o��o� Q�� cyy]. Let’s stay here until summer. 

�� �__�}�� �_{�}�. I like buuz. 

Ha�}� ����� xQpQ��Q�. I need money. 

-Ta �ap `Q����QQ ]�ca� �Q? How many of you went? 

-��{����QQ ]�ca�. Four of us went. 

-$� `Q���� �; a�ca� �Q? How many of them did you get? 

-Xoëy�a�� �; a�ca�. I got both of them. 

��p�����QQp x�%QQ� Lesson four 



M]��a ec�� �yy� epQ� �a�a� o�= �a���y�aap cap=�
xop�� �yp�aa� �o� �Q��Qx ���p ���.

The twenty-sixth of August, nineteen 
ninety-five is/was/will be a Monday. 

VOCABULARY

Text
���Qp ülger folk tale 

yp;� ur’d ago, previously, once upon time 

%}��}�# chavgants old lady 

�}�# gants only one, single 

a�a� alag piebald 

��QQ(-�) ünee(-n) cow (female) 

��p bür each, every 

�y�a� tugal calf 

�]pyy byaruu two-year-old 

a�a-(a�ax) alah to kill 

[�ca� yumsang (here) was, were (past tense copula 

�Q�Q� getel but 

`Q�QQ-(xQ�QQx) hemeeh to say (written form) 

Q`�Q{ ehner wife 

c�� süi dowry, gifts to bride’s family 

`Q{Q��Q-(xQpQ��Qx) heregleh to use 

]�yy yaduu poor 

c���Q-(����Q`) süileh to get a wife for dowry 

a�;�ap-(a�;�{}x) am’drah to live 

y�a���� udalgüi soon, not long after 

�ac nas year of age 

�apa-(�apax) barah to finish 

�ac �apax nas barah to die, pass on 

�y� tul because 

xoëy� hoyuul both 

���Q-(���Qx) üldeh to stay behind, be left behind 

Q�Q� eleg liver 

cQ�
 semj the fat around the gut 
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`Q{QQ(-�) heree(-n) crow 

*��� shönö night 

a]�a� ayatai comfortable 

���QQ bilee was, were (past tense copula) 

�Q��Q-(�Q��Qx) zemleh to scold, chastise 

Comprehension
*a�ap shatar chess 

*a�ap�a-(*}�}{�}`) shatardah to play chess 

�_{�}� durtai like 

`QpQ��Q� heregtei need 

�]��a(-�) myangga(-n) thousand 

cap sar month 

GRAMMAR

1) �Until�

The idea of “until” is conveyed in Mongolian by a suffix on the verb. Like the “-ing” and 
“then” that we met before, it is called a converb, and its proper name is the “terminal 
converb”, because it implies the total termination of one action or state upon the 
commencement of another. The ending of this converb is -�a�4, and it follows the verb 
stem with no further complications than the vowel harmony. The converb has various 
uses, which are as follows:
a) until. This is its main use and translates easily into the English as in these examples: 
�� Q���� x��
 �yyc��aa Q�� �a��a. I shall be here until I have finished it. 

TQp (Q�Q��Q�) ������Q� �o���oo [� a�%
%a�ax���.

She can’t buy anything until she gets some 
money. 

When the subjects of the two parts of the sentence are the same, then both go into the 
nominative, except that as usual one or both may be omitted as being understood. The 
reflexive must also be used on the converb. When the subjects are different, however, and 
the subject of the subordinate clause is a person, then it must as usual be accusative. If the 
subordinate subject is inanimate, or an animal, then it should stay in the nominative: 
$a�a�� y�ac��a� �� �p������
�a�].

I shall be at home until you phone. 

Ha�a�� �p��� �{�Q� %� x��QQ

�a�.

Wait here until I come. 
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"aac �yyc�a� ��%! Write until you run out of paper (lit., until the paper 
finishes).

It should be noted that this rule is often broken. 
b) when, while. This is a less used function of the converb, especially in the colloquial 
language, but is often found in written works. See the following examples: 
Ha�a�� op�o� �Qp �apca�. He was going out as I was coming in. 

TQp��� o%�o� a��o�yc ]�%�xa�. The bus left just as he got there. 

c) forming new words. Several new words are formed from this converb. One of these is 
�Q�Q�, from �Qx, “to say”, and meaning “but”. Like the �Q�% that we met before, this word 
can be thought of as meaning “having said that…”. It is also used in much the same way:  
�� ������� �{�Q �Q
 �o�co�. #���� �{QQ���. I thought he would come, but he didn’t. 

Another new word formed from this suffix is x�p�Q�, “until”, from the verb x�pQx—or to 
reach. It is used in the following way: 
Mo��o�� ���� "���� cyy�aa� A�����aa
�_#�}�.

I stayed in Mongolia until winter then went 
back to England. 

�ep��� xp��� �a�� �Q{�QQ{ ]�aa� �apaa �; Q��
��c% �{�Q�.

I went as far as Berlin by train and then flew 
here.

The x�p�Q� can be used in place of the converb: 
T������ ��%QQ� �yycax xp��� �� `��QQ�Q�. I waited until he had finished writing. 

2) %yp�a� and x�p�����

Both these words express an attitude toward a thing or an action. Both are formed from 
the commitative case, but sentences in which they are used are differently constructed: 
a) �_{�}�. This is formed from the word �yp, meaning “liking”, and translates roughly as 
“to like”. The subject of the sentence stays in the nominative and the object of desire goes 
into the dative: 
Ho�� ������, ��. I like books. 

TQp `�� �o��o� xoo�o�� �yp�a�. He likes Mongolian food. 

In the above cases the construction could be literally translated as “I have (=am with) a 
liking for…”. 

When used with verbs, the infinitive is used, with no dative: 
TQ����� o%�x �yp�a�, ��. I like going to their house. 

TQp `�� ���~ ��Qx �yp�a�. He likes to watch films. 
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b) `Q{Q��Q�. This translates as “need”, and when used with nouns the construction is the 
other way round from that of the �_{�}�. In other words, the subject of the English 
sentence goes into the dative (becoming an indirect object), and the object of desire 
remains nominative, becoming the subject of the Mongolian: 
Ha�a� xap xapa��aa x�p����� �a��a. I need a black pencil. 

T���� 
aaxa� ����� x�p����� �a��a. She needs a little money. 

In the above cases the construction could be literally translated as “…is with need to me.”  
When `Q{Q��Q� is used with verbs, the construction is the same as with �_{�}�, so that 

the verb remains in the basic infinitive and the subject of the English sentence stays in the 
basic nominative: 
�� �Q{�QQ xap�x `Q{Q��Q�. I have to go home. 

TQp x�� �a�x a�ax `Q{Q���. She has to get some bread. 

The negatives of these words are formed as usual by dropping the commitative -�a� and 
adding negative -���:
�� �Q{Q�� �_{��. I don’t like him. 

@�Q �o� �a�a� xQpQ���. I don’t need this book. 

�� Q�%�� �����Qx �_{��. I don’t like going to the doctor. 

Ta Q�� cyyx xQpQ���. You shouldn’t (mustn’t) sit here. 

3) �Both� and �all�

There is a suffix added to Mongolian numbers which indicates ‘all’ of that number, as in 
the English expressions “both of us”, “all four of them” and so on. This suffix is -yy�2

and fits onto the end of the number in this way: 
�Q� �Q� one 

xoëp xoëy� both 

�ypa� �_{�yy� all three 

��p�� ��p���� all four 

�a� �a�yy� all five 

�yp�aa �yp�yy� all six 

�o�oo �~�yy� all seven 

�}�� �a��yy� all eight 

ec ec��� all nine 

apa� ap�yy� all ten 
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and so on. When the number in this form constitutes part of the subject of the sentence, it 
always has the reflexive added at the end: 
��� xoëy�aa ]�ca�. Both of us/we both went. 

Ta�yy�aa �Q�� �a��aa. All five of them are there. 

When it is the object or in any other case than the nominative, then it adds the relevant 
case directly without the reflexive, but often followed by the particle �; to stress the “of 
them” idea:  
��� ��p����Q��Q� �� yy��ca�. We met all four of them. 

Xoëp %�xQp ���cQ�. Xoëy�a�� �� �� ��%�`�Q�. There were two sweets left. I ate them both. 

This format can also be used in questions: 
-Ta�a�xa� `Q����QQ �Q? How many people are there in your family? 

-Ma�a�xa� ��{����QQ. Aa�, QQ
, Q�% ���
��p��.

There four in my family, father, mother, my sister 
and myself. 

The exception to all this of course is �Q� -one. This takes form �}�#—just one, alone: 
�� �a�#aapaa ]�ca�. I went alone/by myself. 

4) Ordinal numbers

Mongolian has two suffixes which make a cardinal (1, 2, 3, 4 etc.) number into an ordinal 
(1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th etc.) One of these is used for telling the day of the week, the other for 
telling the months and in daily usage in more general ways. We shall deal with general 
aspects of ordinal numbers here and keep dates and so on for the next grammar point 
below. 

The general suffix for making ordinal numbers is -�y�aap2 and it fits onto the number 
in the following way: 
�Q� �Q����QQp first 

xoëp xoëp�y�aap second 

�_{}� ��{}��_�}}{ third 

��p�� ��p�����QQp fourth 

�a� �a��y�aap fifth 

�yp�aa �yp�a�y�aap sixth 

�o�oo �o��y�aap seventh 

�}�� �a���y�aap eighth 

ec ec���QQp ninth 

apa� apa��y�aap tenth 
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xop; xop;�y�aap twentieth 

�_%�� ��p�� �_%�� ��p�����QQp thirty-fourth 

and so on. As you can see from the above table, the suffix is added to the number without 
its n-stem. Ordinal numbers precede the nouns they qualify just like adjectives:
TQp ���~� �� �%����p xoëp�y�aap y�aa�aa ��cQ�. I saw that film for the second time yesterday. 

�_{}��_�}}{ �o�; Volume three 

The word �Q����QQp for “first” is actually quite rarely used. The word a�x(-a�) is used 
more often instead: 
�� a�x y�aa �yy� ��Q
 �a��a. I am eating buuz for the first time. 

TQ�� o%�x a�x�= x��. The first person to go there. 

5) Days and dates

a) years. These days, the Mongols of both Mongolia and Inner Mongolia number years 
from the same point that we do, so that 1979 in Britain is 1979 in Mongolia. However, 
the number of the year is spelled out slightly differently. In English, we would give the 
year 1911 (the year of the secession of Outer Mongolia from the Manchu Empire and the 
formal end of Chinese rule in that part of the world) as “nineteen-eleven” or “nineteen 
hundred and eleven”. This is not necessarily what we would say if it were an ordinary 
number. In Mongolian the number of the year is given just as if it were an ordinary 
number, so that 1911 becomes “thousand nine hundred (and) eleven”, or �]��a ec��
�yy� ap�a� �Q�. Here are some other years in full form in Mongolian: 
�]��a ec�� �yy� �a]� �yp�aa 1986 

�]��a ec�� �yy� epQ� �o�oo 1997 

xoëp �]��a 2000 

�]��a ec�� �yy� xop�� �Q� 1921 

The last of these years, incidentally, is the date of the socialist revolution in Mongolia 
and the date of the establishment of the People’s Government. 

Sometimes the word o� or “year” is added to the end of the number: 
�]��a ec�� �yy� xop�� ��p��� o� the year 1924 

�]��a ec�� �yy� 
apa� �yp�a� o� the year 1963 

The word o� is used for “year” in this enumerated, or at least January to December, 
sense, only. We have previously met the word 
��, which covers the idea in all other 
senses, including a full 12-month, 365-day year from, for example, May to the following 
April:  

�� ��p each year, every year 
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����{��� 
�� last year 

�{Qx 
�� next year 

�}{}}���� 
�� the coming year 

`�%QQ���� 
�� academic year 

ca�x������ 
�� financial year 

The following example demonstrates the difference between the two terms: 
pQx 
�� epQ� ec�� o�. Next year is ’99. 

There are also special terms for “last year” and the year before: 
yp
�a� the year before last 

�o���� last year 

b) months. In modern Mongolian usage, the months are not named as they are in 
European languages, they are numbered as in China, Japan and so on. This is because the 
names of the months as we know them have significance only in European and Western 
culture (and little of that, these days). The calendar now adopted almost worldwide is not 
indigenous to places like China and Mongolia, so it makes little difference that the month 
August is named after the Roman Emperor Augustus, it is just called “the eighth month”. 

As I mentioned above in the section on ordinal numbers, one system of counting in 
ordinals is used for the months, thus: 
�Q����QQp cap January 

xoëp�y�aap cap February 

��{}��_�}}{ cap March 

��p�����QQp cap April 

�a��y�aap cap May 

�yp�a�y�aap cap June 

�o��y�aap cap July 

�a���y�aap cap August 

ec���QQp cap September 

apa��y�aap cap October 

ap�a� �Q����QQp cap November 

ap�a� xoëp�y�aap cap December 

In the colloquial language, however, it is more common to use the simple n-stem form of 
the cardinal number:  
�Q� cap January 
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�yp�aa� cap June 

�o�oo� cap July 

ap�a� xoëp cap December 

Note that there is then no difference between ap�a� cap—October, and ap�a� cap—ten 
months. This can be very confusing. 

Saying “in” a certain month means putting the dative on that month: 
Ap�a� cap� Mo��o�� o%�o. In October I shall go to Mongolia. 

Xoëp cap� �_#}
 �p�Q. I’ll come back in February. 

“From” one month “until” another takes the ablative and x�p�Q�:
Ap�a� capaac xoëp cap x�p�Q� Mo��o��
�a��a.

From October to February I shall be in 
Mongolia.

When putting years on months we use the genitive on the year, using the word o�:
M]��a ec�� �yy� epQ� o�= �a��a� cap. August 1990 

pQx 
����� ap�a� xoëp capaac �}{}}���� 
�����
xoëp cap x�p�Q�.

From December next year until February 
the year after. 

Note that as a straight stem noun the word cap means “month” but as the n-stem noun 
cap(-a�) it means “moon”. 
c) dates. The numbers of the dates of the month are given with the n-stem of that number 
intact: 
-������p `Q�Q� �Q? What is the date today? 

-������p ap�a� �yp�a�. Today is the 13th. 

With months and dates, the month goes into the genitive: 
-������p xQ�Q� cap�� `Q�Q� �Q? What is the date today? 

-������p ap�a� cap�� xop��. Today is the 20th of October. 

On a date, that date goes into the dative: 
-$� xQ�QQ *��Q a
���aa opox �Q? When do you start your new job? 

-@�Q cap=� xop�� �_{�}��. On the 23rd of this month. 

From one date to another, we use the ablative and x�p�Q� again: 
HQ� cap=� xop��ooc xoëp cap=� ap�a�
x�p���.

From the 20th of January to the 10th of 
February 

Putting years, months and dates together:  
�� �o� �]��a ec�� �yy� 
apa� �_{�}� o�= ��p��� cap=� I was born on the 9th of April, 1963. 
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ec��� ��pc��.

Ta ��pc�� o�, cap, ��p�� ��%QQ{Q�. Please write down your year and 
date of birth. 

You may have noticed from the last examples that like other Asian languages such as 
Chinese and Japanese, Mongolian counts down from the largest unit mentioned to the 
smallest. The order is thus the reverse of, for example, that of English. 
d) days of the week. In a previous chapter we met the phrase �o�oo xo�o� for “week”. 
You will have realised that this means “seven days”, but that the �o�oo is missing the -n 
stem it should have when counting something. The point is that whereas �o�oo xo�o� is 
“week” in the way that we use the term, �o�oo� xo�o� would only be “seven days” in the 
same way that ap�a� xo�o� would be “ten days”. 

There are two principal ways of giving the days of the week in Mongolian. One is to 
use another ordinal suffix, �ax;/�Qx: 
�Q��Qx ���p Monday 

xoëp�ax; ���p Tueday 

�_{}��}`; ���p Wednesday 

��p���Qx ���p Thursday 

�a��ax; ���p Friday 

xa�ac ca�� ���p Saturday 

���Q� ca�� ���p Sunday 

Weekdays, then, are numbered from one to five, while Saturday is the “half good day” 
and Sunday is the “really good day”. There is also another way of naming the days of the 
week, which is to use the Tibetan names of certain stars and planets: 
�a�aa �ap�� Monday 

�]��ap �ap�� Tuesday 

�xa��a �}{�� Wednesday 

��pQ� �ap�� Thursday 

�aaca� �ap�� Friday 

�]��a �ap�� Saturday 

�]� �}{�� Sunday 

Note that days of the week do not have capital letters in Mongolian. 
The word garig derives from the Tibetan for ‘star’, and can be dropped, so that both 

�a�aa �ap�� and �a�aa can stand for ‘Monday’. The names of these heavenly bodies as 
they come in the order of the days of the week are: Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, 
Saturn and Sun. All of them are also found as personal names for both boys and girls. 
The star names for the days of the week tend to be used for official purposes, on things 
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like timetables. The numbered days tend to be used more in daily life, but recently, with 
renewed interest in Mongolian culture, more people are using the star names again.  

‘On’ a day of the week in the numbered system is expressed with no case ending: 
Xoëp�ax; ���p �a�a�� o%?ë. I shall come to your place on Tuesday. 

Xa�ac ca�� ���p `���� ]�?]. Let’s go to the countryside on Saturday. 

‘On’ a day of the week in the star system is expressed with the dative: 
�a�aa �}{��� �� �Q{�QQ �a�x���. I shan’t be home on Monday. 

�]��a �}{��� ���~�� ]�?]. Let’s go to the cinema on Saturday. 

‘From’ a day of the week is expressed with the ablative in either system: 
�� �Q��Qx ��p��c a�ap�a. I’m on holiday from Monday. 

�aaca� �}{��aac �a�aa �ap�� x�p�Q� `����
�a��a.

I shall be in the countryside from Friday until 
Monday. 

Questions about the days of the week can be asked in the following ways: 
-������p `Q��Q` ���p �Q? What day is it today? 

-������p xa�ac ca�� ���p. Today is Saturday. 

-������p ]�ap �}{�� �Q? What day is it today? 

-������p �]��a �}{��. Today is Saturday. 

The two systems are never mixed in the same sentence. 

DRILLS
i) Join the following groups of sentences using the terminal -�a�4 suffix: 

EXAMPLE:
$� �{�Q. �� `��QQ�Q.   

$a�a�� �p�Q� �� x��QQe. I shall wait until you come. 

a) X�%QQ� �yyc�a. A
���ax ëc�o�.
b) �~{
 �a�* �{�Q. Op
 �o�ox���.
c) �� opco�. O[y�}� �apca�.
d) �� y�*�
 �yyc�a. Ta �ap co�c% �a�.
e) TQp y�ac�a�a. �� Q�� cyy].
f) Xoo� ���Q. ���c��.
g) �a����� o%�o. M������� �a��a.

ii) Change the following sentences from ‘like’ to ‘need’, making any other changes as 
may be necessary to the subject and object: 
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EXAMPLE:
�� ������� �yp�a�. I like money. 

Ha�a� ����� `Q{Q��Q�. I need money. 

a) �� %a�� �yp�a�.
b) �� apx��� �yp�a�.
c) M���� `�� cypax �yp���.
d) �� �p����� #Q�Q{�Q` �yp���.

iii) Change the following sentences from ‘need’ to ‘like’, again making any other changes 
as may be necessary: 

EXAMPLE:
�� Q� yyx `Q{Q����. I don’t need to take any medicine. 

�� Q� yyx �_{���. I don’t like taking medicine. 

a) �� �a����� o%�x xQpQ��Q�.
b) Too�= �a*��aap �o�ox `Q{Q���.
c) ��caap ]p�x `Q{Q����, ��.
d) Ta�x� �a�a� `Q{Q���� �a��a.

iv) In the following sentences, drop the noun qualified by the number and use the -yy�aa2

suffix to indicate ‘all’ of them: 

EXAMPLES:
��p��� x�� �{�Q�. Four people came. 

TQ� ��{����QQ �{�Q�. All four of them came. 

TQp ��� xoëp xa�� xoo��o�.   

��� xoëy�aa xa�� xoo��o�. We both ate together. 

a) ������p ap�a� x���Q� yy��ca�.
b) TQp �o�oo� �yy� ��cQ�.
c) Aa�, QQ
, Q�% ��� ��p�� ���~ ��cQ�.
d) Ma�a� �a��a� o[y�}� `�%QQ�� opco�.
e) Ap�a� x�%QQ���� �; ��QQ� �yyc�aa.
f) Xoëp �}�� �a� �QQ{ �{�Q�.
g) @Q
 �yp�aa� ��QQ caaca�.
h) Aa� ap�a� �op�o y�a
 ��cQ�.

v) Put the figure in brackets into the correct ordinal number form: 

EXAMPLE:
��� (10) `�%QQ�QQ �ac � ��QQ��� �a��a.   

��� apa��y�aap `�%QQ�QQ �ac � ��QQ��� �a��a. We haven’t done lesson ten yet. 
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a) �� (10) cap� A�����aa �_#�}.
b) $� ����� �o��o� xQ���� (4) o[y�}�.
c) �%����p (1) y�aa �o��o� ���~ ��cQ�.
d) Mo��o� y�c=� (21) o� �~� (1931) o� ���.

vi) Write out the following years in full in Mongolian: 

a) 1945 
b) 1968 
c) 1745 
d) 1363 
e) 1066 
f) 1492 
g) 1996 
h) 1177 

vii) Translate the following years and months into Mongolian: 

EXAMPLE:
December 1960 

M]��a ec�� �yy� 
apa� o�= ap�a� xoëp cap 

a) June 1940 
b) April 1975 
c) August 1990 
d) September 1911 
e) October 1917 
f) January 1785 
g) June 1789 

viii) Write out the following groups of figures as years. months and days. They are in the 
British order (day-month-year), so remember that they will have to be inverted (year-
month-day): 

EXAMPLE:
7–7–77

�}�}� �o�oo� o�= �o�oo� cap=� �o�oo�

a) 13–8–12 
b) 9–8–90 
c) 15–10–87 
d) 4–3–12 
e) 10–2–43 
f) 17–10–17 
g) 29–8–96 
h) 5–8–1206 

EXERCISES
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a) Answer the questions as they apply to you: 

1. $� `Q�QQ ��pc�� �Q?
2. Ta�a�x xQ����QQ �a��a� [� �Q?
3. $� o�oo `Q����QQ{ x�%QQ� �QQ
 �a��aa [� �Q?
4. ������p `Q��Qx ���p �Q?
5. ������p `Q�Q� o�= `Q�Q� cap=� `Q�Q� �Q?
6. $� apx��� �yp�a� [y? 
7. $a�� ��Q� [� yy, xapa��aa [� yy, a�; �Q� �; �a��a yy? 
8. $� �}���}� [y? 
9. $� `Q�QQ�QQ� �o��o� `Q� cyp% Q`�Q�Q� �Q?
10. �%����p `Q�Q� �a�ca� �Q?

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. -When is your birthday? 
2. -My birthday is on the fifteenth of March. 
3. -(In) what year were you born? 
4. -I was born in 1956. 
5. -How many are there in your family? 
6. -There are five of us. 
7. -I saw a Mongolian film today for the first time. 
8. -Did you like it? 
9. -Yes, I did. It was good. 
10. I have to meet you on the fifth of next month. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. -Ta�= ��pc�� ���p `Q�QQ ���QQ?
2. -M���� ��pc�� ���p ����{��� �o�oo xo�o�� �o�co�,
3. ap�a� cap=� ap�a� �o�oo��.
4. -TQp %��; xQ��Qx ���p �a��aa? 
5. -Ta��}`; ���p �a�ca�.
6. -�Q�Q� �x a�ca� yy? Zy [y a�ca� �Q?
7. -@Q
 ���; �_{}��}`; y�aa�aa o��c ��% �a��a.
8. O��c �}�}� ��p xQpQ����.
9. Ta�a�x `Q����QQ [� �Q?
10. -Ma�a�x ap�yy�aa.

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
��c-(��cQx) niseh to fly 


}}x}� jaahang a little 

%�xQ{ chiher sugar, sweets 

�o�; bot’ volume 

a�x(-a�) angh(-an) first 
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�o���� nodning last year 

ca�`�� sanghüü treasury; financial 

��p-(��p�x) töröh to be born 

�~��-(co�cox) sonsoh to hear, listen to 

�oo(-�) too(-n) number 

�oo�= �a*�� tooni mashin calculator 

�oo �o�ox too bodoh calculate 

xa�p hair love 

xa�p�a� hairtai in love with (+dat) 

����p-����{�x önggöröh to pass, elapse 

o��c oims sock(s) 

��p bür at all 
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CHAPTER TWELVE

APBAH XO�P���AAP �$@@�

TEXT
TQp xoëp ��QQ���xQQ �axaap `Q�Q� xo�o� a�;�ap% �}��}}� �ax �; �apa��axaap `��
�ap�a�a �ypa� a�axaap ]�
QQ.

HQ�Q� ���p `�� �Q� �x �o��o� yy�a�� #a��a
, ���c% ]�
QQ. $���QQ� �ypa� xa�

]�caap �Q�Q� �o�o� �QQp *y�yy�= ��p �a�x=� xap
, ”����� a�%, *ap
 ��;�” �Q

�~�~
 �a��}� �Q�Q� `Q{QQ ��c% �pQQ� `���� `Q�QQp: 

-@Q, `��, %� ca�� ]�
 �a��a yy? �p;� �a�a�� �Q� �x ���c% ]�axa� %� �a�a� �yc
x�p�QcQ� [�. T���x��� %a�� xoëp y�aa �_� x�p�;e �Q
 �o�co� [�ca�. O�oo %�
�a�a�� xap
 �a�. M���� ��cQQ� �yyca� �o��= ë{~~�� o%oo� �~{~�* �; yxaapa�.
$���QxQ� �Q� 
�
��xQ� �o�oo �}{% �{�Q. TQp �o�oo�� ”Xoo� y�� ���!” �Q`QQp
����Q� [�. $� ������� a�aa� ]�. XQpQ� �ax�a� ]�pax [� �o� �a� �QQ{ �Q� �pQQpQ�
�QQ `Q�QQ�QQ� ��c% �Q�Q� ������ �o��= ��%�{ �QQ{ o%�
 cyy
QQ.

X�� �Qp �o��= �Qp�Q� �{
 �a�ap yx�a� �Q� 
�
��xQ� �o�oo �}{%QQ. ”@�Q �o�oo��
�ax, xoo� ��`!” `Q�QQ�Q�� yyp ca�cca� xa�yy� xoo� �o�
QQ…

To be continued… 

Comprehension
�� %a�a�� co�cox���. I won’t listen to you. 

$� �a�a� co�co��ox��� �a��a. I can’t hear you. 

TQp x�� #a��aa� �a{���
QQ. He was arrested by the police. 

TQp x�� Q��QQc xo� �a��a,
�a�a� ��Q��Qx��� �a��a.

He is a long way away, I 
I can’t see him. 

Mo��o� y�c=� 1911 ~�� �a��yy�ca�. The Mongolian state was founded in 1911. 

TQp x�� �~{
 *�� �a��a. That man looks like Dorj. 

$� ]�apca� [� *�� �a��a. You look tired. 

@�Q �a*�� Q��Q{`�� [� *�� xapa��}
 �a��a. This car looks like it’s broken down. 

A: -M���� opx�co� ����� �o� �Q�� �a�
 �
�a��a yy?  

Is the book I left there still there? 

�: -$���� y�*�
 �a�ca� �o� yy? What, the one you were reading? 

A: -T���, ����� %}�� �����
 �a�ca� �;. Yes, the one which I showed you. 

�: -�a��aa �a�x aa.  I think perhaps it is. 



A: -A
��� o%�xoocoo ���� a�%paa� ���x���
[y?  

Can you bring it before you go to work? 

�: -Xap�� QQ, a
�� �yycca� xo��o �o�ox���
[�?

Hm, I don’t know. Can I bring it after work? 

A: -A
�=� �apaa ���~�� ]�ax ëc�o� [�ca�.  After work I am going to the cinema. 

�: -$� ���~ ��cQQp � �a��a aa! �� �ap�aa*
a�aa%�
 ��;e.

You’re always going to the cinema. I’ll bring it 
tomorrow.

VOCABULARY

Text
�apa��a-(�apa��ax) baragdah to be finished 

�ap�a�a(-�) tarvaga(-n) marmot, prairie dog 

�ypa� zuram ground squirrel 

#a��a-(#a��ax) tsanggah to be thirsty 

%���Q-(%���Q`) chinggeh to do this, do like this (written) 

xa�-(xa�x) haih to look for 

*y�yy(-�) shuvuu bird 

��{ üür nest 

�����(-��) öndög(ön) egg 

�yc tus help 

����x�� tiinhüü like that 

����x��� tiinhüüd therefore 

[�ca� yumsang (here) want to, intend to 

ëpoo� yorool base, bottom 

�opo�* dorogsh downwards 

yxa-(yxax) uhah to dig 

y�� und drink 

�a�ap gazar ground 

`Q{Q� herev if 

]�pa-(]�pax) yadrah to be tired 

�aa4 daa4 emphatic particle 

������ büdüün fat, thick 

��%�{ möchir branch 
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�Qp�Q� derged beside 

yyp uur steam 

ca�ca-(ca�cax) savsah to rise, puff (steam, smoke, etc) 

Comprehension
#a��aa tsagdaa police 

�ap;-(�ap�x) barih to hold 

�ap���a-(�ap���ax) barigdah to be held, be arrested 

*�� shig like, similar to 

xapa��a-(xapa��ax) haragdah to be seen 

xap�� QQ harin ee hm, I don’t know 

GRAMMAR

1) The passive

The passive is a form of verbs which Mongolian has in common with many languages, 
including English. Grammarians have it known as a “voice”, since it describes things 
from the point of view of the actor. It is called the passive because, to put it as simply as 
possible, the actor is passive in the action, things happen to him or her rather than the 
actor actively doing something for him or herself. In an English sentence like “he was 
seen sneaking out of school”, the “sneak” bit is active because the character is doing it by 
himself and for himself. The “see” bit, however, is passive, because it has nothing to do 
with the character, rather it is something which happens to him without his permission, 
and it is someone else who is actively doing the seeing. This example would translate into 
Mongolian like this: 
TQp x�� a���acaa cQ�xQ� �ap% ]�aa �; xapa��ca�. As he crept out of class he was seen. 

The passive is formed (like the causative) by adding a second stem to the main stem of a 
verb, to which tense and other endings can be added. This is usually a -��-:
a�ax kill a�a��ax be killed 

�ap�x catch �ap���ax be captured 

�Q�Q` know �Q�Q��Q` be known 

co�cox hear co�co��ox be heard 

�o�ox think �o�o��ox be thought (of) 

A few verbs have passive stems in -�- or -�-:
a�ax take a��ax be taken 
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o�ox find o��ox be found 

and sometimes 
co�cox hear co�c�ox be heard 

Where we have the passive, we often also have the word ‘by’. For this Monglian uses the 
dative, not the instrumental: 
TQp �a�*�aa xapa��ca�. He was seen by the teacher. 

TQp �yxa� �a��� �Q�Q��QQ���. I was not informed [lit. it was not known to me] about that. 

The passive in Mongolian is sometimes used where it is used in English, but sometimes 
where English uses the passive the Mongolian will not and vice versa. The rules are 
complex and can seem arbitrary. Basically it is used and avoided in the following ways: 
a) passive in translation. Which is to say that where you would use the passive in English 
then you would use it in Mongolian, like in the example at the top of this section, or in 
the following examples:  
�� �Q{Q�� xapa��
QQ. I was seen by him. 

�� �}��aa �ap����a�. I’m always getting arrested. 

��� ]�ca�, �Q� ]�a��ca�. We won, they lost (were defeated). 

b) can.The Mongolian passive is often used to translate what we could express in English 
with the word ‘can’, although it does not cover all the uses of this word: 
Ha�a� ca�}��}x��� �a��a. I can’t remember (it isn’t being thought of to me). 

-$a�� co�co��o
 �a��a yy? Can you hear him? 

-Co�co��ox��� �a��a, xap�� ��Q��Q
 �a��a. I can’t hear him but I can see him. 

In such cases, it would be incorrect to use %a�ax—‘can’. �� co�c% %a�ax��� for ‘I can’t 
hear’ would tend to mean that there was a physical impairment to hearing. 
c) where not to use it. The passive is often used in English where there is an unspecified 
actor. For example, in the sentence ‘I was invited to a party’, it is not stated who has 
invited the speaker. Sentences like this in Mongolian do not use the passive, but the 
active, simply dropping the subject: 
Ha�a�� ��Q*�Q�� yp�ca�. I was invited to a party. 

Mo��o� y�c=� 1911 o�� �a��yy�ca�. Mongolia was founded in 1911. 

Y�Q��Qx��� �apax �Q�Q� �o�o�% �a�a��
&c��.

I wanted to get out without being seen but someone 
saw me. 

The passive is often replaced with the causative in cases where there can be said to be 
some kind of suffering: 
��� �Q� �op�o %~�~� One of our horses was taken by a wolf 
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�ap�y�ca�. OR We lost a horse to a wolf (lit. we had a horse taken by a 
wolf).

TQp �~`~�� ypyy�ca�. He was bitten by a dog. 

�~{
 �a*��� �a�pyy�ca�. Dorj was hit by a car. 

The implication is that one has ‘let oneself’ in for the problem. 
In principle, it is possible to add passives to causative verbs and vice versa, in this 

manner:  
��Qx see 

�����Qx (caus.) cause to see, show 

��Q��Qx (pass.) be seen 

�����Q��Qx (caus./pass.) be caused to see, be shown (to someone) 

��Q�����Qx (pass./caus.) cause to be seen, be shown (something) 

but this practice is rare and tends to be avoided except in official contexts. 

2) Relative clauses

‘The woman who just came in is wearing a hat’, ‘the man I met yesterday is here now’
and ‘the book which I was reading is on the table’ are examples of sentences with 
relative clauses. They are often sentences with two parts, sometimes connected with the 
words ‘which’, ‘that’, ‘who’ or ‘whom’. One part of the sentence is called the main 
clause, and has the main verb, main subject and so on; the other part is called the 
subordinate clause. The main clause contains the most important information, and the 
main clauses extracted from the examples above would read: ‘the woman is wearing a 
hat’, ‘the man is here now’ and ‘the book is on the table’. The other parts of the 
sentence, which specify which woman, which man and which book, are less important. 

Mongolian does not have a word for ‘which’, nor yet for these uses of the English 
words ‘who’ or ‘that’. So they are left out in the Mongolian. 

There are two kinds of sentences with relative clauses: those with one subject and 
those with two. ‘The woman who just came in is wearing a hat’ is an example of such a 
sentence with the one subject. Because there are no equivalents in Mongolian for the 
which, that, or who, the whole of the subordinate clause, including the verb, becomes an 
adjective, and is placed before the main noun: 
Ca] op
 �{�Q� a��a� �a��a��a�
�a��a.

The woman who just came in is wearing a hat (lit. Just-came-in 
woman has a hat). 

$���� ������� a�ca� x�� �Q{
�a��a.

That is the one who took your money (lit. Your money-took-
person is him). 
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Where the subjects of the two clauses in English are different, then the subject of the 
subordinate clause is given in the genitive case, and again the subordinate clause behaves 
like an adjective, placed before the main noun:  
M���� �%����p yy��ca� x�
o�oo ��� �a��a.

The man (whom) I met yesterday is here now (lit. my met-
yesterday-man is here now). 

M���� y�*�
 �a�ca� �o� xaa�a
�a��a ��?

Where is the book (which) I was reading (lit. my was-
reading book is where)? 

What this means is that the sentences would translate literally as perhaps “my met man” 
and “my was-reading book”. 

Here are a few more examples: 
M���� ��%�Q� �o� �x ca��. The book I wrote is very good. 

M���� o%�x �a�ap� xoo� �a�x���. There’s no food where I’m going. 

$���� x���Q� `~~� �����`QQ� ca��. The food that you make is better than mine. 

Sentences with relative clauses in English have two subjects. In the case of “the book I 
wrote is very good” these would be “I” and “the book”. In Mongolian, they have only 
one, which would be “�o�”. The “����� ��%�Q�” bit can be seen only as an adjective 
that describes it. This would seem to make problems with cases in one or two of the 
above examples. If we broke them up into constituent parts, we would get: 
�� �%����p "���� yy��ca�. I met someone yesterday. 

TQp o�oo Q�� �a��a. He is here now. 

M���� �%����p yy��ca� x� ~�~~ Q�� �a��a.

and: 
�� �Q� �a&ap� o%�o. I’m going somewhere. 

TQ�� ��Qx [� �a�x���. There is nothing to eat there. 

M���� o%�x �a&ap� ��Qx [� �a�x���.

In the first of these examples, what becomes the subject of the complete sentence has a 
commitative (x���Q�), and in the second, a dative (�a�ap�), case ending. What happens to 
these cases when the word becomes a subject? They are just dropped. 

Possesive adjectives are also used with certain verbs in the following way:  
M���� �o�oxo�, �Qp a
�aacaa �apca�. I think (to my way of thinking) he left his job. 

M���� co�coxo�, �Qp x����c��. I heard he was thrown out. 

M���� ��QxQ�, Q�Q o�� xa�aa���. As I see, it doesn’t really matter. 
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3) �Before� and �after�

In several of the previous chapters, we have already met in the texts the words “�apaa”
for “after” and “����” for “before”. These both take the genitive of what they qualify, be 
it verb or noun: 
A
��� �apaa �~{
 �QQp o%?ë. Let’s go to Dorj’s after work. 

Ha�a�� o%�`=� ���� �Qp ]�%�x
QQ He had gone before I got there. 

These words can also be used for expressions of time, when the ���� becomes the 
English “ago”: 
O�o� 
����� ���� Mo��o� y�c �o� �o�� xaa��a�
�a�ca�.

Many years ago Mongolia had a Holy 
Emperor.

HQ�, xoëp cap=� �apaa �Qp �������� �o��o. After a month or two he will run out of 
money. 

Other ways of saying “before” include the ablative ����:
A
��� ]�axaacaa ���� �������� xoo�oo ��Q`
ëc�o�.

Before I leave for work I’ve got to have my 
breakfast. 

�a�*��� �pQxQQc ���� ]�! Go before the teacher gets here! 

Other ways of saying “after” include placing xo��o after the idea in question or using the 
ablative with xo�*:
Mo��o�� o%co� xo��oo �yp�a� cap cyyx 
�Q�Q�.

After entering Mongolia I was going to stay for three 
months.

���� ��QQc xo�* �Q����{QQ{ ]�?]. Let’s go shopping this afternoon. 

Idioms and set phrases include: 
��QQc xo�* afternoon 

[y�= ���� first of all 

4) Continuous tense -caap4

Mongolian has another continuous tense, formed with a converb (atemporal) and �a�x or 
another verb. The converb is made by adding the ending -caap4 to the verb stem:  
TQp ]p;caap �a��a. He keeps talking away. 

TQ� yy�a�� ]�caap #a��a
,
��cc��.

As they went on into the mountains they got hungry and 
thirsty. 

TQp �a�a�� �pc��p �a��a. She keeps coming to our house. 
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The use and meaning of this construction are not wildly different from the -aa� converb 
we met earlier. 

5) Intentions, wishing and wanting

In various chapters so far we have met several different ways of expressing a wish, 
desire, liking or need for doing something. Here is a brief summary of them, with one 
new one introduced in the text for this chapter: 
a) [�ca�. In the vocabulary for the last chapter, this word was given as a past tense 
copula, meaning “was” or “were”. So it is, but it has other uses also. In the text for this 
chapter, it appears with the verb �o�ox -to think, is given in the vocabulary as meaning 
“want” or “intend to”. The two uses of this word are not entirely unrelated or illogical. In 
the previous chapter we also met the past tense ending -�aa4, which I explained then as 
being sometimes a past tense so immediate that it has not yet happened, although it 
definitely will very soon. This [�ca� operates in much in same way. It is definitely a 
past tense, but is used for something that the speaker is definitely intending to do, an 
action that is in the future and at the planning stage, but which the speaker intends to put 
into the past as soon as possible. Even so, it should not be thought for this reason the 
word is used for some irksome or unpleasant task. Here are some examples showing 
[�ca� in use: 
�a�*�aa �Q�Q� ���x [�ca�. I want to get a present for my teacher. 

$a�� �yc�ax [�ca�. I want to help you. 

HQ� ���p Mo��o� ]�ax [�ca�. I want to go to Mongolia one of these days. 

b) xQpQ��Q�. This was explained in the last chapter as “need”: 
Ta�x a�ax xQpQ��Q�. I need to get some bread. 

Ho�=� ca�� o%�x xQpQ��Q�. I have to go the library. 

������p a
���aa o%�x xQpQ����. I don’t have to go into work today. 

c) �_{�}�. This was explained in the last chapter as “like to”:
�� ���~ ��Qx �yp�a�. I like to go to the pictures. 

Ho� y�*�` �yp�a�. I like to read. 

�� �a�x� �a�ax, apx� yyx �yp�a�. I like smoking and drinking. 

d) ë��~�. This is another new one. Like xQpQ��Q�, it can be translated as “need to” or 
“necessary”, but it is perhaps a little stronger. It is the commitative of the word ëc, which 
can mean “custom” or “law”: 
Map�aa*��� `�%QQ�QQ� ���� Q�Q �o�=� y�*�`
ë��~�.

I have to read this book before class 
tomorrow.

���� opo� a
���ax ëc�o�. I shall have to work late tonight. 
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It is perhaps in the negative that a clearer difference between `Q{Q��Q� and ëc�o�
emerges. XQpQ���� is more of a weaker “shouldn’t” or “don’t have to”, while ë���� is 
perhaps a stronger “must not”: 
$� ������p a
���aa o%�x xQpQ���� [� yy? Don’t you have to go to work today? 

$� apx� yyx ë����. You mustn’t drink. 

e) �Q` and �Q
 �o�ox. These too have been met in an earlier chapter. Both of them cover, 
among other things, the ideas of “thinking of” or “want to”: 
$a��a� yy��ax �QQ� �{�QQ. I came to meet you. 

�� xoo� ��Q` �Q�Q� [�. I was wanting to have something to eat. 

��� apx� yyx �Q
 �a��a. We’re just going to have something to drink. 

�� �o�o#���; a�?] �Q
 �o�o
 �a��a. I’m thinking of getting a motorbike. 

f) the voluntative. An old one that we had weeks ago: 
X���� ]�?]! Let’s go to the countryside! 

���~�� ]�?]! Let’s go to the picture! 

�a, ��;e. OK, let’s have a look. 

g) -�aap4 This suffix is in very common daily use, in both positive and negative forms. It 
is added onto the verb stem in the usual four vowel variants, and means simply, want. 
Here are some examples of it in use:  
�� �Q{�QQ xap��aap �a��a. I want to go home. 

�� xoo� ���QQp �a��a. I want something to eat. 

TQp ���~ ���QQp �a�ca�. She wanted to see a film. 

6) �Like� (���)

In chapter ten we had the word ��c�Q� for “like” as in “similar”. T�c��� would be 
“unlike”. Another word for “like” is *��. This word is used in the following ways: 
a) with nouns. When used with a noun, the *�� simply follows that noun: 
�o��op ��� �Q� Q�Q��Q�. A woman like Dolgor. 

Mo��o� �o� A���� ��� ���. Mongolia is not like England. 

@�Q %_�__ ����� ��� [�. This stone looks like an egg. 

The *�� follows the noun it qualifies and any verb comes after, so that the whole 
construction behaves like an adverb. 

The *�� can follow a pronoun, where it takes the oblique stem: 
$a� *�� �Q� x��. Someone like you. 
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T��� *�� ]p�x xQpQ����. You shouldn’t talk like him. 

b) with verbs and adjectives. When it is used with a verb or an adjective, the *�� takes 
the copula [�:
������p �opoo opox �� ��� �a��a. It looks like rain today. 

TQp ]�ca� �� ��� �a��a. It looks like he’s gone. 

@�Q �; xQpQ��Q� �� ��� �a��a. This one looks like it might be needed. 

'�� constructions are often used with the passive of the verb xapax -to see: 
�� �o� ���� *�� xapa���a����. I don’t look like him. (lit. I am not seen like him). 

TQp ]�ca� [� *�� xapa��}
 �a��a. It looks like he’s gone/He seems to have gone. 

DRILLS
i) Put the following active sentences into passive. Remember to change the subject, and 
that the meaning may change: 

EXAMPLE:
�o��=� a
�aac �; x��c��.   

�o�� a
�aacaa x����c��. Bold was thrown off his job. 

a) �� �Qp��� xapax��� �a�ca�.
b) "a��aa �a�a�� �ap;ca�.
c) Ma�a� �Q� �op��� %o�o ��cQ�.
d) ��� �o� �Q����� ]�ca�.
e) TQ� �ap ������� ]�ca�.
f) A�%�� �axa� a�ca�.
g) �a�* �a�a�� xapaa���.
h) O[_��__� �a�*aa co�cox��� �a��a.

ii) Join the following groups of sentences together as relative clauses: 

EXAMPLE:
�~{
 �a�* �o� ��%~Q�. Teacher Dorj wrote a book. 

Ho� �; �Qp �a��a. That’s the book. 

�~{
 �a�*��� ��%�Q� �o� �Qp �a��a. That’s the book that the teacher Dorj wrote. 

a) �� �%����p �Q� x���Q� yy��ca�. TQp �~� a�%��.
b) Ha��a� xa�� �Q� ox�� ]�ca�. TQp ����� �}�� ��*, Q�%.
c) Ca] �~ë ox�� op
 �{�QQ. �� �Q{Q��Q� yy��?] �Q
 �o�o
 �a��a.
d) HQ��Qx ���p %� xoo� `���Q�. x �yy �a�ca�.
e) �� �op; y�aca�. TQp �op; �x xyp�a� �a�ca�.
f) $� �o� y�*�}�. Ho� %��; �yy �a��a�.
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g) �� �o� a�ca�. TQp �o�=� ”Mo��o� �~ë� %��Q��Q���� yp�a�” �Q�Q�.
h) �� apx� x���Q�. �~ë �a��a.

iii) In the following sentences, change “after” to “before”: 

EXAMPLE:
$a�a�� ]�c�= �apaa �Q{Q�� ����. I’ll give it to him after you’ve gone. 

$a�a�� ]�axaac ���� �Q{Q�� ����. I’ll give it to him before you’ve gone. 

a) �}}��}�{}} `������ �apaa �p����� #Q�Q{�Q!
b) Ma�a� aa�=� �{���� �apaa �Q{�QQ xap;.
c) A
�=� �apaa �~{
���� o%�x �Q
 �a��a.
d) �~{
���� o%co�= �apaa ���~ ��;e.
e) TQp xoo� ��cQ���xQQ �apaa �aa��a�paa `���Q�.
f) @�Q ���~� ��cQ��� �apaa xoo�oo x��e.
g) �Q����p� o�co�=xoo �apaa �� �����Q� yy��a�a.
h) T������ �{���� �apaa ]�?].

iv) In the following sentences, change “before” to “after”. 

EXAMPLE:
A
�=� ���� ����Q. It’ll be done before work. 

A
�=� �apaa ����Q. It’ll be done after work. 

a) Ha�a�� �_#}
 �{Q`QQc ���� Q���� y�*!
b) Y�QQc ���� �Q����pQQp ]�ca�.
c) ������� xoo�oo ��Q`QQ� ���� �Qp y�ac�ca�.
d) �� `�%QQ���� ���� �aa��a�paa x���.
e) X�%QQ� �yycaxaac ���� ��� �ap ]��aa.
f) @�Q o� �yycaxaac ���� �Qp ]�ca� �a�x ëc�o�.
g) A�paxaac ���� a
���ax ëc�o�.
h) Xoo� x��xQQc ���� ��` [�aa #Q�Q{�Q` ëc�o�.

v) Using the verb in brackets, make each of the following sentences an expression of 
wanting to do or not to do something, using each one of the seven formats described in 
the grammar section above:  

EXAMPLE:
Apx� (yyx) 
Apx� yyx [�ca�. I want to drink. 

�� apx� yyx xQpQ��Q�. I need to have a drink. 

$� apx� yyx xQpQ����. You shouldn’t have a drink. 

�� apx� yyx �yp�a�. I like drinking. 

�� apx� yyx �_{���. I don’t like drinking. 
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�� apx� yyx ëc�o�. I must have a drink. 

$� apx� yyx ë����. You shouldn’t drink. 

�� apx� yyx �Q
 �a��a. I’m going to have a drink. 

�� apx� yyx �QQ��� �a��a. I’m not going to have a drink. 

�� apx� yy�aap �a��a. I want a drink. 

�� apx� yy�aap��� �a��a. I don’t want a drink. 

Apx� yy]! Let’s have a drink. 

a) �Q����pQQp (]�ax)
b) A
��� (o%�x)
c) x `~~� (��Qx)
d) �Q{�QQ (a�pax)

vi) Make each of the following sentences an expression of wanting to do something, 
using -�aap4 and [�ca�:

EXAMPLE:
Map�aa* ���~ ���Q. I’ll see a film tomorrow. 

Map�aa* ���~ ���QQp �a��a. I want to see a film tomorrow. 

Map�aa* ���~ ��Qx [�ca�.   

a) �a�*��� �pQxQQc ���� ]�?].
b) �aa�ap a
���aa ]�ax���. \a�aa� �Q�Q� xa��a� x�pcQ�.
c) �_��}}���� `���Q� xoo�=� ��Q`���.
d) ��� �ap *a�ap �o��o�o.

EXERCISES
a) Answer the questions as they apply to you: 

1. Xoo�oo ��Q`QQ� ���� �}{}} y�aa�a� yy, �apaa �; y�aa�a� yy? 
2. $� �o� y�*�a� yy? $���� y�*�}� �o� ]�ap �o� �Q?
3. $���� �o�oxo� o�oo ��Q
 �a��aa Q�Q �o� ]�ap �a��a �Q?
4. $� #a��aa� �ap���a
 ��cQ� ��?
5. A
�aacaa x�����
 ��cQ� ��?
6. ������p opo�� xoo�oopoo [y [y �Q�x �Q
 �a��a �Q?
7. Apx� yyx �yp�a� [y? 
8. Mo��o�� o%�~~p �a��a yy? 
9. XQ�QQ ]�ax �Q
 �}��}} [� �Q?
10. O%co� xo��oo [y [y `��` �Q?

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. I feel like a drink. 
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2. You look like you need a drink. 
3. Before he ate, he looked like a hungry (����) wolf. 
4. You should finish this letter before work finishes this evening. 
5. It looks like rain tonight. 
6. If it rains before nine o’clock, then we won’t go. 
7. I heard that he left before lunch (=before noon -��).
8. It looks like it will be hot today. 
9. She keeps coming here. I think she likes you. 
10. After work, before going home, I have a little (
aaxa�) drink. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. -Xap aa, ca] op
 �pcQ� Q�Q��Q� ]�ap �~ë [� �Q!
2. -T��� QQ. TQp �}���}� [� yy? 
3. -Ha����� [� *�� �a��a.
4. -”Ca�� �a��a yy” �Qx ��?
5. -�� %a�aac ���� xapca�. �� �a���#?].
6. -TQ��Q� xyp�a� �a���#. TQ�Qx��� �~� ��p x�� �a���#a�a.
7. -�a, Q���� yy%�xaa� �a���#?].
8. -Y��� QQ, apx� yyxaacaa ���� o%.
9. -�a, �a, o�oo o%�oo!
10. -X��e, ]a�a aa! �aa�ap ~�~~ �Q{Q��Q� ]p��#a
 �a��a.

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
cQ� sem secretly 

]�-(]�ax) yalah to win, defeat, be victorious 

]�a��ax yalagdah to lose, be defeated 

ca�a-(ca�ax) sanah to remember, think of 

��Q*�Q� üdeshleg party, soiree 

%o�o chono wolf 

�ap�y�-�ap�y�ax bariulah to be caught; be eaten (by predators) 

ypyy�-ypyy�ax uruulah to be bitten (by a dog, etc.) 

o�� ogt at all, really 

��QQc xo�* üdees hoish in the afternoon, afternoon 

�a�p-(�a�pax) dairah to bump into, hit (of car) 

�a�p__�ax dairuulah to be hit (by a car) 

x��-(x��x) hööh to chase; expel 

`�����` höögdöh to be thrown out; be sacked 

%_�yy(-�) chuluu(-n) stone 

a�%�� anching hunter 
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�ap gar hand 

Q�Q��Q� emegtee female, woman 

�a���#a-(�a���#ax) taniltsah to get know 

]p��#a-(]p��#ax) yariltsah to talk, talk with, converse 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

APBAH ��PAB���AAP X$@@�

TEXT
X�� �Qp xoo�oo ��Q
 opx�o� ����x �o�oo�oo a�aa� �Q{�QQ �{
, [y�aap % �y�ax���
cyy
QQ.

$���Q�Q� �Q����� �oë�= *��Q�%�� x��xQ� �{Q�. X������ Q`�Q{ xyy%�� �o�oo�oo
�a��a� yc `��
, ����� ���� #a� %a�ax `Q�QQ�Q�� `��:

-X��e, %� Q�Q x��� Q�Q �~�~{ #a� %a�ax �Q
 �}��}} [� yy? �Q
 `Q�QQ� ep�Q����
�o�oo�oo *��p% a�aa� ”C���Q� ca�xa� #a� �_#}�!” `Q�QQ�Q�� �Qp �~{~~ �y#a�
QQ.

TQp Q� #a�� �; yy%�xaa� �oë�=�oo �pQQ�:
-TQp �yy ]�yy `�� ����QQc �QQp cyy
 �a��a *��. @p�Q���� �o�oo�oop xoo� y��aa

���QQ��Q
, ��Q
 yy
 �a��a� [� *�� �QQ �Q
 `Q�Q�.
Hoë� ������ co�coo� `�� p�� �Q�Q� x�� ]�yy�
, �o�oo�o� �; a�%pyy�
QQ. Hoë�

x���QQc:
-�a, �aa� �o�oo %��; ]a�a� �o�oo [�? $� �a�a� �����`QQ �� *����� �����QQ�

opx� `Q�QQ�Q�� `�� �o�oo��oo, ”To�oo�oop ���pQ� c���Q� #a� ��� �o�!” `Q�QQ�Q��
�o�oo ���pQ� c���Q� #a� �y#a�
QQ.

Hoë� ������ �; ��QQ� x���:
-�a, %� �o��o��oo a�axyy�ax yy, �o�oo�oo ���x ��? `Q�QQ
QQ. X�� �o�o
 �}��}}�,
-�a, ]ax �Q. YxQ
 opx�c�ooc �o�oo�oo ��c�� �; �QQ{ �a����� �QQ! `Q�QQ�QQ�

�o�oo�oo ����� �y#
QQ.
�Q{�QQ �pQQ�:
-Hoë� �o�oo� ���; a�% opx��oo �Q
 `Q��Q��,
-$� �Qp �yy *��Q�%�� `��`Q�� �a�xyy�
 �a�
 ��� [� �o��oo �oo! �Q
 Qx�Qp �;

xa�
QQ.
$���QQ� `�� xQpQQ�� o%
QQ. XQpQQ:
-�a, %� [y �Q
 ]��a? `Q�QQ�Q��,
-����x �o�oo� %��; �oë� a�% opx��oo �Q
 `�� `Q�
QQ.
$���QxQ� �; xQpQQ x��� �Q�Q� Q{�Q���� a�x �����,
-�a, Q�Q a�x=� �ap;
 ”Ta� ]�!” �Q
 `Q�QQ� ]�ap % a�;�a� pyy �~x�x~� �Qp a�;�a�

�x�Q� [� xQ�QQ
QQ.
To be continued… 

Comprehension
-�~{
 �_}�� �a�;�a� yy, �a? Do you know Mr. Dorj? 

-Ta�;�a�, �a�;�a�. Yes, I do. 

-Xaa�a �a���#ca� �Q? Where did you get to know him? 



-Ta�a� ��Q*�Q� �QQ{ �a���#ca�. �a��a� ]p��#ax�aa
�a�a�� �a���#yy�
 ����pQ� �Q
 �_��}� [�.

At your party. While I was talking to Bat 
I asked him to introduce me to him. 

-TQp y�Q*�Q� ]�ap �a�ca� �Q? How did you find the party? 

-�a����. �aa�ap=�xaac �QQp �a�ca� *��. Not bad. Better than Baatar’s. 

-T��� � �QQ. �yy�=� �; �a�a� ox�� "Qp�aa `���Q�
*�� �QQ.

Yes. My daughter Tsermaa made the 
buuz, you know. 

-T��� ��? M���� ��Q
 ��cQ� �yy��aac xa�����
ca�� �; �a�a� ox��=x �a�ca� *��.

Is that so? Your daughter made the best 
buuz I have ever tasted. 

VOCABULARY

Text
opx�-(opx�x) orhih leave, get rid; take; There, stresses perfect tense 

����x önööh the one, the same 

�y�a-(�y�ax) dutah to lack, be without 

�oë� noyong prince, noble man 

*��Q�%�� shivegching servant girl 

Q{�Q�Q erdene jewel, gem 

Qp�Q���� erdeniing precious 

*��pQ-(*��pQx) shüüreh grab, seize 

�_#}�-(�y#�ax) butslah to boil (intr.) 

�opoo doroo immediately 

���QQ��Q` büteelgeh have s.t. made (caus. of caus of ���Q`)

Q� em female 

a�%pyy�ax avchruulah have s.b. bring s.b. 

�aa� naad this 

�� id magic, sorcery 

*�� shid magic, socery 

�o��o� tolgoi head 

�o��o� a�axyy�ax tolgoi avahuulah to lose one’s head 

��� iim like this 

�a�xa-(�a�xax) gaihah be surprised, astonished 

�a�xyy�ax gaihuulah to surprise, astonish; show off 

a�x(-a�) alh(-an) hammer, mallet 
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�~`;-(�ox�x) dohih to gesture towards s.t. or s.b. 

Comprehension
��Q*�Q� üdeshleg party, soiree 

�a���#yy�ax taniltsuulah to introduce 

�a� gai harm, danger 

�a���� gaigüi not bad, OK. 

GRAMMAR

1) The co-operative

Like the passive and the causitive, the co-operative is a stem added to the straight stem of 
a verb to somewhat change its meaning. The co-operative is one of two verb forms which 
describe an action of two or more people together. It is used more for actions made in a 
friendly, or at least mutually beneficial manner. The other form, called the reciprocal, 
deals with more hostile or competitive actions and will be discussed in the next chapter. 
The new stem, which is added to the verb in the same way as the causative and passive is 
-�#-, and it changes verbs in the following way:  
verb co-operative meaning
`Q�Q` `Q�Q�#Q` discuss 

]p�x ]p��#ax talk, converse 

]�ax ]�a�#ax associate with, consort with, go about with 

�a��x �a���#ax get to know 

opox opo�#ox take part, participate, enter (race etc.) 

���x ����#�x exchange 

�a�x �a��#ax be present (e.g. in class etc) 

You can see from the above table that what the co-operative does is to change the 
meaning of the verb from a straight individual action to one which involves two or more 
people. Thus it changes “talk”, which may be something that only one party does, to 
“discuss” or “converse”, which is something that needs at least two people. It changes 
“go” into “associate with”, which can be thought of as similar to English where people 
“go out with” a girlfriend or boyfriend. 

In theory, any verb can be co-operative, if it describes the action as done by several 
people together. The person you do something with in this way goes into the 
commitative, as you might expect: while the other parts of the sentence also go into 
predictable patterns: 
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TQ� ��e ��e�QQ �Q�Q� ����#��. They exchanged presents. 

-Xypa�� opo�#ox yy? Are you going to the meeting? 

-Y���, �� �}{�}�}� ]p��#ca�. No, I’ve discussed it with the boss. 

�a� �ap Q�� ox���o� ]�a�#�a����. Monks don’t go with women. 

�� �a��y�aap a���� cypa�#�a�. I’m in the fifth year (in class five). 

The causitive can be added to the co-operative: 
�� %a�a�� �����Q� �a���#yy�;]. I’ll introduce you to him (lit. cause to get to know). 

Ha�a�� Q�Q xypa�� opo�#yy�ca�. I was pushed into attending the meeting. 

2) Comparative and superlative (good, better and best)

a) adjectives. Adjectives fall into three groups. These are called the positive, comparative 
and superlative. In English, we have the suffixes -er and -est, as in good, better, best: 
small, smaller, smallest: big, bigger, biggest and so on. We have already seen how the 
ablative (Chapter 4) can be used for the comparative. In this chapter we shall look at how 
adjectives work in all three forms. 

First of all, the positive. This is the basic form of the adjective, and goes before the 
noun it qualifies without changing for the different cases, just like English: 
@�Q co��� �o� �a��a. This is an interesting book. 

�� co��� �o� y�*�
 �a��a. I am reading an interesting book. 

������p �� co��� x���Q� �a���#ca�. Today I met an interesting person. 

The comparative compares the merits of two objects or people; or of two groups of 
objects or people. When they are both specifically mentioned, the ablative (than) is used. 
No ending is added to the adjective itself to correspond to the English “-er”. For “better”, 
the word �QQp (lit. “higher”) is often used instead of ca��:
@�Q �o� �o� �Q{�QQ� ca��. This book is better than that one. 

X�x �a�;�o y�aa�aac �; �QQp. The blue coat is better than the red. 

@�Q �a*�� �Q{�QQ� �yy. This car is worse than that one. 

M���� �p�� %����xQQc #Q�Q{`Q�. My room is cleaner than yours. 

Note that in Mongolian there is no way of comparing in a negative way, there is no way 
saying “less…than” or “not as…as”. What this means is that instead of saying “England 
is not as big as Mongolia”, you would have to turn it round and say “England is smaller 
than Mongolia” or “Mongolia is bigger than England”. 

Where we would say in English “of these two, this one is better”, Mongolian uses the 
genitive for the “of”: 
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@�Q xoëp=� xap �; ca��. Of (lit. out of) the two, the black one is better. 

Note this small difference: 
@�Q �a*�� �Qp xoëpooc ca��. This car is better than those two. 

@�Q xoëp �a*��= Q�Q �; ca��. Out of the two, this car is better. 

This could lead to confusion, but things are usually clear from the context. 
Sometimes the word �y��, meaning “middle” or “among” is used, with or without the 

ablative:  
������ �y��aac �Qp ca�� ]p;�a�. Out of us, he speaks better. 

Finally, the superlative. The superlative is what in English is characterised by the use of 
the word “most” or the suffix -est on the adjective, as in “this is the best horse I’ve seen 
today”; “the bay horse is the fastest” or “this book is the most interesting”. 

In Mongolian, the word xa����� is used to denote superlative. This in fact is the 
genitive of xa�a�, which in itself means “all”, “whole” or “everything”. The xa�����
precedes the noun it qualifies: 
@�Q �o� �o� xa����� co���. This book is the most interesting. 

@�Q �o� xa����� co��� �o�. This is the most interesting book. 

Xa����� co��� �o� �o� Q�Q �a��a. The most interesting book is this one. 

When what is under discussion is the best of a group, the genitive or ablative can be used, 
as can the genitive with �y�� on its own or with the ablative: 
M���� ��cQ� ���~�� xa����� ca�� �; Q�Q
�a��a.

This is the best film I’ve seen (lit. Of my seen 
films this is best). 

M���� ��cQ� ���~���� xa����� ca�� �; Q�Q
�a��a.

This is the best film I’ve seen (lit. From my 
seen…).

M���� ��cQ� ���~�� ���� xa����� ca�� �;
Q�Q �a��a.

This is the best film I’ve seen (lit. Among my 
seen…).

M���� ��cQ� ���~�� �y��aac xa����� ca��
�; Q�Q �a��a.

This is the best film I’ve seen (lit. From among 
my seen…). 

Positive, comparative and superlative in one sentence might look something like this: 
@�Q �; ca��, �Qp �; apa� �QQp, xap�� Q�Q �;
xa����� ca��.

This is good, that one is a little better, but 
this one is the best. 

XQQp �op; xyp�a�, �a�a� �op; �Q{�QQ� apa�
xyp�a�, xap�� xa����� xyp�a� �; *apra �op;
[�.

The chestnut horse is fast, the piebald is a 
little faster but the fastest (of all) is the bay. 

b) adverbs. Just as an adjective qualifies a noun, an adverb qualifies a verb. They can 
have comparatives and superlatives as well, just like adjectives, as in “you can work fast, 
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but he works faster”, where “faster” is a comparative adverb. In simple sentences, the 
comparative or superlative simply precedes the action it qualifies:
TQp %a�aac xyp�a� a
���a�a�. He works faster than you. 

Xa����� xy{�}� a
���a�a� x�� �o� �Qp �a��a. She is the one who works the fastest. 

In more complicated examples, a different case may be involved, which may have to be 
dropped, giving rise to possible confusion as to what is being compared to what. Look at 
the following examples: 
�� �Q{Q�� %}�aac ���� xa�p�a�. I love her more than (I love) you. 

�� %a�aac �Q{Q�� ���� xa�p�a�. I love her more than you (love her). 

As you can see from these examples, there may be a confusion even in English. Take out 
the words in brackets, and you have the same sentence with different meanings which 
will only be clear from the context. In Mongolian the confusion is resolved by the word 
order. In the first example, the two positions that are being compared are: �� �Q{Q��
xa�p�a�—“I love her”; and �� %a�� xa�p�a�—I love you. The object of the comparison, 
the “than” word, follows what it is being compared to, and it drops whatever case ending 
it had, in this case the dative, to take the necessary ablative. A literal translation might 
run something like this: “I love her, more than (for) you, have love”. 

In the second example too, the object of comparison follows what it is being compared 
to. It is simpler because two things being compared are subjects, therefore they are at the 
begining of the sentence and nominative. A literal translation of the second example 
might run something like: “I, more than you, for her have love”. Here are a few more 
examples: 
�� Q�Q �o�� �Q{�QQ� �; ���� �_{�}�. I like this book better than this one. 

��� �a*��aap ]�axaacaa a��o�ycaap ���� o�o� ]��a�. We go more by bus than by car. 

�� �����Q� %a�aac ���� �a���#ca�. I met her before (I met) you. 

�� %a�aac ���� �����Q� �a���#ca�. I met her before you (did). 

Sometimes we compare two possible actions. In such cases, �QQp is used for “better” and 
the possible action or actions are in the past tense, even though, as possibilities, they 
should logically be in the future: 
T����Q� xa�� ]�ca� �; �QQp. We’d do better to go with him. 

$� o�oo �{�Q� �; �QQp. It would be better if you came now. 

@�� cyyc�aac �Q�� o%co� �; �QQp. It would be better to go there than to stay here. 

Where the possible actions were in the past, then the word �a�ca� (was) is added at the 
end to demonstrate this, whether it is something that would have been better done:  
�Q{�QQ xap;ca� �; �QQp �a�ca�. It would have been better to go home. 

$� ��p�� ��%�Q� �; �QQp �a�ca� [�. It would have been better to write it yourself. 
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or whether it is something that was in fact done and a good thing too: 
TQ�cQ� �; �QQp �o�
QQ. (�o�co� [�). It was better to have done that (It was a good thing you 

did that). 

��aa�=� a�ca� �; �QQp �o�
QQ (�o�co�
[�).

It was better to have bought the red one. 

3) Emphatics

We have met a few of the emphatic particles in previous chapters. These will be 
summarised here for your convenience. 
a) aa4. Follows separately after the end of the verb: 
Xa�yy� �a��a aa. Oh, it is hot. 

�� o�oo a
���a� �a��a aa. I’m working now. 

O�oo o%�o oo! I’m just coming! 

�o��o oo, �o��o. That’ll be fine. 

When used with the past tense -ca�4 ending, this emphatic particle lengthens the vowel in 
the middle of the ending, and is not added after the end. This is not written in the script 
but would be understood from the context, and is pronounced in speech. Therefore ]�ca�
in this form would be pronounced as ]�caa� (he has gone!). 
b) �aa4. This too follows separately at the end of the sentence, often with the particle � in 
between: 
�o��o � �oo! That’ll be fine! 

TQp ]�ca� � �aa! He has gone! 

Z���� (�) �QQ. Nothing at all! 

c) *�� and *�� �QQ. These follow separately at the end of the sentence as well. The first 
is actually a compound, made up of ��* �� and corrupted to *��. The second adds b) 
�aa4 above. It almost corresponds to “rhetorical” questions in English usage like “isn’t it” 
or “didn’t I” and so on:  
�� ]�ax��� *��! I’m not going! 

TQp ������p �{�Q� *�� �QQ. She came today didn’t she? 

-$� xaa%ca� �Q? Where have you been? 

-�� [�a�� �apca� *�� �QQ! I went out on business didn’t I? 

In the colloquial spoken language, the *�� �QQ is more often than not pronounced as 
though written *�QQ.
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4) Possessive pronouns (�yours� and �mine�)

We have already met the possesive adjectives �����, %����, ������ and so on. In this 
section we shall discuss the pronouns derived from them. First of all, a word of 
explanation. 

An adjective tells you something about a noun. It “qualifies” that noun. A simple 
sentence like “it is a book” tells you very little about the book, apart from the fact that a 
book is what it is. If we say “red book”, then this tells us a bit more about it. “My book” 
tells us a bit more about the book in exactly the same way as “red book” does, which 
makes the word “my” an adjective in this case. 

A pronoun stands in the place of a noun. Therefore instead of saying, for example, 
“mother” at the beginning of each sentence on that subject, we can say “she”. Instead of 
saying “book” all the time, we can say “it”. With a phrase like “my book”, we can also 
drop the “book”, which just leaves us with “mine” or “my one”. This is the possesive 
pronoun.

We can do this in Mongolian also, so that “my” is ����� and mine is �����`. Here 
are some examples in sentences: 
@�Q xoëp �o� �a��a. @�Q �; �����`, �Qp �;
%����x.

There are these two books. This one is mine, and 
this is yours. 

-@�Q %���� #��x ��? Is this your bag? 

-Y���, �Q{���`. No, it is his. 

By adding the ‘-x’ to any genitive ending we can make a variety of possesive pronouns: 
-@�Q `Q��� �a*�� �Q? Whose car is this? 

-�~{
���x It’s Dorj’s. 

Cases can be added to the possesive pronouns:  
$���� �a*��aap ]�?]. M����xQQc �QQp *�� �QQ. Let’s go in your car. It’s better than mine. 

-TQp `Q��� �op��� y�a
 �a��a �Q? Whose horse is he riding? 

-��p���x�� �op��� (��p���x�����). His own. 

$� �a�x���� �o�o� yy? Have you run out of smokes? 

M����xQQc a� � �aa! Have one of mine. 

The -x suffix which makes the possesive pronoun has also a longer form, -xa�4, which 
can be used with personal or place names to mean people of that person or place. We 
have already met this in the case of �a�a�xa� and �a�a�xa�, meaning “my family” and 
“your family”. Here are some more examples: 
��aa��aa�ap=�xa� The people of Ulaanbaatar 

�aa�ap=�xa� Baatar’s family 

�o��op=�xo� Dolgor’s family 
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H;[-�~{����`~� New Yorkers 

but: 
�� �o��o�����x. I am an Londoner 

�~{
 xo�=�x, "Qp�aa x�������x. Dorj is from the city, Tsermaa is from the countryside 

It should be noted that when this is used with a personal name to describe somebody’s 
family, it does not have to be the surname of the family, nor yet the name of the head of 
the family, but of the member of the family with whom one is perhaps best acquainted. 

DRILLS
i) In the following sentences, put the underlined verb into the co-operative. Remember 
that the original sentence may be wrong, or just something slightly different: 

EXAMPLE:
TQp ��� xoëp ]p;ca�.   

TQp ��� xoëp ]p��#ca�. We two talked. 

a) M���� x��, �� ������p �a�a� �a�*�a� �a�;ca�.
b) TQp ��� xoëp cyp�a�=� %��; xQ��Q�.
c) -$� o�o� xypa�� opco� yy?
d) -Y���, �%����p �}�# xypa�� opco�.
e) TQp �}���}��aa ��ccQ�.
f) Ta�a� `�� ������p x�%QQ��QQ opoo���.
g) TQp �a��aa aa�, QQ
�Q��QQ �a��y�ca�.
h) �� �o� �o��o� x���Q� �ax�a�aap xap;#�a�.

ii) Using the following nouns and adjectives, make two comparative sentences: 

EXAMPLE:
aa�; `��; ����{   

Aa� �; x���QQcQQ ����{. The father is taller than his son. 

X�� �; aa�aacaa ����{. The son is taller than his father. 

a) Q�Q �o�; %���� �o�; ca��
b) �a*��; �op;; xyp�a�
c) �aa�ap; �a��o��; �o�
d) QQ
; Q�%; ���� ca�xa� xoo� x���Q�.
e) �a�a�x; �a�a�x; xo�.
f) �~{
���x; �a�=�x; o�o� �a��a�.
g) ��; Q�Q o[y�}�; ca�� �yp�a�.
h) �%���p��� xyy*__{; Q�Q; �yy �a�ca�.
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iii) Using the following groups of nouns, adverbs and verbs, make two comparative 
sentences:

EXAMPLE:
�op
, �o��op, ca��, a
���ax   

�~{
 �o��opooc ca�� a
���a�a�. Dorj works better than Dolgor. 

�~��op �~{
~~c ca�� a
���a�a�. Dolgor works better than Dorj. 

a) ax, ���, xyp�a�, ��%�`
b) �ap���aa ��, %�, a���a�, xoo�, `��`
c) �Qp, �a�, o�o�, ���~, ��Qx
d) aa�, ��, ���� o�o�, �o�, y�*�`
e) Q�Q �a*��, a��o�yc, y�aa�, ]�ax
f) �a�� �Q{�QQp ]�ax, o��o#oop ]�ax, y�aa� (xyp�a�)

iv) Using the following sentences and nouns, make superlative sentences: 

EXAMPLE:
@�� o�o� �a�;�o �a��a. @�Q �; ca��. There are a lot of coats here. This one’s nice. 

@�� �a��aa o�o� �a�;�o�ooc Q�Q �; xa����� ca��. Of the many coats here, this one is nicest. 

a) @�� �yp�a� �o�oo �a��a. Xap �; �o�.
b) �� o�o� ���~ ��cQ�. �%���p��� ���~ �yy �a�ca�.
c) Mo��o� `�� ��{ �yy� x���Q�. Ma�a� QQ
 a���a� �yy� x���Q�.
d) �~{
���x o�o� a�yy�a�. TQp �a�a� �op; �; xy{�}�.
e) Mo��o� ��p��� y��pa��a�. �a�ap ca�`a�.
f) TQ� �a�yy�aa *�pQQ `���Q�. �aa�ap=�x �yy �a��a.

v) In the following sentences, replace the second noun and possesive adjective with a 
possesive pronoun: 

EXAMPLE:
@�Q ����� �o�, �Qp �; %���� �o�.   

@�Q ����� �o�, �Qp �; %����x. This is my book, that one is yours. 

a) �a�=� �a*�� xap, y�aa� �; �o��op=� �a*��.
b) �� %�xpQQ ��cQ�, Q�Q �_{}� %���� %�xQp.
c) To� �; ����� �a�x, 
�
�� �; �; %���� �a�x.
d) @�Q �o� �y�= �a��a�, xap�� �Qp �o� ������ �a��a�.
e) @�Q �����p��� `~~�, �Qp �o� �%���p��� `~~�.
f) Ca�xa� �; �aa�ap=� �o�, �__`}� �; �_��}}���� �o�.

EXERCISES
a) Answer the questions as they apply to you: 
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1. Ta �ap=� xa����� ����{ �; xQ� �Q?
2. $� �}�� �ap�a��aa yy���a� yy? 
3. �y� `~�~� �a�c�aac `���� ]�ca� �; �QQ{ ��?
4. $� xoo� `���#�Q� ��?
5. @�Q o�o� �o�=� a�; �; xa����� ca�� �Q?
6. �%���p��� xypa��; �}�� %��; opo�#co� yy? 
7. $� �a�a�� �}���}��aa �a���#yy�ax yy? 
8. $� ��p���x�� �p��� �~{
���x~~c #Q�Q{`Q� �Q
 �~��~� yy? 
9. @�Q ���� �o��������xooc ���� x���Q� �a��a *��.
10. Ta�a� a�����xa� Q�Q �o�=� �yxa� ]p��#ca� yy? 

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. I don’t like to fight. 
2. I think this book is better than the one I read. 
3. My brother’s horse is the fastest among others. 
4. Dorj is from countryside, but his wife is from city. 
5. His family would do better to go by train than going by his old car. 
6. She introduced him to her family. 
7. Baatar likes to participate in meetings. 
8. My students always discuss about the lessons they’ve learnt.  
9. It would have been better for you to have stayed at home yesterday. 
10. I went to the shop twice, but I couldn’t get any bread. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. @�Q ���~� ��cQ� �o� �QQp �a�ca� [�.
2. ����QQc �o��op xa����� �yy xoo� x���Q�.
3. �%����p x���� ]�aa��� �; ca�� �o�
QQ.
4. �� Q�Q a
�=� �ap�a�a��aa xQ�Q�#�Q�.
5. Ax=� �op; �o��=�xooc xyp�a�, xap�� �����` xa����� xyp�a� �;.
6. @�Q ���~� �� �}�# y�aa� ��cQ�.
7. -�y��aa���� `���Q� �yy� ca�xa� �a�ca� yy? 
8. -Y���, �aa�ap=�x ���� a���a� �a�ca�.
9. �a�*�a� ]p��#a
 �}��}} x�� xQ� �Q?
10. ��aa� �a*�� �; xapaacaa xyy%�� [� �a��a.

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
xypa� hural meeting, conference 

�a� lam lama, monk 

�y�� dund middle, central; among 
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apa� arai a little 

xa����� hamgiing most, -est 

���� ilüü more, over, extra 

xyp�a� hurdang quick, quickly 

�}�#`}� gangtsahang one, only the one 

��Qc-(��cQx) ünseh to kiss 

xap;#a-(xap;#ax) har’tsah to compare 

xap��#ax hariltsah to correspond 

y�aa� udaang slow, slowly 

xQQp heer (colour of horse) chestnut 

�a�a� zagal (colour of horse) piebald 

*ap�a sharga (colour of horse) bay 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

APBAH ��P�B�Y�@@P �$@@�

TEXT
X�� ����x a�x=� �; a�aa� �_#}
 ]��a� �; �Q�Q� �ap�a�a ���
 ]�aa xapa��a�. TQp
�ap�a�a pyy a�xaapaa ”Ta� ]�” `Q�QQ�QQ� �~x;co�� �ap�a�a �xQ�. X�� �ap�a�aa a�aa�
�Q{�QQ �pQQ� �a�
 �a��}� �a�yyp �; o�o� �QQp ]�
 �a��. T����� ��� a�xaapaa ”Ta�
]�” `Q�QQ�QQ� �~x;c~�� ����QQ{QQ �x%�xQ�. X�� Q`�Q{�Q��QQ �QQp���xQQ �ax=�
#a��a� ��QQ� �a��a� �o�
QQ.

$���Q
 a�ap �a��a� a�;�ap% �a��a� �; �oë�= ����x *��Q�%�� �ac �p
QQ. TQp
x��xQ� ����x xoëpooc: 

-�a, �a xoëp ]}
 a�;�ap% �a��a �}}? `Q�QQ�Q�� `��:
-�� Q{�Q���� a�x o�
 �{�Q�. T���QQpQQ �QQp a�
 �a��a� ca�xa� cyy
 �a��a

`Q�QQ
QQ.
'��Q�%�� ������ �yy�aa� �oë��oo �{
 x������ ����� `Q�
QQ. Hoë� �������

co�coo� ��� � `�� ]�yy�
 x��� a�x�a� �; a�%pyy�aa�,
-$���� a�x ]�ap Qp�Q��Q�, ]}�}� a�x �Q? `Q�QQ�Q��,
-M���� a�x �o� Q{�Q���� a�x [�. H��Q��QQ xapa��ca� a�;�a� pyy ”Ta� ]�”

`Q�QQ�QQ� �~x�x~� �Qp �`�Q� [� �Q
 `�� `Q�
QQ.
$���QxQ� �oë� `~�=� �}x}� ���
 ]�aa �~`~�� xapaa� ”T������ �~x�~� opx�!”

`Q�QQ�Q�� `�� �aaca� pyy �; ”Ta� ]�” `Q�QQ�QQ� �~x;c~�� �oxo� �; �x
QQ.
$���QxQQp �oë� x��� �ac �:
-�a, %� a�xaa ���� ��, �o��o��oo a�axyy��a yy? `Q�QQ�Q�� `��:
-A�xaa % ���x���, �o��o��oo % a�axyy�ax���! `Q�QQ
QQ.
$���QxQQp �; �oë� yyp�a
,
-@�Q �yy �}�}{c}� �oxo� %��; [y �Q
 xy#}
 �}��}} [� �Q? TQp a�x=� �; a�aa�

a�;! �Q`QQp �; `��:
-Hoë� % �a� ]�, xa�a� % �a� ]�, �oë�=xo� #����p�� �a� ]�! `Q�QQ�QQ� �oë�=x�=�

a�
 opx�
QQ.
TQ�QQ� `�� �oë� *�pQQ�� cyy
, xo*yy �y��aa �ax�paa� a�ap ca�`a� 
ap�a
QQ.

Comprehension
TQp Q`�Q{�Q��QQ �ap�a��ca�. He argued with his wife. 

TQp xoëp �}�yy �o�o��
QQ. Those two lads had a fight. 

������p xoëp �a*�� ��{������. Two cars crashed today. 

�� �o� ��x. �� �ap����a�. I am a wrestler. I wrestle. 

-�� �a�a�*aa �ap�aa. I’m going out. 



-Xaa*aa ]�ax �Q
 �a��a �Q? Where are you going? 

�*QQ ]�ax yy, ���*QQ ]�}` yy? Do we go this way or that? 

Haa* �p, ����� `��. Come here, my child. 

"aa*aa ]�! Go over that way! 

@��QQc xo�*oo ]�ax ëc�o�. You have to go north from here. 

��� ����QQp �QQ*, �oo� ]�ca�. We went up and down in the lift. 

"a�aa� cap=� �aa�a. This side of New Year. 

"a�aa� cap=� #aa�a. That side of New Year. 

�apxa� `~� �o� Mo��o�=� xo�� ����
�a��a�.

The city of Darhan is located in the north of 
Mongolia.

y�aaxa� reddish 

�a�xa� *�pQQ a low table 

x]��xa� `~~� cheap food 

Ha�a� �_{}�`}� �y�� ���. I’ve got only three pounds. 

�� %a�aac �a�xa� ���. I’m only five years younger than you. 

TQp xop�o� �ac�a�. She is in her twenties. 

M]��ap=�x �yy op%�� `~�;�~�. Myagmar has about one hundred sheep. 

VOCABULARY

Text
���-(���x) güih to run 

�`Q-(�xQx) üheh to die 

�QQp(-Q�) zeer(-en) antelope, Mongolian gazelle 

��� züg direction; towards 

#a�a-(#a�ax) tsadah be satisfied, sated, fll up 

�a��a� taivang peace; peaceful 

a�ap �a��a� amar taivang peaceful; peacefully 

�a� tav peace, comfort 

�a��a� tavtai peacefully; comfortable 

�yy�-(�yy�ax) duulah (here) hear; sing 

��(-Q�) üg(en) word, words 

���(-Q�) nüd(en) eye 

`~� hot here. settlement 
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�ax zah border, edge; collar (of clothes etc) 

�aa-(�aax) zaah here. to point at 

�}�{}-(�a�pax) zadrah (here) misbehave; to be exposed, shown up 

xy#a-(xy#ax) hutsah to bark (like dog) 

xa�a� hatang queen, noble woman 

#�� tsöm all, everything; each one 

*�pQQ(-�) shiree(-n) (here) throne 

xo*yy(-�) hoshuu(-n) (here) banner (an admin. division), area, land 

�ax�p-(�ax�pax) zahirah to govern 


ap�a-(
ap�ax) jargah be happy, get happy 

Comprehension
�ap�a-(�ap�ax) margah to argue, debate, dispute 

�ap�a��ax margaldah to argue, squabble, quarrel 

�o�o-(�o�ox) zodoh to beat, thump 

�o�o��ox zodoldoh to fight, brawl 

#QpQ� tsereg soldier 

�a�� daing war 

�a���ax baildah to fight 

��{��-(��p��x) mörgöh to butt (like goat), headbutt 

��{�����` mörgöldöh to collide, crash (of car) 

��x böh strong, hard; wrestler 

�ap���ax barildah to wrestle 

�a�a�* gadagsh out(wards), outside 

��* iish this way 

���* tiish that way 

�aa* naash this way, to here, hither 

#aa* tsaash that way, to there, thither 

xo�* hoish north(wards) 

�QQ* deesh up(wards) 

�oo* doosh down(wards) 

"a�aa� cap tsagaan sar Mongolian New Year (usu. in Feb.; lit. “white moon”) 

�aa�a naana this side 
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#aa�a tsaana that side 

xo�� hoit north 

op%�� orchim about, roughly 

GRAMMAR

1) The reciprocal

Like the causative, the passive and the co-operative, the reciprocal is a verb form. Like 
those others, it involves adding a new stem to the verb and sticking your tense endings on 
that. 

The reciprocal is very much like the co-operative, both in the form of the new stem 
and in the way that the form is used. The stem is a simple -��-, always, whatever the 
basic stem of the verb in question. Like the co-operative, it deals with actions that may be 
performed more than one actor. Unlike the co-operative, however, the reciprocal is rather 
less friendly and is often violent. In theory, any verb can be made reciprocal, but in 
practice it is largely restricted to actions of a largely violent or at least confrontational 
nature. Here are a few examples of how the reciprocal is made: 
verb meaning reciprocal meaning
�ap�ax argue �ap�a��ax argue 

�o�ox beat, thump �o�o��ox fight 

�a�` be �a���ax fight 

��{��` butt ��{�����` crash 

�ap�x hold �ap���ax wrestle 

You might be able to see from the table what is happening here. �a�x is perhaps the best 
examples to start with, as it has common co-operative and reciprocal forms. The co-
operative of �a�x is simply �a��#ax, “to be present”, perhaps in a classroom, whereas 
the reciprocal �a���ax indicates “fight”. Both mean that more than one person is there at 
the same time, but while the former says nothing more than this and in fact implies that 
the situation is a friendly one, the latter is saying that the being together in one place is of 
such a violent nature that actual hostilities break out. Similarly, from the verb �ap�x—“to 
hold”, we have �ap���ax, which is to hold competetively, and to struggle at the same 
time, hence to wrestle. M�p��x, to butt or bump, is what one car might do to a wall, or an 
angry goat might do to somebody’s backside, while ��{�����` is what two rams or goats 
might do to each other, or when two cars collide head on. 

In short, where the co-operative co-operates and does things together, the reciprocal 
reciprocates and retaliates. 

Here are few examples in sentences: 
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��� �Q� �ap�a� �o�o��co�. We fought with them. 

�aa�ap �~{
�~� (��x) �ap���ca�. Baatar wrestled with Dorj. 

Ma�a� `�� Q�%�Q��QQ �}��aa �ap�a��aa� � �a��a�. My son is always arguing with his sister. 

As you can see from the first of the examples above, there is a potential point of 
confusion here, a confusion possible in English also. Since it is something that two or 
more parties are engaged in at the same time, the reciprocal logically takes the 
commitative (“with” in English). So, in the case of “fight”, if we take a simple sentence 
like “I fought with him”, out of any explanatory context, we don’t really know whether 
the “with” means “in company with”, i.e. on the same side as; or whether it means 
“against”. In English we get around this by saying something like “I fought him”, 
meaning against; or “I fought on his side”. In Mongolian the issue can be resolved by 
using either the co-operative or the reciprocal: 
�� �~{
�~� xa�� �o�o�*co�. I fought with (on the side of) Dorj. 

�� �~{
�~� �o�o��co�. I fought with (against) Dorj. 

2) Positions and directions

In several of the texts in previous chapters we have come across different ways of 
describing the position of something, like �QQp, �op, ���� (above, below, in front of) and 
so on. We have also come across several ways of describing the direction of travel of 
something, like �QQ*, �oo* (up, down) and so on. In this section I shall try and describe 
how all these things work.  
a) geographical points. We have had the words for north, south, east and west before. 
They are xo��o, ����, ���� and �apyy�. What makes these a little more confusing is 
that they also stand for behind, in front of, left and right. There is a reason for this. The 
reason is that the Mongols traditionally lived, as many still do, in a felt tent called in 
English a yurt (from the Turkish) and in Mongolian a �Qp. Wherever you find Mongols 
living in gers, from Manchuria in the north to Xinjiang and Tibet in the east, from lake 
Baikal in the north to parts of Yunnan in the south, the door always faces the south, 
because the prevailing wind is from the north and this helps stop draughts. Therefore 
anything which is in front of the ger is also necessarily south of it. 

These points are postpositions, and take the genitive. Here are some diagrams showing 
how they work: 
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You will see that in the first diagram the positions of left and right are inverted. This is 
because the two world views, as it were, are incompatible. Our maps are always oriented 
with north at the top, with west on the left side and east on the right. The Mongolian 
world view is oriented with south in front, which puts west on the right-hand side. The 
point of reference is always the front of the yurt, which always faces south. If you are 
facing the yurt, and someone therefore appears to be standing to the right of it, the 
geographical orientation is paramount and he or she must be described as standing to the 
left, or east. As for buildings on streets the orientation is simply the way the front door 
faces. The same goes for the way that people are facing. The point to remember is that on 
the open steppe in plenty of space the important things are north, south, east and west; 
whereas on city streets and in close personal encounters the important things become 
front, back, left and right. Here are some examples of how these positions work in 
sentences:
�o�� yy� �o� ��aa��aa�ap=� ���� �a��
�a��a�.

Bogd Uul is (to the) south of Ulaanbaatar. 

M���� ���� �Q� �a��a��a� x�� cyy
 �a�ca�. There was a man in a hat sitting in front of me. 

������ xo��o cyy
 �a�ca� `����c �}��aa
]p�a� �a�ca�.

The people behind us kept ontalking. 

Ma�a� a���� "Q�� ����� �apyy� �a��, �~{

&� �a�� cyy�a�.

In our classroom, Tsend sits on my right and 
Dorj sits on my left.
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Remember also that ���� and xo��o can also mean “before” and “after” in terms of 
time. “Before” is usually used for time in English these days, but it can just as well be “in 
front of”. 

Note that xo��o, ����, �apyy� and ���� can be xo�� �a� (xo�� ���), ���� (�����)
�a� (���), �apyy� �a� (���) and ���� �a� (���).

So much for static positions. What about directions, like forwards and backwards, 
north and south(wards)? To describe these, Mongolian takes the stem of the postpositions 
described above and add the suffix -* or the word ���*. Here is another diagram:  

These are postpositions that take the ablative, which makes sense since they are 
directions away from a centre. This applies also to “after” and “before”, implying time 
stretching away with no definite limit. Here are some examples in sentences: 
�� ��QQc xo�* �Q����pQQp ]�?] �Q
 �o�o
 �a��a. I think I’ll go shopping this afternoon. 

@��QQc ypa�*aa ]��a� x�p�Q. If you go south of here you’ll get there. 

Quite often the reflexive is added to the suffix: 
�� xo�*oo ]��a. I’m going up north. 

TQp �apyy� ���*QQ �op;�o� �apca�. He rode off west. 

So far we have covered positions to the side of things, and directions away from things. 
What remains is to look at ways of going around things. This means a new suffix: -yyp2.
This diagram shows the suffix in action: 
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Here are some examples in sentences: 
TQp �a�*������ xo��yyp opco�. He came in round the back of the house. 

�� cyp�__���� �����p ]�
 As I passing along the front of the 

�}��}}� �a�*�a� �aapa��ca�. school I bumped into the teacher. 

These are also other words for north, south, east and west, which are used in purely 
geographical and global contexts like “the Far East”, “the West”, “the northern 
hemisphere” and so on. These are to be found in the vocabulary at the back of this book. 
b) Other positions and directions. Above we dealt with the words for geographical 
positions and directions, which also double as front, back, left and right. We will go on 
now to look at words for other locations and directions of movement. These two fall into 
three groups, distinguished in the main by different suffixes, describing position, 
direction from and direction along. First of all, the positions. Words describing the simple 
location or position of something are shown in this diagram: 

If you think back to Chapter Six, you will remember that we already covered �QQp, �op
and �~�~p under the subject of postpositions. You may remember that these three take 
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what is called the oblique stem, which is the -n of an -n stem noun, and no ending at all 
for other nouns. All the others, with the exception of xaa�a, are genitive-taking 
postpositions. Xaa�a also exists as xaa. Here are some examples in sentences: 
-M���� ��Q� xaa�a �a��a? Where is my pen? 

-'�{QQ� �QQ{ �a��aa. It’s on the table. 

-$���� �Qp�Q� xQ� cyy�a� �Q? Who sits beside you? 

-M���� �Qp�Q� �~{
 cyy�a�. Dorj sits beside me. 

-$���� �a�x� xaa�a �a��a? Where are your cigarettes? 

-M���� #��xQ� �~�~{ ���. A�ax yy? They’re in my bag. Do you want one? 

�o�� yy� (�o�) �~�=� #aa�a �a��a�. Bogd Uul is on the other side of the river. 

x cyp�yy�; (�o�) �~�=� �aa�a �a��a�. The University is on this side of the river. 

�� �ap�=� �p����� �a��a x��QQcQ�. I waited outside the boss’s office. 

Haa�a and #aa�a can apply to time as well, like ���� and xo��o. They too can mean 
before and after, but because they literally mean “this side” and “that side”, they will be 
“before” or “after” depending on whether you are speaking before or after a certain event. 
Here are some examples to illustrate this: 
X������`QQ ��pc�� ��p��� �aa�a �Q�Q� a�ax
ëc�o�.

We should get a present before our son’s 
birthday. 

@�Q a
�=� �� Haa��=� �aa�a �yyc�a�a. I’ll finish this job before Naadam. 

-@�Q a
�=� %� '��Q 
����� �aa�a �yyc�ax
yy?

Will you finish this job this side of New Year? 

-Y��� �a�x aa. '��Q 
����� #aa�a �yyc%
�a�a����.

Probably not. It’ll probably be done after New 
Year.

So much for the positions of things in relation to other things. Let’s look now at 
directions from and into things. Again the suffix is -*, and the following diagrams show 
how these work: 
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More often than not, these are used with the reflexive -aa4. Here are some examples in 
sentences:
TQp ����QQp �QQ*QQ �}{}}� *a�aap �oo*oo
�__�}�.

He went up in the lift and came down by the 
stairs. 

@��QQc �Q� `QcQ� #aa*aa ]�?]. Let’s go on a further (from here). 

�� �a�a�*aa �ap�a. I’m going out(side). 

Also in this group come the words ��* and ���* (“this way” and “that way”), which are 
the directional forms of ��� and ���� (“like this” and “like that”). They are not really 
relative to the speaker or actor like �aa* and #aa*, they simply describe arbitrarily two 
opposing directions:  
�*QQ ]�?]! Let’s go this way! 

�*QQ ]�ax yy, ���*QQ ]�ax yy? Do we go this way or that way? 

As with the geographical expressions, these others also have an “along” form, made by 
adding the same -yyp2 suffix. The diagrams below illustrate these:  
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Here are some more examples of them in action in sentences: 
TQp �~�=� �aa�yyp ]�
 �a�ca�. He was going along this side of the river. 

TQp �}�=� #aa�yyp ]�ca�. He went along the other side of the road. 

�� cyp�__���� �aa�yyp �p�QQ. I came along this side of the school. 

TQp �a�p�= �a�yyp ]�ca�. He went around the outside of the house. 

TQp xa*aa� �~�yyp ]�ca�. He went through the fence. 

�� �}��}} ���{Q� �oo�yyp ]��a�. I always go under the bridge. 

To sum up, all these words which describe the location or position or direction of 
something are postpositions. If they simply describe the location of something relative to 
something else, then they take the genitive ending or the oblique stem. If they describe 
motion away from or out of something then they take the ablative and have an -* or -
*aa4 ending; if motion into something then they take the dative and have the same 
ending. If they describe motion over, around or across etc. something, then they have the 
ending -yyp2 and take the genitive. The following table summarises this:  
xaa, xaa�a xaa*(aa) xaa�yyp 

where where to along where, which side of 

ap�, xo��o, xo�� �a�� apa�*, xo�* apaap, xo��yyp 

in the north/behind northwards/backwards by the north/round the back 

yp�, ����, ���� �a�� ypa�* �����p, yp�yyp 

in the south/in front of southwards/forwards by the south/round the front 

�����QQ, ���� �a�� ���� ���* �����QQ���p, ���� �a�aap

in tne east/left of eastwards/to the left along the east side 

�apyy��aa, �apyy� �a�� �apyy� ���* �apyy��aa�yyp, �apyy� �a�aap
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in the west/right of westwards/to the right along the west side 

�aa�a, �aa� �a�� �aa* �aa�yyp 

on this side this way round this side 

#aa�a, #aa� �a�� #aa* #aa�yyp 

on that side that way, away round the other side 

xa
yy�, �Qp�Q� xa
yy ���* xa
yy�aap, �Qp�Q���p

beside toward the side along the side 

�~�~{ �~�~�* �~�__{

inside into through the inside (+gen) 

�a�aa, �a��a �a�a�* �a�yyp 

outside outside round the outside 

�QQp, �QQ� �a�� �QQ* �QQ���p

on top of up, upwards over 

�oop, �oo� �a�� �oo* �oo�yyp 

underneath down, downwards underneath 

Q�Q �a�� ��* ���QQp, Q�Q �a�aap

on this side this way by here, along here 

�Qp �a�� ���* ����QQp, �Qp �a�aap

on that side that way by there, along there 

3) All kinds of everything

In this section we shall deal with various ways of saying “all” in the Mongolian language. 
This is more complicated than in English, where we have just the one word, whether it be 
adjective or pronoun. 

To begin with, there are several words for “all”. As adjectives (i.e. with another word, 
like “all the people” or “all these books”), there are ��`, ��`Q� and ��p, and as pronouns 
(like “all of them” or “all of us”) there are ���� and #��. In the colloquial language, ����
is more common. Let’s look at the adjectives first, they are simpler. 
a) adjectives. ��x comes before the noun it qualifies, ��`Q� and ��p come after it, like 
this: 
��` x�� everybody, everyone 

x�� ��p " 

x�� ��`Q� " 
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In the nominative, the phrase takes its place in the sentence without a case ending just 
like any other noun or adjective-noun compound: 
X�� �p %�xQp� �yp�a�. Everybody likes sweets. 

�x �a�* �ap �pcQ�. All the teachers came. 

X�� �x�� �Q��Q. Everybody knows. 

In sentences where it is needed with another case ending, that ending is tacked onto the 
end of the whole phrase: 
��x x��x���� a
�� �; ca�� �a��a. The work of all the children is good. 

\�� ��{��� 
��c �a��a�. There’s all kinds of fruit (lit. fruit of all kinds). 

X�� ��x���� �a��ap a��a�. Everybody is taxed (lit. [they] take tax from everybody). 

b) pronouns. Where “all” is being used as a pronoun (i.e. without a noun to go with it, as 
in the case of “all of us” or “we all…”) things become a little more complicated because 
of the way it is used when it is the subject of the sentence. As subject, it goes into the 
instrumental with the reflexive. There is even one instance in the last part of the tale at 
the top of this chapter where the instrumental and reflexive have been used even though 
the idea is actually the object of the sentence, but this is so rare as to be almost negligible. 
Here are some examples where it is the subject of the sentence:
��� ��������� ]�ca�. We all went. 

TQ� #����p�� �p�QQ. All of them came. 

��� ��������� �Q� �Q���� a�ca�. All of us took one. 

Ha�a� ��������� xQpQ��Q�. I need them all. 

When it is the object, in the accusative; or in any other case, it simply adds the necessary 
case ending, often with the particle �; (“of them”): 
�� ������� �; a�?]. I’ll take all of them. 

�a�* ����QQc �; acyy�. The teacher asked them all. 

4) �-ish� adjectives

There is a suffix added to adjectives and numbers which slightly modifies their meaning. 
We shall deal with the adjectives first. 
a) adjectives. When the suffixes -xa�4 and -��ap4 are added to adjectives it usually 
changes the meaning in the same way as the English suffix -ish. There are some notable 
exceptions to this rule, which will be dealt with later. Here are some more regular 
examples: 
�o�oo� green �o�ooxo�, �o�oo��op quite green, greenish

y�aa� red y�aaxa�, y�aa��ap quite red, reddish
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`�` blue x�xx��, x�x����p quite blue, blueish

�a�a small �a�axa�, �a�a��ap quite small, smallish

�o� big �o�xo�, �o�o��op quite big, biggish

It should be obvious from the table what is happening here. It must be said that the 
process works best with colours. What happens with some other adjectives is that the 
meaning changes very little if at all, and some adjectives are even more common in their 
diminutive form: 
#Q�Qp clean #Q�Q{`Q� clean 

cQp��� cool cQp��xQ� cool 

x]�� cheap x]��xa� cheap 

�a� low, short �a�xa� low, short (stature) 

What this table shows is adjectives the meaning of which has not been changed by the 
addtion of the suffix at all, and which have been introduced into previous vocabulary lists 
and texts in their diminutive form because they are more commonly used and will be 
more commonly heard in this form. 

The word which does not comform to either of the above models for the use of this 
suffix is ca��—“good”. With the suffix added it becomes ca�xa�—“beautiful”. When 
the suffix is added to this adjective, the meaning is not weakened to “quite good” or 
“goodish” as is the case with most adjectives, nor yet does it remain the same as with the 
second group of examples. In fact the meaning has been strengthened from merely 
“good” to positively “beautiful”. There are words for “quite good” in Mongolian; one of 
these is o�oo which means “good enough”, the other of which is �a����, which could be 
translated also as “not bad”: 
-�����p��� xypa� ]�ap �a�ca� �Q? How was today’s meeting? 

�a����, �a����. O.K, not bad. 

-@�Q �y�a� ]�ap �a��a? How are these boots? 

-O�oo, �ox�
 �a��a. They’re O.K., they suit you. 

-O�oo, �aap% �a��a. They’re O.K., they fit. 

5) Modifying numbers

a) -xa�4. When the -xa�4 suffix is added to a number, it also diminishes the meaning. It 
changes it from a straight five, for example, to “only” five. Here are some more examples 
in sentences: 
�o�ooxo� ���_� ���Q
 �a��a. We’ve only got seven minutes left. 

Ma�a� �a�p �_{}�"�� �p���Q�. Our flat has only three rooms. 

Xoëpxo� x�� �{�QQ. Only two people came. 
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In this respect, the -xa�4 suffix can be said to fulfil the same role as the particle � that we 
met earlier. Although the suffix can be added to any number, it tends to be used much 
more for numbers between one and ten. 

This suffix is only very rarely found added to �Q�. Instead the word �}�# is used, 
making �}�#`}�—“single, alone, only one”. 
b) -aa�4. While the -xa�4 suffix seems to modify the meaning of numbers downwards, the 
suffix -aa�4 is more general, and means ‘roughly’. It is only used for numbers greater 
than ten, and for multiples of ten. Here is how it works in a few sentences: 
Ma�a� �a�* ��%��� �ac�a�. Our teacher is about thirty. 

M]��aa� 
����� ����. About a thousand years ago. 

�_{�}� �yy�aa� x��. About three hundred peole. 

�a�aa� o��. In the Seventies. 

c) op%��. This word goes between the number and the article being counted. It means 
literally “about” or “in the region of”, and therefore indicates that the number given is a 
rough idea only, and neither that it is probably more nor that it is probably less. Because 
it comes between the number itself and the thing counted, and does not count as a noun 
itself, the -n stem usually used with numbers when they are used to count something is 
dropped off. It can be used for any number high or low. Here are a few examples in 
sentences:
TQp xop; op%�� �ac�a�. He is about twenty. 

@�Q �a�*��� xoëp�yy op
�� x��cyy�a�. Roughly two hundred people live in this building. 

@�Q �����Qp� �yy op
�� x�� a
���a�a�. About a hundred people work in this factory. 

DRILLS
i) In the following sentences, put the underlined words into the reciprocal. 

EXAMPLE:
Ax=� �a*�� �Q� �a*���a� ��{�����.

Ax=� �a*�� �Q� �a*���a� ��{�������.

a) �~{
 �}�� �ap�a��aa �o�co�.
b) �_��aa, �a� xoëp �}��}} �ap�a�a�.
c) �aa�ap Q`�Q{�Q��QQ ��cQ�.
d) O�o� ca�� ��x%��� Haa��aap �ap;�a�.
e) -$� o�o� x���Q� �o��o� yy?
f) -Y���, ca] �}�#`}� x���Q� �o�co�.

ii) Using the word in brackets to complete the following sentences, putting them into the 
right directional form. 

EXAMPLE:
���{Q� (�QQp) ]��a� o�pxo�.
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���pQ� �QQ���p ]��a� o�pxo�.

a) Ma�a� �a�*������ (ap) �x ����{ �o� ���.
b) @��QQc (xo��o) ]��a� �Q� �~� ���.
c) 'a�aap (�QQp) �apa�.
d) �}�=� (xa
yy) �Q� ��QQ ]�
 �a��a.
e) �Qp��� (�apyy�) �Q� �oxo� y��}
 �a��a.
f) Cyp�yy���� xa*aa� (�o�op) x��x���� ���
 �a��a.
g) �a�*������ (����) �Q� �a*�� ]�a�.
h) Cyp�yy���� (xo��o) ]��a� �a�*�� xapa��ax���.

iii) Replace “����” and “�apaa” with “�aa�a” and “#aa�a”.

EXAMPLE:
'��Q 
����� ���� �� x���� ]��a.

'��Q 
����� �aa�a �� `���� ]��a.

a) -Haa�a�=� �apaa ��` a
�=� x��e �Q
 �� �o�o
 �a��a.
b) -�o�ox���. $� H}}�}�=� ���� �yyc�ax ëc�o� *��.
c) �aa�ap, xyp�=� ���� �ap�a�a� ]p��#a
 �a�ca�.
d) �� x�%QQ���� ���� Q���� ��%�` `Q{Q��Q�.

iv) Change the underlined words in the following sentences with “����” or “#��”.

EXAMPLE:
Y����� x�� ��`Q� �Q��Q.

Y����� ����QQ{QQ �Q��Q.

a) �a�* x�� ��{QQ� acyy�.
b) TQp ���~�� x�� ��xQ� �yp�a�.
c) ��x o[y�}� �aa��a�paa ca�� x��
QQ
d) @�Q ��` a�yy �a�a� ax=�x.
e) ��x a��o�yc ���*QQ ]��a����.
f) X��xQ� ��p �ypa� �ypa�.
g) �y��aa ��` %�xp��� ��%�xcQ� �a��a.
h) X�%QQ���� �apaa ��� �ap �}��~��=�� o%��.

v) Change the underlined words in the following sentences into diminutive forms, adding 
either -��ap4 or -xa�4 where appropriate. 

EXAMPLE:
TQp y�aa� �a*�� �o� �a�a�x.

TQp y�aa��ap �a*�� �~� �a�a�x.
x cyp�yy�;� a��o�ycaap �_{�}� �__�}� ]�aa� o%�o.
x cyp�yy�;� a��o�ycaap �_{}�`}� �yy�a� ]�aa� o%�o.

a) TQp ����{ �o�o� �QQ{ *y�yy�= ��p �a��a�.
b) �o��op �o� ����QQcQQ �a�yy xapa���a�.
c) @�� ap�a� %�xQp �a�ca�. O�oo xoëp � ���
QQ.
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d) Ma�a�x ��p��� a�yy�a�.
e) To� �oxo� �; �a�a �~`~�� x���.
f) X�x �a�;�o�o� x����� xQ� % �a��x���.
g) T���� �a�a apx� ����pQ�.
h) �� � c�� �a��aa [� yy? 

EXERCISES
a) Answer the questions as they apply to you: 

1. Ta�a� �a�p `~�=� a�; �a�� �a��a �Q?
2. $� cyp�yy�;�}} xaa�yyp ]�
 �{�Q� �Q?
3. @�Q �o�=� xQ�QQ ��Q
 �yycax �Q?
4. Ha�� �ap�a��aa �ap�a���a� yy? 
5. Xoëp `�� �o�o��o
 �a��a� [y `��` �Q?
6. Ta�a� �a�p�= xa
yy� �o� ��� [�?
7. �p����� %��; #o�x xaa*aa xap�a� �Q?
8. '�pQQ %��; xaa�a �a��a� �Q?
9. A����� ca��ap xaa�a �a��a �Q?
10. $� ���{Q� �QQ���{ ]�ax �_{�}� [y? 

b) Translate from English into Mongolian: 

1. Along which side of the road did you come? 
2. Do you sit on the right of Baatar? 
3. -How did you get here? I didn’t see you coming. 
4. -I came under the bridge. 
5. This picture is quite nice. 
6. Do you know that man in a greenish hat? 
7. -Can I have all the sweets? 
8. -No, you can’t. There are only four left. Let’s have two each. 
9. Yesterday I saw deer on the other side of the mountain. 
10. There is only one tree behind the house, but three in the front. 

c) Translate from Mongolian into English: 

1. -$� �%���p��� ���~� ]�ap �Q
 �o�o
 �a��a? 
2. -O�oo ca�� ���~ �Q
 �o�o
 �a��a.
3. �a�=� �����QQ �Q� �Q����p �a��a�.
4. Ma�a� cyp�__���� xo��o �Q� ����{ �o� ���.
5. �a� �a�*������ #aa�yyp ]�ca�, %� �aa�yyp �; �{
QQ.
6. �pa�*aa ]��a� �o�� yy�a�� x�p�Q.
7. �aa�ap *a�aap �~~*~~ �yy
 ]�aa xapa��ca�.
8. O[_��yy� ����QQ{QQ �}a��a�paa x���QQ��� �a��.
9. TQp x�� #a��aa�a� �o�o��co�.
10. ��x%��� "a�aa� capaap �ap����a�.

SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY
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�aa�a� naadam sport festival; Naada 

xa
yy hajuu side 

�~� gol river 

�yyc�a-(�yyc�ax) duusgah to finish, end (trans) 

���� lift lift 

xa*aa(-�) xashaa fence 

���{(-Q�) güür bridge 

�a��ap tatvar tax 

�y�a� gutal boot; shoe 

�ox;-(�ox�x) zohih to suit 

�aapa��-(�aapa��ax) taaraaldah to bump into 

�aap-(�aapax) taarah to fit, suit 

�����Qp üildver factory; industry 
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INDEX OF MONGOLIAN INFLEXIONS 
Inflexion Chapter and subsection
-aa4 3–4 

aa4  5–3 

-aa4  6–3 

-aa-4  7–2 

-aa���4  6–4 

-aa�4  8–4 

-aa�4  14–5 

-aap4  6–1 

-aap4  9–3 

-aap4  9–4 

-aapa�4  8–6 

-aac  4–3 

-aa�4  8–6 

-aa%4  8–6 

-a�4  3–2 

-a�4  3–1 

-ax4  1–2 

-�a�4  10–1 

�Q  2–4 

-�  3–2 

-�a�4  10–1 

-��ap4  14–4 

-�%  8–5 

�Q  2–4 

-�  1–3 

-�a-4  7–2 

-�aa-4  7–2 



-�aap4  6–1 

-�aac  4–3 

-��-  12–1 

-����  2–2 

-���  2–5 

-�  3–1 

-�  4–6 

-�-  12–1 

-�a�4  4–1 

-�y�aap2  11–4 

-
  2–3 

-
QQ  9–5 

-�a4  3–4 

-�a�4  8–4 

-�ap4  6–1 

-�ac  4–3 

-�
  2–3 

-��  2–2 

-���  1–3 

-���  2–2 

-�x  1–2 

-�aa4  8–2 

-��a-4  7–2 

-����  10–6 

-��-  14–1 

�yy2  9–1 

-�#-  13–1 

-�aap4  12–5 

-�  2–2 

-�a4  1–2 

-�aac  4–3 

�ap  4–6 
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pyy2  9–1 

-c  4–6 

-caap4  12–4 

-ca�4  5–1 

-�  3–1 

-�-  12–1 

-�a�3  5–2 

-�a�4  11–1 

yy2  2–4 

-yy�2  4–6 

-yy�-2  7–2 

-yy�2  11–3 

-yyp  14–2 

-x  1–2 

-xa�4  13–4 

-xa�4  14–4 

-xa�4  14–5 

-x�aap4  9–3 

-%  2–3 

-%�x  9–5 

-%yy�2  4–6 

-%QQ 9–5 

-*  14–2 

-*aa4  14–2 

-?ë  8–1 

-?]  8–1 

-=  2–2 

-=�  1–3 

-=�  2–2 

-;e  8–1 

[y2  2–4 

-]4  8–1 
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MONGOLIAN-ENGLISH VOCABULARY 
A a�� taste 

aa� father a���a� tasty 

a�aa%�x to take a�;�pax to live 

a�ax a) to take; b) to buy a�x(-a�) first 

a��a� wife a�%�� hunter 

a�yy big, great ap back 

a�%�pax to bring apa�* backwards 

a�%pyy�ax have s.b. bring s.b. apa�(-a�) ten 

a�yy(-�) horse(s), (male or female) apa��y�aap cap October 

    apa� a little 

a��� a) class; b) classroom ap�a� �Q����QQp
cap

November

A���� England 

a���� English 

ap�a� xoëp�y�aap
cap

December 

a�� ap� behind home, family, house, houseold 

apx�(-�)

a�pa�(-a�)   

arkhi, Mongolian vodka, 
drink

  acyy�� question 

airag (kumiss, fermented mare’s 
milk) 

acyyx to ask 

a�x to fear (+abl) ax elder brother 

a
�� work ax years older 

a
���ax to work a]�a(-�) cup, bowl 

a
��%�� worker a]�a� comfortable 

a�a� piebald     

a�ax to kill �

a��ap name (hon.) �aaca� �}{�� Friday 

a�x(-a�) hammer, mallet �a�a little 

a�;(-��) which �a�a ca�a a little 

a�ap ease, peace, rest; easy, peaceful, 
restful

�a��ax to fit, include, contain 

    �a�* teacher 

a�apxa� easy �a��(-a�) bank 
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a�ap
�a��a�

peaceful; peacefully �}��__�ax cause to be, establish 

a�pax to rest �a���ax let be, leave be 

�a���ax to fight �yyx to get out; dismount 

�_#aax to send back �a��a yy hello (on the phone) 

�y#ax to return, go/come back 

�a�p(-a�) building, flat; hostel 

�y#�ax to boil (intr.) 

�a�x to be ���� all, everything 

�a�x aa perhaps, maybe 

�apa��ax to be finished 

����QQ{QQ everybody, all (of them, us, etc) 

�apax to finish ������ fat, thick 

��p each, every �ap���ax to be held, be arrested 

��p at all 

�ap���ax to wrestle ������ female 

�ap�x to hold ���Q� ca�� ���p Sunday 

�ap�y�ax to be eaten (by predators) ���Q` to be completed, be finished 

�apyy� right, west ���QQ��Qx have s.t. made 

�ac also, as well, too   (caus. of domth) 

�a]� rich ��� don’t! 

�a]p�a�aa thank you ��` x�� everybody 

�a]p�ax be happy, get happy ��x(-Q�) all 

�a]p�a� goodbye �Q���Qx to prepare 

�� I �Q�%QQp pasture 

���(-Q�) we �Q�Q� gift 

��e body, health �]��a �}{�� Saturday 

��e ��eQ each other �]pyy two-year-old calf 

���QQ was, were (past tense copula) 

�

������ don’t! �aa�; customs 

��%�` to write �a�a�* out(wards), 

�o�� holy �a�aa outside 

�o�� yy� name of a mountain �a�aa� outside, foreign 
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�a�yyp outer, outside �o�ox a) to think b) to calculate 

�a� harm, danger 

�a���� not bad, OK. �o��ox cause to become, make… 

�a�xax

�o��oo that’s it   

be surprised, astonished 

�o�ox may, possible; to become �a�xyy�ax to surprise, astonish; show off 

�opoo(-�) rain �a� fire 

�opoo opox to rain �a� �o�oo�=   

�ocox to get up, rise �p�� kitchen 

�o�; volume �a�� �Q{Q�(-Q�) train 

�}�# only one, single ��x a) wrestler 
b) strong, hard 

�}�#`}� one, only the one 

�y�a deer �Qp hand 

�yca� the others �apax

�__�}� stop, station   

a) to go out; leave 
b) to climb 

�ap�ax to get s.t out �yy�(-a�) buuz, a kind of stuffed dumpling

�}`}� pig 

�~ë beautiful ��p���Qx ���p Thursday 

�~ë� ornament, decoration �y�aap number (room, phone, etc.) 

�~� river �y��y� envelope 

�_}� Mr., Mrs., form of address �y�� middle, central; among 

�_}�� cafeteria �y�aaxa� warm 

�_{}�(-a�) three �yp�a� to like (+dat) 

��{}��}`; ���p Wednesday �y�ax to lack, be without 

�_{}��_�}}{ cap March �_�yy lacking, less 

�_{�� flour, dough �yy(-�) sound 

�y�a� boot; shoe �yy�apax to make a noise 

���` to run �yy�ax to hear; sing 

���p(-Q�) bridge �yycax to finish 

�_}�� cafeteria 

�Q�Q� suddenly 

�yyc�ax to finish, end (trans) 

�Qp “ger”, yurt; home ��� years younger 
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�QpQ� �ypa� photograph 

�Q�Q� but 

��� younger brother/ sister 

���pQ{ full �Q` to say 

�Q����p shop 

�

�}}4 emphatic particle 

�Qp�Q� a) beside; b) by, alongside, near 

�aa��a�ap homework 

�a�aa �ap�� Monday 

�QQp on, above, over; better 

�a�� war �QQ* up, upwards 

�}�{}x to bump into, hit (of car) 

E

�a�p_y�ax to be hit (by a car) ep �; in general 

�}��}} always ec(-��) nine 

�}�x kettle 

�apaa (postposition) after 

ec���QQp cap September 

�ap�a boss, chief, director Ë 

�ac�}� exercise ëpoo� base, bottom 

�}x�}� again ëc(-o�) custom, habit 

�}x�x to repeat, do again 

�o��_�aap cap July 

�o�oo(-�) seven 

ë��~� necessary; must, have to 

�o�oo xo�o� week 	

�~~* down(wards) 
aaxa� a little 


ap�a� happiness �op under (postposition) 


ap�ax be happy, get happy 

�~{�~ east 
�� year 

�~{~�* downwards 
��c fruit 

�~{~~ immediately 
�
�� small 

�~�~{ in, inside 
�
��xQ� small(-ish) 

�~x�x to gesture 
�
��{ doorman, concierge 

��p��(-��) four 
o�oo% driver 

��p�����QQp cap April     
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� ��Q` to eat 

���QQ�
 parcel �a (interjection) O.K etc. 

���� more, over, extra 

��� like this �aax a) tell, teach; b) to show; point 

��* this way 

�a� free time, leisure �{Q` to come 

�}��}� having free time, free �x much; many; great; very, a 
lot

�x cyp�yy�; university �a��ax to open (bottles, packets etc.) 

�xQ�x most 

�}�{}x to misbehave; be exposed, shown 
up

�

�}�}� piebold ���~ film, cinema 

�}� road, way     

�}�yy young; young man �

�ap�� some �a� lama, monk 

�ap���aa sometimes ���� lift 

�xa��a �ap�� Wednesday �ax border, edge; collar (of clothes 
etc)     

�ax�a(-�) letter �

�ax�pax to govern �a� here, here you are 

�o�ox to suffer �a� livestock 

�o�cox to stop (intr.) Ma��a� hat 

�o�coox to stop (tr.) �a��ax to herd 

�o�o��ox to fight, brawl �a�%�� herder, herdsman 

�o�ox to beat, thump �a�a� our 

�oo��ox to eat, consume (hon.) �a�a�x my house; my family 

�ox�x to suit �a�a�xa� my family, our 

���x�� only   people 

�y� summer �ap�aa* tomorrow 

�ypa� picture �ap�a��ax to argue, squabble, 

�ypa��a� illustrated   quarrel 

�ypa�%�� photographer �ap�ax to argue, debate, 
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�ypa� ground squirrel   dispute 

�ypa% to draw, to paint �ap�ax to forget 

�yp�aa(-�) six �ax(-a�) meat 

�y{�}�y�}}{
cap

June �a* very 

�yy(-�) hundred �a*�� car 

��� direction; towards ����� my 

���� left, east ���; my, of mine 

�o�(-o�) tree, wood; wooden ���x to wear (hanging on) 

Mo��o�,
�o��o�

Mongolia, Mongol 

�Q��Qx to scold, chastise �op�ox to set off 

antelope, �op;(-��) horse 

Mongolian gazelle Moc��a Moscow 

�QQp(-Q�)

�����(-�) silver; money 

 ��{�����`

�� magic, sorcery   

to collide, crash (of car) 

o�ox to find ��{��` to butt (like goat), 
headbutt o� year 

��%�{ branch o��o�x

�yy bad   

to open (door, window) 

�Q�Q` to know op�o� palace 

op bed �Q����Q` to let know, tell, inform 

opo� evening 

�Q���Q` to greet opoo�� scarf 

�]��ap �ap�� Tuesday opoox 

�]��a(-�) thousand   

to wrap around, rollup 

Opoc Russia �Q�� health 

opoc Russian 

H opox to enter 

�aa� this opyy�ax to let in 

op%�� about, roughly �aa�a� sport festival; Naadam 

op%yy�ax to translate 
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�aa�a this side opx�x to leave behind 

o%�x to go to, visit �aa* this way, to here, hither 

ox�� daughter, girl 

�}��(-a�) eight ox�� ��� younger sister 

�a���y�aap
cap

August ox�� �}�� girlfriend 

�a�� friend o[y�}� student 

�a�ap autumn     

�ap(-a�) sun �

�ap�a� sunny ����x to get ill, to hurt 

�ac age, years ���� winter 

�ac �apax to die, pass on ��%�� sickness 

��cQx to fly ��%�Q� ill 

�o�oo� green �����(-�) morning 

�o���� last year ��������
#a�

breakfast 

�oë� prince, noble man ���x to give 

�o� book ���p day 

�o�=� can library ��p��� `~~� lunch 

�oxo� dog ��c�x to feel/be hungry 

����� that; the other ��� trousers 

��x�p husband; comrade ����

�y�a� land, homeland   

���(-Q�) eye   

(postposition) before, in front of, 
ago

�Q�(-Q�) one ���� front; south 

�Q����QQ{ cap January ����` to wear, put on 

�Q��Qx ���p Monday ��c�x to feel/be hungry 

�]� �}{�� Sunday ����{�` to pass, elapse; togo by 

O ����{��� past; last 

o�� at all; really ����{ tall 

o�oo now ���� this 

o���ox to understand ������p today 

o��c sock(s) ���� opo� tonight 
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o�o� many ����x the one, the same 

��p else, other, 
different

c���Qx

��p��  one’s self; oneself   

to get a wife for dowry 

��x(-��) fat c��(-�) milk 

�p�� west cQ� secretly 

�p��(-�) room cQ�
 the fat around the 

�%����p yesterday   gut 

� T 

�a�;�o coat, overcoat �a you (formal) 

���o(-o�) beer �aapax to fit, suit 

��pQ� �ap�� Thursday �aapa��ax to bump into 

    �a� peace, comfort 

P �a�a� plate 

pyy/�yy2 �a�(-a�) five towards

C

caapa� grey 

�a�a� xo*yy
�a�

caax to milk   

ca�cax to rise, puff 
(steam, smoke, 
etc)

the Five Kinds of Animals, the five animals 
herded by the Mongols: horses, sheep, 
cattle, camels and goats. 

ca�� minister, official �a��ax; ���p Friday 

ca�� good, well �a��y�aap cap May 

ca�� �a��a yy how are you �a��x to put 

ca�xa� beautiful, nice �a��a�

ca�xa� “bon appetit”,   

peacefully; comfortable 

xoo��oopo� enjoy! �a��a� peace; peaceful 

ca��ap blackboard, board �a��ax to take off (clothes) 

ca�aa(-�) thought, idea �a� steppe 

ca�aa �o�ox to worry �a�x bread 

ca�(-�) store, storehouse �a�x�(-�) tobacco 

ca�ax to remember, 
think of 

�a�a�x your house; yor family 
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ca��}� chair    

ca�x�� treasury; financial �a�a�xa� your people 

cap month �a��� acquaintance 

capyy� bright; vast �a��x

ca] just, just now   

co��� a. newspaper; b. 
interesting

a) to recognise, be acqauinted with s.b. b) to 
know (a person) 

what’s new? �a���#ax to get know co��� ca�xa�
[y �a��a? 

�a���#yy�ax to introduce 

co�cox to hear, listen to �apa� yogurt 

cypax to sudy, to learn �ap�a�a(-�) marmot, prairie dog 

cyp�ax to teach (cause to 
learn)

�a�ax to draw, pull; smoke 

cyp�yy�; school �a��ap tax 

cyp�a�a study, studies �ea�p theatre 

cyyx to sit; to live ���� yes 

����x�� like that c�� dowry, gifts to 
bride’s family 

����x��� therefore 

���* that way yp�a� art 

�o�oo(-�) pan, pot yp�x to invite 

�o��o� head ypyy�ax to be bitten (by a dog etc.) 

�o��o�
a�axyy�ax lose one’s head yp;�

�o� big, large   

ago, previously, once upon a 
time 

�o�oo�o� good, quiet yc water 

�oo(-�) number y�ac(-a�) phone, wire; thread 

�oo �o�ox calculate y�ac�ax to telephone 

�oo�= �a*�� calculator yy�(-a�) mountain, hill 

yy��ax to meet ����� (postposition) for (the sake of) 

yyp steam; anger 

���c(-��) potato yyp�ax to get angry (+dat.) 

��p�x to be born yyp�yy�ax to make s.b. angry 

��c�Q� similar yyp�a� angry 
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�y�a� calf yyx to drink 

�y� because yxax to dig 

�y��ax to clink (glasses) y%�p reason 

�yc help _%paac because 

�yc�a� special     

�yc�ax to help Y 

�yxa� about (postposition) ��(-Q�) word, words 

���x history ���� no 

�Q�Qx to do that, do like that, do that 
way 

��QQc
xo�*

in the afternoon, afternoon 

�Q�QQ� then; and then ��Q*�Q� party, soiree 

�Q� they �e time 

�Q����� they (coll.) �����Qx to show 

�Q�QQ(-�) camel ��Q� pen 

�Q�� there; (over) there ��Qx

�Qp a) he, she, it; b) that   

to see; try, experience 

    ���Qx

�   

to stay behind, be left behind 

y�aax to wash �����Qp factory; industry 

y�aa� slow, slowly ��Q price 

y�a���� soon, not long after ��Q�(-Q�) fox 

y�ax��� soon ��Q��Qx ID card 

y�c country, state ��Q�Q� expensive, pricey 

y�ap north ��QQ(-�) cow (female) 

y�a�aax to drop, push over ��cQx to kiss 

y�ax to ride �p�Q�
 always, often 

y�ax to fall �c(-Q�) hair 

_�� drink ��p nest 

y��ax to sleep �xQp cow, cattle 

y�*�` to read �`Q` to die 

ypa�* southwards     

�ypa� �ypa� painted/drawn picture 

�pa�# France 
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yp� front, in front ��pa�# French 

X xo�� north 

xaa��a door xo�* north(wards) 

xaa���}� closed xo�o� day (24 hrs) 

xaa� Khan, emperor xo�ox to stay 

xaa�a where `~�;(-��) sheep 

xaax to close xo� far 

xaa%�x to go where `~~� food, meal 

`~~��~` to eat (hon.) xaa* where to, whichway 

xo�ox

xaa*aa where to   

xa�; area   

to spend a day and a night, stay the 
night

xa�ac ca��
���p

Saturday `~�

xa
yy side   

city, town; settlement 

xa
yy� (postposition) beside xo*yy(-�)

xa�p love   

banner (an admin. division), area, land 

xa�p#a� box xo*yy kind, sort 

xa�p�a� in love with (+dat) `�����` thrown out 

xa�x to look for x����(-�) countryside 

xa�yy� hot x��x to chase; expel 

xa�aa relation x��e an interjection, hoy! 

xa�aa��� doesn’t matter, never mind

x��px�� poor, poor thing 

xa����� most, -est `�` blue 

xa�a wall xy�#}�(-
a�)

clothes

xa��a� a cold, flu xy�;��}� revolution 

xap black xypa�

xapa��ax to be seen   

meeting, conference 

xapa��aa(-�) pencil xyp�a� quick, quickly 

xapax to look (at) xy#}` to bark (like dog) 

xap��#ax to correspond xyy%�� old 
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xap�� but 

xap�� QQ hm, I don’t know 

xyy*yyp huushuur, a kind of fried stuffed 
pancake

xap�y�ax to tend, look after (of 
herds) x���Q� cold 

xap�y�ax to answer `��QQx to wait (for) 

xap�x to return, go home `����� people 

xap;#ax to relate to x�� person 

`�� ��xQ� everybody xa�a� queen, noble woman 

x�pQx to reach, get to 

xa*aa(-�) fence `�� son 

x��xQ� child `��` a) to do, make 
b) to put (in) 

`Q���� when 

`�%QQ� class, lesson `Q�(-Q�) how many 

xoëp two `Q�Q� several 

xoëp�ax; ���p Tueday `Q�QQ when (question) 

xoëp�y�aap cap February `Q� language; tongue 

xoëy� both `Q�Q` to say, speak 

xo��o north; behind; after `Q�Q�#Q` to discuss 

`Q�QQ` to say %�xQp sugar, sweets 

xQ� who %o�o(-�) wolf 

`QpQ� if %_�yy(-�) stone 

`Q{Q���� must not, need not     

xQpQ��Qx to use '

`Q{Q��Q� necessary, need to *ap yellow 

`Q{QQ(-�) crow *ap�a bay (colour) 

`Q#�� difficult *apax to fry 

chestnut (colour) *a�(-a�) stairs xQQp

*a�ap chess 

" *a�ap�ax to play chess 

#aa�a that side *��Q�%�� servant-girl 

#aac paper *�� like, similar to 

#aa* that way, to there, thither *�� magic, sorcery 
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*��(-Q�) bottle, glass 

#a� time, hour *��Q new 

#a�aa� white *�pQQ(-�) a) table 
b) throne 

'~��}�� Scotland 

"a�aa�
cap

Mongolian New Year (usu. in Feb.; lit. 
“white moon”) 

*~��}�� Scottish 

#a��aa police *��� night 

*�� soup #a�ax be satisfied, sated,full up 

*y�yy(-�) bird 

#a� tea 

#a� %a�ax to make tea 

*yy� straight away, 
immediately 

#a��ax to be thirsty *yy�a� post, post office 

#ac(-a�) snow 

#�p� circus 

*�� emphatic particle, “isn’t 
it”, etc. 

#o�x window *���QQ(-�) cupboard 

#�� all, everything;each one *��pQx to grab, seize 

#��x(-Q�) bag @

#Q�Q{�Q` to clean Q�% elder sister 

#Q�Q{`Q� clean, tidy Q�Q� liver 

#Q{Q� soldier Q�%(-��) messenger, ambassador 

Q�%�� ca��=� embassy 

"Q#Q{�Q� name of a town (= “garden”) 

]}�   

$

% even 

Q� a) female; b) medicine 

%}��}�# old lady Q�Q��Q� female, woman 

%a�ax can, to be able Q�% doctor  

Q�Q this %a�ax  to boil (tr., tea, soup, etc) 

Qp�Q�Q jewel, gem 

Qp�Q���� precious %��Q��Q� ornament, decoration 

Q{� early 

Q{��� health %���Qx to do this, do likethis 

Q{��� �Q�����
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%��; your, of yours ����� cheers 

QQ
 mother, mum \

Q` mother ]a�(-a�) office, ministry 

Q`�Q` to begin, start 

Q`�Q{ wife 

]}�}� how (lit ‘done what’) 

Qx(-Q�) begining, start ]aca� ca�� how nice/good 

Q#Q� father 

Q#Q� end, final. last 

]ax to do what?, how todo? 

QQ (interjection) oh ]�ax to go 

]�yy�ax to send 
Z ]� exactly, right 

[� (copula) be ]�pax to be tired 

[�(-a�) thing ]�yy poor 

nothing ]�ax[���� to win, defeat, bevictorious 

[�ca�

(here) want to, intend to ]�a��ax

to lose, be defeated 

]�aa(-�) goat [�ca� (here) was, were (past tense copula) 

]�ap what kind of 

[� %��; because 

[y �Q�Q� because 

]p��#ax to talk, talk with, converse 

[y �Q
 why (do you ask) ]p�x to speak, talk 

[y(-�) what     
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ENGLISH-MONGOLIAN VOCABULARY 
A

(be) able %a�ax

about op%��

about (postposition) �yxa�

above �QQp

acquaintance �a���

(be) acqauinted with s.b. �a��x, �a���#ax

after (postposition) �apaa, xo�*

afternoon ��QQc xo�*

again �}`�}�

age �ac(-a�)

ago (postposition) ����, yp;�

airag a�pa�(-a�)

all ��`, ����, #��

all (of them, us, etc) ����QQ{QQ

alongside �Qp�Q�

also �ac

always �}��}}, �p�Q�


ambassador Q�%(-��)

among �_��

anger yyp 

angry yyp�a�

get angry (+dat.) yyp�ax

make s.b. angry yyp�yy�ax

answer xap�y�ax

antelope �QQp(-Q�)

April ��p���y�QQp cap 

area xa�;

argue �ap�ax, ax 



arkhi apx�(-�)

arrest �ap�x

(be) arrested �ap���ax

art yp�a�

ask acyyx 

astonish �a�xyy�ax

(be) astonished ra�xax

at all ��p, o��

August �a���y�aap cap 

autumn �a�ap

B

back ap, xo��

backwards apa�*, xo�*

bad �yy

bag #��x(-Q�)

bank �a��(-a�)

banner xo*yy(-�)

bark (like dog) xy#ax

base ëpoo�

bay (colour) *ap�a

be a) �a�x
b) (copula) [�

beat �o�ox

beautiful �~ë, ca�xa�

because �y�, _%paac, [� %��;, [y �Q�Q�

become �o�ox

bed op 

beer ���o(-o�)

before (postposition) ����, yp�

begin Q`�Q`

begining Q`(-Q�)

beside (postposition) �Qp�Q�, xa
yy�

better �QQp
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big �o�

bird *y�yy(-�)

(be) bitten ypyy�ax

black xap 

blackboard ca��ap

blue `�`

board ca��ap

body ��e

boil a) (intr.) �y#�ax
b) (tr.) %a�ax

book �o�

“bon appetit” ca�xa� xoo��oopo�

boot �y�a�

border �ax

(be) born ��p�x

boss �ap�a

both xoëy�

bottle *��(-Q�)

bottom ëpoo�

bowl a]�a(-�)

box xa�p#a�

branch ��%�{

brawl �o�o��ox

bread �a�x

breakfast �������� #a�

bridge ���p(-Q�)

bright capyy�

bring a�%�pax

brother ax, ���

building �a�p(-a�)

bump into �aapa��ax

bump into (hit) �a�pax

but �Q�Q�, xap��
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butt (like goat) ��{��`

buuz �yy�(-a�)

buy a�ax

by �Qp�Q�

C

cafeteria �_}��

calculate (�oo) �o�ox

calculator �oo�= �a*��

calf �y�a�

calf (two-year-old) �]pyy 

camel �Q�QQ(-�)

can %a�ax

car �a*��

cattle �xQp

cause to be �a��yy�ax

central �_��

chair ca��a�

chase x��x

chastise �Q��Qx

cheers Q{��� �Q����� �����

chess *a�ap

chestnut (colour) xQQp

chief �ap�a

child `��`Q�

cinema ���~

circus #�p�

city `~�

class a���, x�%QQ�

classroom a���

clean a, v #Q�Q{`Q�, #Q�Q{�Q`

climb �apax

clink (glasses) �y��ax

close xaax 
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closed xaa���}�

clothes xy�#ac(-a�)

coat �a�;�o

cold `���Q�, xa��a�

collar (of clothes) �ax

collide (of car) ��{�����`

come �{Q`

come back �y#ax

comfort �a�

comfortable a]�a�, �a��a�

complete ���QQ`, `��`

(be) completed ���Q`

comrade ��x�p

concierge 
�
��p

conference xypa�

consume �oo��ox (hon.)

contain �a��ax

converse ]p��#ax

correspond xap��#ax

country y�c

countryside x����(-�)

cow ��QQ(-�), �xQp

crash (of car) ��{�����`

crow `Q{QQ(-�)

cup a]�a(-�)

cupboard *���QQ(-�)

custom ëc(-o�)

customs �aa�;

D

danger �a�

daughter ox��

day ���p, xo�o�
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debate �ap�ax

December ap�a� xoëp�y�aap cap 

decoration %��Q��Q�, �~ë�

deer �y�a

defeat ]�ax

(be) defeated ]�a��ax

die �xQx, �ac �apax

different ��p

difficult `Q#��

dig yxax 

direction ���

director �ap�a

discuss `Q�Q�#Q`

dismount �yyx 

dispute �ap�ax

do `��`

do like that �Q�Qx

do like this %���Qx

(to) do what? ]ax

doctor Q�%

doesn’t matter xa�aa���

dog �oxo�

don’t! ������, ���

door xaa��a

doorman 
�
��{

dough �_{��

down �oo*

downwards �opo�*, �oo*

dowry c��

draw �ypax 

drink n, v a) y��
b) apx�(-�)�
c) yyx 
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driver 
~�~~%

drop y�a�aax

E

each ��p

each one ����, #��

each other ��e ��eQ

early Q{�

ease a�ap

east �~{�~, �yy�

easy a�ap, a�apxa�

eat `~~��~`, ��Q`, �oo��ox

(be) eaten �����Qx, �ap�y�ax

edge �ax

egg �����(-��)

eight �}��(-a�)

elder ax, ax�a�

else ��p

embassy Q�%�� ca��=� ]a�

emperor xaa�

end n, v(trans) Q#Q�, �yyc�ax

England A����

English a����

enter opox 

envelope �y��y�

establish �a��yy�x

even %

evening opo�

every ��p

everybody ����QQ{QQ, x�� ��`Q�

everything ����, #��

exactly ]�

exercise �}c�a�

expel x��x
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expensive ��Q�Q�

experience ��Qx

(be) exposed �}�{}x

extra ����

eye ���(-Q�)

F

factory �����Qp

fall y�ax

family a��

far xo�

fat n, a ��x(-��), ������

father Q#Q�, aa�

fear (+abl) a�x

February xoëp�y�aap cap 

female Q�Q��Q�

fence xa*aa(-�)

fight �a���ax, �o�o��ox

film ���~

final Q#Q�

financial ca�`��

find o�ox

finish a) �apax, �yycax�
b) (trans) �yyc�ax

(be) finished �apa��ax, ���Qx

fire �a�

first a�x(-a�)

fit �a��ax, �aapax

five �a�(-a�)

flat �a�p(-a�)

flour �_{��

flu xa��a�

fly ��cQx

food `~~�
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for (postposition the sake of) �����

forget �ap�ax

four ��p��(-��)

fox ��Q�(-Q�)

France �pa�#

free �a�

French �pa�#

Friday �aaca� �}{��, �a��ax; ���p

friend �}��

front ����, yp�

fruit 
��c

fry *apax

full ���pQ�

full up #a�ax

G

gem Q{�Q�Q

(in) general ep �;

ger �Q{

gesture �~x�x

get out �yyx 

get s.t out �ap�ax

get to x�pQx

get up �ocox

gift �Q�Q�

girl ������, ox��, x��xQ�

girlfriend ox�� �}��

give ���x

go ]�ax, o%�x

go home xap�x

go out �apax

go where xaa%�x

goat ]�aa(-�)

good ca��, �o�oo�o�
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goodbye �a]p�a�

govern �ax�pax

glass *��(-Q�)

grab *��pQx

great a�yy, �x

green �o�oo�

greet �Q���Q`

grey caapa�

H

habit ëc(-o�)

hair �c(-Q�)

hammer a�x(-a�)

hand �Qp

happiness 
ap�a�, �a]p

(be) happy 
ap�ax, �a]p�ax

get happy 
ap�ax, �a]p�ax

hard ��x

harm �a�

hat �a��a�

have to ëc�o�

have s.b. bring a�%pyy�ax

have s.t. made (ë��=� �� ���Q`) ���QQ��Qx

he �Qp

head �o��o�

headbutt ��{��`

health Qp��� �Q��

hear �yy�ax, co�cox

(be) held �ap���ax

hello (on the phone) �a��a yy 

help n, v �yc, �yc�ax

herd �a��ax

herder �a�%��

herdsman �a�%��
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here Q��

here you are �a�

hill yy�(-a�)

history ���x

hit (of car) �a�pax

(be) hit (by a car) �a�pyy�ax

hither �aa*

hm, I don’t know xap�� QQ

hold �ap�x

holy �o��

home a��, �Q{

homeland �y�a�

homework �aa��a�ap

horse a�yy(-�), �op;(-��)

hostel �a�p(-a�)

hot xa�yy�

hour #a�

house �a�*��, �a�p(-a�)

household a��

housework �Q{��� a
��

how ]a


how are you ca�� �a��a yy 

how many `Q�(-Q�)

how nice/good ]aca� ca��

how to do? ]ax

hoy! (an interjection) x��e

hundred �yy(-�)

(be) hungry ��c�x

hunter a�%��

hurt ����x

husband ��x�p

I
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I ��

ID card ��Q��Qx

idea ca�aa(-�)

if `Q{Q�

ill ��%�Q�

get ill ����x

illustrated �ypa��a�

immediately *yy�, �~{~~

in �~�~{

include �a��ax

industry �����Qp

inform �Q����Q`

inside �~�~{

intend to [�ca�

interesting co���

introduce �a���#yy�ax

invite yp�x

“isn’t it” (emphatic particle) *��

it �Qp

J

January �Q����QQp cap 

jewel Q{�Q�Q

July �o��y�aap cap 

June �y{�}�y�}}{ cap 

just ]�, ca]

just now ca]

K

kettle �}�x

Khan xaa�

kill a�ax

kiss ��cQx

kitchen �a� �o�oo�= �p��

know �Q�Q`, �a��x
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get to know �a���#ax

L

lack �y�ax

lacking �y�yy

lama �a�

land �y�a�

language `Q�

large �o�

last Q#Q�

last year �o����

learn cypax, �Q�Q`

leave be �a���ax

leave (behind) opx�x, ���QQx

leave (go) �apax

left ����

leisure �a�

less �y�yy

lesson x�%QQ�

let be �a���ax

letter �ax�a(-�)

library �o�=� can 

lift ����

like �yp�a�

like (similar) *��

like that ����x��

listen (to) co�cox

little �a�a

a little apa�; �a�a ca�a, 
aaxa�

live a�;�pax

liver Q�Q�

livestock �a�

look after (of herds) xap�y�ax

look (at) xapax 
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look for xa�x

lose ]�a��ax

love xa�p

in love with (+dat)  xa�p�}�, �y{�ax

lunch ��p��� xoo�

M

magic ��, *��

make `��`

mallet a�x(-a�)

many o�o�, �x

March ��{}��_�}}{ cap 

marmot �ap�a�a(-�)

May �a��y�aap cap 

may �o�ox

maybe �a�x aa 

meal `~~�

meat �ax(-a�)

medicine Q�

meet yy��ax

meeting xypa�

messenger Q�%(-��)

middle �_��

milk a) n ��c��(-�)
b) v caax 

(of) mine ���;

minister ca��

ministry ]a�(-a�)

misbehave �}�{}x

Monday �}�}a �}{��, �Q��Qx ���p

money �����(-�)

Mongol �o��o�

Mongolia Mo��o�

Mongolian New Year "a�aa� cap 
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monk �a�

month cap 

more ����

morning �����(-�)

Moscow Moc��a

most, -est �`Q�`, xa�����

mother Qx, QQ


mountain yy�(-a�)

Mr. �_}�

Mrs. �_}�

much �x

must ëc�o�

must not xQpQ���_

my �����, ���;

N

Naadam �aa�a�

name (hon.) a��ap

near �Qp�Q�

necessary ëc�o�; `Q{Q��Q�

need not `Q{Q����

need to `Q{Q��Q�

nest ��{

never mind xa�aa���

new *��Q

newspaper co���

nice ca�`}�

night *���

nine ec(-��)

no ����

nobleman �oë�

noblewoman xa�a�

north y�ap, xo��

north(wards) xo�*
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not -���

not bad �a����

not long after y�a����

nothing [����

November ap�a� �Q����QQp cap 

now o�oo

number �oo(-�)

number (room, phone, etc.) �y�aap

O

October apa��y�aap cap 

office ]}�(-a�)

official ca��

often �}��}}, �p�Q�


oh (interjection) QQ

O.K. (interjection) �a

OK. (not bad) �a����

old x��*��, xyy%��

older (years of age) ax 

on �QQ{

once upon a time yp;�

one �Q�(-Q�)

oneself ��p��

only ���x��

only the one �}�#`}�

open (bottles, packets etc.) �a��ax

open (door, window) o��o�x, o��o���ox

ornament %��Q��Q�, �~ë�

other ��p

others �_�a�

our �a�a�

outer �a�yyp 

outside �a�yyp, �a�aa
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outside (foreign) �a�aa�

outside (outwards) �a�a�*

over (location) �QQp

over (superfluous) ����

overcoat �a�;�o

P

paint �ypax 

painted picture ypa� �ypa�

palace op�o�

pan �o�oo(-�)

paper #aac

parcel ���QQ�


party ��Q*�Q�

pass on �ac �apax

pass the night xo�ox

pasture �Q�%QQp

peace a�ap, �a�

peaceful a�ap, �a��a�

peacefully a�ap, �a��a�, �a��a�

pen ��Q�

pencil xapa��aa(-�)

people `�����

perhaps �a�x aa 

person x��

piebald a�a�, *ap�a

picture �ypa�

pig �}`}�

phone y�ac(-a�)

photograph �QpQ� �ypa�

photographer �ypa�%��

plate �a�a�

play �o��ox

point �aax
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police #a��aa

poor ]�yy, x��px��

possible �o�ox

precious Q{�Q����

prepare �Q���Qx

previously yp;�

price ��Q

pricey ��Q�Q�

prince �oë�

post *yy�a�

potato ���c(-��)

puff (steam, smoke, etc) ca�cax

pull �a�ax

push over y�a�aax

put �a��x� x��x

put on ����`

Q

quarrel �ap�a��ax

queen xa�a�

question acyy��

quick xyp�a�

quickly xyp�a�

quiet �o�oo�o�

R

rain n, v �opoo(-�), �opoo opox 

reach x�pQx

read y�*�`

reason y%�p

recognise �a��x

relate to xap;#ax

relation xa�aa

remember ca�ax

repeat �ax�x
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rest n, v a�ap, a�pax

restful a�ap

return xap�x, �y#ax

revolution xy�;��}�

rich �a]�

ride y�ax

right ]�

right (to the) �apyy�

rise �ocox

rise (steam, smoke, etc) ca�cax

river �~�

road �}�

roll up opoox 

room �p��(-�)

roughly op%��

run ���`

Russia Opoc 

Russian opoc 

S

(be) sated #a�ax

(be) satisfied #a�ax

Saturday �]��a �}{��, xa�ac ca�� ���p

say �Q`, `Q�Q`, `Q�QQ`

scarf opoo��

school cyp�yy�;

scold �Q��Qx

Scotland '~��}��

Scottish *~��}��

secretly cQ�

see ��Qx

(be) seen xapa��}x

seize *��pQx
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send ]�yy�ax

send back �_#aax

September ec���QQp cap 

servant �ap#, *��Q�%��

set off �op�ox

settlement `~�

seven �o�oo(-�)

several `Q�Q�

she �Qp

sheep `~�;(-��)

shoe �y�a�

shop �Q����p

show �aax, �����Qx

show off �a�xyy�ax

shown up �}�{}x

sickness ��%��

side xa
yy

silver �����(-�)

similar ��c�Q�, *��

sing �yy�ax

single �}�#

sister Q�%

six �yp�aa(-�)

sleep y��ax

slow, slowly y�aa�

small 
�
��

small(-ish) 
�
��xQ�

smoke �a�ax

snow #ac(-a�)

sock(s) o��c

soiree ��Q*�Q�

soldier #Q{Q�

some �ap��
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sometimes �ap���aa

son x��

soon y�a����, y�ax���

sorcery ��, *��

sound �yy(-�)

soup *��

south ����

speak `Q�Q`, ]p�x

special �yc�a�

spend ����{��`, �pQx

sport festival �aa�a�

squabble �ap�a��ax

stairs *a�(-a�)

start n, v Qx(-Q�), Q`�Q`

state y�c

station �yy�a�

stay behind ���Qx

stay the night xo�ox

steam yyp 

steppe �a�

stone %_�yy(-�)

stop �yy�a�

stop (intr., tr.) �o�cox� �o�coox

store ca�(-�)

storehouse ca�(-�)

student o[y�}�

studies cyp�a�a

study n, v cyp�a�a, cypax 

straight away *yy�

strong ��x

suddenly �Q�Q�

suffer �o�ox

sugar %�xQp
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suit �ox�x, �aapax

summer �y�

sun �ap(-a�)

Sunday �]� �}{��, ���Q� ca�� ���p

sunny �ap�a�

surprise �a�xyy�ax

(be) surprised �a�xax

sweets %�xQp

T

table *�pQQ(-�)

take a�ax, a�aa%�x

take off (clothes) �a��ax

talk ]p�x, ]p��#ax

tall ����{

taste a��

tasty a���}�

tax �a��ap

tea #}�

teach �aax, cyp�ax

teacher �a�*

telephone y�ac�ax

tell `Q�Q`, �Q����Q`, �aax

ten apa�(-a�)

tend (herds) xap�y�ax

tidy #Q�Q{`Q�

time #a�, �e

(be) tired ]�pax

thank you �a]p�a�aa

that �Qp, �����

that’s it �o��oo

that side #aa�a

that way ���*, #aa*
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theatre �ea�p

then �Q�QQ�

there �Q��

therefore ����x���

they �Q�, �Q�����

thick ������

thing [�(-a�)

think �o�ox, ca�ax

(be) thirsty #a��ax

this Q�Q, �aa�, ����

this side �aa�a

this way �aa*, ��*

thither #aa*

thought ca�aa(-�), �o�o�

thousand �]��a(-�)

thread y�ac(-a�)

three �ypa� (�yp�a�)

throne *�pQQ(-�)

thrown out `�����`

thump �o�ox

Thursday ��pQ� �ap��, ��{���Qx ���p

tobacco �a�x�(-�)

today ������p

tomorrow �ap�aa*

tongue `Q�

tonight ���� opo�

too �ac

towards pyy/�yy2, ���

town `~�

train �a�� �Q{Q�(-Q�)

translate op%yy�ax

treasury ca�x��

tree �o�
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trousers ���

try ��Qx

Tuesday �]��ap �ap��, xoëp�ax; ���p

two xoëp 

U

under (postposition) �op

understand o���ox

university �x cyp�yy�;

up �QQ*

upwards �QQ*

use `Q{Q��Qx

V

vast capyy�

very �x, �a*

(be) victorious ]�ax

visit o%�x

vodka apx�(-�)

volume �o�;

W

wait `��QQ`

wall xa�a

want `��Qx

war �a��

warm �y�aaxa�

wash y�aax

water yc 

way �}�

we ���(-Q�)

wear ����`, ���x

Wednesday �xa��a �}{��, �_{}��}`; ���p

week �o�oo xo�o�

well ca��

west �p��, �apyy�
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window #o�x

winter ����

wire y�ac(-a�)

without -���

(be) without �y�ax

what [y(-�)

what kind of ]�ap

what’s new? co��� ca�`a� [y �a��a? 

when xQ�QQ, `Q����

where xaa�a

where to xaa*(aa)

which a�;(-��)

which way xaa*

white #a�aa�

who xQ�

why ]a�aa�, [y �Q


wife a��a�, Qx�Q{

win ]�ax

wolf %o�o(-�)

wood �o�(-o�)

wooden �o�o�

word ��(-Q�)

work n, v a
��, a
���ax

worker a
��%��

worry ca�aa �o�ox

wrap opoox 

wrestle �ap���ax

write ��%�`

Y

year 
��, o�

yellow *ap

yes ����
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yesterday �%����p

yogurt �apa�

young �a�yy

younger ���

your %��;, %����

your people �a�a�xa�

yurt �Qp
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KEYS TO DRILLS AND EXERCISES 

Chapter One

TEXT
How are you? I am an Englishman. This is my friend. He is also an Englishman. He is a 
student. He is a good student. He studies Mongolian. 

This is my house. This is my room. My room is large, warm and clean. Walls of my 
room are yellow. It is a window. There is a big tree outside. That tree is green. My car is 
there too. My car is black and also small. That small, black car is my car. 

Today I will buy a beautiful book. Tonight I will read this book. Tomorrow I will see a 
new film. That is a nice English film. 

DRILLS

i)
a��a, y�*��a, ���Q, ������, o��o.

ii)
�� �o��o� xQ� cyp�a.
�� ���~ ���Q.
TQp op a��a.
M���� �}�� yc o��o.
TQp xap ��� ������.

iii)
TQp �a*�� xap �a��a.
TQp xap �a*�� �a��a.
TQp a���� x�� �o� �a��a.
TQp �o� a���� `�� �a��a.
TQp �o� ca�xa� �a��a.
TQp ca�`a� �o� �a��a.
TQp 
��c �o�oo� �a��a.
TQp �o�oo� 
��c �a��a.

EXERCISES
a)

1. ������p �� xap ��� ������.



2. Map�aa* �� 
��c a��a.
3. M���� op �o�.
4. TQp ca�� o[y�}�.
5. TQp �o��o� `Q� ca�� cyp�a.
6. ���� opo� �� a���� ���~ ���Q.
7. @�Q ca�� �o�.
8. @�Q �o� ca��.
9. TQp ca�� x��.
10. M���� a��� �y�aaxa�.

b)

1. This book is good. 
2. This is a good book. 
3. Today I shall wear my black trousers. 
4. My car is big. 
5. Green fruit is bad. 
6. Mongolian water is nice. 
7. He is a bad student. 
8. This classroom is warm. 
9. That student is bad. 
10. Today is a beautiful day. 

Chapter Two

TEXT
Baatar’s wife is Dulmaa. Dulmaa’s husband is Baatar. Dulmaa and Baatar are herders. 
Their ger is a very big, white ger. Baatar is herding livestock. Dulmaa is doing 
housework. There is much housework. Dulmaa is tidying up her ger. 

Baatar is not doing housework. He is herding state livestock. Baatar is riding a horse.  
Now Dulmaa is having a meal. She eats mutton, she does not eat pork. 

-What is Dulmaa doing? 
-She is doing housework. 
-What is Baatar doing? 
-He is herding livestock. 
-Whose livestock he is herding? 
-He is herding state livestock. 
-Is Dulmaa eating? 
-Yes, she is eating. 
-What kind of food she is eating? 
-She is eating meat. 
-What sort of meat she is not eating? 
-She is not eating pork. 
-Will Baatar eat any food tonight or not? 
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-He will. 

DRILLS

i)
TQp �_��}}���� �~`~�� a��a.
M���� ��� y�c=� �a� �a��a�a.
Hoxo� �aa�ap=� xoo�=� ���Q.
O[y��= a
�� ca��.

ii)
cyp%, ��Q
, o�
, #Q�Q{�Q
, y�a
, ]�
, y�*�
, ����%, `��
, �a��a
, ��Q


��%�
.

iii)

a) Hoxo� �ax ��Q
 �a��a.
b) O[y�}� �o��o� xQ� cyp% �a��a.
c) TQp ca�xa� �o� ��%�
 �a��a.
d) Ma�%�� �op; y�a
 �a��a.
e) �a�* xap ��� ����% �a��a.

iv) 

a) M���� ��� 
��c ��Q
 �a��a.
My younger brother will eat fruit. 
My younger brother is eating fruit. 

b) Ta [y x��
 �a��a �Q?
What will you do? 
What are you doing? 

c) Ta ]�ap �o� y�*�
 �a��a �Q?
What book will you read? 
What book are you reading? 

d) �a�aa �op; y�a
 �a��a.
Davaa will ride a horse. 
Davaa is riding a horse. 

v)

a) Ta �ap�aa* `~~� `��` ��?
XQ� �ap�aa* xoo� `��` �Q?
Ta �ap�aa* [y `��` �Q?

b) �aa�ap �a� �a��a
 �a��a yy? 
�aa�ap [y x��
 �a��a �Q?
XQ� �a� �a��a
 �a��a �Q?

c) �a�* *��Q �o� ��%�
 �a��a yy? 
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�a�* ]�ap �o� ��%�
 �a��a �Q?
XQ� *��Q �o� ��%�
 �a��a �Q?

d) O[y�}� a���� `Q� cyp% �a��a yy? 
XQ� a���� `Q� cyp% �a��a �Q?
O[y�}� [y cyp% �a��a �Q?

vi) 

a) �a�* ca�� �o� ��%�`��� �a��a.
b) @�Q o[y�}� �x ca�� cypax��� �a��a.
c) Map�aa* �� �Q{��� a
�� x��x���.
d) �� ������p �o��o� ���~ ��Qx���.

EXERCISES
b)

1. M���� �oxo� �x �o�.
2. "Q{�}}���� �Qp �x #Q�Q{`Q�.
3. M]��ap �op; y�a
 �a��a, �aa�ap �op; y�ax��� �a��a.
4. Mo��o� �x �o� y�c.
5. @�Q `Q��� �oxo� �Q?
6. Ta �Qp #Q�Q{�Q` ��?
7. Ta xoo� ��Q` ��?
8. Ta ���� opo� ���~ ��Qx��� [y? 
9. �y��aa �aa�ap=� a��a�, �aa�ap �_��}}���� ��x�p.
10. TQp �o� y�*�`���.

Chapter Three

TEXT
My father and mother are living in their city apartment. Today I went there. I said “How 
are you?” to my parents. My father was sitting in his room. I also sat there and read a 
newspaper. My mother was cooking in the kitchen. My mother was making buuz. I 
cannot make buuz. My elder brother, elder sister and younger sister came, too. My father 
said “Hello! What’s new?” to them. My mother brought in the dinner. We sat at the table, 
had our dinner, drank tea and talked a lot. 

DRILLS
i)

a) TQp axa� �o� ����.
b) �a�* o[_�}�� a
�� ����.
c) �~{
 �a�a� *�pQQ ����.
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d) Ma�%�� axa� `~�; ����.

ii)

a) O[_�}�� �Q��Qp �a��a.
b) �a�*�� �o� �a��a
c) Ma�%��� �a� �a��a
d) Ta�� a
�� �a��a

iii)

a) O[y�}� cyp�__�;� cyp% �a��a.
b) Ma� �a�� �a��a.
c) �� �Q{�QQ xoo� cyp% �a��a.
d) @Q
 �a� �o�oo�� cyy
 �a��a.
e) "a� a]�a�� �a��a.
f) Co���� co��� [� �a��a.

iv) 

a) M���� aa� A����� ]��a.
b) �~{
, �_��aa xoëp �Q{� op�o.
c) �� ���~�� ]��a.
d) �a�* a���� op�o.

v)

a) ��Q�
Today I will see a film. 
Today I saw a film. 

b) ��Q�
Baatar will have his meal. 
Baatar had his meal. 

c) x���
My younger brother/sister does housework. 
My younger brother/sister did housework. 

d) xap��
Dulmaa will go home. 
Dulmaa went home. 

vi) 

a) �a��
The dog is eating meat. 
The dog was eating meat. 

b) �a��
Mother is making dinner. 
Mother was making dinner. 

c) �a��
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Dorj is having his meal and drinking his tea. 
Dorj was having his meal and drinking his tea. 

d) �a��
My father is reading his newspaper. 
My father was reading his newspaper. 

vii) 

a) �� a]�a a�%, #a� yy�.
b) ��� ���~ ��Q
, #a� yy�.
c) @Q
 `~~� x��
, [� ]p��a.
d) �aa�ap �a�x� �a�a
, xoo�oo `���Q.
e) O[y�}� �o��o� xQ� cyp%, �o� y�*��.
f) ��� ��� xoëp �Q{�QQ xap;
, �x [� ]{��.

viii) 

a) �aa�ap �op�o y�a
, �`Q{ xap�y�a�.
�aa�ap �op; y�a
, �`{QQ xap�y�a�.
Baatar rode his horse and herded cattle. 
Baatar rode a horse and herded his cattle. 

b) X�� �o�oo a�%, cyp�yy�;� ]�a�.
X�� �o� a�%, cyp�yy�;�}} ]�a�.
The son took his book and went to school. 
The son took a book and went to his school. 

c) �� xoo�oo �Q{� ���Q.
�� xoo� �Qp�QQ ���Q.
I will have my meal in a yurt. 
I will have meal at home. 

d) @Q
 �a� �o�oo�= �p������ xoo� x���.
@Q
 �a� �o�oo�= �p���� xoo�oo x���.
My mother cooked in her kitchen. 
My mother cooked her meal in the kitchen. 

EXERCISES
b)

1. Will you have a cigarette? 
2. I will not smoke. 
3. Teacher, what are you doing? 
4. I am sitting in my classroom and reading a book. 
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5. Mother, what is father doing? 
6. He is watching a film. 
7. My son, will you go to school now? 
8. No, today I will not go to school! 
9. Whose livestock Baatar is herding? 
10. He is herding his brother’s livestock. 

c)

1. Ta �a�x� �a�ax yy? 
2. Ax aa, aa� [_ x��
 �a��a �Q?
3. $���� Q�% o[y�}� yy? 
4. Y���, o[y�}� ��*, �a�*.
5. �a�* a����aa cyy
, �o�oo y�*�
 �a��a.
6. $� `Q��� `�� �Q?
7. �� �aa�ap=� `�� �~{
 �a��a.
8. M���� aa� �a�%��, �Q{ o�oo �op�o _�a
 �a��a.
9. M���� `��, %� xap ����� ��c�x ��?
10. Y���, �� `�` ����� ������.

Chapter Four

TEXT
Tsend is a herdsman. He herds livestock. Tsend and Dolgor live in a yurt. Tsend leaves 
home in the morning. Then he rides his horse and goes to his horses. Tsend has his 
breakfast at home but he has his lunch at the pasture. He comes back home from the 
pasture in the evening. Then he has his dinner. 

Dolgor is young. She is five years younger than Tsend. Tsend is five years older than 
Dolgor. Dolgor and Tsend eat their meal from wooden bowls. They also drink a little tea. 
From the begining of summer they sometimes drink airag. 

In summer the most herders do not eat much meat, they only drink airag, yogurt and 
milk. Airag is very tasty and is very good for you. 

DRILLS
i)

a) M���� aa� #a� yy�}�.
b) �aa�ap cyp�yy�;� ]��a����.
c) Ca�� o[y�}� ca�� cyp�a�.
d) Ma�%�� �op; y�a�a�.

ii)

a) ���Q�
Tsermaa will see a film in the evening. 
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Tsermaa sees films in the evening. 
b) op%yy��a�

My teacher will translate a book. 
My teacher translates books. 

c) yy�}�
I will drink a little tea. 
I drink a little tea. 

d) x���Q�
My mother will make buuz. 
My mother makes buuz. 

iii)

a) cyp�__��}�
b) �Q����{QQ�
c) �QpQQc
d) �p�����c
e) �a�aac
f) �Qp�QQc
g) ca��aac
h) `Q��QQc

iv) 

a) A�pa� #a��aac ca�xa�.
"a� a�pa��aac ca�xa�.

b) �y� �����c ca�xa�.
���� �y�aac ca�xa�.

c) M���� �o��ooc ca��.
Mo� ��������� ca��.

d) Max �_{��aac a���a�.
�_{�� �ax�aac a���a�.

v)

a) ������ ]�!
b) �p����� ��� #Q�Q{�Q!
c) "a��aa ������ yy! 
d) Ta�`� ��� �a�!

EXERCISES
b)

1. I get up very early. 
2. Do you smoke? 
3. I do. But I haven’t got any now. 
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4. I have some. Have one of mine. 
5. What kind of work do you do? 
6. I am a teacher. What kind of work do you do? 
7. I do not work, I am a student. I study Mongolian. 
8. Do you [Really]? I am a teacher of Mongolian language. 
9. What do you do in summer? 
10. In summer I rest. 

c)

1. �� ����� Qp� �oc�o����.
2. Ta ]�ap a
�� x���Q� �Q?
3. �� �o��o� `Q���� �a�*.
4. �� �QpQQcQQ �x Qp� �}{�}�.
5. ������p �� �ocox���.
6. "Q�� �a�aac ax. TQp ����� ax. 
7. "Qp�aa �a�aac ���. TQp ����� ���.
8. TQp �Qp�QQ �x a
�� x���Q�.
9. TQp cyp�yy��acaa Qp� �{�Q����.
10. �� x��*��. �� �x a�}{�}�.

Chapter Five

TEXT

-Son, what time will you go to school today? 
-At eight. Mother, yesterday Baatar and I went to the mountains together. 
-Did you? How is Baatar? 
-Baatar is well but he said his brother got ill. 
-Poor thing. What did he say happened? 
-He said he caught a cold. 
-What mountain two of you climbed? What did you see in the mountains? 
-Bogd Uul. Then we saw foxes and deer. 
-Really? Were you scared? 
-No, I’m not afraid of fox or deer. 
-What a good boy you are! Well, go to school now, son! 
-OK, bye-bye, mother! 
-Bye-bye, son! 

DRILLS
i)

a) a�ca�
b) caaca�
c) y�cQ�
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d) yyca�
d) �apca�

ii)

a) �a�ca�
The teacher is writing on the board. 
The teacher was writing on the board.

b) �a�ca�
I am not reading a book. 
I was not reading a book. 

c) �a�ca�
My head is hurting. 
My head was hurting. 

d) �a�ca�
Where are you coming from? 
Where were you coming from? 

iii)

a) a�ca�
b) `���Q�
c) ��cQ�
d) �a�ca�

iv) 

a) �o��op�o�
b) �a��a�
c) x���Q�
d) �a�*�a�

v)

a) �aa�ap a��a��a�.
b) �y� #ac�a� �a��a.
c) TQp �oxo��o�.
d) �a]p ax ��� o�o��o�/o�o� ax ����Q�.

vi) 

a) ��x���
b) �}�����
c) ca��ap���
d) �a��a����
e) �_�}���
f) xa��a����
g) ��������
h) �}����
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vii) 
�Q�, xoëp, �_{}�, ��p��, �a�, �yp�aa, �o�oo, �}��, ec, apa�.
viii) 

a) ap�a�
b) �a��a�
c) �Q�
d) �a�a�

ix) 
�yp�a� #a�
�o�oo� #a�
ap�a� #a�
�Q� #a�

EXERCISES
b)

1. Ta ax ����Q� [y? 
2. �� ax, ������.
3. Ta�a� aa� ]�ap a
�� x���Q� �Q?
4. Aa� �a�*, cyp�__�;� a
���a�a�.
5. Ma�a� aa� ��%�Q�.
6. X��px��, ]}�}� �Q?
7. Xa��a� x�pcQ�. ���� �x `���Q� �a��a.
8. Ax ��� xoëp yy�a�� �apca�.
9. Ta xoëp [y [y ��cQ� �Q?
10. ��� xoëp ��Q�, �y�a ��cQ�.

c)

1. Do you have many brothers and sisters? 
2. I have an elder brother, an elder sister and two younger brothers/ sisters. 
3. What does your brother do? 
4. My brother is a herdsman and he herds state livestock. 
5. The winter is very cold. I always have the flu. 
6. Have you got money? 
7. I haven’t. 
8. What will you do today? 
9. I will go to the mountains with my friend. 
10. Can I go with you? 

Chapter Six

TEXT
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(Tsetsegmaa has phoned from her office. Dorj and Tsetsegmaa are speaking on the 
phone.)

D: Hello? 
Ts: Hello, who’s there? 
D: Dorj. 
Ts: Hi, it’s Tsetsegmaa. What’s new? 
D: Hi! Nothing, what’s new with you? Are you in your office? 
Ts: Yes. Oh, is the book I left at your place still there? 
D: The one you put in the cupboard? 
Ts: No, the one I put on the table. 
D: Yes, it is. Do you need it? 
Ts: I need it now. Could you bring it to me? 
D: OK, I’ll bring it to you when I go to work soon. 
Ts: Well, I’ll be in my room when you come. What time will you come? 
D: I’ll come at half past ten. 
Ts: OK, is there anything else? 
D: Nothing else, bye. 
Ts: Bye-bye. 

DRILLS
i)

a) ���QQp
b) xapa��aa�aap
c) xoo�oop
d) xoo�oop
e) �Q����pQQp
f) �o�oop
g) a����ap, �o��o�oop
h) a��o�ycaap

iii)

a) ]�aa���
b) a�aa���
c) ��QQ���
d) o%~~���
e) #Q�Q{�QQ���
f) x���QQ���
g) ]�aa���
h) �{QQ���

iv) 
�� �op; y�a
 �a��aa. I am riding a horse. a)

�� �op; y�a�a�. I am ride horse. 
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�� �aa��a�paa x��
 �a��aa. I am doing my homework. b)

�� �aa��a�paa x���Q�. I do my homework. 

�� �Q{QQ #Q�Q{�Q
 �a��aa. I am cleaning my home. c)

�� �Q{QQ #Q�Q{�Q�Q�. I clean my home. 

�aa�ap A����� o%�
 �a��aa. Baatar is going to England. d)

�aa�ap A����� o%�o�. Baatar goes to England. 

Hoxo� ��x�Q� �ax ��Q
 �a��aa. The dog is eating fatty meat. e)

Hoxo� ��x�Q� �ax ���Q�. Dog eats fatty meat. 

"Qp�aa cyp�yy�;�}} a��o�ycaap. ]�
 �a��aa. Tsermaa is going to her school by bus. f)

"Qp�aa cyp�yy�;�aa a��o�ycaap ]��a�. Tsermaa goes to her school by bus. 

$� aa�, QQ
�Q��QQ cyy
 �}��}} [y? Are you living with your parents g)

$� aa�, QQ
�Q��QQ cyy�a� yy? Do you live with your parents? 

�� aa�, QQ
�Q��QQ cyy
 �}��}}. I am living with my parents. h)

�� aa�, QQ
�Q��QQ cyy�a�. I live with my parents. 

v)

a) �o��o� �QQ{
b) *���QQ� �~�~{
c) ]}�}� �QQp
d) #��xQ� �~�~{
e) #��xQ� �~�~{
f) ca��ap �QQp
g) xQ� �QQ{
h) �}�� �QQpQQ

vi) 

a) �� �o�=� �Q����p� o%�x�oo �Q� �o� a�ca�.
b) @�� �{Q`�QQ %� ����� a�%�p% ���x ��?
c) �~{
 �Q����{QQ{ ]�ax�aa �_��}}�}� xa�� �a�ca� yy? 
d) �~{
��� �Q����{QQ{ ]�axa� �_��aa xa�� �a�ca� yy? 
e) $� �Q{�QQ xap�x�aa `Q��Q� xa�� ]�ax �Q?
f) �aa�ap=� ����x�� QQ
 �; �x ca�aa �o�co�.
g) "Q����� �Q{QQ #Q�{�Q`Q� �~��op a�apca�.
h) Hoxo� �{Q`Q� `��`Q� a�ca�.

vii) 

a) �� �o�=� %��; y�*�}�.
b) �aa�ap �op�o y�a
: �a��a.
c) �� ������p QQ
�Q� %��; yy��ca�.
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d) �o��op QQ
�Q��QQ ]p;
, QQ
���xQQ �yy�=� ��cQ�.
e) Ca�� o[y�}� �a�*aacaa a��a����.
f) �� �Q{QQ�QQ a
���aa a��o�ycaap ]��a�.
g) �Q{QQc %��; �}x�a �{�Q� ��?
h) �a�* o[y��aacaa �aa��a�p=� �; a�ca�.

viii) 

a) twelve o’clock 
b) twenty to nine 
c) twenty five to seven 
d) quarter past ten 
e) half past four 
f) half past four 
g) twenty past six 
h) five to ten 

ix) 

a) apa� �a��� �a�/ap�a� �Q�� �a� �y�yy
b) �_{}� ap�a� �a�
c) �o�oo ��%/�a��� xop; �y�yy
d) �yp�aa apa�
e) ap�a� �Q� xop�� �a�
f) �a� �_%�� �a�/�yp�aa� xop�� �a� �y�yy
g) ��p�� ��%�� �a�/�a�� ap�a� �a� �y�yy
h) �}�� �a�

x)
�a� �_%�� �a�/�yp�aa� xop�� �a� �y�yy; ��p�� ��%/�a�� xop; �y�yy; apa� ap�a�

�a�; ap�a� xoëp xop;

EXERCISES
b)

1. ������p %� `Q�Q� #a�� �occo� �Q?
2. Ha��� ap�a� �a� �y�yy �a�xa� �occo�.
3. Ha�� apa�� �������� #a��aa yyca�.
4. M���� a��a� �a����� a
���a�a�.
5. ������p �� a
�� �QQp �; xoëp apa�� o%o�.
6. O[_��yy� �a�*aacaa �x a��a�.
7. �aa�ap �op�o �x ca�� y�a�a�.
8. ������p �� a
���aa a��o�ycaap �{�Q�.
9. H}��}� �Q����pQQp ]�
 �a�xa� �}�� ���; �a�a�� �{�Q�.
10. �� �Q{�QQ xap�x�aa �Qp �o�=� a�aa� ]�ca�.

c)

1. My son writes in pencil. He can not write in pen. 
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2. Do you have my money? 
3. No, it is in your bag. 
4. I went to my friend’s house with him. 
5. I met his parents. 
6. Did you write a letter to your mother? 
7. I didn’t. My mother is very worried now. 
8. A letter came from my elder brother. 
9. I received a letter from my family. 
10. What is the news in town? 

Chapter Seven

TEXT

BILL MEETS HIS FRIEND ON THE BUS 
Bill studies Mongolian language and history and lives in Mongolia. Today he will send a 
letter and a parcel to his parents. Bill wrote his letter and put it in an envelope. Then he 
put his gift in a box, took everything and left his hostel. When he went out he said 
“Hello!” to the doorman. He did not see anybody else. 

There is a special post office with customs in Ulaanbaatar. That post office is near the 
railway station. Bill got on a bus from the bus stop in front of the University. On the bus 
he met a friend called Ganbold. They said to each other, “Hello! What’s new?”. 

G: Where are you going to? 
B: I am going to the post office to send a parcel to my parents. 
G: What will you send to your parents? 
B: I’m just sending two books. 
G: What books? 
B: “Mongolian Paintings” and “Mongolian Ornamental and Decorative Art”.  
G: Oh, they are very beautiful books. “Mongolian Ornamental and Decorative Art” was 

written by Mr. Chültem. What else will you send? 
B: Nothing else. Oh, yes, a letter. 
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G: I think your parents will be delighted. 
B: Where are you going to yourself? 
G: I am going to the library. I must read some books there. 
B: OK, I shall go there after I go to the post office. 
G: Well, I’ll get off here. Shall we meet in the library again? 
B: Perhaps so. See you later. 
G: See you later. 

DRILLS
i)

a) My mother cooks. 
Ma�a�xa� QQ
QQpQQ xoo� x����Q�Q�.
We make mother cook. 

b) My son went back home from his school. 
�a�* �; �a�a� x��� cyp�__��}� �Q{� �; �_#}}�}�.
The teacher sent my son back home from school. 

c) The boss got angry with you. 
$� �ap�aa yyp�yy�ca�.
You made the boss angry. 

d) I took medicine. 
@�% �}�a� Q� yy��aca�.
A doctor made me take medicine. 

e) My boss knew it. 
�� �ap�a�aa �Q�Q���QQ.
I let my boss know. 

f) Bill studies Mongolian. 
�a�* ���� Mo��o� `Q� cyp�a
 �a��a.
Bill is taught Mongolian by the teacher. 

g) Children get up early. 
Aa� �; `��`����QQ Qp� �oc�o�o�.
The father gets his chidren up early. 

e) My girlfriend went home. 
�� ox�� �}��aa �Q{� �; x�p�QcQ�.
I took my girlfriend home. 

ii)

a) �}��}}{}}
b) aa�, QQ
QQ
c) aa�, QQ
�QQ
d) %a�a��
e) �ypa�%�aap
f) y�c=�
g) x�����
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h) ca�aa�

iii)

a) Ha�a� �Q� % ����� �a�x���.
b) XQ� % �{QQ���.
c) @�Q �o� xaa�a % �a�x���.
d) Ha�a� Q�Q xoëp �o�=� a�; �; % �a�x���.
e) TQp x�� �}�� �apaa xQ�QQ % �ap��a����.
f) Ta �ap ]�ap % �o� a�% �o�ox���.
g) Ta �ap `Q���� % �{
 �o�ox���.
h) Ta �ap xaa*aa % ]�
 �o�ox���.

iv) 

a) �� Q�Q �o�=� � y�*�
 �a��a.
@�Q �o�=� �� � y�*�
 �a��a.

b) �� Q�Q `�%QQ���� � cypca�.
@�Q x�%QQ���� �� � cypca�.

c) �� �Qp x����� � �a�;�a�.
TQp x����� �� � �a�;�a�.

d) �� �ax � ���Q�.
�� � �ax ���Q�.

e) �op
 ���~ � ���Q.
�~{
 � ���~ ���Q.

f) �� Mo��o�� � o%�o.
�� � Mo��o�� o%�o

g) TQp �Q{�QQ � xap��a.
TQp � �Q{�QQ xap��a.

h) �o��op �}��aa � x��QQ
 �a��a.
�o��op � �a��aa x��QQ
 �a��a.

EXERCISES
b)

1. �%����p �� QQ
�QQ �ax�a ]�yy�ca�.
2. ������p �� �a�*aa �x yyp�yy�ca�. �a�* �a�a�� a���ac �}{�}�}�.
3. Ma�a� cyp�__���� o�o� 
����� ���� �a��yy�ca�.
4. �� Q�Q �o�=� Q�� �a���a�a. �apaa �; a��a.
5. 	o�oo% a��o�ycaa �__�}� �QQp �o�coo�.
6. Ha�a� ��p��� � `~�; ���, xap�� o�o� �xQp ���.
7. ������ �y��aac �aa�ap � �op; ca�� y�a�a�.
8. ������p �� �Q� % x�%QQ����.
9. ���� opo� �� ���~ ���Q. $� ��Qx ��?
10. Mo��o� ca�xa� y�c. A���� % �ac.
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c)

1. Students threw the teacher out of class. 
2. I gave meat to my dog to eat. 
3. Dorj has neither money nor food. 
4. In this area they have no cinema, no theatre or anything at all. 
5. In that area they have cinema, theatre or everything. 
6. Some people have got nothing. 
7. To today’s class only the teacher came. 
8. Only the driver stops the bus. 
9. You did not write yourself. Whom did you get to write? 
10. I sent a parcel to my parents by post. 

Chapter Eight

TEXT

IN THE LIBRARY 
Bill went to the post office and sent his things then went to the library by bus. He saw 
Ganbold again there. Bill said to Ganbold, “Hello” and asked him, “What are you 
reading?”. 

G: A book about the Mongolian revolution. What books are you going to read? 
B: I have to read a book in Russian. Hey, Ganbaa, will you come to my place this 

evening? 
G: I’ll come. What time? 
B: Come at seven. Bring a bottle of arkhi, please. I’ll cook. 
G: OK, I’ll bring a bottle. Will be there anybody else? 
B: There will be others. I’ve just invited the French girl student. Is Baatar in town now? 
G: He is. Why ? 
B: I have to invite him as well. But I haven’t got his telephone number. 
G: I have it. I’ll tell you. 
B: OK, I’ll write it down.  
G: Have you got paper and pencil? 
B: Yes, I have. 
G: Two seven three four one. Did you get it ? 
B: Yes, I did. 
G: Did you send your things? 
B: I’ve just come here after sending them. 
G: Did you say you were going to read a Russian book? But you do not speak Russian, 

do you? 
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B: I do not speak Russian, but my teacher does. I’ll have my teacher read it for me. Oh, 
here comes my teacher. Right, I’ll call Baatar when I get home. See you this evening. 

G: Bye, see you later. 

DRILLS
i)

a) Map�aa* yy�a�� �}{?]!
b) ���~ ��;e!
c) Cyp�__�;�}} ]�?]!
d) ���� opo� �~{
���� o%?ë!
e) Ho� y�*;].
f) �aa�ap�a� yy��?].
g) O�oo a
���aa o%?ë.
h) O�oo �Qp�QQ xap;].

ii)

a) Baatar has just arrived. (past) 
b) Baatar is on his way. (fut.) 
c) They two drunk airag. (past) 
d) The king has just left his palace. (past) 
e) Well, I’m off. (fut.) 
f) Dorj just went into his room. (past) 
g) But he left now. (past) 
h) The teacher came in the room and sat down sraight away. (past) 

iii)

a) �~{
 �a�*����
b) �a��a��a�� �;
c) �a��a��a��aac �;
d) �a�a�xaac
e) �Q�����
f) �Q�����. �o��op=��

iv) 

a) �� ������p cyp�yy�;�}} o%co�. TQ�QQ� `�%QQ� `���Q�.
�� ������p cyp�yy�;�}} o%oo� `�%QQ� `���Q�.

b) Ca�`}� a�apca�. TQ�QQ� a
���aa opco�.
Ca�`}� a�{}}� a
���aa opco�.

c) ��� yy�a�� �apca�. TQ�QQ� �Q{�QQ xap;ca�.
��� yy�a�� �}{}}� �Q{�QQ xap;ca�.

d) ��� �aa��a�paa `���Q�. TQ�QQ� �}�� �QQpQQ o%co�.
��� �aa��a�paa x���QQ� �}�� �QQpQQ o%co�.

e) Map�aa* �� Qp� �oc�o. TQ�QQ� #a��aa yy�a. TQ�QQ� a
���aa ]��a.
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Map�aa* �� Qp� �ocoo� #a��aa yy�aa� a
���aa ]��a.
f) ��� Q�� �Q� cap cyy�a. TQ�QQ� A�����aa �_#�}.

��� Q�� �Q� cap cyy�aa� A�����aa �_#�}.
g) M���� x��, �� %���� �a�*�a� yy��ca�. TQ�QQ� ca�aa �o�co�.

M���� x��, �� %���� �a�*�a� yy��aa� ca�aa �o�co�.
h) $a�aac �ax�a a�ca�. TQ�QQ� �x �a]p�aca�.

$a�aac �ax�a a�aa� �x �a]p�aca�.

v)

a) �o�o�%/xap��
b) �o�o�%/xap��
c) ��%��%/��%�Q� �o�o�%
d) �o�o�%/xap��
e) �o�o�%/xap��
f) �o�o�%/xap��
g) �o�o�%/xap��
h) �o�o�%/xap��

EXERCISES
b)

1. -Ta Mo��o�� o%�
 ��cQ� ��?
2. -Y�cQ�. @�Q �y� o%co�.
3. -Ta a�pa� yy
 ��cQ� ��?
4. -Y�cQ�. x a���a� �a�ca�.
5. -Ta xaa�a xaa�a o%co� �Q?
6. -��aa��aa�ap� �_{}� xo�oo� "Q#Qp�Q�� o%co�.
7. -TQ�QQ� [y `���Q� �Q?
8. -�� "Q#Q{�Q�� ��p�� xo�oo� ��aa��aa�ap� �_#}
 o%co�.
9. -��aa��aa�ap� �a��yy��a� [y? 
10. -T���. �� �Q����� o%co�.

c)

1. -Bill, have you ever tried buuz? 
2. -No, I haven’t. I’ll try some now. 
3. -Shall we go to the cinema this evening? 
4. -Yes, let’s go after the dinner. 
5. -Here you are. Have some buuz. 
6. -Thank you. What tasty buuz they are! 
7. -OK, let’s go! 
8. -Mother, we are off now. 
9. -All right, see you. Bill, come again. 
10. OK, I will. See you! 
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Chapter Nine

TEXT

AT THE STUDENTS’ HOSTEL 
(The phone rings at Baatar’s home) 

Ba: Hello? 
Bi: Hello. Is that Baatar? 
Ba: Yes, it is Baatar. Who is that? 
Bi: It’s Bill. How are you? 
Ba: Fine, how are you? What’s new? 
Bi: Fine, nothing new. Baatar, are you free this evening? 
Ba: Yes. Why? 
Bi: I wanted to invite you. Could you come? 
Ba: Yes, I can. What time should I come there? 
Biv Come right now. You’ve never been to my place before, so I’ll tell you the way. Get 

on the bus which goes to the University and get off at the last stop. Then…do you 
know where the old circus is? 

Ba: Yes, I do. 
Bi: Then go to the circus. It is easy to find my place from there. Did you understand? 
Ba: Yes, I did. I am coming now. 

In half an hour Baatar arrived the University hostel for foreign students. Showing his ID 
card to the doorman he said, “I came to see Bill,” and went upstairs. Then he entered 
Bill’s room and after saying hello to Bill he suddenly saw the other guests and said, “Oh, 
Ganbold and Ann are here. How are you?” and sat down on the bed. Bill brought in fried 
beef and potato soup, served everybody and said, “Bon appetit!”. When Bill asked “Do 
you want some tea?” everybody said “Yes, please”. After having the meal Bill opened a 
bottle of arkhi and gave some to every one. Then he said, “To your good health”, and all 
of them clinked their glasses and drank up. 

DRILLS
i)

a) �a� pyy 
b) �}��~�� pyy 
c) �o�� yy� pyy 
d) Moc��a pyy 
e) �Qp ����QQ
f) �a�a�x pyy 
g) x cyp�yy�; pyy 
h) x �Q����p ���

ii)
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a) Aa� �; x���QQ�QQ ������p cyp�yy�;�}} ]�ax, ����� �; acyy�.
b) X�� �; ��p����� cyp�yy�;�}} ]��a �Q�Q�.
c) �aa�ap ��p����� ]��aa �Q�.
d) "Q�� �o��op=� ��%�Q� �a��a �Q�Q�.

iii)

a) Ta�=� xQ� �Q�Q� �Q?/ Ta�= �Qp��� xQ� �Q�Q� �Q?
b) Ha�a�� �aa�ap �Q�Q�.
c) Ta�= �Qp���/a��p=� xQ� �Q�Q� �Q?
d) M���� �Qp��� H]��op
 �Q�Q�.

iv) 

a) ]�ax �Q
 �a��a.
]�ax �Q�Q�.

b) o%�x �Q
 �a��a.
o%�x �Q�Q�.

c) y�*�` �Q
 �a��a.
y�*�` �Q�Q�.

d) yy��ax �Q
 �a��a.
yy��ax �Q�Q�.

e) a�pax �Q
 �a��a.
a�{}` �Q�Q�.

f) ]�ax �Q
 �a��a.
]�ax �Q�Q�.

g) `��` �Q
 �a��a �Q?
`��` �Q�Q� �Q?

h) y�ac�ax �Q
 �a��a.
y�ac�ax �Q�Q�.

v)

a) yy��ax �QQ�
yy��axaap

b) o%�x �QQ�
o%�xoop

c) a�ax �QQ�
a�axaap

d) y�*�x �QQ�
y�*�xaap

e) ]�ax �QQ�
]�axaap

f) �o�ox �QQ�
�o�oxoop
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g) o%�x �QQ�
o%�xoop

h) yyx �QQ�
yyxaap 

vi) 

a) M���� �a�x��� �Q
 �o�co� y%paac *�pQQ a�aa���.
M���� �a�x��� �Q
 �o�co� �o�oxoop *�pQQ a�aa���.
\a�aa� *�pQQ a�aa��� �Q �Q�Q�, ����� �a�x��� �Q
 �o�co�.

b) �a�* �pQQ��� y%paac o[y��yy� ]�ca�.
�a�* �{QQ��� �o�oxoop o[y��yy� ]�ca�.
�a�* �{Q`��� �QQ� o[y��__� ]�ca�.
O[_��__� ]a�aa� ]�ca� �Q �Q�Q�, �a�*��� �{Q`��� �Q
 �o�co�.

c) ������p �x �ap�a� �}��}} _%paac �a��a� ��c�x ëc�o�.
������p �x �ap�a� �}��}} �o�oxoop �a��a� ��c�x ëc�o�.
������p ]a�aa� �a��a� ��c�x ëc�o� �Q �Q�Q�, �x �ap�a� �a��a.

d) ������p �x x���Q� �a��aa y%paac �a�;�o ��c�x ëc�o�.
������p �x `���Q� �a��aa �o�oxoop �a�;�o ��c�x ëc�o�.
������p ]a�aa� �a�;�o ����` ëc�o� �Q �Q�Q�, �x `���Q� �a��a.

e) Map�aa* Qp� �ocox _%paac o�oo y���aa.
Map�aa* Qp� �ocox �o�oxoop ~�~~ y���aa.
Map�aa* Qp� �ocox �QQ� ~�~~ y���aa.
\}�}}� ~�~~ y��ax �Q
 �a��a �Q �Q�Q�, �ap�aa* Qp� �oc�o.

f) ������p a
�� �x�Q� �a�ca� y%paac ~�~~ a�pax �Q
 �a��a.
������p a
�� �x�Q� �a�ca� �o�oxoop o�oo a�pax �Q
 �a��a.
\a�aa� o�oo a�pax �Q
 �a��a �Q �Q�Q�, ������p a
�� �x�Q� �a�ca�.

g) TQp �p�Q�
 Q�� �pQQ� �a�ca� y%paac �� ����� ”������ �p” �Q�Q�.
TQp �p�Q�
 Q�� �pQQ� �a�ca� �o�oxoop �� ����� ”������ �p” �Q�Q�.
�� ����� ]a�aa� ”������ �p” �Q�Q� �Q �Q�Q�, �Q{ �p�Q�
 Q�� �pQQ� �a�ca�.

h) TQp �aa��a�paa x���QQ��� _%paac �a�*��� acyy��=� xap�y�
 %}�}}���
TQp �aa��a�paa x���QQ��� �o�oxoop �a�*��� acyy��=� xap�y�
 %a�aa���.
TQp ]a�aa� �a�*��� acyy��=� xap�y�
 %a�aa��� �Q �Q�Q�, �aa��a�paa
x���QQ��� �a�ca�.

vii) 

a) -�aa�ap ]�
 yy? 
b) -\�
QQ.
c) Ta�a� QQ
 %a�a�� �a�x��� �Q
QQ.
d) X��e, ����� ����� �a�x��� �o�%�x
QQ.

EXERCISES
b)
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1. -Ta xyy*yyp ��Q
 ��cQ� ��?
2. -Y�cQ�. x a���a� �a�ca�.
3. -Ta ]a�aa� xyy*__{ ��Q
 ��cQ� �Q?
4. -\�ap �a��a �Q
 ��Qx �QQ�.
5. ������p `���Q� �a��aa �o�oxoop �� �a�;�o ������.
6. @Q
 ��%�Q� y%paac �� xoo� `��` ëc�o�.
7. �aa�ap ��p����� �{Q`��� �Q�Q� �o�oxoop ��� �ap x��QQx���.
8. �o��op "Q����� ��%�Q� �o�oxoop �{Q`��� �Q�Q�.
9. -Ta ]}�}}� Q�Q �o� �a��a�� ����% �a��a �Q?
10. -������p �x �ap�a� �o�oxoop.

c)

1. The son said that he wouln’t read the book because his teacher didn’t say so. 
2. Ganbold said he was ill so he wouldn’t drink arkhi. 
3. It is winter so I should wear warm clothes. 
4. -Why did you eat my meal? 
5. -I wanted to see what it was like. 
6. -Where will this bus go to? 
7. -To the superstore. It is leaving now, will you get on? 
8. -My son, has your friend come? 
9. -He has! 
10. I am making tea. Do you want some? 

Chapter Ten

TEXT
Bill knows a girl called Jargalsaihan. This evening he will visit her at home. He thought, 
“It might get cold when I come back in the evening. So I must put my overcoat on and 
wear my scarf”, and he put his overcoat on and put on his scarf. Then he left his flat and 
arrived at the family he knows. 

The name of Jargalsaihan’s mother is Tsetsmaa. When Bill came to her house he 
greeted her, saying “Good evening, how are you, Mrs. Tsetsmaa?” 

“Fine, how are you?” 
“Fine”.
“Are your studies going well?” 
“Yes. How is your work?” 
“Good. You are lucky. I’ve just finished cooking some huushuur. You like huushuur, 

don’t you?” 
“Of course I do” 
“All right, then take your overcoat off and go through” Bill took his coat off and went 

into the room. Then he said: 
“Hello, Jargal? You look very busy” 
“Hello, I am preparing for tomorrow’s lesson. Otherwise the teacher might ask me 

something. It won’t do if I don’t know what he taught”. 
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On the table, beside Jargalsaihan’s book, there were a painting and a photo. Looking at 
the photo Bill said: 

“Is it your sister’s photo?” 
“Yes, that’s right. How did you know?” 
“I thought so because she looks very similar to you. Who painted the picture next to 

it?” 
“My sister did. It’s got everything: the life of a Mongolian herdsman, the vast and 

beautiful steppe and the five kinds of animals.” 
“I think so. What are the Five kinds of animals?” 
“Sheep, goats, cattle, horses and camels”. 
The door of Jargalsaihan’s room opened and her mother brought in full plate of 

huushuur and full kettle of milk tea. 
“Well, kids, have your meal and drink your tea! I expect you are hungry”.  

DRILLS
i)

a) Ha�a�� o%�o� %� x��QQ
 �a�x yy? 
b) Co��� ���~ �a��a� ��Qx ��?
c) �a�*��� �a�x��� �a��a� �Q{�QQ xap;].
d) TQp��� �p�Q� �� ]��aa.
e) Ma*�� a��a� ����� �a�x��� �o��o.
f) O�oo `�%QQ�QQ x���Q� �ap�aa* yy�a�� �ap?]
g) Xa��a� x�p�Q� Q�%�� o%�o.

ii)

a) �~{
 �o� "Q#Q��}}� x��QQ
 �a��a.
b) ��aa��aa�ap �o� ca�xa� `~� [�.
c) �� �o� �ap�aa* ���~ ��Qx���.
d) TQp o[_�}� �o� `�%QQ�� ca�� �Q���Q
QQ.
e) Ma�a� ax �o��o� o�o� �a���a�
f) �aa�ap �o��o� �op; ca�� y�a�a�.
g) �~{
 �~� xoo� ca�� x��
 %a��a����.

iii)

a) ���QcQ�
b) `���Q�
c) ]a

d) �Q�;e
e) ]}�}}� �Q�

f) ���;e
g) x��


iv) 

a) xa�yy� �a�
 �a�a����/xa�yy� �a�x aa 
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b) x���Q� �a�
 �a�a����/x���Q� �a�x aa 
c) ����% �a�a����/��c�x �a�x aa 
d) ���
 �a�a����/���x �a�x aa 
e) �Q���QcQ� �a�
 �a�a����/�Q���QcQ� �a�x aa 
f) ���Q
 �a�a����/���Qx �a�x aa 
g) �{�Q� �a�
 �a�a����/�pcQ� �a�x aa 
h) �o�
 �a�a����/�o��o �a�x aa 

v)

a) opo���� ]ax �Q
b) �apax��� �a����� ]ax �Q
c) xQ#�� ��* �a����� ]ax �Q
d) �yp�a� �a����� ]ax �Q
e) yyp�a���� ]ax �Q
f) �apca� �a����� ]ax �Q
g) ��Q���� ]ax �Q
h) �Q���QQ��� �a����� ]ax �Q

EXERCISES
b)

1. -������p cyp�yy�;�}} ]�ca� yy? 
2. -TQ�Q���� ]ax �Q.
3. �� �a�x a�axaa �ap�%�x
QQ. 3a, ]ax �Q.
4. Ha�a� ����� �a�x���. \a�a!
5. ������p �opoo op
 �a�a����.
6. �� a
�aa `��%�`�Q�.
7. M���� `��, %� ca�� �a��a� %a�� �a�a� ���pQ� �yy� ����.
8. ������, aa� %��; yyp�a�a *��.
9. �opoo op�o� �apax��� �a�].
10. ��Q�Q� a�apxa� �o��o.

c)

1. If you study well, it will be easier to find a job. 
2. I forgot to buy some food. Never mind, let’s go to a cafe. 
3. I’ve got no money! What shall I do? 
4. Let’s call Dorj. Shall we go there if he is in? 
5. Let’s go to a countryside if it won’t rain. Shall we? 
6. I am not an Englishman. I am a Scottish. 
7. -You are free tonight, aren’t you? 
8. -Of course I am. Why? 
9. -Are you in this picture? 
10. -Of course, that’s me. 
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Chapter Eleven

TEXT
Once upon a time there was an old woman with one son. They had a single piebald cow. 
Every year the cow gave birth to a calf, and when it became two years old they killed and 
ate it. 

But once a piebald calf was born. When the calf became two years old the son said to 
his mother:  

-Mother, let’s kill and eat the calf. 
-My son, we can’t eat it. I’ll use it as a dowry to get a wife for you, answered his 

mother. 
Then there was another old woman who had one daughter. The mother gave the 

piebald two-year-old calf as a dowry to her and took her daughter for her son as a wife. 
Not long after the boy and girl set up home they were left on their own because their 
mothers died. 

One day the young man went out, killed their only cow and gave away its liver and the 
fat around the gut to a crow. 

-Oh, why did you give away liver and fat of the cow? It would have been nicer for 
poor people like us to have eaten them for a couple of nights, his wife scolded him… 

DRILLS
i)

a) `�%QQ� �yyc�a�
b) �~{
 �a�*��� �p�Q�
c) �a�a�� op�o�
d) �a�a�� y�*�
 �yyc�a�
e) �Q{��� y�ac��a�
f) `~~� ���Q�QQ
g) �a����� o%�~�~~

ii)

a) Ha�a� %� xQpQ��Q�.
b) Ha�a� apx� xQpQ��Q�.
c) M���� `�� cypax xQpQ����.
d) �� �p����� #Q�Q{�Q` xQpQ����.

iii)

a) o%�x �_{�}�
b) �o�ox �_{�}�
c) ]p�x �yp���
d) �� �a�x#�; �yp���.

iv) 
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a) ������{ ap�a� x���Q� ap�yy�a��a� �; yy��ca�.
b) TQp �o�oo� �yy�=� �~�yy�}�� �; ��cQ�.
c) Aa�, QQ
, Q�% ��� ��p�� ��p����QQ ���~ ��cQ�.
d) Ma�a� �a��a� o[y�a� �a��yy�aa `�%QQ�� opco�.
e) Ap�a� x�%QQ���� ap�yy�a�� �; ��QQ� �yyc�aa.
f) Xoëp �}�� �a� �QQp xoëy�aa �{�Q�.
g) @Q
 �yp�aa� ��QQ� �yp�yy�a�� caaca�.
h) Aa� ap�a� �op�o ap�yy�a�� �; y�a
 ��cQ�.

v)

a) apa��y�aap
b) ��p���Qx
c) a�x
d) xop�� �Q����QQp o� �o� �]��a ec�� �yy� �_%�� �Q�Q�

vi) 

a) �]��a ec�� �yy� ��%�� �a�
b) �]��a ec�� �yy� 
apa� �}��
c) �]��a �o�oo� �yy� ��%�� �a�
d) �]��a �yp�a� �yy� 
apa� �_{}�
e) �]��a 
apa� �yp�aa
f) �]��a ��p��� �yy� epQ� xoëp 
g) �]��a ec�� �yy� epQ� �yp�aa
h) �]��a �Q� �yy� �}�}� �o�oo

vii) 

a) �]��a ec�� �yy� ��%�� ~�= �yp�aa� cap 
b) �]��a ec�� �yy� �}�}� �a�a� o�= ��p��� cap 
c) �]��a ec�� �yy� epQ� o�= �a��a� cap 
d) �]��a ec�� �yy� ap�a� �Q�Q� o�= ec�� cap 
e) �]��a ec�� �yy� ap�a� �o�oo� o�= ap�a� cap 
f) �]��a �o�oo� �yy� �a]� �a�a� o�= �Q� cap 
g) �]��a �o�oo� �yy� �a]� ec�� o�= �yp�aa� cap 

viii) 

a) ap�a� xoëp o�= �a��a� cap=� ap�a� �yp�a�
b) epQ� o�= �a��a� cap=� ec��
c) �a]� �o�oo� o�= ap�a� cap=� ap�a� �a�a�
d) ap�a� xoëp o�= �_{�}� cap=� ��{���
e) ��%�� �_{�}� o�= xoëp cap=� ap�a�
f) ap�a� �o�oo� o�= ap�a� cap=� ap�a� �o�oo�
g) epQ� �yp�aa� o�= �a��a� cap=� xop�� ec��
h) �]��a xoëp �yy� �yp�aa� o�= �a��a� cap=� �a�a�

EXERCISES
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b)

1. -$���� ��pc�� ���p `Q�QQ �Q?
2. -M���� ��pc�� ���p �o� �yp�a� cap=� ap�a� �a�a�.
3. -$� `Q�Q� ~�� ��pc�� �Q?
4. -M]��a ec�� �yy� �a��� �yp�aa� ~�� ��pc��.
5. -Ta�a�x xQ����QQ �Q?
6. -Ma�a�x �a�yy�aa.
7. -������p �� a�x y�aa �o��o� ���~ ��cQ�.
8. -�yp�a� �a�ca� yy? 
9. -TQ�cQ�. Ca�� ���~ �a�ca�.
10. �� �a��a� �}{}}���� cap=� �a�a�� yy��ax xQpQ��Q�.

c)

1. -When is your birthday? 
2. -My birthday was last week. 
3. -on the seventeeth of October. 
4. -What day was it? 
5. -Friday. 
6. -Did you get many presents? What did you get? 
7. -It is the third time my mother gave me socks. 
8. I don’t need socks at all. 
9. -How many are there in your family? 
10. There are ten of us. 

Chapter Twelve

TEXT
When the meat from their cow was finished, after they had lived on it for several days, 
the young man went to kill marmots and ground squirrels. 

One day he was walking on the mountains, hungry and thirsty. Looking for ground 
squirrels like this he saw a bird’s nest in a tree and thought, “I’ll take some eggs, and fry 
and eat them”. But a crow flew down and said in human speech: 

-Hey, boy, how are you? Some time ago when I was very hungry you helped me. So I 
thought I would help you twice. Now, watch me. Dig down at the bottom of the tree 
which I shall land on. A small pot will be there. When you say “Be food and drink 
made!” to the pot it will be done. Take it and go. If you are tired again come to me once 
more. Then the crow flew away and landed on the branch of a large tree.

The young man came to the tree and started to dig until a small pot was revealed. 
When he said “Be meal and drink made in this pot!” a steaming hot meal was made… 

DRILLS
i)
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a) TQp �a�}� xapa��}`��� �a�ca�.
b) �� #a��aa� �ap���ca�.
c) Ma�a� �Q� �op; %~�~�� �����cQ�.
d) TQ� ���Q�� ]�a��ca�.
e) ��� �Q� �ap� ]�a��ca�.
f) �axa� a�%��� a�a��ca�.
g) �� �a�*�� xapa��aa���.
h) �a�* o[y��yy�a� co�co��ox��� �a��a.

ii)

a) �%����p ����� yy��ca� x�� a�%�� �a�ca�.
b) Ha��a� xa�� ]�ca� ox�� ����� �}�� ��*, Q�%.
c) Ca]=� op
 �{�Q� �~ë ox���o� yy��?] �Q
 �� �o�o
 �a��a.
d) $���� �Q��Qx ���p `���Q� xoo� �x �yy �a�ca�.
e) M���� y�aca� �op; �x xyp�a� �a�ca�.
f) $���� y�*�}� �o� �x �yy �a��a�.
g) M���� a�ca� �o�=� ”Mo��o� �~ë� %��Q��Q���� yp�a�” �Q�Q�.
h) M���� x���Q� apx� �~ë �a��a.

iii)

a) x��xQQc ����
b) �{Q`QQ� ����
c) a
�=�/a
�aac ����
d) o%�xooc ����
e) ��QxQQcQQ ����
f) ��Q`QQ� ����
g) o%�xoocoo ����
h) �{Q`QQ� ����

iv) 

a) �{���� �apaa
b) ��QQc xo�*
c) ��cQ��� �apaa
d) x�%QQ���� �apaa
e) Q`�Q`QQ� ����
f) �yycca�= �apaa
g) a�apca�= �apaa
h) `������ �apaa

v)

a) ]�ax [�ca�
]�ax xQpQ��Q�
]�ax xQpQ����
]�ax �yp�a�
]�ax �yp���
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]�ax ë��~�
]�ax ë����
]�ax �Q
 �a��a
]�ax �QQ��� �a��a
]��aap �a��a
]��aap��� �a��a
]�?]!

b) o%�x [�ca�
o%�x xQpQ��Q�
o%�x xQpQ����
o%�x �yp�a�
o%�x �yp���
o%�` ëc�o�
o%�x ë����
o%�x �Q
 �a��a
o%�x �QQ��� �a��a
o%�oop �a��a
o%�~~{��� �a��a
o%?ë!

c) ��Q` [�ca�
��Q` `Q{Q��Q�
��Q` xQpQ����
��Q` �yp�a�
��Qx �_{���
��Q` ë��~�
��Q` ë����
��Q` �Q
 �a��a
��Qx �QQ��� �a��a
���QQ{ �a��a
���QQ{��� �a��a
��;e!

d) a�pax [�ca�
a�pax `Q{Q��Q�
a�pax `Q{Q����
a�pax �yp�a�
a�pax �yp���
a�pax ë��~�
a�pax ë����
a�pax �Q
 �a��a
a�pax �QQ��� �a��a
a�ap�aap �a��a
a�ap�aap��� �a��a
a�{?]!

vi) 
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a) ]��aap �a��a ]�ax [�ca�
b) ]��aap��� �a��a
c) ���QQ{��� �a��a ��Qx��� [�ca�
d) �o��o�oop �a��a �o��ox [�ca�

EXERCISES
b)

1. �� apx� yy�aap �a��a.
2. $� apx� yyx xQpQ��Q� [� *�� xapa��}
 �a��a.
3. Xoo� ��Q`QQcQQ ���� �Qp ���� %o�o *�� �a�ca�.
4. ���� opo� a
�� �yycaxaac ���� %� Q�Q �ax�a� ��%�
 �yycax `Q{Q��Q�.
5. ���� opo� �opoo opox [� *�� �a��a.
6. Ec�� #a�aac ���� �opoo op�o� ��� �ap �apax���.
7. TQp��� ��QQc ���� �apca� �Q�Q�.
8. ������p xa�yy� �o�ox [� *�� �a��a.
9. TQp Q�� �pQQ� � �a��a. $a�� �yp�a� [� *�� �a��a.
10. A
�=� �apaa, �Q{�QQ xap�xaacaa ���� 
aaxa� [� yy�}�.

c)

1. -Look, a girl who has just come in is very beautiful! 
2. -Yes, she is. I wonder if she has a boyfriend. 
3. -It seems she hasn’t. 
4. -Shall I say “Hello” to her?  
5. -I saw her before you did. I’ll get to know her. 
6. -Then do it quickly. Otherwise somebody else will. 
7. -OK, I’ll do it after I drink this. 
8. -No, go before you drink it. 
9. -Right, I’m on my way. 
10. -Oh, what shall I do? Baatar is talking with her now. 

Chapter Thirteen

TEXT
Having eaten the meal the young man took the pot with him, came back home and lived 
without wanting for anything. 

But a servant-girl of the prince visited them. The wife of the young man put their old 
pot on, poured in some water and was about to make tea in it. At that point the young 
man said: 

-Hey, are you making tea in it for this woman? 
He grabbed his magic pot and said, “Be nice milk tea boiled!” and tea was 

immediately boiled. 
Having drunk the tea the woman came back to the prince’s and told him: 
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-That poor man lives better than we do. He has a magic pot to cook meals and make 
drinks for them. 

Hearing that the prince sent a man for the young man, who brought him back with his 
pot. The prince asked the young man: 

-Well, what does your pot do? Show me its magic. 
When the young man said “Appear a full pot of milk tea!” to his pot, a potfull of milk 

tea was made. 
At seeing that the prince asked: 
-Well, do you want your head cut off or will you give your pot to me? 
The young man thought for a while and said: 
-Oh, well, never mind. Of course it is better to give away my pot than to die! 
He gave his pot away and went back home. 
Coming home he said: 
-The prince has taken my pot. 
-You showed off to that bad servant woman, that’s why this thing has happened! his 

wife said. 
Then the young mant went to the crow. The crow asked: 
-Well, why did you come? 
-The prince took the pot, he answered. 
The crow gave him a magic hammer and said:  
-When you hold this hammer and make a gesture towards any kind of living thing 

saying “Tab yab!” the animal will die… 

DRILLS
i)

a) �a���#ca�
b) `Q�Q�#�Q�
c) opo�#co�
d) opo�#co�
e) ��cQ�#cQ�
f) opo�#oo���
g) �a���#yy�ca�
h) xap��#�a�

ii)

a) @�Q �o� %����xQQc ca��.
$���� �o� Q�Q �o�ooc/Q�Q�QQc ca��.

b) Ma*�� �op;�ooc xyp�a�.
Mop; �a*��aac xyp�a�.
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c) �aa�ap �}��~��~~c �o�.
�a��o�� �aa�apaac �o�.

d) @Q
 Q�%QQc ���� ca�xa� xoo� x���Q�.
@�% QQ
QQc ���� ca�xa� xoo� x���Q�.

e) Ma�a�x �a�a�xaac xo�.
Ta�a�x �a�a�xaac xo�.

f) �~{
���x �a�=�xaac o�o� �a��a�.
�a�=�x �~{
���`~~c o�o� �a��a�.

g) �� Q�Q o[_��}}c ca�� �y{�}�.
@�Q o[y�}� �a�aac ca�� �y{�}�.

h) �%���p��� xyy*__{ Q�Q�QQc �yy �a�ca�.
@�Q xyy*__{ �%���p���x��c �yy �a��a.

iii)

a) Ax �; ����QQ�QQ xyp�a� ��%�Q�.
��� �; axaacaa xyp�a� ��%�Q�.

b) �ap���aa �� %a�aac ���� a���a� `~~� x���Q�.
�ap���aa %� �a�aac ���� a���a� xoo� x���Q�.

c) TQp �a�aac o�o� ���~ ��cQ�.
�a� ����QQc o�o� ���~ ��cQ�.

d) Aa� �a�aac ���� ~�~� �o� y�*�}�.
�� aa�aacaa ���� o�o� �o� y�*�}�.

e) @�Q �a*�� a��o�yc�aac y�aa� ]�
 �a��a.
A��o�yc Q�Q �a*��aac y�aa� ]�
 �a��a.

f) �a�� �Qp�QQp ]�ax �; o��o#oop ]�axaac y�aa�.
O��o#oop ]�ax �; �a�� �Q{�QQ{ ]�axaac xy{�}�.

iv) 

a) @�� �}��}} �yp�a� �o�oo�ooc xap �; xa����� �o�.
b) M���� �Q�Q� o�o� ���~�~~� �%���p���x xa����� �yy �; �a�ca�.
c) Mo��o� x�� ��{��� x���Q� �yy��aac �a�a� QQ
��� x���Q� �; xa����� a���a�.
d) �~{
��� o�o� a�yy�aac �Qp �}�a� �op; �; xa����� xy{�}�.
e) Mo��o�=� ��p��� y��p�aac xa����� ca�xa� �; �a�ap.
f) TQ� �a�yy�aa *�pQQ x��c�QQc �aa�ap=�x xa����� �yy �; �a��a.

v)

a) �o��op=�x
b) %����x
c) %����x
d) ������x
e) �%���p���x
f) �_��}}����`
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EXERCISES
b)

1. �� �o�o��ox �yp���.
2. @�Q �o� ����� y�*�}� �o�ooc �QQp �Q
 �� �o�o
 �a��a.
3. Ax=� �op; xa����� xy{�}� �;.
4. �~{
 x�������x, xap�� a��a� �; xo�=�x.
5. TQ����x �Q{��� xyy%�� �a*��aap ]�c�aac �a�� �Q{�QQ{ ]�ca� �; �QQ{.
6. TQp ������� �Q{���`Q��Q��QQ �a���#yy�ca�.
7. �aa�ap xypa�� opo�#ox �yp�a�.
8. Ma�a� o[y��yy� cypca� `�%QQ�QQ �}��}} ]p��#�a�.
9. �%����p %� �Q{�QQ �a�ca� �o� �QQp �a�
QQ.
10. �� �Q����{� xoëp y�aa o%co� �o�o�% �a�x a�% %a�ca����.

c)

1. It would have been nicer if we saw this film. 
2. Dolgor is the worst cook amongst us. 
3. It was a good thing that we didn’t go to the countryside yesterday. 
4. I discussed this work with my boss. 
5. My brother’s horse is faster than Dorj’s, but mine is the fastest. 
6. I saw this film only once. 
7. -Were the buuz Dulmaa cooked any good? 
8. -No, the ones Baatar cooked were tastier. 
9. Who is the man who is talking with the teacher? 
10. I can say the red car is older than the black one. 

Chapter Fourteen

TEXT
Taking the hammer and going back home the young man saw a marmot running. He 
waved the hammer towards it, saying “Tab yab”, the marmot died. He took the marmot 
and carried it home. Seeing many gazelles going along outside his yurt he flourished the 
hammer and said “Tab yab”, and all of them dropped dead. After that the young man and 
his wife ate the gazelles’ meat until they were satisfied. 

Thus they lived peacefully, but one day the servant-girl of the prince came again. She 
asked the couple: 

-Well, how are you getting on? 
The young man said: 
-I found a precious hammer. We hunt gazelles with it and live comfortably. 
Hearing it the servant-girl went back to her prince and told him what the young man 

had said. Hearing that, the prince again sent a man, who brought the young man together 
with his hammer. 

-What kind of magic does your hammer have? What does it do? asked the prince. 
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-My hammer is a magic hammer. If you say “Tab yab” and flourish it towards any 
animal you see, it will die, answered the young man. 

Then the prince saw a dog running along on the border of the settlement and said, 
“Wave it at that!”. When the young man said “Tab yab” and waved his hammer towards 
the dog the prince had pointed at, it dropped dead. 

Seeing that, the prince again asked him: 
-Well, will you give your hammer away or will you have your head cut off? 
-I will neither give you my hammer nor let you take my head off! the young man said.  
At those words the prince got angry and said: 
-What is this misbehaved dog barking about? Get his hammer and give it to me! 
But the young man said: 
-Tab yab the prince, tab yab the queen and tab yab everybody from the prince’s court! 

Thus he killed them all. 
Then he sat on the throne, started to govern his land and lived happilly ever after… 

DRILLS
i)

a) �o�o��co�
b) �ap�a���a�
c) ��cQ�#Q�
d) �ap����a�
e) �o�o���o� yy 
f) �o�o��co�

ii)

a) ap�
b) xo�*oo
c) �QQ*
d) xa
yy�aap
e) �apyy� �a��
f) �~�__{
g) �����p
h) xo��yyp 

iii)

a) #aa�a
b) �aa�a
c) �aa�a
d) �aa�a

iv) 

a) ����QQc �;
b) ����QQ{QQ
c) o[y��yy� ����QQ{QQ/#����{��
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d) Q�Q a�yy ����QQ{QQ
e) a��o�yc ����QQ{QQ
f) `��`���� ����QQpQQ/#����{��
g) %�xp��� ������� �b/#����� �;
h) ��� �ap ����QQ{QQ/#����p��

v)

a) ���p����p
b) �a�yyxa�
c) xoëpxo�
d) ��p��x��
e) �o�o��op, �a�a��ap
f) x�x����p
g) �a�axa�
h) ���xQ�

EXERCISES
b)

1. $� �}�=� a�; �a�aap ]�
 �{�Q� �Q?
2. $� �aa�ap=� �apyy� �a�� cyy�a� yy? 
3. -@�� ]}
 �pcQ� �Q? {
 �a�x=� %��; xapca����.
4. -�� ���pQ� �oo�yyp ]�aa� �{�Q�.
5. @�Q o�oo ca�xa� �ypa� �a��a.
6. TQp �o�oo��op �a��a��a� x����� �a��x yy? 
7. -�� Q�Q %�xp��� ������� �; (Q�Q ��` %�xp���) a�% �o�ox yy? 
8. -Y���, �o�ox���. ��p��x�� ���cQ� �a��a. Xoëp xoëpoop �; a�;].
9. �%����p yy�=� ����� �a�� �y�a ]�
 �a�x=� �� ��cQ�.
10. �a�*������ ap� �a�#xa� � �o� �a��a�, xap�� ���� �a�� �; �ypa� �a��a�.

c)

1. -How do you think the yesterday’s film was? 
2. -I think it was quite good. 
3. There is a shop on the left side of the road. 
4. There is a tall tree behind our school. 
5. Bat went along the other side of the house, but you came along this side. 
6. If you go to the south you can get the Bogd mountains. 
7. I saw Baatar going downstairs. 
8. All the students did not do their homework. 
9. That man fought with a policeman. 
10. Wrestlers wrestle during Tsagaan Sar. 
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